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A B S T R A C T

This report discusses the advantages and disadvantages, special
techniques, and actual and potential applications of neutron activation
analysis (NAA) utilizing short-lived neutron-induced products, with special
reference to the analysis of samples of biological and environmental origin.
Attention is devoted mainly to products having half-lives in roughly the
range of 10 milliseconds to 60 seconds, but with some discussion of the
usefulness of even shorter-lived species, and ones with half-lives as long
as a few minutes. Important aspects of the analytical methodology include
sample preparation, irradiation/transfer systems, activity measurements,
data processing and analytical quality assurance. It is concluded that
several trace elements can be determined in bio-environmental samples (as
well as in samples of industrial, geochemical and other origin). In
particular, this method provides analytical possibilities for several
elements (e.g. B, F, Li and V) that are difficult to determine in some
matrices at trace levels by any other technique. These conclusions are
illustrated in an annex by results of calculations in which the
applicability of the techniques to the analysis of several biological and
environmental reference materials is evaluated by means of an advance
computer prediction program. The report concludes with an annotated
bibliography of relevant publications (including abstracts, where available)
taken from the INIS database.



FOREWORD

The use of short-lived activation products in neutron activation
analysis (NAA) involves a number of important differences as compared with
conventional NAA. Close proximity to the neutron source (usually a research
nuclear reactor) is required, and a fast transfer system must be used for
transporting samples between the irradiation and counting positions. For
work with really short half-lives, post irradiation chemistry is impossible,
and therefore the analysis is of necessity purely instrumental (unless pre-
irradiation treatment has been applied). Special counting techniques are
generally needed for measuring the induced radioactivity not only because of
the high counting rates encountered but also because these counting rates
may change significantly during the measurement period.

Since the use of short-lived activation products in neutron
activation analysis has gained acceptance as a special technique for the
determination of various elements in several types of matrices, the IAEA
decided to prepare and issue a report on the applications of this technique
to the analysis of trace elements in bio-environmental samples. The present
report is based on material prepared for a Consultants' Meeting convened by
the Agency in September 1984 in Vienna.

The Consultants were: Prof. V.P. Guinn (USA) chairman,
Dr. K. Heydorn (Denmark), Dr. N.H. Spyrou (UK), and Dr. G.P. Westphal
(Austria). The IAEA's secretariat was represented by Drs. Y. Muramatsu,
R.M. Parr (scientific secretary) and L. Pszonicki. Dr. E. Cortes-Toro
assisted with the final preparation of the report.

This report has been revised since the meeting and new material has
been incorporated. A bibliography on this subject, including abstracts
where available, was prepared from the INIS database from 1976 to Harch
1986, retrieving all the information published within that period. A
subject index, based on the documents retrieved from the INIS database,
which classifies the papers according to the methodology used for analysis,
the matrix or type of sample analysed, the elements determined and the
source of neutrons used In each particular case, has also been included.

Although this material was prepared mainly for use by participants
in the Agency's own programmes, it was decided to publish it In the present
fora to make it available to a wider audience.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report discusses the advantages and disadvantages, special
techniques, and actual and potential applications of neutron activation
analysis (NAA) utilizing short-lived neutron-induced products. Attention
is devoted mainly to products having half-lives in roughly the range of
10 milliseconds to 60 seconds, but with some discussion of the usefulness
of even shorter-lived species, and ones with half-lives as long as a few
minutes. Thus, emphasis is on elements detected by the rapid processing of
one /sample at a time. Basically, the method involved is instrumental NAA
(INAA), since such half-lives generally make it impossible, or at least very
difficult, to conduct post-irradiation radiochemical separations. If really
necessary, of course, one can employ some type of pre-irradiation treatment
of samples, prior to the INAA, to concentrate the element of interest or
remove interfering elements. Although many of the same short-lived radio-
nuclides, or others with similar half-lives and radiations, are encountered
in charged-partlcle activation analysis (e.g. employing a cyclotron) and in
photon activation analysis (e.g. employing an electron linear accelerator),
attention is concentrated on INAA involving short-lived activities produced
by thermal-neutron and epithermal-neutron (n,y) reactions, and by the
(n,n(), (n,p), (n,a), and (n,2n) fast-neutron reactions. Nuclear
reactors, accelerators, and isotopic neutron sources have all been
considered.

Detailed consideration is given to the two main ways of carrying out
INAA via short-lived products: (1) single analyses (or ordinary replicate
analyses of the same sample or various aliquots of the same material), and
(2) cyclic activation analysis (in which the same sample is activated and
counted n times, using a selected combination of irradiation time (tj),
decay time (tg), and counting time (tc), and a delay time tg
between cycles, in order to improve the counting statistics of the short-
lived species of interest, by summing the n spectra from a sample into a
single spectrum). It is also noted that short-lived (n,y) products are
also contributors to the y-ray pulse-height spectra generated in "prompt-
gamma" INAA, including even some with half-lives much shorter than 10 ms.

A special technique discussed is one that enhances the formation of
very short-lived species, relative to longer-lived species, involving the
use of high-intensity (e.g. 1000 MW> reactor pulses. This technique is
possible with TRIGA reactors equipped with a pulsing control rod.

The special needs with respect to sample transfer systems, counting
electronics, and data processing, when one is employing very short-lived
activities in INAA, is explored in some detail. Two outstanding
examples of the usefulness of short-lived products are the determination of
lithium via the 7Li(n,Y>*Li reaction, and of boron via the 1X B(n,y) X2B
reaction. * Li has a half-life of 0.84 s, and for iaB it is only 0.02 s.
Both decay via the emission of very high-energy B~-particles, with no
significant accompanying y-ray emission, so they are typically detected
via a Cerenkov counter and multichannel sealer. Fast transfer tubes capable
of transferring a sample in about 25 ms are used in such work, utilizing a
shock wave to move the sample. For induced activities with half-lives
longer than about 0.5 s, a simpler and more conventional pressurized gas or
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vacuum cleaner transfer system may be used, providing transfer times as
short as about 0.25 s to 1 s. For short-lived products other than *Li and
B, a Ge(Li) - or nowadays preferably an intrinsic Ge - multichannel y-ray

spectrometer is used. Use also of a low-energy photon detector (LEPD)
extends the measured spectrum of an activated sample down into the X-ray
region (down to perhaps 5 keV) and allows the detection of a significant
number of short-lived nuclear isomers (some 70 isomers out of a total of
about 170 have half-lives between 0.1 s and 1000 s) which emit both
gamma-rays and X-rays following internal conversion.

Due to the fact that the half-life of a species places a limit on the
number of net photopeak counts (NPPC) it can generate, special fast
electronics have been developed that enable one to make quantitative
measurements even at counting rates as high as about 700,000 cs"1 as
opposed to a limitation with ordinary electronics of around 5,000 to
10,000 cs"1 before pulse pile-ups and other spectrum-distortion factors
become unscceptably large. A different kind of detector system is used in
the delayed-neutron method of determining uranium and thorium, namely an
annulus of BF3 or 3He proportional counters set in a moderator,
with simple sealer measurement of the total counts produced by the various
short-liveJ fission products that decay partially by neutron emission.

Special attention is devoted to (n,Y> and some fast-neutron
products of elements that form only a short-lived product. These include
0.84 s *Li from Li; 20 ms iaB from B; 7.14 s l\i from 0; 27 s X90 from 0;

2 0F from F; 2.24 min a-Al from Al; 3.75 min S2V from V; and 0.80 s11.4
2O7Pb"' from Pb.
lived and longer-lived (n,y) products are considered (e.g. 17.5 s
77Se versus 120 d 75Se, from Se>.

In addition, other elements that form both useful short-

An INAA Advance Prediction Computer Program (APCP) that is extremely
useful in INAA work involving short-lived and longer-lived neutron-induced
products, measured by Ge Y-ray spectrometry, is reviewed. For any sample
matrix type of either approximately. or accurately known (e.g. certified and
other reference materials) elemental composition; for any combination of
thermal-neutron, epithermal-neutron, and fission-spectrum (or 14 Mev)
neutron flux; for any specified limitations on sample size or maximum
acceptable counting rate at start of count (SOC); and for any specified
combinations of t±, td, and tc, the APCP rapidly calculates and prints
out the maximum sample weight to be used and, for that sample weight and a
given detector and counting geometry, all details of the cumulative Compton
continuum levels from one Compton edge to the next, and all significant
photopeaks (including first and second escape peaks, and contributions to
the 511 keV peak, from high-energy y-rays) in the pulse-height spectrum.
Each peak is identified as to radionuclide, formation reaction (if a
fast-neutron product), Y-ray energy, and net photopeak counts integrated
over the counting period (and its standard deviation and % a rel). Peaks
that overlap a Compton edge, or another peak, or both, are so indicated.
Lower limits of detection for non-input or undetected elements of interest
are also printed out. The APCP is a valuable advance guide for all INAA
work, guiding one to optimum conditions for the measurement of any element
in any matrix. Agreement between APCP predictions and experimental results
becomes poorer at very high counting rates, due to dead-time and pile-up.

Various of the above topics are discussed in greater detail in the
following sections of this report.
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2. ELEMENTS DETERMINABLE BY INAA VIA SHORT-LIVED
BIO-ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES, AND THE ROLE OF THE APCP

PRODUCTS IN

Table 1 presents a summary of activation products from eight
elements that only usefully form a short-lived neutron-induced product. Two
of these eight products are high-energy B~-emitters <*Li and 12B)
and hence .ire detected with a B~ counter such as a Cerenkov counter; the
other six products are measured via Ge y-ray spectrometry. One of the
eight (7.14 s X*N from 0) is widely utilized for oxygen determinations, down
to a few mg/kg in a large sample, with 14 MeV neutrons from a neutron
generator. For each of these products, there is also shown an indication of
whether that activity is determinable for seven illustrative biological or
environmental sample matrix types.

Table 2 presents a summary of 27 short-lived INAA products from 25
elements that form both a suitable short-lived product and one or more
suitable longer-lived products. In these cases, insufficient information is
generally available to indicate feasibility ratings for detection/measurement
via these short-lived products in the seven illustrative sample matrix types
that are included in Table 1. However, more information on these measurement
feasibilities is presented for a variety of relevant biological and environ-
mental reference materials, calculated via the APCP. A summary of these APCP
results for eight different irradiation/decay/counting times in the range of
0.5 s to 64 s, is given in Annex 1.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1. Sample preparation

The special advantages of activation analysis are only preserved when
the sample is irradiated without any prior treatment, which could introduce
contamination or losses of some elements.

However, the use of short-lived indicators makes any radiochemical
separation after irradiation very difficult and may cause unacceptable
reduction of sensitivity. Among the elements in Table 1, only aluminium and
vanadium have been found to benefit from post-irradiation separation. Thus,
in cases where the detection limit by INAA is not sufficiently low, or where
significant nuclear interference is expected, pre-irradiation separation is
unavoidable.

In the analysis of bio-environmental specimens, a pre-irradiation
separation may be necessary to remove phosphorus and thereby to eliminate
interference in the determination of aluminium caused by fast neutrons.
There is no necessity for this step if irradiation is carried out in a
purely thermal neutron spectrum or if the experiment is performed twice,
once in the reactor spectrum and then in an epicadmiutn neutron flux for the
measurement of the phosphorus (n, a) contribution. A pre-concentration
step is usually required for the determination of lead and fluorine.
However, the determination of fluorine in bone does not require precon-
centration since adequate analytical precision is achieved with both
instrumental neutron activation and proton induced gamma-ray emission
analyses.



TABLE 1 Elements with short half-life activation products for which no suitable longer-lived activation product
•xists; feasibility of determining these elements in typical bio-environmental matrices (in all cases at
natural levels, without pre-concentration or separation).

Target

Al

B

F

Li

0

0

Pb

V

Product

"Al

" B

2°F

'Li

"o
a O 7Pb"

"v

Half-life

2.24 min

20 ms

11.4 s

0.84 s

7.14 s

27 s

0.80 s

3.75 min

Emission

Y

P"

Y

P"

Y

Y

Y

Y

Energy
keV

1779

13373(max)

1633

13000(max)

6129

197

570,1064

1434

Feasibility(l)

blood

-

-

-

(2)

(3)

(3)

-

-

bone

0

-

la)

(»)

(3)

-

0

liver

-

-

-'

£2)

(3)

(3)

-

-

of determination in:

plant

+

-

-

air
partic.

•

0

0

+

+ +

soil

•

0

+

+ +

coal
fly ash

0

0

+ +

-

-

(1) +•»• good; + known to be possible, but with problems; 0 theoretically feasible, but not proven;

- known to be impractical.

(2) In patients treated with Li, but not at natural levels.

(a) Generally of no interest except possibly for the l*0(n,Y)190 reaction used with 1 -0 as a tracer.

i
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Elements with short half-life activation products for which one or more
longer-lived activation product exist.

Target

AE

AS

As

Au

Ba

Ba

Br

Cl

Co

Cu

Dy

Er

Ge

Ge

Hf

In

Ir

Na

P

Rb

Rh

Sb

Sc

Se

U.Th

W

Yb

Product

"'AS

"°AS

"As"1

x t 7Au W

" • B a m

1 3 7 B * ! _ J
7 tBr m

,.clm

•"Co"1

"Cu

Half-life

2.42 min

24.4 8

16.5 ms

7.2 s

0.31 s

2.55 min

4.9 a

0.74 s

10.5 min

5.1 min

1#sDymi j 1.26 min

" 7 E r m

7 SGe m

71Geln

2.30 s

48 s

20 ms

i 7'Hf m i 18.6 8

"'in 113.4 .

1 MIr"» ! 1.42 min

a 4H."

"Al

" R b "

lO4Rh

»'Sb-x

"sc"

"s."

rp

i»»w a

75 n
>:b

20 ms

2.24 min

1.02 min

43 8

93 s

19.5 s

17.5 8

-20 8

5.30 8

6.4 8

Emission

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

n

Y

Y

Energy
keV

633

658

304

279

818

662

207

671

59

1039

108

208

140

175

214

434

612

472

1779

556

556

498

142

162

108

104

Comment

More sensitive than 108-Ag

Widely applicable for soil-type
matrices.

I

Fast Neutron Reaction

It «•

Widely used for bio-environaental
matrices

tt H
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While no proper radiochemical separation can be carried out after
irradiation, transfer of the sample from the irradiation container to a
counting vial is possible for all elements in Table 1 with the exception of
boron, lithium, and lead. For these three it is therefore important to
select irradiation containers with no significant content of these elements.

In cyclic activation analysis using repeated irradiation and counting
of the same sample, transfer to a fresh counting vial is not practicable,
and containers with insignificant concentrations of all elements in Table 1
should be used. This may cause problems with respect to the elements
aluminium, oxygen, and perhaps vanadium.

Sample size may be limited not only by the irradiation container, but
also by the counting rate that can be handled by the detector and associated
electronics. In many cases the counting geometry can be changed to
compensate for variations in sample activity, but in some systems for cyclic
activation the detector is an integrated part of the whole, and the geometry
is fixed. Such completely-contained systems for transfer of samples between
irradiation and counting positions usually have a maximum permissible sample
weight as a limitation of sample size.

3.2. Irradiation/transfer systems

It is obvious that the time between the end of irradiation and the
beginning of counting assumes a critical, role in the determination of
elemental concentrations via short-lived activation products; it should be
as short as possible, preferably not exceeding the half-life of the
radionuclide of interest.

Conventional reactor irradiation/transfer systems do not normally meet
this criterion, transfer times being at best of several seconds duration and
so-called "rapid" systems that are available commercially are not
significantly better. There are several systems described in the literature
capable of sample transfer times down to 2S0 ms. These have either been
specifically designed for the measurement of short-lived activation products
or are specially modified versions of existing facilities [BRA 76a, HEY 77,
KRE 77, SPY 74]. Rapid transport is invariably brought about by aeans of
gas pressure but differences occur with respect to the minimum transfer
times achieved and hence the minimum half-lives that can be usefully
employed. Sensitivity of analysis may be increased considerably by pulsed
reactor operation, whereas the throughput of samples analysed is much higher
when the flux remains constant i.e. steady-state operation. The critical
factors for the two modes of operation are quite different and transportation
systems must be designed accordingly. Enhanced sensitivity of analysis can
also be achieved by cyclic activation, but with the additional requirements
of rapid return of the sample to the irradiation position, repetitively
after the end of counting, and without destruction [BUR 82, SPY 81a, TOU 81}.
Considerations therefore taken into account include the shortening of sample
flight paths, the proximity of the detection system to the irradiation
position, the mass and shape of the 'rabbit* and its contents, the arrest of
the sample at either end of its travel, and whether the sample capsule is
separated from its outer container (the 'rabbit') for counting. A number of
facilities for the determination of uranium, using delayed neutrons, may for
example be capable of, or be suitably adapted to meet, these performance
requirements [PAP 81].
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However, suitable systems for the measurement of radionuclides ?witjj
half-lives of the order of tens of milliseconds, e.g. B (20 ms), As
(16 ms), and 7^3em (20 ms), require special consideration and innovative
designs, in order to cope with samples required to travel at sonic
velocities. They can be classified as those where the pneumatic container
is either sucked into the irradiation position by a vacuum and returned by a
shock wave which is generated by a blast of gas or brought to the
irradiation position by a shock wave and returned by another shock wave.
Two such systems, at the Austrian Universities Atomic Institute [SAL 81] and
Ristf National Laboratory [HEY 81], have been designed and are being operated
with transfer times of 20 and 25 ms, respectively. However, it should also
be noted that the rapid pneumatic transfer of material is not a subject of
exclusive interest to activation analysis and a number of interesting
studies are taking place in industry from which new systems may emerge.

It follows that, if the problem of transfer time is overcome and its
duration can be accurately measured or precisely reproduced, control of the
times for which the sample is irradiated and counted can also be achieved
for the short periods required in these measurements. Control is nowadays
maintained by micro-processor devices. Accuracy in determination of timing
parameters, and the reproducibility in positioning of the sample, acquire
even more importance in cyclic activation analysis, where the sample
undergoes n cycles of irradiate transfer-count-return, in sequence.

The power pulsing of a TRIGA reactor, resulting in a burst of neutrons
of high intensity with a typical duration of IS - 30 ms (fwhm), coupled to a
fast system capable of matching this in terms of transfer time, provides the
best combination at present of high-flux and short-lived activity measure-
ment. As mentioned above, by the use of such high intensity (e.g. 1000 MW)
pulses, the activity of very short-lived species is enhanced, typically by a
factor of around 50/(half-life in seconds) as compared with the saturation
activity at the normal steady-state flux.

An alternative approach to the rapid transfer of a sample is, by
mechanical or electronic means, to pulse or chop the neutron beam emerging
frotr. a neutron generator [FAN 81b, MUG 79], isotopic source [SPY 81b] or
from a reactor, and thus to control the time of irradiation. The sample
can then be stationary and the target/detector configuration fixed. In
fact, five different source-target-detector configuration systems have been
suggested for the irradiation of samples and the measurement of short-lived
activation products [SPY 81a] also capable of performing cyclic activation
analysis. For example, this has been achieved with an isotopic source,
which is made to oscillate between a resting position and an irradiation
position [HAT 82]. Such low-flux systems may suffer from damage to the
detectors exposed to neutrons, and require' considerably more stringent
shielding of background. One advantage of such an arrangement, though, is
that it would allow the measurement of prompt radiations, when the sample is
being irradiated, as well as short-lived delayed emissions. This has been
demonstrated in :ln-vivo* activation analysis in the determination of Cd and
Se concentrations in the liver using a combination of prompt and cyclic
detection modes [NIC 82].
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The cost for construction and installation of the different irradiation/
transfer systems, at present in operation, varies as much as the variety of
the designs available but it is unlikely that a fairly simple system, as the
one utilising an oscillating isotopic neutron source would cost much more
than $5,000 whereas reactor fast transport systems would require an outlay
of $20,000 or more.

3.3. Activity measurement

For the measurement of short-lived activation products, the energy-
dispersive registration of y- radiation and X-rays is certainly of
prevailing significance. For boron and lithium, however, the detection of
hard ^'-radiation by means of Cerenkov counters is the beet procedure.
In the determination of fissionable elements, neutron counting with either
an array of BF, or 3He counters is of importance. It is worth noting that
systems in coincidence (or anticoincidence} mode using a variety of detectors
and detector combinations can prove useful in resolving interferences and
improving detection limits, for selected applications and activation
products.

A general prerequisite for counting systems for use with short-lived
activation products is their ability to operate reliably at. very high
counting rates with a minimum of counting losses. This is because of the
simple fact that the number of events to be counted for a desired level of
statistical significance occur in shorter than usual periods of time.

In addition, means for the proper accounting of registration losses not
destroying the correlation between rapidly changing spectral shapes and
counting rates are an indispensable necessity tor the quantitative
measurement of short-lived activation products.

Cerenkov counting systems based on photomuItipiier tubes optimized for
high-rate operation by means of low-impedance divider chains, grounded anode
mode of operation, and equipped with ultra-fast discriminators, have been
found to be extremely well suited for boron and lithium determinations when
complemented with multichannel scaling systems for decay curve analysis.

For the measurement of short-lived isomeric transitions with most
probable energies in the sub-HeV range, high-purity n-type germanium
detectors are a better choice than the Ge(Li) detector, because of their
increased sensitivity, down to the X-ray region of energies, thus combining
in a single instrument the possibilities of the low-energy photon detector
and a conventional gamma counter. The absence of slowly-collected signals,
which in the Ge(Li) detectors pose serious resolution problems at high
counting rates, is a further advantage of the high purity detector.

Conventional preamplifiers with resistive feedback are unable to
process counting rates in excess of 10 cs~ of "fco. Preamplifiers with
switched charge restoration are now available that can operate up to more
than 10 cs~ without noticeable degradation in electronic resolution.
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Conventional pulse-shaping amplifiers of the semi-Gaussian type -\re a
true bottleneck for the processing of high counting rates, due to their
unnecessarily long pulse durations and the consequent bad utilization of
measuring time. Pulse processors of the recently available gated integrator
type have orders-of-magnitude higher throughput, approaching 10 processed
events per second.

The recently developed virtual pulse generator method of counting-loss
correction quantitatively takes into account both dead-time and pile-up
losses, similar to the statistically equivalent classical pulse generator
method [WES 76, WES 81]. However, due to a virtually unlimited test
frequency it is able to generate loss correction factors of sufficient
statistical accuracy within millisecond periods of time. By adding said
correction factors to the channels addressed by the analog-to-digital con-
verter during the process of measurement (instead of one as in conventional
pulse-height analysis), purely instrumental real-time correction of counting
losses is effected. This method has been shown to be limited only by counting
statistics at counting rates up to more than 700,000 cs~x, or losses of
more than 98%.

3.4. Data processing

As already stated, multichennel scaling equipment is required for
Cerenkov counting for boron and lithium. The same is true for neutron
counting, and it has been found that multichannel scaling of the integral
counting rate is also a useful complement to the energy-dispersive analysis
of short-lived y-emitting radionuclides, making it possible, for example,
to record shape and intensity of a reactor pulse by its associated flash of
Y-radiation.

For pulse-height spectrometry of short-lived activation products, means
for performing an on-line addition of weighting factors, taking into account
the instantaneous counting losses, have been mentioned already as a
necessity for quantitative analysis. Sufficient analyser memory for
collecting time-sequential spectra without the need for intermediate data
transfers has been found to be a valuable means for separating the very
short-lived from the short-lived activities. Systems have been designed
that can generate, for every shot of a capsule, three pulse-height spectra
in a suitable time sequence, accompanied by up to twelve multichannel-
scaling spectra from four different inputs, such as integral counting rate
of the Y-channel, acceptance rate of the pulse-height analyzer, as well as
Cerenkov and. neutron counting rates. For the best utilization of activation
and measurement facilities, a host computer system should be provided which
allows for rapid transfer of data to permanent storage media and/or to an
on-line data evaluation program. In cyclic activation, where parameters
such as the half-life of the isotope of interest, optimum signal-to-noise
ratio and replicate precision, can be extracted from individual spectra
obtained after each cycle, it is important to have data transferred rapidly
to a permanent storage medium for further processing, otherwise useful
information is lost if only the final summed cumulative spectrum is stored
or the data evaluated on-line.

A convenient user interface based on some kind of graphic terminal will
help in keeping control of the irradiation-measurement-data processing
cycle. Likewise, data management making use of some of the readily
available database systems will prove helpful in keeping pace with the
substantial amount of data emerging from facilities for measuring short-
lived neutron activation products.
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Special problems arise in peak area evaluation from the unavoidable
changes of peak shape over the wide range of counting rates which are
involved in the measurement of short-lived y-emltuion*. Peak-fitting
algorithms have been found to be inferior to simpler peak area calculations
within suitably determined peak boundaries. As an added advantage, these
simple algorithms lend themselves to rapid on-line evaluations which may be
performed concurrently with the data collection process.

3.5.-Analytical quality assurance-

Quality assurance in neutron activation analysis is first of all based
on establishing and maintaining statistical control of the complete system
from the start of irradiation to the calculation of the final result.
Deviations from this state of affairs are detected by the analysis of
precision and are usually caused by sources of non-random error.

When all sources of variation have been brought under control, the
calibration of the system should be checked by the analysis of certified
reference materials.

The use of short-lived indicators is very favourable for statistical
quality control because of the ease of replication. In cyclic activation
analysis a spectrum is recorded n times from the same sample, and successive
results y{ are checked by the statistic,

n <yry>
2

T -

in which of is the variance calculated from counting statistics only. This
statistic closely follows a x* distribution with n-1 degrees of freedom,
and deviations from statistical control are detected at the desired level of
significance.

When samples are not unique, one may analyse M samples in duplicate
instead of repeating the analysis of the same sample. This gives a slightly
better average precision, but may be tested by the same statistic,

T a
1 'im T °am

which is approximated by a x* distribution with M degrees of freedom. In
this case the sampling stage is included in the control, and deviation
between presumably identical samples will be detected by the analysis of
precision.
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Typical problems associated with the measurement of short-lived
radionuclides are significant decay of the indicator during the counting
period, and the high counting rates needed to collect a reasonable number of
counts. Both these problems have been solved by the use of loss-free
counting, and complete statistical control has been verified for counting
rates up to several hundred thousand counts per second.

Many peak evaluation programs, however, are unable to handle spectra
with varying degrees of degradation of peak, resolution, and lack of
statistical control may be caused by poor data processing. Programs based
on peak fitting usually fare worse than programs based on modified Covell
methods. It is important to realize that conventional dead-time compensation
is inapplicable to these measurements, when count losses are mostly caused
by pulse pile-up. Both losses can be accounted for by the use of a pulser.

The elimination of all non-random sources of variation may require some
limits to be set for counting rate, sample size, etc., but when statistical
control has been ascertained by the analysis of precision, precision may be
built up by the synthesis of precision from replication or cycling of
samples.

Finally, results may be checked for calibration by the analysis of
reference materials, in which concentrations of the elements ars known with
satisfactory precision and accuracy. Such reference materials are available
from the International Atomic Energy Agency, the US National Bureau of
Standards, the Community Bureau of References, etc. None of them have
certified values for all these elements, but Table 3 gives a list of
currently available certified reference materials in the bio-environmental
field applicable to several of the elements of interest.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Developments during the past few years, particularly in detector and
electronics (permitting the use of very high counting rates) and fast
transfer systems (permitting work with radionuclides with half-lives down to
a few milliseconds) have extended the range of applications of short-lived
activation products in neutron activation analysis and also provided better
quality assurance. Several trace elements can be determined in bio-
environmental samples as well as in those of industrial, geochemical and
other origin. This method provides analytical possibilities for several
elements (e.g. B, F, Li and V) that are difficult to determine in some
matrices at trace levels by any other technique.



TABLE 3 Summary of the availability of certified biological reference
materials for the elements in Table 1. If available, the
certified value is given in ng/kg dry weight unless otherwise
noted (data from Muramatsu, Y. and Parr, R.M., Report
IARA/RL/128 (1985)).

Reference Material

Pine Needles (NBS-1575)

Citrus Leaves (MBS-1572)

Bovine Serum (NBS-8419)

Bowen's Kale

Urine - 3 (BI-CUM-3)

Urine - 2 (BI-CUM-2)

Urine - 1 (BI-CUM-1)

Oyster Tissue (NBS-1566)

Lobster (NRCC-TORT-1)

Al

545

92

0.013*

-

-

-

-

-

-

B F Li

_ _ _

_

_

49

20.95*

4.26*

1.02*

_

0 Pb+

10.8

13.3

-

-

0.539*

0.126*

0.010*

0.48

-

V

-

-

-

0.386

-

-

-

2.3

1.4

* value given in mg/L + not an exhaustive list for Pb
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Annex 1

INAA ADVANCE PREDICTION COMPUTER PROGRAM
CALCULATIONS FOR RAPID ANALYSIS CONDITIONS

by

Vincent P. Guinn

An Advance Prediction Computer Program (APCP) for instrumental
neutron activation analysis (INAA), developed at U.C. Irvine (GUI 80,
GUI 82, GUI 84) is an invaluable advance guide to INAA optimum conditions,
maximum allowable sample weights, measurement precisions, overlapping
photopeaks, and lower limits of detection (LOD's). Employing either an
accurate input elemental composition (in the case of reference materials)
or an approximate/ typical/average one gleaned from the literature, the
APCP calculates all details of the resulting y-vay pulse height
spectrum - for any desired set of analysis conditions. Independent
variables that can be input to any desired values include: thermal
neutron flux (<t>th) • epithermal neutron flux <4>epi), detector,
counting geometry, irradiation time (ti), decay time (td), counting
tine (tc), and maximum allowable sample weight (usually set at the
lesser of one gram or that weight that will give a total y- ray counting
rate of 5000 cps at start of count, SOC.

For a given material and a given combination of conditions, the APCP
output includes the maximum allowable sample weight, and for that weight
the various cumulative Compton continuum levels (in integrated counts per
keV) from one Compton edge to the next and all significant photopeaks
(i.e., those with a % Orel of < 50%). The radionuclide identity of
each peak, its half life, its f-ray energy in keV, its number of
integrated (over the counting period) net photopeak counts (NPPC), and
the a and %<>rel of its NPPC are shown. Photopeaks iaclude those
of all detectable (n, y) products and their daughter products (if any),
and, for high-energy Y-ravs» also their first and second escape peaks
and their contribution to the 511 keV peak (by pair production
interaction in the detector shielding). Peaks that overlap with a
Compton edge are marked with an *, ones that overlap with another peak
are marked with an **, and those that overlap with both are marked with
an ***. The output also includes, for end of irradiation (E0I), SOC, and
decay times of 100, 1000, and 10s minutes, the five principal induced
activities and their uCi amounts; and the five principal contributors
to the sample y-ray dose rate, in YmRh~l at 10 cm.

Although any desired combinations of Lj, tj and tc can be
input, the usual practice at U.C. Irvine is to employ a total of 12
stepped sets of conditions, selected so as to maximize the detectability
of short-lived, medium-lived, and long-lived induced activities. Since
in complex matrices optimum detectability of a given induced activity is
usually at or near the condition of ti=td=tc= half life, the first
seven condition sets usually employed are ones in which ti=td=tc,
each increasing by a factor of about 3 (i.e., each 0.1 min, then 0.3 min,
then 1 min, then 3 min, then 10 min, then 30 min, then 100 min). The
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eighth condition employs tj = 300 min, tA = 300 min, tc 100 min,
and tc remains at 100 min, for practical reasons, for the subsequent
sets of conditions. The ninth condition employs t} = 300 min, t$ =
1000 min, tc = 100 min, and tj remains at 300 min, for practical
reasons, for the subsequent sets of conditions. For the tenth, eleventh,
and twelfth conditions, t^ = 300 min and tc = 100 min in each, but
td increases progressively to 3000 min, 10,COO min (about one week) and
30,000 roin (about 3 weeks).

Due to the continuing interest at U.C. Irvine in very short-lived
induced activities in INAA, a recent study has extended such APCP cal-
culations, for 13 biological reference materials and 8 environmental
reference materials, down to shorter times. This work assumed 8 sets of
conditions, each with tj. = td - tc, each increasing in steps of 2,
from 0.5 s to 1 s, to 2 s, to 4 s, to 8 s, to 16 s, to 32 s, to 64 s.
For these calculations, the neutron flux was set at 4>th = 1° 1 3 plus
•epi = 1 Q 1 2 n c m~ 2 s"1 » a "15%" Ge (Li) detector at 2 cm was
input; and the maximum sample size was set at the lesser of one gram or
that weight that would give a total "y-ray counting rate of 5000 cps at
SOC (fJ particles being absorbed by a 2 cm thick plastic absorber
between sample and detector).

APCP Calculations for 13 Biological Reference Materials

Each of these 13 biological reference materials (9 NBS, 4 IAEA) was
processed at U.C. Irvine by Nancy Truglio for each of the above-mentioned
rapid analysis conditions, i.e. for total analysis times ti+t<j+tc
ranging from 1.5 s to 192 s. Of the generally much larger number of
input elements, a total of 24 elements (30 radio-nuclides) were shown to
be detectable, to either good or fair precision, under one or more of the
eight sets of conditions. A summary of the elements shown to be
detectable in these various biological reference materials is shown in
Table I.

The 30 detectable induced activities may be conveniently arranged in
three groups: (1) very short-lived species (T<76s), (2) short-lived
species (2.2min<T<9.5min)* and (3) medium-lived species (14min<T<35h):

(1
26.9s
0.71s
18.7s
17.4s
61.2s
24.4s
2.16s
75.6s
18.7s

>
0-19

Cl-38m
Sc~46m
Se-77m
Rb~86m
Ag-110
In-116m2
Dy-165m
Hf-179m

(9 activities)

(2)
9.46min Mg-27
2.24min Al-28
S.OOmin S-37
8.72min Ca-49
5.80min Ti-51
3.76min V-52
5.10min Cu-66
3.90min Se-79m

(8 activities)

15.
37.
12.
2.
12.
17.
35.
68.
2.
14.
54.
25.
23.

(13

(3)
Oh
3min
4h
58h
7h
6min
3h
Omin
80h
6min
lmin
Omin
5min

Na-24
Cl-38
K-42

Mn-56
Cu-64
Br-80
Br-82
Sr-85m
Sr-87m
Mo-101
In-116m
1-128
U-239

activities)
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One may generalize by concluding that the 24 elements are
potentially detectable, under these rapid-analysis conditions, in most
biological materials. In this connection, it should be noted that for
many of these 13 biological reference materials not all of these 24
elements could be included in the input to the APCP, since literature
compilations show no measured values (certified or non-certified) for
some of these elements in most of these materials. The APCP, of course,
cannot possibly output elements not included in the input composition.
These "missing" possibly detectable elements are listed in Table II. At
U.C. Irvine, an experimental INAA search for these various missing
elements, in these various biological reference materials, is being
initiated - using these APCP results as guides for optimum conditions for
their possible detection.

APCP Calculations for 8 Environmental Reference Materials

Similar rapid-analysis APCP calculations were carried out at U.C.
Irvine by Nancy Truglio for 8 environmental reference materials (7 NBS, 1
IAEA). For these 8 reference materials, a total of 17 elements (18 radio-
nuclides) were shown to be detectable under these rapid-analysis
conditions. A summary of the elements shown to be detectable in these
various environmental reference materials is shown in Table III

The 18 detectable induced activities may be
again, in three groups: (1) very short-lived
short-lived species (2.2min<T<10.5min), and (3)
(17min<T<15h):

conveniently arranged,
species (T<76s), (2)
medium-lived species

(1)
11.Os F-20
0.71s Cl-38m
18.7s Sc-46m
17.4s Se-77m
2.16s In-116m2
75.6s Dy-165m
18.7s Hf-179m
0.81s Pb-207m

(8 activities)

(2)
9.46min Mg-27
2.24min Al-28
8.72min Ca-49
5.8Omin Ti-51
3.76min V-52
10.5min Co-60m

(6 activities)

15
37
2
17

(4

(3)
.Oh Na-24
•3min Cl-38
.58h Mn-56
.6min Br-80

activities)

Generalizing again, one may conclude that these 17 elements are
potentially detectable, under these rapid-analysis conditions, in most
environmental materials. As in the case of the biological reference
materials, however, many of these 17 elements are not known to be present
in a number of these 8 environmental reference materials and hence could
not be included in the APCP input compositions. A similar experimental
INAA search for these various missing elements is also being initiated at
U.C. Irvine •- using these APCP results as guides for optimum conditions
for their possible detection.

Uae of High-Intensity Reactor Pulses in INAA

As has been shown in earlier studies (MIL 76b, GUI 77b), the
production of very short-lived induced activities can be enhanced by the
use of high-intensity reactor pulses. In the 1000 MW peakpower pulses
currently used in TRIGA reactors such as that at U.C. Irvine, the full
width at half maxiumum is 12 ms. For such pulses, the ratio of the
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amount of a given Induced activity formed in a pulse, compared to the
amount that would be induced in this same amount of element by irradiation
all the way to saturation, at the normal steady power level of 0.2S MW
should be 35/T (experimentally found to be ca. 43+6/T), where T is the
half-life of the induced activity in seconds.

Recently, H. Simon Hsia (at U.C. Irvine) has written a
corresponding APCP for high-intensity reactor pulses, and processed all
the 13 biological and 8 environmental reference materials (discussed
earlier in this section for short t\, t,j, tc conditions at a steady

1 3 ii i1013 flux) for the same and c

conditions, but with the
irradiation for all set for a 1000 MW, 12 ms FWHM pulse, which gives a
peak thermal-neutron flux of 1.5 x 1016 n cm~2s-l. Unfortunately,
since the pulse enhances the formation of many short-lived species, in a
multiple-element sample, the main effect of using such a pulse is only to
reduce the sample size needed (due to the 5000 cps at SOC limitation).
The pulse does not for such samples significantly change the measurement
precisions or the lower limits of detection.

To cite just one example of the above, for one condition for NBS
Oyster Tisaue, correcting the 10*3 steady-state flux results to one of
1.5 x 10l2n cm~2s-l (250 kW), one could use a 730 mg sample of this
material, for 5000 cps at SOC for ti = t<j = tc - 8 seconds. Using
a 1000 MW pulse, the corresponding sample size for td = 8 seconds is 53
mg (followed by tc = 8 seconds). The measurement precisions
(%cfrel) resulting, for the three principal very short-lived induced
activities, are shown by the APCP's to be:

Steadv-State (25OkW)
± * Orel

4.3
3.5
8.0

1000 MW Pulse

3.7
3.1
8.0

18.7s Sc-46m 143keV y
17.4s Se-77m 162kev y
24.4s Ag-110 658keV y

(NBS Oyster Tissue, SRM - 1566, contains 0.089 mg/kg Sc, 2.1 mg/kg Se,
and 0.89 mg/kg Ag). It is evident from the above example that the main
advantage of using such a high-intensity reactor pulse is to reduce the
sample size (in this case, by a factor of about 14), with little or no
improvement in measurement precisions.
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Table I

Elements Detectable in 13 Biological

Reference Materials by Rapid INAA
<4>th1Ql3. «>epilol2n em-V 1; max. tit td, tc - 64 •)

Ref. Material

NBS-1577
Bovine Liver

NBS-1S7O
Spinach

NBS-1571
Orchard Leaves

NBS-1573
Tomato Leaves

NBS-1572
Citrus Leaves

NBS-1567
Wheat Flour

NBS-1568
Rice Flour

NBS-1575
Pine Needles

NBS-1566
Oyster Tissue

IAEA-A13
Dry Animal Blood

IAEA-V8
Rye Flour

IAEA-V9
Cotton Cellulose

IAEA-All
Milk Powder

Elements Measurable to X o>el °*:

<10: 0, Na, Ms, Al, Cl, Mn, Cu, Se, Br, Rb, In
10-50: S, K, Ca, Ag, Dy, Hf

<10: Na, Ms, Al, Cl, Ca, Sc, Mn
10-50: 0, K, 7, Br, Hf

<10: O, Ms, Al, Cl, Ca, Sc, Mn, No, Dy
10-50: K, V, Br, Rb, As, Hf

<10: Ms, Al, Cl, Ca, Sc, Mn
10-50: 0, Na, K, V, Br

<10: 0, Ms, Al, Cl, K, Ca, Mn
10-50: Na, Sc, Cu, Br, Rb, Sr

<10: 0, Ms, K, Ca, Mn, Se, Br
10-50: Na, Cu, Rb

<10: 0, Ms, Mn, Se, Rb
10-50: Na, K, Ca, Cu, Br

<10: Al, Mn
10-50: 0, Mg, Cl, Ca, Sc

<10: 0, Na, Ms, Cl, Sc, V, Mn, Se, Br, Sr, As
10-50: S, K, Ca, Cu, Rb, I

<10: 0, Na, Cl
10-50 Ca, Se, Br

<10: 0, Mg, Al, Cl, K, Ca, Mn
10-50: Na, S, Cu, Br, Rb

<10: 0, Al, Cl, Sc
10-50: Na, Ms, Ca, V, Se, Hf, U

<10: 0, Na, Ms, Cl, Ca, Br, Rb
10-50: S, K, Ti, I, U, Al
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Table II

Missing Input Elements in 13 Biological
; Reference Materials

Reference Material

NBS-1S77 Bovine Liver

NBS-1570 Spinach

NBS-1S71 Orchard Leaves

NBS-1573 Tomato Leaves

NBS-1572 Citrus Leaves

NBS-1S67 Wheat Flour

NBS-1568 Rice Flour

NBS-1S7S Pine Needles

NBS-1S66 Oyster Tissue

IAEA-A13 Dry Animal Blood

IAEA-V8 Rye Flour

IAEA-V9 Cotton Cellulose

IAEA-All Milk Powder

Missinn Input Elements

Dy

S, Dy, Hf

Ti, V, Ag, In, I, Dy, Hf

Al, S, Cl, Sc, Ti, V, Sr, Ag, In, I, Dy, Hf

Al, S, Cl, Sc, Ti, V, Sr, Ag, In, Dy, Hf

Ti, In, Dy

Al, Ti, In, Dy, Hf

Al, Sc, Ti, V, Mn, Sr, Mo, Ag, In, I, Dy, Hf, U

Sc, Ti, V, Se, Sr, Ag, In, I, Dy, Hf, Pb, U

K, Ti, Rb, Ag, In, I, Dy

In, Dy, Hf
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Table III

Elements Detectable in 8 Environmental Reference
Materials by Rapid INAA

«bth10
13, <J>epi 1O

1 2 n «ar2i-1; max. tit td, tc = 64 s)

Ref. Material

NBS-668
Basalt Rock

NBS-1633A
Coal Fly Ash

NBS-1632A
Bituminous Coal

NBS-1645
River Sediment

NBS-1648
Urban Particulates

NBS-163S
Subbituminous Coal

NBS-1646
Estuarine Sediment

IAEA-SOIL 7

Elements Measurable to % arg\ of

<10: Al, Sc
10-50: Na, Ms, Ca, Ti, V, Mn, Hf

<10: Al, Sc
10-50: Ti, V, Mn, Hf

<10: Al, Sc, Co, Dy
10-50: Cl, V, Hf

<10: Al, Sc, Mn
10-50: F, Na, Mg, Ca, V, Hf

<10: Al, Sc, V, Mn, Hf
10-50: Na, Cl, Ca, Ti, Se, Br, In, Pb

<10: Al, Sc, Dy
10-50: F, Na, Ca, Ti, V, Mn, Se, Hf

<10: Al, Sc
10-50: Na, Ti, V, Mn

<10: Al, Sc, Dy, Hf
10-50: F, Ca, Ti, V, Mn
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Annex 2

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLICATIONS ON NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
USING SHORT-LIVED ACTIVATION PRODUCTS

Prepared by

Y. Muramatsu

Pertinent references (including abstracts) on activation analysis
using short-lived activation products were collected mainly from the INIS
(International Nuclear Scientific Information System) database; they are
shown in List-1. (General information about INIS can be obtained from
the Division of Scientific and Technical Information, IAEA, or from
national INIS Liaison Offices.)

Queries for this search wore made by using combinations of keywords
(descriptors) as follows through the INIS on-line system:

I. [activation analysis] and [short-lived or cyclic activation]

II. [activation analysis] and [ AJL or B or F or Li. or
16N or 190 or 207mPb or 52V or 77N or 190 or 207mPb or 52V or 77Se or

III. [activation analysis] and [Al or B or F or Li or V]

The number of documents obtained through these searches (I, II, III) was
about 600 (database used: 1976 - March 1986). Many of the documents
retrieved, however, are not directly relevant to the subject under
consideration. For example, using the above mentioned searches, it is
not possible to exclude documents which contain sentences of the
following kinds:

28 c<"
- ...short-lived radionuclides such as Al and " V cannot be

measured....

.after irradiation samples were cooled until short-lived nuclides

had decayed out.

.28Al interfered with the determination of....

.zinc and cobalt were measured by NAA, and aluminium and vanadium

by AAS.

Therefore, all documents retrieved by the search were also checked
manually and only the relevant ones were selected.



This report is mainly concerned with neutron activation analysis of
bio-environmental matrices. However, the present list also includes
geochemical materials and some others (mainly industrial materials). It
was decided to do this because the same analytical methods can also be
used in many cases for the other matrices. Additional documents
suggested by the consultants were also put into the list. About 300
documents were selected, and are reproduced in List-1 in alphabetical
order of the first author.

A subject index for these documents is given in List-2. Each
document is identified by the first three letters of the first author's
name together with the last two digits of the year of publication. (In
some cases the third letter of the identification was changed to avoid
duplication). Please note that the documents are listed in alphabetical
order of the original name of the first author but not of the shortened
one. Also note that, for technical reasons, if a first author has more
than one document, these are generally (but with a few exceptions) listed
in inverse chronological order (e.g. KEY 82 comes before HEY 81.)

Subject categories included in the index cover (A) methodology, (B)
neutron source, (C) matrix and (D) element. Under the category neutron
source, no column for reactor neutrons is included because this is the
most frequently used neutron source and is often not mentioned specific-
ally in the abstract. It should be noted, however, that the documents
were indexed mainly on the basis of the information contained in the
titles and abstracts; it was generally not feasible to examine the whole
text of each original publication.

The following are some additional explanations:

The document number on the top of each document is the INIS
Atomindex number.

The natces and contents of the paragraphs in List-1 are:

Paragraph Name

TI Titles

AU Authors

CO Corporate Authors

LA Language

MS Monographic source

RP Report/Patent number

Contents

Primary title and subtitle

Authors including editors and
inventors of patents, affiliations,
collaborations

Corporate authors including issuing
bodies, patent assignee..

Language of article

Titles, authors with affiliations,
collaborations, corporate authors,
notes, contract numbers

Report number from all levels
Patent numbers
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Paragraph Name

IM Imprint

JR Journal information

SB Series information

NO Notes

CF Conference information

AB Abstract

Contents

Place of publication, publisher,
publication date, availability
Collation, ISBN

Journal title (abbreviated in
accordance with IAEA-INIS-11), date
of issue
ISSN, collation

Series title, notes
ISSN, collation

Notes, dissertation information and
contract numbers from lowest level

Conference title, place date

Abstract in English
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LIST-l

LIST OF DOCUMENTS

IN ORDER OF FIRST AUTHOR'S NAME



•ABE 75
MCHH.NT «••«« * IM0I:M»14»

TI i Ma|or, minor, and iraca alamant composition of cost and fly ash, as datarminad by
Instrumtntal nsutron aeth/atfen analysis. (Book Chaptar.)

AU: Abal, K.H.; ftancitelli. LA (Battalia Pacific Northwait Labs.. Richland. WA).
LA: English
NS: Traca alamants in fuai. Babu. S.P. (ad).
IH: Washington. DC. Amarican Chamlcal Sociaty. 1975. p. 116-138.
AB: A highly sansitiva insuumantal nautron activation analysis (INAA) tachniqua can

datarmina 30 to 40 alamants In coal snd fly ash including Sb. As. Sa, Hg. Zn. and V
which ara alamants of anvirenmantal concarn. This multi-alamant capability makas
possibla tha datailad chamical analysis of coal and combustion products. A
comparison to National Buraau of Standards—Environmental Protactlon Agancy fual
standcrds shows that a high dagraa of accuracy and pracision is attainsbla. allowing
tantativa conclusions to ba drawn as to tha origin of cartaln alamants In tha coal
and thalr fata during combustion. (U.S.).

•ADE 83
aOCUMNT M M M • IN. 1S-OJS1SS

T I : Tha maasuramant of short-livad radlonuclidas using a cyclic activation systam.
AU: Adassnmi. C.A.; Spyrou. N.M. (Surray Univ. Guildford (UK). Oapt of Physics).
LA: English
NS: Nuclaar data for scianca and technology. Procaadings of tha Intarnatlonal confaranca

tiald in Antwarp, 6-10 Ssptambar 1BB2. Boeckhoff, K.H. (ad.) (Commission of tha
Europaan Communhias. Oaal (Balglum). Cantral Buraau for Nuclaar Maasuramants).
Includas author and CINOA Indaxas.

BP: EUR—8355.
IH: Dordracht (Natharlands). D. Raidal. 1983. 1072 p. p. 883-865. ISBN 90-277-1560-2.
CF: (Intamational confaranca on nuclaar data for scianca and technology. Antwarp

(Belgium). 6-10 Sap 1982.)
AB: Tha method of cyclic activation analysis Is selective in enhancing tha

signel-to-noise ratio of short-lived radionuclidas of Interest and suppresses the
longer lived nuclides in the matrix when compared with tha conventional one-shot
Irradiation and counting sequence. The important features of tha cyclic activation
system available at the University of London Reactor Centre, ara briefly outlined.
Tha method can be used to determine In the same experiment, the hatf-llfe of the
radionuclidas of Interest In order to confirm identification In complex gemma-rey
spectra and thus making tha determination of the yield of short-lived fission
products possible. Results of experiments undertaken in the detection and
measurement of short-livad fission products from natural uranium and thorium are
discussed. (Auth.).

IK • I«ItO:4MirO

T I : Nautron aethratian determination of silicon and aluminium in rocks using Cf/sup
252/. Neltronno-aktivatsionnoa opredelenie kremniya I alyumlnlya v gornykh porodskh
s isporiovaniem /sup 252/Cf.

AU: Akbarov. U.: Gutyamov. U.G.; Rakhmanov. Zh. (AN Uzbeksko] SSR. Tashkent. Inst.
Yedarnoj Flzikl).

LAi Russian
JR: Izv. Akad. Nauk Uzb. SSR. Sar. Flz.-Mat. Nauk. (1978). (no.2) p. 68-70.
AB: Possibility of fast neutron /sup 252/Cf-source use for nautron aetivation analysis

of silicon and aluminium in rocks according to /sup 28/Si (n,p) /sup ?C/AI and /sup
27/AI(n,p) /sup 27/Mg reactions is investigated, /sup 262/Cf-source with power of
SxlO/sup a/ nautron/s. placed In the well of paraffin block faced with tha Cd*B
layer is used, gamma-spectrometer with a double detector, consisting of the
photoelectric multiplisr-52 end NalfTI) crystal of tha 80x80 mm size Is used to
measure activity. Possibility of simultsnsous activatien determinetion of silicon
and aluminium in rocks according to tha above mentioned reaction is found, tha

JR:
AB:

express-method being developed. Standard sensitivity at 5 min. irradiation time for
silicon is 10/sup - 2 / g and for aluminium - 5x10/sup - 2 / g.

*ALF 84
00CUMCNT NUMtR • IHI1S:0tS>»

71: Simultsnaous determination of sodium, magnesium, aluminium, silicon and phosphorus
by instrumental nautron-ectivation analysis using reactor and epithermal neutrons.

AU: Alfassi, Z.B. (Ben-Gurion Univ. of the Negev. Beershaba (Isreel). Dept of Nuclear
Engineering): Uvi. N. (Israel Atomic Energy Commission, Ysvne. Soreq Nuclssr
Research Center).

LA: English
Analyst. ISSN 0003-2654. (Jut 1984). v. 109(7) p. 959-962.
Sodium, magnesium, aluminium, silicon and phosphorus ware determined simultaneously

by measuring the activities of /sup 24/Ns. /sup 27/Mg and /sup 28/AI produced by
neutron ecthration once with reactor nautrons and once with epKhermal neutrons
(those neutrons from a nuclaar roactor that are not absorbed by a cadmium sheet).
The six countings gave six equations from which tha required five quantities wera
calculatad. Several known mixtures were checked, and the ranges m which Si and P
aould be determined were found (Si:Al and P:AI > 10:1). (author).

•ALF 83
DOCIBKIIT NUMBS* • l m i > : 0 M t * 7

T I : A comment on the paper 'Simultaneous determination of Si and At In bauxite by 14-Mev
neutron activation analysis' by C.Y. Lin at a l . Radiocham. Radioanal. Lett, S3
(1982) 203.

AU: Alfassi Z.B. (Ban-Gurion Univ. of the Negev, Beershebe (Israel). Dapt of Nuclesr
Engineering).

English
Radiocham. Radioanal. Lett ISSN 0079-9483. (19 Dec 1983). v. 59(5-6) p. 365.
1 ref.; Letter-to-the-«iitor.

LA:
J R :
HO:

*ALL 78
D0CUKMT NUKE* < IM10:4«7SIS

T I : Determination of vanadium in biological materials by radiochemical nautron
aetivation analysis.

AU: Allen. R.O.; Steinnes. E. (Institutt for Atomenergi. Kjeller. Norway).
LA: English
JR: Anal. Cham. (Sap 1978). v. 50(11) p. 1553-1555.
AB: A simple solvent extraction procedure was used to separate V from wet eshed

biological materials prior to neutron activation analysis. The sensitivity was
limited only by tha blenk of about 2 x 10/sup - 9 / g of V. A second procedure for the
wet ashing and separation of V after the neutron Irradiation was nacesssry for the
analysis of blood samples where the V levels were on the order of 10/sup - 9 / g/mL
In both procedures carrier free /sup 467V tracer was used to determine the V
recovered in the radiochemical separation. 2 tables.

•AMI 81
DOCUMENT em • !Mii3:tisoi3

T I : Measurement of very short-lived nuclides. Chaptar 3. Section 4. (Produced in nautron
activation.)

AU: Amiel. S^ Mantel. M. (Israel Atomic Energy Commission. Ysvne. Soreq Nuclear
Raseerch Center).

LA: English
MS: Nondestructive activation analysis. With nuclaar reactors and radioactive neutron

sources. Amisl. S. (ed.) (Isreel Atomic Energy Commission. Ysvne. Soreq Nuclaar
Research Center).

IH: Amsterdsm. Netherlands. Elsaviar. 1981. ISBN 0-444-41942-X 385 p. p. 53-70.
SE: Studies In Analytical Chemistry, v. 3.



AS: Tnt maisuramant of varv short-lived nuclidas (viz. helf-lives of lats than several
seconds) for tht determination of various elements by activation analytic is in
Itself, due to the vary ahort time intervals involved, a nondestructive technique.
Tha principal problems associated with the measurement of very short-lived nuclides
ir» due to the vary ahort time in which all steps In tha procedure must be carried
out. The vary short irradiation time, the very repid transfer times ' :<i the very
ihort measurement time can be datlt with only by fully automatic operations. To
allow an accurate analytic at practical sensitivity levels, specially built
equipment is required The authors present a description of the necessary equipment
and discuss severe! applications. (Auth.)

*AN'D 83
DOCUMENT NIMBI* INMI.-OOttM

T2: FLUKOR and ZYKLA: Two FORTRAN programs for tha correction of time dependent flux
fluctuations In ecivation measurement. FLUKOR und ZVKLA: Zwei FORTRAN-Programme zur
Korrektur der zeitlichan Flussschwankungen bei Aktivierungsmcssungen.

AU: Anders. B.
CO: GKSS-Forschungszentrum Geesthacht GmbH., Geesthaeht-Tesperhude (Germany. F.R.).

Inst. fuar Physik.
LA: German
RP: GKSS—83/E/25.
:i>: 1983. 40 p. Availability: INIS.
DC: With 4 figs.
AB: A general mathematical formula to correct for time dependent fluctuations of flux

during activation measurements is given. The simpler cast of single Irradiation and
measurement is solved with tha coda FLUKOR; for cyclic activation anah/als. tha more
generel code ZYKLA can be used. Tha version reported hare has been written in
MIDAS/FORTRAN IV and is used on a Nuclear Data 6620 system. Only tha file format Is
specific to that system; it may be changed easily for other computers, (ortg.).

•AND 82
DOCUMENT • INI IS :037a 17

?!: Application of a novel 14-MeV neutron activation analysis system for cross-section
measurements with short-hved nuclides

A'J •. Anders. B. Pepelmk. R Fenger. H -U (GKSS-Forschungszentrum Geesthacnt GmbH
Geesthacht-Tesperhude (Germany. F.R.). Inst. fuer Physik)

-A: English
KS: Nuclear data for science and technology Proceedings of the international conference

held in Antwerp. 6-10 September 1982 Boeckhoff. K.H led.) (Commission of tne
European Communities. Gael (Belgium) Central Bureau for Nuclear Measurements)
Includes author and CINDA indexes

RP: EUR--8355
:n: Dordrecht (Netherlands). 0 Reidel 1983 1072 p p. 659-862 ISBN 90-277-1560-2
CF: (international conference on nuclear data for science and technology. Antwerp

(Belgium). 6-10 Sep 1982. )
CN: NL (Netherlands) B iuook)
•-:: K (Conferences) N (Numerical Data)
CC: A3410 (Experimental studies releted to specific nuclides)
AB: Nuclear data measurements ere reported that have been performed by means of a new

intense 14-MeV neutron generator, named KORONA. with cylindrical ecceleration
structure. The precise neutron energy as well n the flux distribution have been
calculated and experimentally investigated. Those experiments were performed with
the aid of two different methods: a) the activity-ratio mathod end b) the
reection-threshold technique. The meen neutron energy wes found to be 14.6*-O.2 MeV
With a new electronic system, designed by Westphal. several unknown or uncertain
cross-sections for (n.n' gamma)-reactions leading to isomeric states with helflives
below 12 s have been determined: /sup 79/Br(n,n' gamma), /sup 167/Er(n,n' gamma),
/sup 168/Er(n.2n), /sup 176/Vb(n.n' gtmmt). /sup 1B3/W(n.n' gamma), /sup
184/W(n.2n), /sup 191/lr(n.n' gamma), /sup 192/Os(n.n' gamma), /sup 207/Pb(n.n'
gamma) * /sup 208/Pb(n.2n). In addition the activation cross-sections of /sup
S1/V(n.p). /sup 174/Yb(n.p) end /sup 190/Os(n.n' gamme) heve been measured (Ayth)

•ANE 79
OOCUMEHT KUOSEIt • I N I

T : : Rapid analysis of short-lived ntutron-irradiation products using »
minicomputer-based pulse-heigh: analyzer.

A-j: Anderson. DL; Failey. M.P.; Zoller. w.H. (Univ. of Maryland. College Park)
LA: English
KS: Computers In aetivation analysis and gemma-ray spactroscopy. Carpenter. BS-

D'Agostino. M.D; Yule. K.r. (eds.).
:K: Washington. DC. Department of Energy. 1979. p. 739-74S.
CF : (Conference on computers in aetivation analysis and gamma-ray spactroscopy.

Mayaguez. Puerto Rico. 30 Apr - 4 May 1978. )
AB: In instrumental neutron activation analysis, concentrations of many elements (Al. V.

S. Cu, Ti. Ca. Mg. Br. I. Cl. In, Be. Mn. Sr. K, Zn. Ga. and Na) in paniculate
matter, fuels, and ashes are usually determined from pamma-riy spectra obtained
within an hour after the samples have been irradiated for e short time. A standard
method for dsta reduction has Bean to store the spectra on magnetic tape end later
analyze them with a fitting routine and perform decay corrections and comparison
with standards on a large, central, time-sharing computer. With the recent
availability of minicomputer-based pulse-height analyzers with considerable software
capability, complete reduction of the accumulated spectra can be accomplish*!) on
line without tha use of a larger computer. A same-day analysis technique for a lerge
numbc o! samples was developed in which only the peaks of interest and any
interferences are analyzed, which results in a fast turnaround for
activation-analysis data.

*ANO 82
OCMct maaux •

TI.- Determination of oxygen in silicon nitride end carbide films daoosited on molybdenum
plates by 14 MeV neutron activation analysis.

AU: Ando. Tsutomu; Chiba. Minoru (National Research Inst. for Metals. Tokyo (Japan)).
LA: Japanese
JF: Bunseki Kagiku. ISSN 0525-1931. (Jun 1982). v. 3116) p. 294-289.
AB: inorganic silicon compounds have been attracting a special attention at

heat-rasisting materials in • high temperature atmosphere. Silicon oxide Hi these
materials will affect their superior thermal-shock-abllity seriously. A 14 MaV
neutron activation method of analysis has been developed for •xysen *•> silicon
nitride and carbide films which are formed on molybdenum pittas by FVO or CVD
method, respectively. A sample was cut in the siza of ca. • mm square and encased to
a polyethylene capsule, and fixed by a polyethylene spacer. A face of the sample was
irradiated at tha angle of 90 deg to the direction of the deuteron beam. Irradiation
duration and starting time of the counting were regulated by tha CR-monltor method.
After the irradiation, the sample wss rotated with a posture converter on the wey of
transportation to improve tha counting efficiency. Tha gammi-rays of /sup 16/N. a
product of /sup 16/0 (n. p) raaction, were measured over the range of (4.0—8.0) MeV
by e single channel pulse height analyzer. In this way. /sup 16/N was measured with
no obstruction by the other radioactive nuclides produced simultaneously. Results
for oxygen in silicon carbide ware 0.7 wt % for a film of 5 mu m thickness; 0.9 wt %
for a 10 mu m film; 2.1 and 2.3 wt % for 15 mu m films. For a silicon nitride film
10 mu m thick was found a value of 2.5 wt V Taken an amount of •xy»en corresponding
to its statistical fluctuation as the experimental limit of detection, it comes to
ct 18 mu g oxygen or 0.8. 0.4. and 0.3 wt % oxygen in the films of 5. 10. and 15 mu
m silicon carbide, respectively, and 0.8 wt % oxygen for 10 mu m silicon nltrida
film, it takes ca. 62 s per sample to accomplish the analysis, (author).

•ANN 77
00CUMHT HUMBM • J«IIO:«J1S1»

T I : Radiation instrumentation: radiological chemistry.
MS: Pacific Northwest Laboratory annual report for 1976 to tha ERDA Assistant

Administrator for Environment and Safety. Pea IV. Physical and technological
programs. Nielsen. J.M. (ed.). Battalia Pacific Nortl. -»»t Labs, Rlchland. Wash.
(USA)



RPs 8NVvl--2100(Pl.4).
in: Jun 1977 p. 65-61 Availability: IMS. Availability: INIS.
AB: Program afforts wara concantratad in tha following areas davalopmant of low-level

radiochamical laboratory techniques. In situ monitoring tachniquas. and activation
analysis technology Four diffarant tachniquas wara avaluatad for borahoia analysis
of uranium and thorium oras. Thasa involvad tha dataction of fission product photons
aftar /sup 252/Cf activation, tha dataction of low-anargy gamma rays, tha diract
maasuramant of tha 1001 keV photon from /sup 242m/Pa. a /sup 23B/U daughtar. and
isotopic axcitition x-ray fluorascanca spactroscopy. X-ray fluorascanca spactroscopy
and dataction of uranium daughtar photons allowad 0.01% uranium to be detected
X-ray spactromatry of rara aarth alamants following activation analysis ilso allowed
battar alamantal dataction sansitivitias to ba obtainad than did tha dataction of
high-anargy photons idantifiad with a Ge(li) datactor in typical instrumental
neutron activation analysis. An activation analysis facility is under development
utilizing /sup 252/Cf in a /sup 235/U-fueled subcntical assembly. This assembly
will be used to develop cyclic activation snaiyeis techniques for some 65 elements
in environmental matrices with sensitivities varying from parts per million to pans
par billion. A study was initiated to identify instrumentation required for the
measurement of transuranium alamants associated with power reactor fuels.
Transuranium isotopes, /sup 237/Pu. /sup 238/Pu. /sup 239/Pu. /sup 241/Am. /sup
243/Am. and /sup 244/Cm can be idantifiad through low energy photons or x-rays
emitted following alpha emission with planar intrinsic Ge detectors.

ICUMENT NUMBER • IK10S:37SK1

DOCUMENT NUMBER • INtOS:3110M

T l : Neutron activation analysis of the contents of impurities in purs bismuth by
short-livad isotopas. Nejtronno-aktivatsionnyJ analiz soderzhaniya primasej v
chistom bismute po korotkozhivushtim izotopam.

AU: Apostolov, D.; Taskaav. E A (Bylgarska Akadamiya r« Nauktte. Sofia. Inst. za
Yadrana Izsladvaniya i Yadrana Enargatika).

LA: Russian
JR: Yad. Enarg. (1976). (no.3) p. 106-108.
AB: An application of tha instrumental neutron-activation analysis (!NAA) for

determining the contanta of impurities in pure bismuth is prasantad In this paper.
Tha elements A). Cl. V. Mn. Cu and Ag ara determined as impurities by their
short-livad isotopas. Traces of silicon ara found as wall by irradiating the samples
In a cadmium filter. Tha determination sensitivity is from 10/sup - 4 / to 10/sup - • /
%. Tha activity is measured with a Ge (U) gamma-spectrometer with high resolution •
2.3 kaV on the gamma-liR-> 1.332 MeV tor /sup 60/Co. (author).

AC:

LA:

NO:

A E :

Determination of some elements using /sup 252/Cf source Opredelenie nekotorykh
ahlememov s ispol'zovamem istochnika /sup 252/Cf

Anpov. G. Askarov. A N . Tazhiev. N,- Setterov. M.G. (AN Uzbekskoj SSR. Tashkent
Inst Yademoj Fiziki).

Russian
Izv Akad. Nauk Uzb. SSR. Ser. f i z -Mi t Nauk. (1976). (no 5) p 59-61
1 ret.. 2 figs.
A description of determination of Al and Si in mountain rocks is given based on

measurement of intensity of gamma-rays of /sup 28/AI (half-decay period 2.3 min)
which is formed in reactions: /sup 27/AI(n.gamma)/sup 28/AI with thermal neutrons
end /sup 28/Si(n.p)/sup 28/AI (with fast neutrons). To activate samples, a /sup
252/Cf source has been used with a flux of (1.0*-0.1)x10/sup 9 / neutrons/sec
Induced gamma-radioactivity has been registered by an AI-128 analyser and Nal(T!)
sensor (40x40 mm) with a FEU-13 photo-electron multiplier and a cathode follower.
The relative error of the method is 13% for Al and 18% for Si. Tha efficiency is 70
samples per day. Calculations have indicated that while using /sup 252/Cf It is
possible to determine Na in rocks when its content is 10/sup - 4 / g.

*BAB 75
DOCUMENT NUMBER • IN1OB:147]2S

T l : Using /sup 252/Cf for the neutron activation analysis of geological samples for
fluorine. Ispol'zovanie /sup 252/Cf dlya najtronno- aktivatsionnogo analiza ftora v
geoiogicheskikh obraztsakh.

AU: Babaev. A.Sh.; Bezgin. S.D.; Kondrat'av. N.V. (AN Tadzhikskoj SSR. Dushanbe.
Fiziko-Tekhnicheskij Inst).

LA: Russian
JR: Izot. SSSR- (1975). (no44) p. 54-60.
AB: A procedure has been developed for performing a neutron activation analysis of

fluorina in oras on the basis of a fast neutron source with /sup 252/Cf. The
detaction system comprises an Nal/TI crystal (80x70 mm) and FEhU-56 device,
connected by en Al-256-1 analyser. A large-size crystal has been selected to obtain
high-efficiency recording of higti-energy gamma-quants of /sup 16/N. Depending on
fluorine concentration, investigation of one sample lasts 5-10 min. The contribution
of the interfering reaction in oxygen (/sup 16/O/n. p//sup 16/N) has been detected
and evaluated- It should > a noted that in field conditions, when large volumes of
ore are activated, oxygen input cen have maximum affect in a neutron activation
analyais involving a californium source. Comparative results are cited for chemical
and activation analysts of fluorina.

•MR • INI0S:3120S7

T l : Hafnium determination in the zircon minerals by neutron activation analysis.
Opredelanie Hf v minaralakh tsirkoniya nejtronno- aktivatsionnym analizom.

AU: Apostolov. D.; Jordanov. J. (Bylgarska Akademiye na Naukite. Sofia. Inst. za Yadrena
Izsladvaniya i Yadrane Energetike).

LA: Russian
JR: Yad. Enarg. (1976). (no.3) p. 103-105.
CN: BG (Bulgaria) J (Journal article)
CC: B11 (Chemical and Isotopic Analysis)
AB: A method for express determination of hafnium in the zircon minerals by tha

short-livad radioisotope Hf with the application of a semi-automatic pneumo-tuba is
developed. The activity is measured with a Ga (Li) gamma-spectrometer with high
resolution - 2.3 ksV on the gumma-lina 1.332 MeV for /sup 60/Co. The time of
analysis of a single sample is about 2 min. Tha determination sensitivity is 10/sup
- 5 / % (author).

*BAD 82
DOCUMENT NUMBER • INI 13:S?tl«4

T l : Application of neutron activation analysis to tha study of alament concentration and
exchange In fossil Dones.

AU: Bedone. E. (Toronto Univ.. Onterio (Caneda)); Farquhar. R.M. (Toronto Univ.. Ontario
(Canada). Dept. of Physics).

LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Cham. ISSN 0134-0719. (1982). v. 69(1-2) p. 47- 105.
MO: 18 rafs.
CF: (Intarnational conference on modern trends in activation analysis. Toronto. Canada.

15 - 19 Jun 1981 )
AB: A number of samples of bone taken from secondary deposits of river sediments in the

Old Crow region of the Yukon Territory. Csnsde wara investigated by neutron
activation analysis- Three separate irradiations wara used. Preliminsry results
indicate the decrease In concentration with depth into tha cortex for oraviously
recognized post-mortal elements such es U. F. Ba. Mn and Fa. Measurements show thst
V. Sc. and Co also vary In this way and can be included In this group. Bones found
in the Old Crow region display a variety of surface staining ranging from almost
white through red to brown and black. There is e strong correlation between Fa and
lass positive relations between F and Ba. and staining. A comparison of thasa
patterns show that some of the bones hsve b«en exposed to more than one sat of
environmental conditions (author).



"BAL 83
iiOCMKHT • INI I4:7t l l t t

~l: Quantitative detarmmation of AI2O3 content in bauxite-prospecting boreholes by
means of neutron-activation logging.

,.'-•: Balogh. I.. Horvath. J. (Bauxit Kutato Vallalat. Btlatonalmadi (Hungary)).
-A: English
JR: Geofiz Koezl ISSN 0016-7177 (1983) v. 29U) p. 173-185
NC: 6 rets
c~: (27ih International geophysical symposium Bratislava (Czechoslovakia) 7-10 Sep

1982. )
AS: Th« interpretation or neutron activation logs is carried out In two stages. For me

first one the basic aquation of the activation method his been solved with boundary
conditions simulating the technical parameters of continuous logging as well as the
drilling and nuclear parameters. The second stage of log interpretation is the
determination of aluminium content which is based on the standardized data. During
the necessary calibration measurements the theoretical results wara checked and tha
effects of the casing and the material filling of the hole wara investigated.
Theoretical work and measurements have enabled a method to be elaborated for the
quantitative evaluation of aluminium content. The absolute devietion averaged for e
1 m section was found to be 3.5% of AI2O3 (euthor).

•BEH 76
DOCUWHT NUMBCn • tmO7:»2tS7

T l : Determination of the fluorine distribution In tha human skeleton and of the fluorine
content of bone biopsies by means of nondestructive neutron actt«»tion analyiit.
Bestimmung der Fluorverteilung im menschlichen Skelett und des Fluorgnhalts von
Knochenbiopsien durch zerstoerungstreie Neutronenektivierungianalys*.

AU: Behne. D.; Braetter. P.; Gewlik. D.; Keller. C; Moeller. J.: Roaalck. U.
(Hahn-Meitner-lnstitut fuer Kemforschung Berlin GmbH. (F.R. Germany). Bereich
kernehemie und Reektor).

LA: Gtrtntn
RP: AED-Conf—76-134-035.
IM: 1976. 13 p. Availability: INIS.
NO: • figs.: 1 tab.; 3 rafs.
CF: (7. acientific meeting of the Deutsche Getellschaft fuer Medizinische Physik e.V.

Heidelberg. F.R. Germany. S May 1976. )
AB: A system for test neutron activation anatysia on vary short-lived radionuclides has

been developed at the Berlin Research Reactor BER II which has a minimum sample
transport time of 40 ms end enables the irradiation of sample masses up to 1 g In e
neutron flux of 10/sup 13/ ncm/sup -2/s/sup - 1 / . A human skeleton we* surveyed to
determine tr » local variation of the fluorine concentration and of the
fluorine-calcium ratio. Furthermore, tha fluorine content In autopsies from the
crista iliaca was determined on 46 human skeletons from pre-lndustriat time. The
determination of the fluorine concantretion and of the F/Ce ratio Is important for
the diegnostics end therapy control in bone marrow diseases. It Is shown on 20
autopsies from recent fermuri that these values can be determinad within a few
minutes with neutron activation analysis on biopsies. Furthermore, the distribution
of fluorine on compacta. tpongiosa and marrow was investigated. (origTLH).

*BEM 8 2
OOCIBKHT maaMR • iNii3:eaato<

T I : Determination of selected elements in bone samples by neutron activation end
gamme-spectrometry.

All: Bern, H.; Ryan, D.E. (Dalhousie Univ.. Halifax. Nova Scotia (Canada). Dept of
Chemistry).

LA: English
JB: Anal. Chim. Acta. ISSN 0003-2670. (1 Feb 1982). v. 135(1) p. 129- 135.
ASr A non-destructive method for the quantification of eleven elements In bone samples

is described The analytical scheme is based on short (30 s) irradiation with
thermal neutrons followed immediately (decay time 10 s) by counting fiuonne-20 for
30 s and. after e total waiting time of 150 s. t ; 10-min gamme-spectrometry
counting, which give data for Ca. Cl. Mg, Mn, Na. and V. Use of a boron carbide
shield for a second set of irradiations with epithermal neutrons permits the
additional determination of bromine and strontium and calculation of the
contribution of aluminium and phosphorus to the total activity of /sup 28/Ai
(Auth).

*BEM 81
DOCUMENT NUuaH • IHt 12.137327

T I : Determination of fluorine in organic compounds by epithermal neutron activation
analysis.

AU: Bern. H.. Ryan. O.E. (Oalhousie Univ.. Halifax. Nova Scotia (Canada). Dapt. of
Chemistry)

LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Cham ISSN 0134-0719. (1981) p. 405-414.
NO: 17 refs.
AB: Classical activation analysis of fluorine by thermal neutrons has a limited

epplication because of frequent interference from chlorine, the abort hill life /sup
20/F (11.4 s) and too high dead time of detectors. A procedure is described for
fluorine determination using /sup 19/F(n,p)/sup 19/0 reaction. Use of a boron
carbide shield has no eff*ct on the activity of /sup 19/0 (boron ratio - 1} but
considerebly reduces background and interference due to /sup 18/O(n,gamma)/sup 19/0
reaction. The technique has been successfully applied to tha determination of
fiuoFlne in organic compounds even in the presence of large emountt of chlorine end
oxygen, (author).

*BEN 77
S0CIWIHT • IMIO»:M*»*»

T I : Experimental improvements of the sensitivity of neutron activation analysis for
oxygen in metais.

All: Beurton. G.; Pillon, Ft. (Compagnie da Produits Chimiques et Electrometallurgiques
Pechiney. Centre de Racherches do Voreppe. 38 (France)).

LA: English
JR.- J. Radiocnal. Cham. (1977). v. 40(1-2) p. 189-201.
NO: 5 figs.: 31 refs.: 4 tabs.
AE: With the purpose cf providing e quick method directly suitable for oxygen

determination in various metels. the factors influencing accuracy and sensitivity of
the /sup 16/O(n. p)/sup 16/N reaction heve been investigated. The interferences
caused by • . F end N have been studied. Pile-up effects end surface conteminstions
were lowered end matrix affects calculated. The background noise was kept at a
minimum. The critical level of oxygen detection corresponds to 3 mu g. The
experimental procedure is useful down to the sub-mu g/g level for oxygen
determination in metals and alloys. (T.G.).

*BIB 76
DOCuvtMT Nisam IN I0?:UM«

T I : The use of threshold energy differences In fast neutron activation analysis for
oxygen and fluorine.

AU: Bibby. D M . Guinn. V.P. (University of the Wltwetersrand. Johannesburg (South
Africa). Nuclear Physics Research Unit).

LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Cham (1976). v. 29(1) p. 121-127.
NO: 2 figs.: 3 refs.: 2 tabs.
AB: It has been found possible to determine oxygen end fluorine In mixtures using e 14.7

MeV neutron generator with suitable moderation. Use of the /sup 16/N rsdlolsotope
with Its abort half-life of 7.14 s (voids the limitation of low activity In samples
Irradiated In the moderated flux since rapid rapaeted Irradiations can be made and a



statistically acceptable number of counts accumulated The time required for the
simultaneous determination of oxygen and fluorina is a little more tn«n 'wice that
required for a simple oxygen determination bv FNAA. The most precise results are
obtained for the meior component, ana where the amounts of oxygen and fluorine are
about equal. Under these conditions errors of about * - 1 % are found. Where the minor
component is approximately 20% of the total, the error in its determination rises to
about * - 5 % (relative standard deviation). (T.G.)

*BIL 81
DOCUMENT NUMBER • JNl 14.745179

A'J:
LA:
R.= :
JR:

AB:

14 MeV neutron activation analysis of oxygen in Li-Si alloys for Li(S<)/FeS/sup 2/
thermally activated batteries.

Bild. RW. (Sandia Natt Lab. Albuquerque, MM).
English

IEEE Trans Nucl. Sci ISSN 0018-9499. (Apr 1981). w. NS-28(2) p. 1622-1625.
(6 conference on application of accelerators in research and industry. Demon. TX

(USA). Ncv 1980. )
Development Of a Li(Si)/FeS2 thermally activated battery required establishment of a

14 MeV neutron activation procedure for the determination of total oxygen (0.1 wt%
and greater) in the Li-S6 wt% Si alloy enode material used in the batteries. The
method developed allows the reactive samples to remain in a controlled atmosphere
throughout sampling and analyaia. An interference due to triple random coincidence
detection of /SUP 28/AI gamma rays produced by (n,p) reaction on /sup 28/Si was
observed. A simplified correction procedure, based on one by H.W. Nass but not
requiring knowledge of the detector resolution time, has been derived and evaluated.
The correction procedure should be useful In ihe analysis of other low O. high Si
materials such as Si metal, other Si-rich alloys. SiC end S13N4. 7 refs.

•"BLU /b
DOCUMENT NUHaCK • I*I0B:300747

T I : Chemical composition of coal ind fly ash
AV: Block. C.: Dams. R.: Hoste. J. (Ghent Ri|*suniversiten (Belgium) Instituut voor

Kernwerenschappen).
LA: English

KS: Measurement, detection and control of environmental pollutants. Proceedings of an
international symposium on tha development of nucleer*basad technique: for the
measurement, detection end control of environmental pollutants held by the IAEA in
Vienna. 15-19 March 1976 International Atomic Energy Agency Vienna (Austria)

RF: IAEA-SM—206/8
IK: Vienna IAEA 1976. ISBN 92-0-060076-X p. 101-109.
S£: Proceedings series.
CT: (International symposium on the development of nuclear-based techniques for the

measurement, detection and control of environmental pollutants Vienna Austria 15
Mar 1976. )

AB: A method tor the analysis of the inorganic constituents of coal has been developed
Thermal neutron activation analysis and Ge(Li)gamma-spectrometry wes used to
determine 43 elements simultaneously. Oxygen and silicon were simultaneously
determined after a single irradiation with 14 MeV neutrons, producing respectively
the isotopes /sup 16/N and /sup 28/AI. Lead was determined by atomic ebsorpiion
spectrometry The accuracy of tha methods was investigated by analysing NBS coal and
fly ash reference materials The methods described were used in the analysis of a
large number of coal, coal ash and fly ash samples The elements in coal ware
divided into a mineral and an organic fraction, based on the correlation between she
concentrations In the coal and the ash content of coel. The fly ash emissions from
combustion of coal ware studied in a large and a small heating facility. Based on
their mass size distributions, the elements could be divided into 3 groups: a first
group associated with large panicles and depleted In fly ash relative to the coal
composition, a second group associated witn small particles and enriched In fly'ash.
and a third group with intermediate beheviour. (author).

*BLT 79
O0CUMEMT I • Ell • IN110:472321

•BJO 80
DOCUMENT • INI12:6O»5O»

T I : Optimization of irradiation decay and counting times in nuclear activation analyaia
using short-lived nuclides

AU: Bjoernstad. T.
CO: Oslo Univ. (Norway) Fysisk Inst
LA: English
RP: OUP—80-26.
IK: nd . 72 p. Availability. IMS
NO: 14 refs.
CN: NO (Norway) R (Report)
CC: B11 (Chemical and Isotopic Analysis)
AB: This work describes a method end outlines a procedure far optlm- Ization of an

activation analysis with respect to the experimental times, irradiation time,
t(subi). decey time and counting time. The method is based on the 'minimum relative
standard deviation criterion', and specially designed for the use on short-lived
nuclides A computer program. COMB1. is written in the BASIC language in order to
make the calculations easier and faster It is intended to be understandable, and
easily applicable on a computer of modest size Time and cost are important factors,
especially for routine analysis on a service basis. In such cases one can often
allow a controlled reduction in the analysis quality (through a higher relative
standard deviation). The procedure outlined can therefore help find acceptable
conditions by calculation of the 'best practical' (or reasonable) experimental time
values, and the minimum number o' accumulation cycles necessary to fulfil the
requirements given (Auth.)

T I : Determination of trace-level vanadium In marine biological samples by chemical
neutron activation analysis. (Neutron reactions.)

AU: Blotcky. A. J. (Univ. of Nebraska. Lincoln); Falcone. C; Medina. V A : Rack. E.P.:
Hobson. D.W.

LA: English
JR: Anal. Chem. ISSN 0003-2700. (Fsb 1979). v. 51(2) p. 178-182.
AB: A pre-irradiation chemistry neutron activation analysis procedure employing

cation-exchange chromatography is described for the determination of trace-level
vanadium In marine biological specimens. The procedure, utilizing a low-power
nuclear reactor (approx. 1 x 10/sup 11 / n/cm/sup 2/-s). consists of wet digestion of
the sample, cation-exchange chromatography employing nitric acid wash to remove the
major radioactivatable contaminants (sodium and chloride ions), ammonium hydroxide
etution to remove vanadium from the resin, and neutron irradiation and radioassay
for /sup 52/V. The limit of detection of the method is 30 ppB. The determinations of
the vanadium content of NBS Standard Reference Material 1571 Orchard Leaves resulted
in a value of 060 • - 0.02 ppM. Determinations of the vanadium content In shrimp,
crab, and oyster (RSD less than or equal to 5%) from four sites off end near
Galveston island. Texas, showed that tha vanadium content is greater In samples
taken in the industrialized artts as compared to a non-industrializad section. 1
figure. 5 tables.

•BLT 78
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T I : Aluminum determination of archaeological bone employing neutron activation analysis.
(Leaching of Al from soil by buned bone.)

AU: Blotcky. A.J. (Vaterans Administration Hospital. Omaha): Rack. E.P.; Recker. RR:
Leffler. J.A



LA: English
JP: Tuns Am Nucl Soc Uun 1978) v. 21 p 86-8?
NO: See CONF-780622-- Published in summary form only
CF: (ANS annual meeting San Diego. CA. USA 18 Jun 1978 )

DOCUMENT NUMBER • IKIOt 2 M 1 U

T : : Determination of trace aluminum in urine by neutron activation analysis (Normal
urine range <0 05 to 0 13 mu g Al/ml)

A.': Blotcfcy A.J.. Hobson. J A . Leffler. J A.. Rack. E P.; Recker. R R (Creighton
Umv School of Medicine. Omaha)

LA: English
JK: Anal Cham (Jun 1976) v. 48(7) p. 1084-1088
A3: A cation-axchange chromatography procedure is outlined for the simple anct

quantitative determination of trace amounts of aluminum (i.e.. greater than or equal
to 0.05 mu g Al/ml urine) in biological material, employing /sup 28/AI neutron
activation analysis. The procedure, utilizing a low-power nuclear reactor
(approximately 3.1 x tO/sup 11 / n/cm/sup 2/-s). consists of wet digestion of the
biological material, cation-exchange chromatography employing 1 M nitric acid to
remove the maior radiocontaminants sodium, chloride, silicate, and phosphate ions,
and irradiation and radioassay of the aluminum containad in the resin. The aluminum
concentration in normal urine samples varied from less than 0.05 to 0 13 mu g Al/mt
The precision of this method is such that we can measure with confidence aluminum
levels of 0.05 mu g/mf or above.

*BLT 75
DOCUMENT NUMBER • lNiO7:1374S4

T l : Optimum procedure for determining trace aluminum in urine By neutron activation
analytic.

AU: Blotcky, A.J.; Hobson. D.. Leffler. J.; Rack. E.P.; Recker. R. (Veterans
Administration Hospital. Omaha).

LA: English
JR: Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. Suppl. (1975). v. 21(3) p 3-4.
NO: Published in summary form only
CP: (International nuclear and atomic activation analyaia conference end 18. annual

meeting on analytical chemistry in nuclear technology Catlinburg. TN. 14 Oct 1975

•BOD 78
DOCUMENT NUMBER • IN111.500431

T I : The developm»nt and medical applications of a simple facility for partial body in
vivo neutron activation analysis using californium- 252 sources. Final report for
the period 1 September 1976 - 30 August 1977.

AU: Boddy. K_ (Scottish Universities Research and Reactor Centre. Glasgow (UK))
CO: International Atomic Energy Agency. Vienna (Austria).
LA: English
RP: IAEA-R—1837-F
IK: Nov 1978 2B p Availability. INIS
NO: 21 figs. 3 tables.
AB: A simple and cheep facility for partial body neutron activation analysis has been

designed, based on the use of two 100 mu g /sup 252/Cf neutron sources. The results
reported show that calcium can be measured In parts of tha body such as the tibia
with a precision as good as • - 1.6 % for a radiation dose of 2 rem. The uniformity
of the thermal neutron flux density is better than • - 3 % over 10 cm. Some
applications of this irradiation facility for studies of trace elements. In
particular cadmium in liver end aluminium in liver or brain, have elso been
explored. However, the sensitivity ettamable is not yet sufficient for the study of
normal levels, but could be of interest In toxicological investigations.

*BOD 79
DOCUMENT HUME* • m i l l 510*45

r:: Scanning in-vivo activation analysis. Methods and madicel applications
h'J: Bodoy KL. Williams ED. Heywood. J K-. Harvey. I. Harris. lA. (Scottish

Universities Research and Reactor Centre. Glasgow (UK))
LA: English
KS; Nudes' activation techmaues in the life sciences 1978 Proceedings of an

international symposium held by the IAEA in Vienna, 22-26 May 1978 International
Atomic Energy Agency. Vienna (Austria)

R?: IAEA-SM—227/42
:K: Vienna IAEA 1979 ISBN 92-0-0100~9-l p 775-785
S£: Proceedings series
CF: (International symposium on nuclear activation techniques in the life sciences.

Vienna. Austria 22 - 26 May 1978. )
AB: Whole-body neutron activation analysis in vivo has baan achieved using relatively

cheap purpose-built facilities. The subject is irradiated while lying on a bed which
passes between two 14-MeV sealed-tube neutron generators inside a concrete shield.
The induced radioactivity is measured using a dual detector, scanning-bad,
shadow-shield whole-body counter. The speeds of the beds used for irradiation and
counting are identical. The uniformity of activation and of measurement within
phantoms has been investigated and compared for two methods of scanning.
Measurements on a set of three anthropomorphic phantoms representing e range of body
sues and containing mixtures of the activatable elements found in man hava been
used to calibrate the system, end to estimate the reproduclblllty and systematic
error In the method A single scan on the whole-body counter very shortly attar the
irradiation has bean used to measure total-body oxygen in patients by the reaction
/sup 16/O(n.p)/sup 16/N. Results hava been obtained for a number of medical
applications Total-body and exchangeable sodium have been cornered In patients with
hypertension. Total-body and exchangeable electrolyte changes ware observed in a
woman sensitive to e medicine conteining liquorice. Calcium and phosphorus changes
were studied over a period of three years in patients with renal failure treated by
dialysis or transplantation. Abnormally low measurements of calcium and phosphorus
aided a diagnosis of hyperparathyroidism. Muscular wasting was detected by a low
nitrogen determination The method involves no discomfort to the patients, and has
been readily accepted by them (author).

«BOE 75
DOCUMENT NUMBER • INtO?:357094

T : : A study of short-lived isotopes for use in non-destructive activation analysis.
AU: Bode. P.. Bruin. M de. Korthoven. J.M (interuniversitair Reactor fnstituut. Delft

(Netherlands))
LA: English
JR: J Radioanal Chem (1975) v. 26(1) p. 209-213.
NO: 19 re's.. 2 tables
AB: In order to obtain reliable data about short lived isotopes for use in thermal

neutron activation analysis, experiments have been carried out using a fast rabbit
transfer system. Half-lives of 28 short-living isotopes have baan measured by using
a counting system, with a fixed dead-time A Ge/Li/ spectrometry sytttm was used to
determine the most important gamma-ray energies and intensities of these isotopes
For the half-lives an accuracy of better than 1*A was attained, while for the
gamma-ray energies the accuracy was 0 1 keV. (T.G.).

*BOC 81
OOCUMENT NUMBER • H112: BC109

T2: Trace elements of coal, coal ashes end fly ashes by activation analyaia with
shor-lived nuclides

AU: Boeck. H.: Sarac. I.. Grass. F. (Atominstitut der Oesterreichischen Unlversltaeten.
Vienna)

LA: English



JR: J Radioanal Cham ISSN 0134-0719 (1981). v. 61(1-2) p. 329- 334.
NO: 4 rafs
~F: (Workshop on activation analytic with snort-livad nuclidas. Vianna. Austria 4 - 8

Fab 1980. )
AS: On irradiation with neutrons, some of the intaresting traca •laments In coal, coal

ash and fly ash produce short-lived nuclides which may ba determined - together with
some of the matrix elements - by activation anatyait. This antblas the
characterization of samples To find out tha distribution of elements in the gaseous
or aerosol exhaust of fossil-fired power plants, the authors simulated the
combustion in a quartz apparatus containing a cold trap, using the combustion
temperature (780 deg C) employed for the standard ash determination. High Se values
were found in the cold trap deposits of black coal from Poland. Halogens ware also
found In the deposits (authors).

*BOR 8 4
DOCUMENT NUMBER • I N 1 1 5 : 0 7 0 1 3 5

T:: Neutron activation analysis.
A'.': Borsaru. te.; Eislar. P.W.
LA: English
RP: AU patent document 80/61025/B/.
IK: 19 Jul 1984; 6 Aug 1979. vp. Int. Cl. G01N 23/222; GOIV 5/10. Available from Patent

Office. P.O. Box 200. Woden. A.C.T.
AB: In a method of simultaneously analysing the aluminium and silicon content of a

sample, the material is irradiated with fast neutrons from a tingle neutron source
and the following measurements are made: a) thermal neutron flux; b) 1.76 MeV gamma
radiation and c) 1.015 MeV. 0.844 MeV or both 1.015 and 0.844 MeV gamma radiation.
The last measurement is used to estimate the aluminium content o» 'he sample.
Silicon content is estimated using the 1.76 MeV measurement compensated by the gamma
radiation at 1.78 MeV due to the thermal neutron reaction with the estimated
aluminium in the sample. The nuclear reactions providing the basis of the Invention
are: /sup 27/AI(n.p)/$up 27/Mg and /sup 28/Si(n,p)/jup 2S/AI. in the decay of /sup
27/Mg 0.844 MeV and 1.055 MeV gamma rays are emitted. A third nuclear reaction is
important with samples having significant water content This reaction, /sup
27/AI(n,gamma)/sup 28/Al. which entails the capture of slow neutrons In aluminium,
results in the emission of 1.78 MeV gamma radiation additional to tha 1.78 MeV gamma
radiation from the fast neutron reaction with silicon.

*BOR 8 1
BOCUHENT HIMIE* • IK!13 (S28O3

*BOR 8 2
DOCUMENT NUME* • 1HI14:745166

T l : Fast neutron activation analysis of bulk coal samplus for alumina, ailica and ash
AU: Borsaru, M.; Mathew. P.J. (Commonwealth Sci-itifir and Industrial Research

Organization, Port Melbourne (Australia). Div. of Mineral Physics).
LA: English
JR: Anal. Chim. Acta. ISSN 0003-2670. (1 Oct 1982). v. 142 p. 349- 354.
AB: The fast neutron activation technique was applied to bulk samples (approximately 11

kg) of Australian black coal. The determination of alumina is based on the reaction
/sup 27/AI(n.p)/sup 27/Mg by counting tha 0.844-MaV peak (tsub(1/2) - 9.4 min).
Silica is determined by means of the reaction /sup 28/Si(n.p)/sup 28/AI; the
1.78-MeV peak (tsub(1/2) - 2.3 min) is counted and a correction for the Interference
from alumina is applied. The esh content is based on the correlation between ash and
the sum of alumina and silica. Tha accuracies (1 SO) for the determination of
alumina, silica and ash were 0.52% AI2O3. 0.79% SiO2 and 1.02% ash, respectively.
The ash. alumina and silice contents of the samples ware in the ranges 8.8-37.5%.
1.3-10.3% and 6.4-22%. respectively. (Auth.).

AV:
L A :

-•?.:
A=:

Simultaneous determination of silica and alumina in bulk bauxite samples by fast
neutron activation.

Borsam. M.. Eisler. P.L (CS1BO. Melbourne. Australia)
English
Anal Chem ISSN 0003-2700 (Oct 1981) v. 53(12) p. 1751-1754.
A prototype of a bulk bauxite analyzer based on fast neutron activation analysis has

been developed for simultaneously determining the chemical concentrations of alumina
and silica in both dried and undned bulk bauxite samples (about 3.£ kg). The
determination of alumina is based on measuring the count rate in the 0.844 MeV
gamma-rav peak emitted by /sup 27/Mg formed in the activation of aluminum The
determination of silica is based on measuring the count rate in the 1.78 MeV
gamma-ray peak emitted by /sup 28/AI formed in the activation of silicon The
interference from alumina in thfc determination of silica was eliminated by measuring
an additional parameter, the thermal neutrons underneath tha bulk sample. The
technique enables up to 10 analyses per hour with an accuracy (1 ligma) of 0.28%
silica and 0.9% alumina. The samples analyzed contained 48 to 62% alumina and 2 to
11% silica. The tests indiceted that the accuracy of analysis was similar for
samples which had been oven-dried (0 to 6% free moisture) and samples which were
taken from the beneficetion plant with free moisture varying In a narrow range (10
to 14% free moisture). The results elso indicated that crushing and grinding of
samples did not significantly improve the accuracy.

•BRA 77
DOCUMENT NUMSE* • ! N I 0 * : 3 C 7 O 2 4

T l : Measuring system for test neutron activation analysis at the BER-ll reactor.
Development and first applications. Mess-System fuar achnalle
Neutronen-Aktivierungssnalyse am BER-ll. Entwicklung und erate Anwsndungen.

AU: Braatter, P.; Gatschke. W^ Cawlik. D.; Moeller. J.; Wenckal. W.
CO: Hahn-Meitner-lnstitin fuer Kemforschung Berlin G.m.b.H. (Germany, FA). Bereich

Kernchemie und Reaktor.
LA: German
RP: HMI-B—188.
IM: 1977. 114 p. Availability: IMS.
NC: 56 figs.; 6 tabs.; 59 rafx.
AB: The study reports In detail about the on-line activation analysis facility insulted

In the BER-ll reactor of the Hahn-Maitner Institute, which Is to be used especially
to determine very shortlived isotopes (of the order of microseconds and seconds).
Pneumatic transport systems with the high transport velocities required result In a
number of specific problems, the solution of which is outlined. Studies have been
carried out In closed tube systems of the attenuation, the propagation velocity and
reflection of shock waves occurring et the high flow velocities required. A test rig
was designed to examine the movement of the transport capsule In the shock waves,
its slowdown by adiabatie compression, and the incidents which can occur in
practical operation. Another problem is the necessary measurement to a precision of
l msec, of the in-pile and holdup times. Counting losses due to deadtlme and pulse
pile-up In gemmaspectrometric measurement and ways of correcting them are alto
outlined. Finally, some examples are given of the non-destructive analysis of
biological materials: quantitative essays of selenium through the Se-77m Isotope in
the NBS bovine liver standard and in dried blood serum, end fluorine essays In the
bone rnatria via shortlived F-20 (RB).



•BRA 76a
OOCIBKNT W W I I • INIM:JMrM

T l : System lor time and <luanca measurements it fist pneumatic transfer systams for
nautron activation analysis. Systam fuar dia Zait- und Fluenjmessung an schnailan
Rohrpostanlagen zur Neutronen- AKtiviarungsanalyse.

AU: Braetter. P.; Gatschke. W.: Gawlik. 0.: Moaliar. J. (Hahn-Meitner- Institut fuer
Kernforschung Barlm G.m.b H. (Garmany. F.R.). Baraich Karnchamia und Raalctor).

LA: Carman
JR: Kerntechnik. (Dae 1976). v. 18(12) p. 532-535.
NO: 1 fig.; 2 rafs
AB: A fast pn«umatic transfer system (transport time 35 ms) was developed ai the

research reactor BER II for nautron activation analysis using very short-lived
radionuclidas. The irradiation and waiting times are measured by means o! a light
gate system consisting in essence of glass fibre light guides extended, in the
region with a high dose rate, by polished AIMg3 tubes leading to tha irradiation
position near the core. This makes it possible to measure the relevant times with a
precision of 1 ms. The nautron fluance to which the sample is exposed during
irradiations is measured by means of an incore fission chamber located next to the
irradiation position. This paper describes the system and discusses the errors in
the analysis results due to errors in the time and flux density measurements in
nautron activation analysis using vary short-lived radionuclides. (orig.).

•BRA 76b
DOCUMENT HUMSC* • IKI07:17»0a»

T I : Plastics »t capsule material for fast pneumatic transport systams at research
reactors. Kunststoffe als Kapselmatarial fuar schnelle Rohrpostanlagan an
Forsehungsreaktoren.

Ml: Braetter. P.: Gatschke, W.; Gewlik. D. (Hahn-M«ltner-lnsttuit fuar Komforschung
. Berlin G.m.b.H. (F.R. Germany)).

LA: German. English
JR: Kemtechnik. (Aug 1976). v. 18(8/9) p. 386-389.
NO: 4 tabs.; 3 rafs.
AB: A total of 21 plastics ware investigated with respect to their suitability as

material for the transport capsules in fast pneumitic post systems for the neutron
activation analysis of short-lived radionuclidas. Tha specific integral counting
rates after short-time irradiation and tha radionuclides of tha matrix elements and
of tha trace elements are presented. In the discussion, verious plastics are
recommended for use as sample container or as pneumatic post capsule, (orig.).

•BRU 75
DOCUMENT WUBUft • INI07:»1SOa

T I : Analytical uses of /sup 252/califomium in processing technique. Analytische
Anwandungen von /sup 252/Californium In der Prozesstochnlk.

All: Breun, H. (Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (F.R. Germany). Lab. fuar
Isotopantechnik).

LA: German
JR: Cham-Ing-Tech. (Nov 1975). v. 47(21) p. 903.
HO: 1 fig. Full text of paper available from Chemie Vert as MS 296/75.
CF: (IAEA seminar on the uses of californium-252 In teaching and research. Karlsruhe,

F.R. Germany 14 Apr 1975. )
AB: A survey is given en the use made so far of punctlform californium 252 neutron

sources for on-line activation analyses. Studies on on-straam analysis In loop
systams wars parformad for the process development of industrial process analyses.
Detection sensitivities in aqueous solutions for about 30 elements were determined
for once only, as well as for cyclic activation. Tha possible industrial application
Is illustrated by an on-straam determination of vanadium in crude oil. The detection
sensitivity roaches 0.01 ppm. The continuous process is simple, works automatically
and is wall justified regarding costs. (ORUA.H).

•BRf 82
DOCUMENT HUME* • 111111:710110

T I : A nuclear technique for monitoring silica in iron ore slurries
k'C: Braun. H. Riffei. F. (Kernforschungszentrurn Karlsruhe G m.b.H (Germany. F R)

Lab fuer Isotopentecfnik)
LA: English
JR: J Radioanal. Cham. ISSN 0134-0719. (1982). v. 72(1-2) p. 437- 449.
us-
er.

5 rafs.
(1981 international conference on modern trends in activation analysis Toronto

Canada 15 - 19 Jun 1981. )
In industrial low-grade iron ore processing the development of alternative

technologies for ore beneficiation is necessary and process monitoring is very
important In the following paper a method is described for the on-stream analysis
with neutron sources for the determination of the silica content in iron ore
concentrate slurries The possible usefulness of the developed SUSAC analyzer is
discussed (author).

•BRV 8 0
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T I :

AU:
LA:
JR:
AB:

Neutron activation analysis of refractory metals and alloys for ocygin impurities
under industrial conditions. (Heat resisting alloys: titanium base alloys, niobium
base alloys, nickel bass alloys, chromium base alloys, molybdenum bese alloys.)
Nejtronno- aktivatsionnvj analiz primesej kislcroda v tugoptavtekn matallakh i ;

splavakh v promyshjennykh usloviyekh.
Brovko. A-P_ Shapovalov. Yu.P.: Danilkin. V A
Russian
Tekhnol. Legk. Splavov. (1980). (no.5) p. 41-44.
Technique for determining oxygen impurities In refractory alloys bired on titanium,

niobium, nickel, chromium, and molybdenum is described. The technique Is based on
/sup 16/O(n. p)/sup 16/N nuclear reaction caused by 14 M»v fast neutrons, /sup >6/N
isotope formed as a result of the reaction decays with decay period of 7.35 s
emitting 6.14 MaV (68%) and 7.12 MeV (5%) gamma-quanta. The K-1 installation with
NGI-12 generator with 3x10/sup 9/ neutron flux is used to analyze oxygen In metals
and alloys, including non-compact ones. Reproducibillty and determination limit
depending on the type of sample, oxygen content and weighed amount value are
evaluated. Trie curves are plotted of the dependence of separate measurement
reproducibility on oxygen content In samples. Evaluation of the reliability of the
given method is presented. Histograms are plotted on the basis of wide statistics to
datarmine the character of experimental data distribution. Distribution of
experimentel data corresponds to the normal law.

•BUO 77
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T I : Simultaneous determination of AI. V, Mn and Cu from nautron- activated saline
matrices by precipitation with poly-5-vinyl-8- hydroxyquinolina.

AU: Buono. J.A.. Buono. J.C.; Fasching. J.L (Rhode Island Univ.. Kingston (USA). Dapt.
of Chemistry)

LA: English
JR: J. Radioed. Cham. (1S77) v. 36(2) p. 353-358.
HO: 1 fig.; 13 rats.; 2 tabs.
AB: The neutron activation analysis of biological and environmental matrices suffers

from interferences ceused by the presence of high concentrations of activated salts
In these matrices. Tha high gamma-ray activities of these activated salts mask tna
low gamma-ray activities of short half-lived isotopes (e.g.. /sup 66/Cu. /sup 56/Mn.
/sup 28/AI and /sup 52/V) necessitating the rapid separation of trace metals from
high concentrations of salts. Poly-S-vinyl-8-hydroxyqulnolina has bean used to
develop a naw mathod to rapidly and quantitatively precipitate aluminium, copper,
vanadium and manganese from neutron-activated biological and environmental matrices.
This technique, is extremely useful for separations requiring a minimum of tima.
Future studies can extend the new PVO precipitation procadura to approximately 40
other elements which are known to readily chalate with 8-hydroxyquinollne. (T.G.).



•BUO 75
OQCWKNT NUMBER • INI07 : U H »

T I : Tha rapid separation of traca mauls from nautron-activated saline matrices by
chalation on a poly-5-vinyl-8-hydroxyquinoline column

A!.1: Buono. JA: Karin, R.W.: Faschmg. J.L (Rhode Island Univ.. Kingston (USA) Oept.
of Chemistry).

LA: English
Jfi: Anal. Chim Acta. (Oec 1975). v. 80(2) p 327-334.
A3: instrumental neutron activation analysis of biological and environmental samples

suffers from interferences caused by high salt concentrations.
Poly-5-vinyl-8-hydroxyquinoline coated on controlled pore diameter glass beads is
suggested as a chanting column for the rapid removal of aluminum, vanadium, copper
and manganese from neutron-activated sea water samples. Separation from bulk
elements is satisfactory at flow rates of 20 ml min/sup - 1 / . With addition of
carriers and with chemical yield determinations, relative standard deviations of
2—io% can be echiaved for spike concentrations of 0.1 mu g Mn ml/sup - 1 / . 0.3 mu g
V ml/sup - 1 / , 20 mu g V ml/sup - 1 / and 1.0 mu g Cu ml/sup - 1 / .

h-:-. Byrne. AR (Insntut Jozef Stefan. Ljubliana (Yugoslav*)). Vrbic. V. (Liubliana
Umv (Yugoslavia))

LA: English
,-H: J Radioanal Chem. ISSN 0134-0719 (1979) v. 54(1-2) p 77-85
K=: 21 refs
A3: A method for the determination of vanadium in dental enamel based on neutron

activation analysis is described After repid dissolution of the irradiated sample
in perchloric ecid. /sup 52/V is quickly separated by solvent extraction from mixed
perchloric-hydrochloric medium with N-benzoyl-N-phenyl hydroxyiamine (BPHA) reagent
in toluene in 95% yield The technique was applied to samples Uom » low caries area
of Dalmatia Zemunik (DMFT < 2). and a normal area. Novigrad (DMFT > 5). in the same
region No significant differences in vanadium content were found between the two
areas, nor between deciduous and permanent teeth. Tha levels in other areas of
Yugoslavia were found to be similar, with a mean concentration of 3.7 • - 1.5
ngxg/sup - 1 / for 37 samples, with a nearly normal distribution; a few impacted teeth
geve lower values The method can also be adapted to the analysis of bone and
biological materials generally, (author).

•BUR 8 2
COCUMIKT NINM* • INI 14:7SI413

T I : Tha fast cyclic activation system for neutrom activation analysis In the University
of London reactor.

AU: Burholt, G.D., Caesar. E.A.Y.. Jonas. T.C. (London Univ. (UK). Sunninghill Reactor
Centra).

LA: English
JR: Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Ras. ISSN 0029-5S4X. (15 Dae 1982). v. 204(1) p.

231-234.
AB: An automatic cyclic irradiation and analysis system has bean davalopad for neutron

activation analysis using short-lived nuclidas. Tha system allows tha choice of
irradiation In tha mixed neutron spectrum of the reactor or under cadmium for
epitharmel neutron «cthration. Tht apparatus is described together with a survey of
racant applications of the system, (orig.).

•BYR 82
DOCUMENT NUMBER < Ifl11:710341

T I : Simultaneous radiochamicai neutron activation analysis of vanadium, molybdenum and
arsenic In biological samples.

AU: Byrne. A.R. (Institut Jozef Stefan. Llubljana (Yugoslavia)).
LA: English
JR: Radiochem. Radioanal. Lett. ISSN 0079-9483. (20 May 1982). v. 52(2) p. 99-109.
NO: 12 reft.
AB: A method for tha simultaneous, radiochamicai neutron activation analysis of

vanadium, molybdenum and arsenic at traca level In biological materials is
described. The separation of the induced redionuclidas /sup 52/V. /sup 101/Mo and
/sup 76/As is based on rapid wet ashing, followad by solvent extraction of vanadium
and molybdenum with N-banzovl-N-phenylhydroxylemine (BPHA). and subsequent
extraction of arsenic as iodide from tha aqueous residue into toluene. Where
increased sensitivity is desired, a technique known as LICSIR may be used. In which
the sample is pre-irradiated to activate /sup 99/Moiup(99m)Tc and greatly increases
tha specific activity of /sup 76/As. coolad for about 2 days, than re-Irradiated for
a few minutes to activate /sup 52/V. followad by tha same group radiochemical
separation. Results are presented by both approaches for some biological reference
materials, (author).

•BYR 79
MCUMCNT HUME* • INI1i:f20fff

T I : The vanadium content of human dental enamel and Its relationship to carles.

*BYR 78a
DOCUMENT NUMSEX - I * > ! 0 : 4 » l »

71: Determination of vanadium in biological materials at nanogram level bv neutron
activation analysis.

AU: Byrne. A.R.: Kosta. L (Institut Jozef Stefan. Ljubljana (Yugoslavia)).
US: English
JR: J. Radioanal Chem. ISSN 0134-0719. (1978). v. 44(2) p. 247-264.
HO: 4 figs.: 43 refs.; 3 tabs.
AB: t- method for the destructive activation analysis of vanadium in biological samples

at the nanogram level has been developed, based on 3.75 min /sup 52/V. A totally
post-irradiation procedure is used, consisting of wet ashing and solvent extraction
with N-banzoyl-N-phenyl-hydroxilamina. Time of separation is about 12 min and the
radiochemical purity is excellent. Possible nuclear interferences were also
investigated. The procedure was checked by an alternative method, using praashing
and pyrosulphate fusion, and at Higher levels, by nondestructive analyses. Using the
method described, a complete analysis including Irradiation takes about half an
hour. After a decay of four half-lives (15 min, the mean time of the sample count),
the specific activity of /sup 52/V is about 50 cpm per ng of V. Thus levels down to
the nanogram. or if large samples are used, to the sub-nanogram laval may be
measured. The method is being currently applied In a study of tha vanadium content
of human milk, other biological fluids and tissues, and foodstuffs. Results ware
obtained for 15 types of biological standard raference samples. (T.G.).

•BYR 78b
DOCUMENT • tNI10:«15O2

T I : Vanadium in foods and in human body fluids and tissues.
AU: Byrne. A.R (Ljubljana Univ. (Yugoslavia)): Kosta. L (Ljubljana Univ. (Yugoslavia).

Fakultet za Naravoslovje in Tehnologijo).
LA: English
JR: Sci. Total Environ. iSSN 0048-9697. (Jul 1978). v. 10(1) p. 17- 30.
AB: Using neutron activation analysis, vanadium was analysed In a range of foods, human

body fluids and tissues. On the basis of these results and those of other workers,
it was concluded that daily dietary intake amounts to some tens of micrograms.
Analysis of body fluids (including milk, blood and excreta) and organs and tissues
provided an astimate for the total body pool of vanadium In man of about 100 mu g.
Vanadium was not detectable In blood and urine at tha leva! of 0.3 ng/g. while low
levels were found in muscle, fat. bone, teeth and other tissues. The relationship
between dietary intake to pulmonary absorption is discussed In relation to the
occurrence of vanadium In man-made air particulates Tha vary low levels found In
milks and aggs suggest minimal vanadium requirements In growth. The findings are
discussed in the light of previous results and also in relation to tha possible



essentiality ot vanadium (Autn )

•IYR 7h

OQCUMENT NUM1|I> • IH101 36JH5

? : : Trace element concentrations in higher fungi
A'J: Byrne Af t . Ravmk. V (institut Jojef Stefan Liubliana (Yugoslavia)). Kosta. I

(Uubliana Umv (Yugoslavia) fakuiiet ze Naravoslovie in Tehnologuo. Institut
Jozet Stefan. iiubiiana (Yugoslavia))

LA: English
JB: Sci Total Environ Uui 1976) v. 6(1) p 65-78
J-.a: The concentrations ot ten trace elements As. Br. Cd. Cu. Hg. I. Mn, Se. Zn and V.

have been determined in up to 27 species of higher fungi from several sites in
Slovenia. Yugoslavia Analyses were based on destructive neutron activation
techniques Data are presented and compared with the concentrations found in soils
Previously values were non-existent or scanty for these elements, so that the data
represent typical levels for basidiomycetes In addition to confirming high levels
of mercury in many species the survey also found that cadmium is accumulated to a
surprising extent by most fungi, the average value being 5 ppm. Among other
accumulations found was bromine by the genus Amanita. and selenium by edible
Boletus Correlation analysis between all pairs of trace elements gave values tor r
of from 0.75 to 0 43 tor 7 pairs (Cu and Hg. 0.75: Se and As. 0.69). As well as
these features of biochemical interest, the values found and the pattern of
accumulation suggest potential uses ot fungi in environmental studies.

*CAL 78
DOCUMENT NUMBER • INIOS «13657

Tl : Determination of oxygan content In steel using activation analysis with 14 MeV
neutron Determinecso da ousmidade de oxigemo no aco atraves da analise por
ativacao com neutrons de 14 MeV

Calado. C E
Instituto de Energia Atomics. Sao Paulo (Brazil): Sao Paulo Univ (Brazil). Escola

Politacmca

AU:

CO:

LA:

R P :

in-.
S E :
NO:
AB:

Portuguese
IEA-DT-- 043
Fab 1978 6B p Availability INIS
IEA Dissenacao e Tese no 043
Designation Tese (M Sc.)
In the quantitative analysis of oxygen in steal by fast neutron activation analysis

the oxygen content is evaluated from the measured activity of /sup 16/N produced.
Steel s mpies are irradiated in 14 MeV neutron flux After irradiation the samples
are pneumatically transfered to the counting terminal where activity is measured
Oxygen concentrations, are obtained by comparison with standards of specified oxygen
content

•CAL 76
DOCUMENT NUMBED • IH IOf 354IBS

(n,p)N/sup 16/ reaction) were measured using a 35 cc Ge(U) detector (for uranium)
anda 3" x 3" Nal detector (for steel) Individual activities were normalized
against the measured beta-ray activity of N-'5 produced in a covamently located
water sample Relative oxygen concentrations were absolutely normalized against the
N-16 gamma-ray activity of standard samples Extensive measurements and calculations
were made to evaluate the relative importance of errors due to geometrical effects,
electronic drift gamma-ray pile up and counting statistics Ways in which the
overall error can be significantly reduced are discussed

"CAP 78
DOCUMENT NUMBER • IH1O9 403947

?:: Improvement o< a fast neutron radioactivation installation and application to the
determination of phosphorus in urine Mise au point dune installation de
radioactivation par des neutrons rapides et application au dosage du phosphore dans
1 urine

A'J: Cspeiem. JC: Guarch. G: Michel. J.N. (Institut National de la Same et de la
Recherche Medicate (INSERM). 63 - Clermont-Ferrand (France)): Ingaray. J.L
(Clermont-Ferrand-2 Univ.. 63 - Aubiere (France). Lab de Physique Corpusculaire)

LA: French
JR: Nucl Instrum. Methods. (1 May 1978). w. 151(1-2) p 325-330.
AE: An activation method by fast neutrons to determine the phosphorus quantity in urine

is described. A 14 MeV neutron flux is produced by an accelerator in tha nuclear
reaction T(d. n)/sup A/He, with an intensity ot about 10/sup 10/ n/s. These neutrons
can produce in phosphorus nuclei a radioactivation by the nuclear reaction /sup
31/P(n. «lpha)/sup 28/AI. Gamma rays emitted by tha radioactive aluminium are
detected in a 55 cm/sup 3/ Ge((j) crystal. Trie amount of phosphorus v» time in ill
persons' urine is measured and compared with another method of analysis. The good
agreement obtained allows the use of the method to biological analysis 'In vivo' on
an animal and the observations of any metabolism changes. (Auth).

*CEI. 84
DOCUMENT NUMBER • IH115:O458ia

71: Simultaneous neutron activation determination of alumina and silica In geological
samples using s 5 Ci Pu-Be source.

AU: Celenk. I. (Ankara Nuclear Research and Training Center (Turkey)): Oezek. F.
(Tusbitak-Bae. Ankara (Turkey)).

LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal Nucl. Chem ISSN 0236-5731. (31 Jan 1984) v. 86(2) p 83-90
HO: 9 rets.
AB: A new neutron activation method for the determination of alumina and silica in

geological samples has been developed and applied to some geological standards
Samples of about 4 g (in Cd shield) were irradiated close to a 5 Ci Pu-Be source.
Gamma spectra were acquired using a 7.5 cmx7.5 cm Nal(TL) detector. The
irradiate-transfer-count sequence was repeated five times successfully. Countings
were taken cumulatively. Recycling of the samples improved counting statistics and
reproducibility. (author)

T l : Measurement of oxygen content ot uranium oxide fuel and steel.
AU: Calado C.E. Machado. EL. Holland. L
CC: Instituto de Energia Atomica Sao Paulo (Brazil). Divisao de Engenharia Nuclear.
LA: English
RF: IEA—425
SM-. Aug 1976 26 D Availability INIS
SE: Publicacao IEA no 425
AB: Quantitative oxygen analyses of uranium oxide and steel samples have been made using

a pulsed fast neutron activation analysis system. Tha uncertainty In tha measured
oxygen content of uranium oxide is *-2.4%. that of steel varies from +-13% at 30 ppm
Of oxygen to *-i'h at 3Q0ppm of oxygan. Samples were irradiated In a fast neutron
flux of about 2 » 10/sup 9/ n cm/sup -2/ s/sup - 1 / produced by 400MaV dauterons on a
tritium target Samples N-16 gamma-ray activities (produced via the O/sup 16/

*CER 79
DOCUMENT NUMBER • I N I 11:SO1B78

T2: Method for simultaneous determination of Al and Si in atmospheric aerosols by 14 MeV
neutron activation analysis.

M l : Cercasov. V. (Stuttgart Univ (TH) (Germany. F.R.) Physikalisches Inst)
LA: English
JR: J Radioanel Chem ISSN 0134-0719 (1979) v. 52(2) p 399-410
HO: 18 rafs
AB: The 14 MeV neutron activation facility of the Hohenheim University Is described and

the calculated determination limits for 20 elements are presented. Trie d»ts>rminitlon
of aluminium via the /sup 27/AI(n. p)/sup 27/Mg reaction and of silicon by tha /sup
28/Si(n, p)/sup 28/AI reaction Is applied to the analysis of atmospheric aaroiolt A



running program tor routine analyses «as eiaoo'eteo The maihod was chackad with the
aid of an mtercomparison sample (autnor)

•CES 84
oocwmt MUMCD • mi is O«OI>T

''.: Oatarmmation o< P In bones and of Al and S> in ponery by activation witn reactor
neutrons

A1.; Casant A Terrem M (Poiitecnico di Miiano (Uaiv) 1st di Ingagnene
Nudeare)

LA: English
.-?: int J Appi Radiat Isot ISSN 0070-708X (May 1984) v. 35(5) p 405-407
AS: Tnis note describes the results oDtamad in activation analysis with reactor

neutrons Particular attention is devoted to the enalysia of P in bones, and of Al
and Si in pottery Other applications are also discussed (autnor)

•CHA 63
BOCiamiT HUMSI* • I N I K . S O I T I I

; : : Activation analytic using thort-livad radioactivity
AL': Chakrabotty. PP (Bhabha Atomic Research Centre. Bombay (India) Health Physics

Oiv)
LA: English
JR: Bull Radiat. Prot (Jan-Mar 1983) v. 6(1) p 17-22
NO: 7 rats.
AB: Aeth/ation anatyaic using thon-lived radioactivity calls tor special techniques

Techniques employed for tha purpose ere described. Merits of using short-lived
products tor analysis ara discussed (autnor)

*CHD 78
rT Huttaiii • I N I O I to*%a

TI : Determination of uranium in ores using instrumental neutron activation analysis
AJ: Chaudhry. M S . Qurcsni. M l : Qureshi. IH (Pakistan Inst 0( Nuclear Science and

Technology. Rawalpindi Nuclear Chemistry Div)
L.A: English
JR: J Radioanal. Cham (1978) v 42(2) p 427-431.
NO: 17 rets.. 2 tabs
CN: HU (Hungary) J (Journal article)
CC: B11 (Chemical and Isotopic Analysis) 831
AB: Studies have bean made to develop a simple non-destructive neutron activation

analytia procedure tor the determination of uranium in ore samples utilizing short
irradiation times from 5 sec to 30 sec Certain simple criteria were epplied to
check the purity of the 228.2 keV and 277.6 kaV photopeaks of /sup 239/Np The
amount of uranium was determined independently from each peak by tha mathod Samples
containing up to 0.05% uranium wara irradiated for S sec whereas those of lower
concentrations were irradiated for 30 sac. All the irradiations wara carried out at
a neutron flux of 0.2 . 10/sup 13/n . cm/sup - 2 / . sac/sup - 1 / . Tha irradiated
samples were cooled for 3 days to allow tha decay of short lived matrix activities
The gamma-ray measurements were carried out with a 30-cm/sup 3/ semi-planar Ge(Li)
detector coupled to a Nuclear Data ND-4410 computerised multi-channel analyzer. The
precision and accuracy of the proposed method were determined bv analysing IAEA
Standard Uranium Ore samples Gamma spectre ara shown and numerical data are given
(TG.)

JF: J Neurosci Methods (Apr 1983) v. 7(4) p 317-328
AE: Thirty elements in 7 ret brain regions were determined by instrumental neutron

activation analysis (INAA) The sempies were irradiated t)v thermal neutrons using 3
different sets of conditions, depending on the nuclear characteristics of the
elements Analysis of the resulting radionuclides was by gamma-r»y spectrometry
using a high resolution Ge(L0 Oatectoi and Nuclear Data 6600 multichannel analyzer
which was fully computerized to give quantitative results for the gamma-rav spectra
This paper demonstrates the use of INAA for small biological samples and to show us
potential elements 7 rat brain regions are listed It is interesting to note that
certain elements e g fluorine end potassium showed high and low regional
differences respectively, ana hypothaiamus and hippocampus had higher elemental
concentrations than other brain regions However, since this paper is essentially an
analytical one no attempt is made to assess these data (Auth)

•CHT 81
DOCUMENT HUME* • 1*1 13 6 5 8 4 7 6

?;: Cyclic neutron activation analysis of biological and metallurgical samples
All: Chan. A. DeSilva. K.N.. Holzbecher. J.; Stuart. DC; Tout. R.E.. Ryan. D.E.

(Dalhousie Univ.. Halifax. Nova Scotia (Canada). Oapt. of Chemistry).
LA: English
JR.- Can J Chem ISSN 0008-4042. (1 Jun 1981) v. 59(11) p. 1660- 1664.
NO: 26 rafs
AB: A rapid pneumatic transfer cyclic system for use with the SLOWPOKE reactor has been

designed which allows detection of nuclides with half-lives as short as 0.8 s
Reliable reproducibihty is achieved with a 1 s transfer period from reactor to
detector Both accuracy and rala'ive standard deviation are significantly improved
with some matrices as the number of cycles is increased but the gains in detection
limits increase with the square root of the number of cycles. Cyclic instrumental
neutron ectivation analysis has D»an successfully eppliad to the determination of
Ag. r. Ht. Pb. Rb. Sc. and S« in a vsneiv of biological and metallurgical matrices
The detection limits ranged from 0 01 to 2.2 ppm for all elements studied except Pb.
(author)

*CHT 80a
DOCUMENT HUWEK • INI13 C«13S1

T : : Environmental trace element analysis using short-lived nuchdes.
All: Chan. A. DeSilva. KN (Dalhousie Univ.. Halifax. Nova Scotia)
LA: English
KS: Nuclear methods in environment*! and energy research Vogt. J.R. (ed) Missouri

Univ.. Columbia (USA)
R?: CONF-800433—.
IK: 1980 p 231-246 Availability INIS Available from NTIS. PC A99/MF A01

Availability. INIS
CF: (4. international conference on nuclear methods in environment and energy research

Columbia. MO. USA 14 - 17 Apr 1980. )
AB: Pseudo-cyclic, eyclic thermal, and cyclic epithermal instrumental neutron activation

analysis methods have been developed for the simultaneous determination of
multielement concentrations through short- and medium-lived nuclides. The methods
have been successfully applied to e number of environmental and biological sample
metnees Precision, accuracy, and limits of detection of these methods have been
observed to be superior to conventional INAA methods Venous aspects of the methods
ere described here

•CHN 8 3
DOCUHiXT MUMSE*

T I : An application of neutron activation analysis to small biological samples.
simultaneous determination of thirty elements in rat brain regions.

AU: Chan. A.W.K.; Minski. M J (University of London Reactor Centra. SHwood Par*. Ascot
(UK)). Lai. J CK. (Cornell Univ.. New York (USA) Medical Coll!

LA: English

•CUT 80b
DDCUKEMT NUMER • I H l U «O3»S

T:: Instrumental neutron activation analysis of trace elements using short-lived
nucudes

AU: Chan. A. Desilva. K.N.. Tout. RE (Dslhousie Univ.. Halifax. Nova Sco'.ia
(Canada) Dapt of Chemistry)



:A: English
,-B: Trans.. Can. Nucl. Soc. ISSN 0226-7470 (19*0) v. 1 p. 8D-B2
t-3: Summary
CF: (Canadian Nuclear Society annual conference Montrail. Canada. 18 Jun 1980 )

<CHJ 76
tOCUMENT NUMitR IH10IJU715

TI : determination of silieor in iron end steel by 14 MeV neutron activation and high
resolution gimma-spectrometry.

AC: Chetteriee. J.N.: Sethi. B. (Sana Inst. of Nuclear Physics. Calcutta (India))
LA: English
JR: Radiochem. Radioanal. Lett. (1976). v. 26(4) p. 261-257.
US: 2 figs.: 4 nts.; 1 Mb.
AB: Silicon present as silica In iron and steel has been determined by non-destructive

neutron-activation method. Samples ara irradiated with 14 MeV neutrons end
photopaaks of gamma-rays are detected on Ge(U) detector, it was found that the
contribution of aluminium to the intensity of the 1.778 MaV gamma-ray was less than
0.001%. The contribution of phosphorus was taken into account by estimating the /sup
28/AI activity produced from Its known percentage and the measured calibration curve
for phosphorus. A comparator is irradiated and counted simultaneously. Comparators
ara prepared with the following chemicals: MgO(4%), CaCO3(20%). AI2O3(3%).
MnCO3(5%). Ca3(PO4)2(3%). Fe(COOH)3(2%). SiO2(0-45%). and C«F2(45-0). Silicon is
determined in both steel and iron by this method and the results are compared with
those obtainad by chemical method. In neutron activation analytic the result of Si
is higher than t?iet of the chemical analysis. The discrepancy between the results
indicates the unavoidable loss of silicon during the chemical analysis. (T.I.).

*CHI 82
DOCUMENT NUMBER • l N I 1 4 : 7 i 4 7 S t

T I : Determination of total oxygen content in fine iron powders by 14 MeV neutron
activation analysis.

At!: Chiba. Minoru; Ando. Tsutomu (National Research Inst. for Metals. Tokyo (Japan)).
LA: Japanese
JR: Nippon Kinzoku Gsklcai-Shi. ISSN 03S9-4186. (Jui 1982). v. 46(7) p. 687-691.
AB: The 14 MeV neutron activation analysis is considered to be effective to analyze such

samples as fine powders, due to the unnecessity of the chemical reaction at th« high
temperature which is different from the usual methods. The analysis for iron powders
prep ared by a forced vaporization method with a plesma jet has been studied. The
amount ot a sample. 100 mg. is sufficient tor the analysis, and there is no any
obstructive redioective nuclide simultaneously produced from the matrix iron in the
measurement of /sup 16/N produced by the /sup 16/0 (n, p) reaction with the 14 MeV
neutron irradiation if the measured gamma-ray energy range was limited to lie
between 4.5 end 8.0 MeV. A calibration curve prepared from the standard series of
oxygen-graphite can be used, and it is favorable because of the unnecessity of
consideration of residual radioactiv* nuclides when repeated Irradiation of samples
is required. The analysis resulted in 2.47 - 12.6 mass% oxygen for three kinds of
the samples, Suggesting the importance of the control of residuel gases In the
instrument, that of the purification of the plasma gas. and that of prevention of
oxidation of the products during storage. When an amount of oxygen corresponding to
Its statistical deviation is supposed to be e lower limit of detection. It becomes
ca. 36 mu g of oxygen or 0.038 mass% in a fine iron powder of 100 mg. A totel
duration of ca. 62 * is required for the analysis of one sample, and the external
standerd method is adopted to improve the eccuracy and the reproducibllity of this
method. (J.P.N.).

*CHr 81
DOCUMENT NUMBER • I N 1 1 4 : 7 2 7 1 2 1

T I : Determination of fluorine in steel-making slegs by the 14 MeV neutron activation
analysis.

A'.': Chibs Minoru (National Research Inst for Metals Tokyo (Japan))
LA: English
JS: Trans Natl Res Inst Met (Tofcvo) ISSN 04Z3-9222 (Dec 1981) v. 2314) o

265-272.
AS: The content of calcium fluoride in steel-making slag and fluorspars were analyzed to

determine fluorine by non-destructive 14 MeV neutron activation analysis. A
duaNsampie irradiation assembly was used for irradiating a sample to be analyzed
and a reference sample with a definite amount of calcium fluoride at the same time
The amount ot fluorine was determined from the ratio ol the counts in the photopeak
areas o< 0 197 MeV energy of 0-19 calculated by the TPA method in the spectra of
both samples The decay curves for the gross cot' us. background counts and photoptak
area counts were analyzed by the method of leas! squares using 0-19, N-16. F-18 and
Al-28 as the factors. As the result it was confirmed thai 0-19 was obstructed only
by N-16 in this case. The experiments conditions obtained from the study on the
optimum conditions of the activation analysis and inou obttinto by W>» emits ot
the ratio of photopeak/background agreed well. The actuai analytical conditions of
30s for sample irradiation. 60s for decay and 15s for measurement were adopted to
•now the decay ol N-16. and the effect of N-16 on the counts was suppressed to
ebout 4%. There was a significant difference in the gradients of the calibration
curves between synthetic steel-making slag and calcium fluoride standard, therefore
it is necessary to use the calibration curves for both. (Kako. I.).

*CHI 76
DOCUMENT NUMBER. • l « 0 » : 1 1 4 7 M

T I : Determination of silicon in high alloyed steels by 14MeV neutron activation-high
resolution gamma-ray spsctrometry.

All: Chiba. Minoru (National Research Inst for Metals. Tokyo (Japan)).
LA: English
JP: Trans. Natl. Res. inst. Met (Tokyo). (Jul 1976). v. 18(4) p. 133- 138.
AS: A rapid non-destructive 14MeV neutron activation method for the determination of

silicon in high alloyed steals was studied using barium as an internal standard. The
radioactive nuclides produced were measured by a Ge(Li) detector. For the
determination of silicon, the gamma-ray of 1.7SMeV of /sup 28/AI which is the
product of the /sup 28/Si(n. p) reaction was measured, and tor the internal
stendard. that ot 0.662Me> of sup(137m)Ba produced by the /sup 138/Ba(n. 2n)
reectirn wes measured Interference by the gamma-ray of 1.81 MeV of /sup S6/Mn which
is the product of iron and/or cobalt as matrices in high alloyed steels by the /sup
56/Fe(n, p) and /sup 59/Co(rs, alpha) reactions was removed by high resolution
gamma-ray spectrometry end ».". advanced total peak area method for data processing of
experimental results. The adaptability of sup(137m)B« as an internal standard for
/sup 28/AI was ensured with experiments of purposily fluctuated 14MeV neutron flux.
The calculated results of the above sxpsriments ware satisfied within the error of
less then j % . Deviation of the present results from usual analytical results are
less than *-5%. and the reproducibiiity was of the same order tt l!ie statistical
errors of radioactivity measurements, (auth.).

•CHN 8 1
DOCUMENT NUMBER • 1NII3:C}417J

T I : Estimation of bioaccumulation of lead In the aquatic plants using 14 MaV neutron
activation analysis.

Al).- Chindhada. V.K: Joglekar. A.G.; Shoreskar. V.N. (Poona Univ. (India). Dept of
Physics); Gunale. V.R. (Poona Univ. (India)).

LA: English
JR: Radioenem. Radioanal. Lett. ISSN 0079-9483. (6 Nov 1981). v. 49(5) p. 287-292.
NO: 5 refs.
AB: Three equatic plants, water hyacinth. Hydrilla and Pithophora were exposed to

different concentrations of lead and the accumulation of laad In these plants for
different exposure period was studied using 14 MeV (with • flux of approximately
equal to 2x10/sup • / ncrr/sup -2/sec/sup -1/) neusron ecthmtion analysis technique.
The laad uptake in these plants was estimated by measuring gamma activity due to
sup(2C7m)Pb (T-0.8 sec) produced by 14 MeV neutrons. Possibility of using these
plants for waste water treatment is discussed, (author).



•cur y>
DOCUMENT NUMIC*

• INIO7 111119

T:: Analysis of oxygen ccrstant in steei bv mains of 14 MeV neutrons
A'*': Chuang LS. Wong K.C. Chiu. WY. (Chines* Uniu of Hong Kong. Shatin)
LA: English
JR: Nucl Eng Des (Nov 1975). v. 34(2) p 256-267.
AE: A sealed-tube type 14 MeV neutron generator with maximum neutron output of 10/sup

11/ n/sec. incorporating a pneumatic sample transfer system of single-tube type and
with a s'ngle rotation of the sample during neutron irradiation, is used to develop
a method suitable for routine work in industrial applications. A pulse shape
analyser system incorporating an organic scintillation detector is used for
monitoring neutron flux level during the neutron irradiation of the sample.
Polyethylene, of oxygen content 163 ppm determined by comparison with lucite. is
used as the steel sample carrier A 3 x 3 in. Nal(TI) crystal is used with a single
channel analyser to count the 6.1 and 7.1 M«V gamma rays emitted from /sup 16/N as a
result of the reaction /sup 16/O(n,p)/sup 16/N As the present activation analysis
makes use of the comparison method, a steal-mylar standard made of layered steel and
mylar discs is prepared and a calibration curve constructed. A method of correcting
the oxygen contribution in the polyethylene sample carrier is devised and the
content of oxygen In the steel standard is determined. A survey of neutron flux
distribution is also attempted and it is found that nearly symmetrical distribution
of the flux, about the centre of the sample carrier which is placed with its axis in
parallel to the plane of the disc-shaped target of the neutron-generating tube, is
far from being flat. (Auth.).

•CHY 76
OOCUHFHT NUMBER • IMIM:381?5»

T I : T4-MeV neutron activation analysis of oxygen and nitrogen in coal
AU: Chyi, LL. James, W.D.. Enmann. W.D.; Sun, G.H.: Kamrin. C.E. Jr. (Univ. of

Kentucky. Lexington).
LA: English
KS: Proceedings of the fourth conference on the scientific and industrial applications

of small accelerators. Duggan. J.L: Morgan. I.L (ads.). See CONF-761059—.
IK: New York. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Inc. 1976. p. 281-287.
CF: (4. annual conference on the uss of small accelerators. Denton, TX. USA. 25 Oct

1976. )
AS: Applications of 14 MeV Cockcroft-Walton neutron generators to the determination of

oxygen and nitrogen contents in coal are discussed, /sup 16/N photopeaks from the
/sup 16/0(n.p)/sup 16/N reaction are used for the oxygen determinations. Positron
annihilation radiation from /sup 13/N produced by the /sup 14/N(n,2n)/sup 13/N
reaction is counted in coincidence for the nitrogen determinations. A multiscaling
technique is employed in both cases. Compared to other oxygen and nitrogen
determination methods which require sample dissolution, our INAA techniques are
faster and may be more accurete in determining total oxygon and nitrogen contents.

*COR 80
DOCUMENT •Ed • IMI1l:S10e«3

T I : Determination of vanadium in human serum by neutron activation analysis.
AU: Cornells. R.: Versieck. J.: Maes. L, Hoste. J.; Barbier. F. (Ghent

Rijksuniversiteit (Belgium). Instituut voor Kernwetenschappen).
LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Chem. ISSN 0134-0719. (1980). v. 55(1) p. 35-43.
NO: 16 refs
AB: Vanadium In serum hes been investigated by the eid of neutron activation analysis ( I

min irradiation at 8x10/sup 13/ nxem/sup -2/xs/sup -1/). The lyophilized samples
were dry-ashed before irradiation and the /sup 52/V activity extracted after
irradiation. The values for V In the sera of 22 healthy males ranged from
0.029-0.939 ng Vxml/sup - 1 / . There is a real assumption that some of the high
figures are due to persons being contaminated with V. The 18 healthy females yielded
a mean value of 0.033 • - 0 012 ng Vynl/sup - 1 / for 17 of them and one additional
value of 0 139 ng Vxml/sup - 1 / These V-data are the lowest ever reported in the
literature The analysts of two packed blood cell samples yielded 0.031 and 0.020

ngxg/sup - 1 / . indicating that about 68% of the total V in blood is present in serum
There was no correlation betwean the V-content and age. nor between the V-contem
and tne cholesterol, tngiycendes or the lipopro'̂ m fractions in serum (author)

*COK 79
DOCUMENT NUMSE* • INI1I I 0 8 3 H

T: : Neutron activation analysis of vanadium in human liver and serum
AL': Cornells. R.. Mees. L. Hoste. J. Ryckebusch. J. (Ghent Ri|ksuniversrteit

(Belgium) Instituut voor Xernwetenschappen), Versieck. J. Barbier. F. (Akademisch
Ziekenhuis. Ghent. Belgium)

LA: English
MS: Nuclear activation techniques in the life sciences 197B. Proceedings of an

international symposium fieid by the IAEA in Vienna. 22-26 May 1978. International
Atomic Energy Agency. Vienna (Austria)

BP: IAEA-SM—227/25.
IK: Vienna. IAEA. 1979. ISBN 92-0-010079-1. p. 165-176
SE: Proceedings series
CF: (International symposium on nuclear activation techniques in the life sciences

Vienna. Austria. 22 - 26 May 1978. )
AB: The transition element vanadium is probably essential for man. Tnarefore it was

considered worth while to study the concentration of this element in livir and serum
of normal healthy individuals. Extreme care was taken in sampling and in preparing
the sample for neutron activation analysis. The analysis procedure consisted in
dry-ashing the lyophiiized samples at 450 deg C in quartz vials before irradiation
Experiments with /sup 48/V-labelled rat livar end blood confirmed that no losses of
V were occurring. After irradiation, the esh was dissolved in 3N HCI end the V was
extracted es cupterronate in CHCI3. in the prosence of a V carrier and a given
quantity of /sup 48/V activity for yield determination. To separate the gamma
photopaaks of the /sup 48*52/V isotopes from some minor activities of /sup 24/Na.
/sup 66/Cu. /sup 28/AI and other interfering radionuclides. a Ge(Li) detector was
required. The precision of the method was investigated by the analysis of Bowen's
kale powder, the NBS reference materials, orchard leaves and bovine livar. and the
IAEA enimal muscle H-4. Seven liver samples were irrediated for 5 min at 2.Sx10/sup
12/ncm/sup -2/s/sup - 1 / and yielded values between 2.53 and 13.4ng V/g fresh tissue.
Seventeen simples of human sera ware analysed by Irradiating for S min at 8x10/sup
13/ncm/sup -2/s/sup - 1 / ; these gave values between 17 and 66pg V/ml serum. The
velues for V in serum ere lower than any reported in the literature and are believed
to be the lowest ever detected for an element that is possibly essential for man.
(author).

*DAH 81
DOCUMENT NU

TI:

IE* • INI12:fO40IE

Selection of short-lived isotopes for activation analysis with respect to
sensitivity.

AU: Dams. R. (Ghent Rijksuniversiteit (Belgium). Instituut voor Kernwetenschappen).
LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal Chem. ISSN 0134-0719 (1981). v. 61(1-2) p. 13-36.
NO: 64 refs.
CF: (Workshop on activation analysis with short-lived nuclides. Vienna, Austria. 4 - t

Feb 1980 )
AB: A compilation of nuclear reactions applicable In activation analysis Of minor or

trace constituents using gsmms emitting isotopes with hslf-lives smaller than 1 hour
is given. Activation of all naturally occurring elements, except the noble gases.
with Z values ranging from 9 to 92 have been considered. The reactions resulting In
the most sensitive e gemma-spectroscopic determinations have been selected and era
tabulated par element. The appropriate cross section and the resonance Integral If
significant for neutron reactions, the cross section at the giant resonance energy
for the photon and at the maximum of the excitation function for the charged
particle reactions and the threshold energy for all threshold reactions are also
tabulated. For each isotope produced the hUMUe end the major gamma-ray energy



ara givan Finally, calculatad or axpanmantal sensitivities hava baan compilad from
a numbar of ratarancas. as tha amission rata par sacond of the most intansa
gamma-ray, at tht and of a 1 minute irradiation under well-defined circumstances for
1 mtcrogram of tha element Whan cyclic activation has baan applied, it is
indicatad. These date ara provided tor more than 200 nuclear reactions, (author)

•DAN 78
DOCUMINT • HI 10:411131

7'.: Selenium content In liver of Indian neonates.
AH: Dang, H.S.; Somasundaram. S; Jaiswal. D.D. (Bhabha Atomic Research Centre. Bombay

(India)).
LA: English
JR: Radiochem. Radioanal. Lett. ISSN 0079-9483. (20 Jun 197B). v. 34(1) p. 99-103
NO: 5 refs.. 1 tab.
AB: The paper presents the levels of selenium in liver samples from Indian neonates.

obtained at autopsy. The levels range from 0.18 to 0.56 mu g Se/g of wat liver with
a mean of 0.36 mu g Sa/g of wet liver. The liver samples were enelysed for their
selenium content by non-destructive neutron activation using tha short-lived Se-77m
(17.5s) produced By the nuclaar ruction Se-76(n gamma)Se-77m. Se-77m emits low
energy gamma-rays (160 keV) which were measured by e 3" x 3" NalfTI) well-type
detector coupled to a 512-channei pulse-height analyser. The livar samples and the
ealenium standard wara irradiated tor SO s in e flux of about 6x10/sup 10/nxcm/sup
-2/xs/sup - 1 / . Tha semple and the stenderd wera both counted one after another for
30 seconds with a delay of 20 seconds between them. The half-life of Se-77m wes
followed. Interference from short-lived activity of 0-19(29 s. 190 kaV) was
negligible as the samples ware dried thoroughly and only five channels on either
side of the 160 keV photopeak of Se-77m we.e taken for calculations. (T.I)

•DAS 75
D0CUNCNT HUMID • INtO7:2MMS

T I : The oatermination of vanadium in rainwater.
AU: Das. HA; Gouman. J.M.; Luten. J.B.; Wine. F. de; Wijkstra. J. (Stichting Reactor

Centrum Nederland. Petten).
LA: English
JR: Radiocham. Radioanal. Lett. (1975). v. 21(1-2) p. 61-70.
NO: 1 fig.. 2 rats.. 3 tables.
AB: The routine datarmination of vanadium In rainweter is described for V concentration

ovar 0.S ng.ml/sup - 1 / . Two procedures ara given. One is epplied in the precise
anetyais of relatively small series. Tha other is used In tha processing of large
series of samples, taken In the course of large survey progremes. The main problems
of the determination of vanadium by tharmai nautron activation analysis, using the
reaction /sup 51/V/n. gamma//sup 52/V/T-3.8 min are discussed. (F.G.).

•DEL 81
DOCUMtMT HUMID • INII4 :7SS1»

T I : Rediochemical-neutron activation analysis studies of biological samples in
connection with marine production of petroleum and instrumentel neutron activation
analysis of sedimentary rocks related to uranium exploration.

AU: Oa lancey. K.
CO: California Univ.. Irvine (USA).
LA: English
IH: 1981. 120 p Availability: U 82-16.083
NO: Designation: Thesis (Ph. D)
AB: In connection with a bessline study of the Southern California Outer Continantel

Shelf arse prior to offshore oil drilling, a pra-lrrediatlon separation nautron
activation analysis method has been developed and tested for tha determination of
vanadium in merine biologies! and sediment semples. This method Involves the
pre-irredietion of hydratad antimony pentoxlde and the measurement of the Induced
3 75-minute /sup 52/V activity with a Ge(LI) gamma-ray spectrometer. A rediochemlcel
procedure for the determination of barium, involving the separation of 82.8-mln /sup

139/Be. has also bean developed end tested Furthermore, this method for Ba hes been
extended in order to determine additional elements, including Sr. Cu. and Zn The V
and Ba procedure developed were then used by Science Applications, inc on over 1000
marina samples, as part of a Bureau of Land Management baseline study An optimized
procedure for the instrumental nautron activation analysis for 23 specified elements
in some 500 sedimentery rock samples hes been developed and than applied. In
connection with a project to establish models for uranium mineralization. A
deleyed-psutron system hes baan constructed and used to measure uranium and thorium
in a representative traction of tha samplas Basic statistical methods have been
applied to the data, including calculation of the degree of correlation between
uranium and all other elements

*DIK 76
DOCUMENT «UM)E* • 1NSM J H 7 1 0

T I : Fast determination of selenium in blolooical materials by instrumental nautron
activation analysis.

AU: Oiksic. M. McCrady. MO (Missouri Univ.. Co!um;< l (USA))
LA: English
JR: Radiochem. Radioanal. Lett. (1976). v. 26(2) p. 89-t)3.
NO: 10 refs: I tab.
AB: The utilization of the 17.5 s sup(77m)Se for the determination of trace amounts of

selenium in dry biological materials by maens of instrumentel neutron activation
analysis is discussed Samples were activated in e flux of 10/sup 14/cm/sup -2/s/sup
- 1 / for 2-4 seconds. Under these conditions, the limit of the determination, was
found to.ba 5 ng/g for a sample weight of 200 mg A result for bovine liver.
NBS-stendard is reported as 0 98—0.05 mu g/g. (T.I.)

•DUM 77
DOCUMENT HU SID • 111103:321111

T I : Fluorine samples activation analysis. Analyse par activation de le fluorine sur
echentillons.

AU: Dumasnil. P.
CO: CEA Centre CEtudes Nucleairas de Saclay. 91 - Gif-sur-Yvette (France). Services

d'Electronique
LA: French
RP: CEA-N--1975.
IH: 10 Mar 1977. 25 p. Availability: INlS.
AB: This report contains the preliminary study of e method of analysis through nautromc

activation of samples of fluorite cerriad out in order to meat the requirements of
the mining industry. The conditions of measurement are described, and a process of
analysis based on the activation of fluorine is defined. The nuclear reaction /sup
19/F(n,alpha)/sup 16/N is used followed by th» gamma spactrometry of 6.13MeV photons
coming from /sup 16/N. A distinct measurement of the test neutron flux is envisegad
in order to correct the influence of tha variable moi-ture content of the sample.
The main characteristics of the model to be used for the study of feasibility have
been defined. A complete celcutation of error has been shown. A brief economic study
points out that the cost of this method of analysis is considerably lower than that
of » chemical analysis.

•EGA 77a
DOCUMENT N I M H • IMOI.-JSMID

T I : Determination of heavy metels in sewage-based fertilizer using abort- lived
isotopes

AU: Egen. A.: Spyrou. MM (Surrey Univ.. Guildford (UK) Dept of Physics).
LA: English
JR: J Radioanal Cham. (1977) v. 37(2) p 775-784.
NO: 18 refs.. 3 tebs
CF: (International conference on modern trends In activation analysis. Munich. Germany.

FR 1 3 - 1 7 Sap 1976 )



A luliv instruments: memoes toi me ngutron-activation analytia of heavy metals in
sewage sludges has been developed Daseo on snort-lived isotopes, and restricting
the total enpenment time to 1 hour per sample The irradiation scheme consists of 8
cyclic and a conventional part, the period ol the cyclic irradiation being optimised
for the determination of laad. using sup(207m)Pb(T»0 8s) Gamma-ray spectra from
Ge(L0 detectors are stored on magnetic tape and analysed using the SAMPO programme
An IDENTIFY subroutine anables absolute determinations thus eliminating the need tor
standards Sensitivities and detection limits for 21 heavy metals have been
determined and the results tor several sludges are presented Those metals which
were detected and estimated by the SAMPO programme were all found to be within *-12%
of the independently ascertained values Subsequent runs for the same samples gave
raproducibilities 1-5% depending on the particular metal and peak chosen. The method
is competitive, on ar economic basis witn currently employed methods and otters the
advantages of a quick turnround time and nondestruction of the sample. fT.G.)

•EGA 77b
DOCUMENT NUMBER • 1K108 3 4 6 0 0 6

T:: Determination of selenium in biological materials using sup(77m)Se (T-17 5 sec) and
cyclic activation analysis.

AL': Egan. A.; Kerr. S A. (Surrey Univ. Guildford (UK) Dept. of Physics); Minski. MJ
(London Umv (UK) Sunninghill Reactor Centre).

LA: English
J8: Radiochem. Radioanal Lett (1977) v. 28(5-6) p 369-378
NO: 2 figs.. 10 refs. 2 tabs.
AB: Instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA) was used to measure selenium levels

in biological samples by means of sup(77m)Se (T-17.5 sec) Using a fixed experiment
time of 5 mm and cyclic activation of period approximately 40 sec. selenium was
determined in N.B.S bovine liver. Sowen's Kale, and animal blood Sensitivities and
detection limits tor the various matrices were also obtained Gamma-ray spectra were
acquired using a Ge(Li) detector and analysed using the SAMPO spectral analysis
programme Dead-time and pulse pile-up correction procedures were included
(author)

*EGA 76
DOCUMENT NUMBER • INIOO 317599

T I : Detection of lead via lead-207m using cyclic activation and a modified
sum-coincidence system (In environmental and biological samples.)

AU: Egan. A, Spyrou. N.M (Univ of Surrey. Guildford. Eng.).
LA: English
JR: Anal Cham. (Nov 1976) v. 48(13) p. 1959-1962.
AB: Samples containing lead were irradiated in a reactor, counted on a detector, and the

process repeated for an optimum number of cycles In order to determine the
concentration of the element present. The 0.8s isomer of /sup 207m/Pb was detected
using two 7.5 cm x 7.5 cm Nal (TI) crystals operating In a modified sum-coincidence
system. The efficiency end resolution of the system were measured using a standard
source. The sensitivity and detection limits for lead In various matrices of
environmental interest were obtained The sensitivity In an interference free matrix
was found to be 5 mu g

•EHM 8 0
DOCUMENT NUMBER • I N I 13:641317

T:: INAA studies of normal and diseased human brain.
A'J: Ehmann. W.D.. Markesbery. W.R.. Alauddin. M.; Goodin, D.T.; Hossian, T.I.M (Univ.

Of Kentucky. Lexington)
LA: English

K5: Nuclear methods in environmental and energy research Vogt. JR (ad) Missouri
Univ. Columbia (USA)

"f: CONF-800433--
:.».: 1980 p 459-459 Availability INIS Available from NTIS. PC A99/MF A01.

Availability INIS
£?-. (4 international conference on nuclear methods in environment and energy research

Columbi*. MO. USA 14 - 17 Apr 1980 )
AB: Several trace elements have been implicated as neurotoxic factors In the human brain

disorder known as Alzheimer's disease. Ir. order to study trace element relationships
in aging and with this disease, we have developed INAA procedures for the
determination of approximately 20 elements in human brain tissue. The analytical
approach is based on a series of sequential 14 MeV neutron and reactor thermal
neutron irradiations of the same aliqjants of freeze-drisd brain tissue. The INAA
determinations of aluminum at sub-imcrogram per gram levels posed special problems.
Extremely short irradiations ware required to minimize interferences from /sup 24/Na
and /sup 38/CI gamma-ray Compton interactions and high levels of bremsstrahlung
radiation from interactions of high energy beta esriicles produced by the decay of
/sup 32/P. In addition, the /sup 31/P(n,alpha)/sup 28/AI fast neutron reaction
provides a primary interference to the determination of aluminum by the /sup
27/AI(n.g3mma)/sup 28/AI thermal neutron reaction. Our approaches to the solution of
a number of special analytical problems involved in the application of INAA to brain
tissue are presented Trace element baseline data for neurologically normal
individuals have been obtained. Several raports in the literature have contended
that exceptionally high values for aluminum abundances in human brain tissues are
more common tor individuals with Alzheimer's disease and that aluminum may play an
etiological role in the disease. The aluminum data we have obtained to date from 136
brain samples derived from 20 control and 11 Alzheimer's patients do not support
these contentions However, a positive correlation of aluminum abundances with age
in the control group has been confirmed. Interim data for other trace elements are
briefly reviewed

*EHR 74
DOCUMENT NUMBER > IHI07:370076

T:: Device for the transport of samples and flux monitors. Einrichtung zum Transport von
Proben und Flussmonitoren.

AL': Ehret. R. Domberg. H.: Luhner. H.
CO: Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (F.R. Germany)
LA: German
KP: German (F.R.) patent document 2051854/B/.
IK: 14 Mar 1974. 4 p. Int. Cl. B65g.51/04; German (F.R.) Cl. 81e.148/ 01. Availability.

INIS
NO: 4 figs.
AS: In the activation analysis of shortlived redioisotopes. especially In the /sup

16/O(n.p)/sup 16/N reaction in which the nltrosen produced has a decay time of only
7.3 sec, the transport cf the samples and the flux monitors to the detector system
must be very fast This is done by means of a pneumatic system operated by
compressed air and by carrier capsules aquippad with holding tongs which release the
samples and the flux monitors upon pressure contact. The samples and the flux
monitors fall into a collection cone, are separated from each other on the basis of
their different thicknesses in a separator and carried to the measuring points
through shafts. On transport the sample and the flux monitors are put on top of each
other sandwich-type for control of the neutron flux density (DG).

*EIX 79
DOCUMENT NUMBER • I N I 1 1 : S O 5 1 > 5

T I : A mobiie prompt-gamma in-vivo neutron activation facility.
All: Ellis. K.J.. Vartsky. D.. Conn. S.H (Brookhavan National Lab.. Upton. NY (USA)).
LA: English
KS: Nuclear activation techniques In the life sciences 1978. Proceedings of an

international symposium held by the IAEA In Vienna. 22-26 May 1978. International
Atomic Energy Agency. Vienna (Austria)



RF: IAEA-SM--227/78
:K: Vianna IAEA 1979 ISBN 92-0-010079-1. p 733-743
SE: Procatdings series
: F : (international symposium on nudatr activation techniques In tha life sciences.

Vienna. Austria. 22 - 26 May 1978. )
AB: A significant «nvironmental-m«dic*l problem is tha internal deposition of Cd in

Industrially exposed populations. With the development of /sup 238/Pu. Be neutron
sources, it has become possible to design facilities that are significently reduced
in site and hence portable The caper describes the development and fabrication of a
self-contained 'neutron-capture' facility in a mobile trailer which it readily
transportable. Although the initial project was designed for the measurement of Cd
deposited in the liver and kidney of industrial workers, the sensitivity of the
system will allow for measurements in normal populations. The limits of detection of
Cd are 2.0 mg for kidney and 1.5 mu g/g (wet weight) for liver (associated organ
radiation dose is 660 mrem). The portable facility makes it possible to study
Cd-exposad populations in any geographic location. With minor modifications of the
collimator. detectors and counting geometry, it is also possible to make in-vivo
measurements of total body nitrogen. The neutron sojrie used In the mobile facility
is 85 Ci /sup 238/Pu. Ba shielded by epoxy resin doped with LiCO3 end /sup 6/LiF.
Additional shielding is provided by f*b bricks and polyethylene bricks with 1% boron
and 80% Pb. For Cd measurement the detection system consists of two Ga(Li)
detectors (25% efficiency each) shielded by Bi and a 1.5-cm layer of paraffin
heavily doped with /sup 6/LiF. For body nitrogen, two shielded 1S.2cmx 15.2cm NalfTl)
detectors are positioned above the scanning bed. This mobile activation facility
could be usefully employed in countries which need to monitor industrial populations
but do not have ready access to large neutron research facilities and permanently
installed whole-body counters.

*ENK 3 2
DOCUMCMT NUMBER • IMU:M>547

71: Nondestructive determination of silicon dioxids and aluminium oxide in cellulose by
neutron activation analysis. Zerstoarungsfraie Bestimmung des Siliziumdioxides und
Aluminiumoxides in Zellstoffen durch Genaratoraktivierungsanalysa.

AUs Enke, M. (VEB Wissenschaftlich-T*ehnisches Zentrum der Zellstoff-und
P«pi«rindustrie. Heidenau (German 'Jemocratic Republic)); Foerster. H. (VEB Mansfeld
Kombinat Wilhelm Pieck. Freiberg (Carman Democratic Republic). Forschungsinstitut
fuer NE-Metalle).

LA: German
JR: Zellst. Pap. (Leipzig). ISSN 0044-3867. (1982). v. 31(1) p. 9-10.
ABs A nuclear method has been developed for rapid nondestructive determination of

silicon dioxide, aluminium oxide and nitrogen in cellulose. It is based on generator
neutmn acth/atior and gamma spectrometry of /sup 28/AI. /sup 27/Mg. and /sup 13/N
at 1.6. 0.8 and 0.5 MeV. rasp. Using 5 g cellulose mouldings 50 ppm SIO2 and AI2O3
can be analyzed with a relative standard deviation of o • per cent within 30
minutes.

•FAA 81
OOCSaiCNT Nil IE* • !HII3:«ltOM

T l : Errors in instrumental neutron activation analysis based on short- lived
radionuclides.

AU: Faanhof. A. (Amsterdam Univ. (Netharlands)): Woittiez. J.R.W.; Oas. HA
(Netherlands Energy Reseerch Foundation. Patten).

LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Ctiam. ISSN 0134-0719. (1981). v. 62(1-2) p. 151- 159.
NO: 6 refs.
AB: Th# accuracy and precision of instrumental neutron *ctivation anatyals, based on

short-lived radionuclides. are considered. Equations are der>•».: for both
quantities is a function oi concentration and Matures oi the gfmma-ray spectrum.
The determination of vanadium using /sup 52/V (T-3.75 min) is usjd as an example
(author)

*FAI 81
DOCUMENT KUMIEN

TI:

IK113 *47I«

purity niobium withRadiochemical multielement neutron activation analysis of high-
short-lived indicator redionuciides

AU: Faix. WG.. Caletka. Ft.: Krivan. V. (Umv Ulm. Germany)
LA: English
JR: Anal. Chem. ISSN 0003-2700. (Sep 1981). v. 53(11) p. 1594-1698.
AS: A rapid radiochamica neutron activation technique based on the utilization of

short-lived indicator radionuchdes (T/sub 1/2/ • 2.2 to 18.6 min) is described
which enables the analysis of high-purity niobium for the trace element impurities
Mg. Al, Ti, v, Co. Cu. Se. Rb. end Mo. The essential feature of ttie technique is the
use ot an anion exchange procedure which allows one to separate diractly from the
HF/HNO3 decomposition solution the radionuclidas of niobium, tantalum, and. to a
great extent, tungsten, representing the dominating radioactivity in the irradiated
sample. By use ot sample amounts of about 100 m j . the whole procedure from the end
of the irradiation to the beginning of the counting takes an average of 7 min. For
the above sample amount, an irradiation time of 10 min. and a thermal neutron flux
of t x 10/sup 13/ n cm/sup - 2 / s/sup - 1 / . the limits of detection are between 0 1
ng/g for V and 60 ng/g for Mo.

•FAI 80
DOCUMENT NUMBE* lMI1J:5I»7St

71 •• Detection of Al. Ti. V and Cu in high-purity niobium by radiochemical neutron
activation analyses using short-lived (Tlsub(/ )2 • 2-10 min) radionuclide
indicators Bastimmung von Al. Ti, V und Cu in hochreinem Niob durch radioehemisehe
Neutronenaktivierungsanalyse unter VerwandL.ig kurzlebiger (T1sut' '2 - 2-10 min)
IndikatorradionuMide

AU: Faix. W.G.. Krivan. V. (Ulm Univ. (Germany. F.R.). Sektion Analytik und
Hoechstremigung).

LA: German
MS: Lecture meeting on nuclear-, radiation- and radiochemistry. Fundamentals and

applications. Vortragstagung: Kern-. Radio- und Strahlenchemie. Grundlagen und
Anwendungan. Gesellschatt Deutschar Chemiker. Frankfurt am Main (Germany. F.R.):
Kernfoischungsanlage Jualich GmbH (Germany, F.R.).

RP: INIS-mf—6397.
IK: 1980. 79 p. p. 50. Availability: INIS. Availability: INIS.
NO: Published in summary form only.
CF: (Lecture meeting of the GDCh-Fachgruppe Nuklearehemss on nuclear-, radiation-, and

radiochemistry - fundamentals and applications. Juelich. Germany. F.R. 22 - 26 Sep
1980 )

*FAN 80
DOCUMENT NUMBER • IH1 I2 :M13BO

T I : Activation-analysis prospects by using e concentric 5 x 10/sup 127 N/ S sealed
neutron tube combined with ft fast rabbit system.

At.'.- Fanger. H.U.: Pspelnik. R.; Mizhaelis. W. (Inst. fuer Physik. GKSS-
Forschungszentrum. Geesthacht. Germany).

LA: English
KS: Nuclear methods in environment*! and energy research. Vogt, J.R. (ed). Missouri

Univ.. Columbia (USA).
RP: CONF-800433--
IK: 1980 p 195-204 Availability: INIS. Available from NTIS.. PC A9S/MF A01.

Availability INIS
CF: (4 international conference on nuclear methods in environment and energy research.

Columbia. MO. USA 14 - 17 Apr 1980. )
AB: A new type of intense 14 MaV neutron generator with cylindrical acceleration

structure is being installed at the GKSS Research Center Geesthacht. The system
represents a modification of a sealed neutron tube originally designed for medical
therapy In combination with a fast pneumatic rabbit system which transports samples



within 140 ms to ( remote detector station at 16 m distance, tha facility has
particular capabilities for neutron activation analytic and cross section studies
involving short-lived reaction products. Tha averaged ntutron flux available for
activation is 5 5 x 10/sup 10/ n/cm/sup 2/ s with inhomoganeities of lass than 7%
within sample volumes of about 3 cm/sup 3/- Detailed calculations reveal that half
the ensemble of 78 elements can be dttected below a 1 mu g level. Thus, the new
facility might also provida favourabia conditions tor applications in environmental
studies like surveillance of air pollution or water quality.

*FAN 81b
DOCUMENT H • 1K1U «S37«]

*FAN 81
DOCUMENT HUMIEK • 1NI!2:(04102

?:: Fast nautron activation analysis with short-lived nuclides.
A'J: Fanger. H-U. Papelnik. R.. Michaahs. W. (Gesellschatt fuar Kerntnergieverwenung

in Schiffbau und Schiffahrt m.b H. Geesthacrir- Tesperhude (Germany. F.R.) inst
tuer Physiit)

LA: English
Jn: J Radioanal Chem. ISSN 0134-0719 (1981). v 61(1-2) p. 147- 163.
NC: 10 rets
CF: (Workshop on activation analysis with short-lived nuclides. Vienna. Austria 4 - 8

Feb 1980 )
CN: HU (Hungary) J (Journal article)
L I : K (Conference) N (Numerical data)
CC: B11 (Chemical and Isotopic Analysis)
AB: At the GKSS Research Center Geesthecht. a new 14 MeV activation facility - a

5x10/sup 12/ n/s neutron generator combined with a fast rabbit system (KORONA) - is
being installed. The characteristic features of the facility described in the paper
include homogeneous i.jutron flux at a level of 5x 10/sup 10/ nxem/sup -2/xs/sup - 1 /
end sample transfer times of 140 ms to a 16 m distant detector station. With special
consideration of short-lived nuclides and including cyclic activation, the
analytical prospects with the intense neutron source are discussed, and
sensitivities for 78 elements are presented, (euthor).

•FAN 77
DOCUMENT NUMBER • IN I0 I1S4H3

?:: Determination of protein in starch products by means of 14-MeV neutron activation
analysis. Proteinbestimmung in Staerkeprodukten mittels
14-MeV-Neutronenaktivierungsanalyse

Fanger. HU.. Boessow. E
Gesellschatt fuer Kernenergieverwertung in Schiffbau und Schiftahrt m.b H

Geesihacht-Tesperhude (Germany. F.R.) inst fuer Physik
LA: German
Sr: GKSS--77/E/36

1977 20 p Availability INIS
C 6 tiqs.. 3 tabs.. 9 rets

: s : DE (Germany. FR.) R (Report)
611 (Chemical and Isotopic Analysis)

A2: The investigations show that determination of protein in starch products by l<i-MeV
neutron activation analysis is possible without difficulties within the required
range of 10% relative accuracy With nitrogen concentrations over 2% and application
of a neutron tube with a source strength of 10/sup 9/ n/s for the target at end
position, an analysis may be carried out in such a way that, after a start-up time
of 17 mm. every minute a new evaluation of protein will be on hand. The delsv time
of IS mm provided for after each irradiation makes accounting for short-lived
disturbing activities unnecessary The relatively small induced /sup 38/IC-ectivity
is best taken into account by an energy window at 2167 keV. (ong).

Fast-neutron activation analysis with she. (-lived nuclidas
Fanger. H U. Pepelnik. R.. Michaelis. W
GKSS-Forschungszentrum Geestnacht G m b H . Geesthacht-Tasptrhuoe (Germany F R)

Inst. fuer Physik.
English
GKSS—81/E/30
1981 17 p Availability INIS
Originally published in J Radioanal Cfiem (1981) v 61(1/2) p 147-163
DE (Germany. FR) R (Report)
BU (Chemical and Isotopic Analysis) D14
At the GKSS Research Center Geesthacht. a new 14 MeV activation facility - « 5 x

10/sup 12/ n/s neutron generator combined with a fast rabbit system (KORONA) - is
being installed Homogeneous neutron flux at a level of S x 10/sup 10/ n x cm/sup
-2 / » s/sup - 1 / and sample transfer times of 140 ms to a 16 m distant detector
station are characteristic features of the facility described in the paper. With
special consideration of short-lived nuclidas and including cyclic activation, the
analytical prospects with the intense neutron source are discussed, end
sensitivities for 78 elements are presented (ong).

•GAL 76
DOCUMENT mi IER • miM:JSJ70B

T I : Multielement trace analysis by atomic absorption spectrometry and neutron activation
analytic in biological matrices.

AU: Gallonni. M.: Di Casa. M.: Stella. R.; Geneva. hU Orvini. E. (Pavia Univ.
(Italy)).

LA: English
JB: J. Radioanai. Chem. (1976). w. 32(1) p. 17-23.
NO: 3 figs.: 7 rets.: 3 tabs.
CF: (International nuclear and atomic activation analytis conference and 19th annual

meeting on analytical chemistry in nuclear technology. Gatlinburg. Tennessee. USA.
14 Oct 1975.)

AB: The following elements: Cr. Zn. Co. Cd. Mn. V are determined In a sample of NBS
(spinach) which has to be certified as a new standard. Both nautron activation
analytic and atomic absorption spactrometry are used: a good agreement Is found
among the different techniques. Different procedures of samples chemical dissolution
are compared, and a satisfactory agreement is found among tne different techniques.
It is confirmed that INAA technique, which combines the advantages of rapidity, non
destructive end sensibility must be prefered. if available, to other techniques
when the emounts to be determined ere in the range at least of the tanths mu g/g.
Low precision is obtained in the range of less than 1 mu g/g both for long and short
lived isotopes, as it may be scan from V and Co results. (T.G.).

•GAR 79
DOCUMENT HUME* IHItO:4N4ta

T I : Determination of zirconium and hefnium in zircons by cyclic activation analysis.
AU: Garg. AN (Udaipur Univ. (India)).
LA: English
JR: Radiochem. Radioanal. Lett. ISSN 0079-9483. (13 Jul 1979). v. 39(4-5) p. 319-328
NO: 15 rafs.
AB: A new method has been developed for the determination of zirconium and hafnium in

zircons and zircalloy by cyclic activation analysis. The method employs 14 MeV
neutron generator and /sup 252/Cf neutron source for the determination of Zr and Hi.
respectively Replicate enalyses show tha method to be precise and accurate.
(author)



*C.AT HO
90CUHCNT NUM»E« • INI 546J3C

T!: Simultdneous determination of aluminium and phosphorus by neutron activation
analysis.

Ml: Gatscnke. W Gswlik. 0 (Hahn-Menner-lnstitut tuer Kernforschung Berlin GmbH
(Germanv f R))

LA: English
JR: J Radioanal Chem ISSN 0)34-0719 (1980) v. 56(1-2) p 203- 212
SD: 10 refs
AH: With the use of the pneumatic tube system of the BER tl reactor, the irradiation

position of which is equipped with a movable cadmium shield, the aluminium and
phosphorus levels in bone powder and in human bone biopsies were determined The
contribution of aluminium and phosphorus to the /sup 28/AI activity could be
separated mathematically after the samples had been irradiated with and without
cadmium shielding The sensitivity and limit of quantitative determination of the
analytical procedure were determined using the addition method er.i the (act that the
levels of each element measured was independent of the amount of the other element
was proved (author)

•GAW 8 1
DOCUMENT • tHItl:6CW107

?!.- The NAA system at the reactor BER II clinical analysis of fluorine, calcium,
phosphorus and aluminium in bone biopsies, comparison with photon activation
analysis and ion sensitive electrode

K: Gawlik. D. Gatschke. W.. Behne. 0.: Braener. P. (Hahn-Meitner- Institut fuer
Kernforschung Berlin GmbH (Germany. F.R.)).

LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Chom. ISSN 0134-0719. (1981). v. 61(1-2) p. 313- 322.
NO: 2 rats
CF: (Workshop on activation analysis with short-lived nudities. Vienna. Austria. 4 - 8

Feb 1960 )
AB: Over the past few years an irradiation and measuring system has bean developed for

the reactor BER II at the Hehn-Meitner-lnstitute. It was to be suitad In particular
to the neutron activation analysis of biological material via short lived
radionuclides The general characteristics of this equipment and some experimental
details as the recycling facility and the device used for measuring the irradiatio.
time, the waiting time and the neutron fluency are described. This equipment w
used to determine physiological concentrations of the elements sodium, chlonnt
aluminium, phosphorus, fluorine, calcium, copper and selenium In biological
malarial. The results have been compared with those obtained by photon activation
analysis or ion sensitive electrode. As an example of the application of the
apparatus the authors report on the clinical analysis of Ca, F, P and Al In the
control of the treatment of patients suffering from osteoporosis, (author).

*GER 7 8
DOCUMENT NMWCR • I H I 1 0 44J643

~l: Determination of halogens by activation analysis with a Californium- 252 neutron
multiplier.

AU: Gerard. J.T., Pietruszewski. J.L (Eastman Kodak Co.. Rochester. NY).
LA: English
JR: Anal Chem. (Jun 1978) v. 50(7) p. 906-910.
AB: An instrumental neutron activation analysis procedure is described for the

determination of chlorine, bromine, and iodine using a /sup 252/Cf neutron
multiplier (CFX) as the source of neutrons The gamma-ray photopeitj from /sup
38/CI, /sup 80/Br. /sup 79m/Br. and /sup 128/1 were measured to determine chlorine,
bromine, and iodine, /sup 16/N was used to determine fluorine by a method previously

established using 'SUD 252/Cf without multiplication Aoproximetelv 10 to 100 mg of
sample are reouired to' an analysis. The analytical precision and accuracy are
generally better than 1 percent RSD The methoo offers an attractive alternative to
existing chemical and instrumental methods to> the determination of the halogens
because it has the potential for providing rapid nonoestructive analyses with
reasonably good precision enti accuracy for materials characterization

*CIl. 76
DOCUMENT NUMBER • 1NIOS:3!O1:7

A'.'

LA

V.S

RP

Dendro-analvsis the study of trace elements in tree rings
Gilbov W B. Tout. RE. Spyrou. N.M (Univ of Surrey, Eng.)
English
Proceedings of ERDA symposium on x- and gamma-rav sources and applications Energy

Research and Development Administration. Washington. DC (USA): Edsel B. Ford Ins;
tor Medical Research. Detroit. Mich (USA). Michigan Univ.. Ann Arbor (USA)
Michigan Memorial Phoenix Project: Ford Motor Co.. Dearborn, Mich (USA): General
Motors Research Labs.. Warren. Mich (USA).

CONF-760539—.
1976. p. 164-165. Availability: IMS Availability: INIS
(ERDA symposium on x- and gamma-ray sources and applicat.^ns. Ann Arbor. Michigan.

United States of America (USA). 19 May 1976. )
In attempts to study environmental contamination over long time scales into the

Oast, the levels of trace and minor elements In individual tree rings have been
measured using instrumental neutron activation analysis. Most measurements so far
have been done on elm tree samples which are widely available due to a Current
epidemic of Dutch Elm disease in southern England. Samples taken from every growth
ring were individually activated for tan minutes in a thermal neutron flux of 1.5 x
10/sup 12/n cm/sup -2/sec/sup - 1 / in the 100 kW London University research reactor.
The activated samples were counted for ten minutes on a 42 cm/sup 3/ G»(li) gamma
ray detector. These procedures enebled the following radioisotopas to be monitored
tor e large number of samples: /sup 19/0. /sup 24/Na. /sup 27/Mg. /sup 28/AI. /sup
38/CI. /sup 42/K. /sup 49/Ca. /sup 56/Mn. /sup 66/Cu. /sup 80/Br, /sup 87//sup m/Sr.
/sup 41/Ar. /sup 128/1. /sup 139/Ba Some of the above isotopes show striking
systematic variations both from ring to ring in e radial direction, and also around
individual rings. Results are described in dstsi1 for samples taken from traes grown
In various locations and assesses the potential of this technique for studying past
environmental conditions.

*G00 7?
DOCUMENT NIMER • I I I IO9:40CS9S

T I : Neutron activation analysis for aluminium in bone and tissue samples.
AU: Goode. GC: Harrington. J. (Ministry of Defence. Aldermeston (UK). Atomic Weapons

Research Establishment); Goddard. PC. (Royal Military Coll of Science. Shrivenham
(UK))

LA: English
JK-. Radiochsm Radioanal. Lett (9 Oct 1977). v. 31(2) p. 87-93.
NO: 12 refs.: 3 tabs
AB: An instrumental neutron-activation method for the datarmination of aluminium in the

presence of excess phosphorus using a highly thermahzed neutron flux Is described.
The method applied to bone ash and dried brain tissue gives a limit of detection of
1 and 0 5 ppm. respectively Typical data for samples derived from biomedical
programmes are given together with those for reference materials for which soma
comparison with literature values is made (author)



*GRA 80
BaCMINT NWdCR • INI12:f«1JI«

; : : Activation analysis with t h o n lived nuchdes in environmental research
A'.': Grass. F. (Atominstitute. Vienna. Austria).
LA: English
KS: Nuclear methods in environmental and energy research. Vogt. J.R. (ed.) Missouri

Univ.. Columbia (USA).
R?: CONF-300433-- .
I " : 1380. p. 337-352 Availability INIS Available from NTIS.. PC A99/MF A01.

Availability: INIS.
CF: (4. international conference on nuclear methods in environment and energy research

Columbia. MO. USA. 14 - 17 Apr I960. )
AE: With the aid of our fast pneumatic tube system activation analysis with short lived

..uclides gives prompt information on certain elements. For this purpose e fast pulse
processing system developed in our Institute renders it possible to measure
radionuclides down to a half life of 20 ms. By means of successive prolonged
measurements, the full information of the single irradiation is available. And
immediately following longer irradiation with appropriate decay time and successive
prolonged measurements delivers activities up to e half life of hours. Cyclic
activation with progressive prolonged irradiations and pulse activation mey be used
to enlarge the sensitivity range. On-line evaluation enables very rapid analysis
This is demonstrated by axemples. e.fl.. activation analysis of load in an automobile
exhaust by the 0.8s Pb-207m. of short lived nuclides In fly ash. In dust samples end
In testing fitter systems, t o r o n in fly ash may be determined by the 20ms B-12.

•GRE 79
O0CUMMT NUMBER • !MM:S37S10

T I : Trace element characterization of the NBS Urban Paniculate Matter Standard
Reference Material by Instruments! neutron activation anah/sls.

AU: Grsanberg, R.R. (National Bureau of Standards. Washington. DC).
LA: English
JR: Anal. Cham. ISSN 0003-2700. (Oct 1979). v. 51(12) p. 2004-2006.
AB: The Urban Paniculate Matter. SRM 1648. recently prepared by the National Bureau of

Standards, with partial support from the Environmental Protection Agency, hes been
analyzed by imtrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA) for 32 elements. Special
attention has been given to reducing end eveluating the analytical errors. SRM 1632.
Trece Elements in Coal, was elso analysed and the results were compared with
literature and NBS certified values. 2 tebles.

•GUI 84
DOCUMENT KuailEit . IN! t ( 0)14(1

The effect of other activities on INAA limit; of detection
Gumn V P . Nakazawa Dahlgren. L. Leslie. J.C (California Univ.. Irvine (USA)

Oept o' Chemistry!
Englisn

J Radioanai Nucl Chem. Articles ISSN 0236-5731 (Oct 1984). v 84(1| p 103-106
8 rcf j

The instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA) Advance Prediction Computer
Program is described, as well as its areas of usefulness Particular attention is
devotee TO its ability to predict mu g ana ppm INAA lower limits of detection
(LOO s> c' an v particular elements of interest in any sample matrix type of even
verv, approximately known average or typical elemental composition In genera: INAA
mu g L O O S are found to be 10 to 100 times higher than the corresponding
interference-free values and INAA ppm LOD S are found to be 100 to even 100 000
times higner tnan the corresponding interference-free values calculated for a
one-gram sample (autnor).

•GUI 82
DOCUMENT HUMBEIt • I K : i 3 : S 9 4 9 3 2

"I:

LA:
JR:
SO:
CF:

AB:

Performance of the updated INAA advance prediction computer program.
Gumn. V.P.: Leslie. J.: Nakazawa. L (California Univ., Irvine (USA). Dept. of

Chemistry)
English
J. Radioanai Chem. ISSN 0134-0719. (1982). v. 70(1-2) p. 513- ̂ 5 .
. 1 refs.
(1981 international conference on modern trends in activation analysis. Toronto

Canada. IS - 19 Jun 1981. )
This paper describes further development and experimentel testing of the INAA

Advence Prediction Computer Program (APCP). Copies of the APCP written in BASIC-PLUS
are finally ready for distribution. Experimental tests with four reference materials
are described. The program is extremely useful es a guide to optimum conditions,
sample sizes, elements detectable, and INAA lower limits of detection for any sample
matrix of only approximately known major and minor elemental composition. Additional
developments in progress are mentioned, (author).

•GRI 82
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•GUI 80
DOCUMENT NUM8EK • tHI13:S*75»

TZ: Investigation of phosphorus content in metallic glasses by meens of a neutron
generator. Primenenie nejtronnogo generatora dlya opredeleniya soderzhaniya fosfora
v steMovidnykh metallakh.

AU: Griff it. Kh. (Institut Yadamykh Issledovanlj Akademii Nauk. Habana (Cuba)): Nagy.
A X (Agramidomanyi Egyetem. Goe^oelloe (Hungary)); Zemplen-Pepp, E.; Bekos. L
(Koezponti Fizikai Kutato Intazet. Budapest (Hungary)).

CO: Hungarian Academy of Sciences. Budapest. Central Research Inst. for Physics.
LA: Russian
RP: KFKI—19B2-15.
I D : Fob 1982. t p. ISBN 963 371 897 X. Availability: INIS.
HO: 9 refs.
AB: Fe/sub 40/Ni/sub 40/P/sub 14/B6 and Fa/sub 32/Ni/sub 36/Cr/sub 14/P/sub 12/B6

metallic glass ribbons ware measured by the help of a neutron generator producing 14
MeV neutrons. In this paper the determination of phosphorous concentration in ribbon
samples Is shortly described using the /sup 31/P(n,alpha)/sup 28/AI nuclear
reaction. The impact of the high ferrous content should be teken into account by
setting the optimum of the irradiation, cooling and measuring times. The results
obtained could be useful for the control of the ribbon products, (author)

T l : INAA advance prediction computer program: its uses in environmental and energy
research

AU: Guinn. V.P. (Univ of California. Irvine).
LA: English
KS: Nuclear methods in environmental and energy research. Vogt. J.R. (ed.). Missouri

Univ.. Columbia (USA).
RF: CONF-800433—.
!K: 1980 p. 2-14 Availability: INIS. Available from NTIS.. PC A99/ MF A01.

Availability INIS
ZT: (4 international conference on nuclear methods in environment end energy research.

Columbia. MO. USA. 1 4 - 1 7 Apr 1980. )
AS: The instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA) Advance Prediction Computer

Program (APCP) is described, end some of its edvantages and uses are presented. For
any given sample matrix type of only approximately known typical or average
elemental composition, the APCP rapidly computes the principal details of its Ge(Li)
pulse-height spectrum, the energy and net photopeak area (and its standard
deviation) of each statistically-significant peak: and all Compton levels and
Compton edges produced by the various input elements - for eny thermal-neutron flux.



•GUI 77a
DOCUMENT NUMBER • 1NIIO:4477IS

irradiation period oecav time counting time, detector, ana counting geometry
specified The APCP routinely makes such calculations lor 12 stepped sets of
irradiation decay and counting periods. For eacn set of conditions, trie maximum
allowable sample size is calculated, with suDsequent calculations based on that
Si2e INAA lower limits of detection are also readily calculated for additional
elements of interest not known to be present. The program output readily shows me
optimum conditions for the measurement of any element of interest in such a matrix
Experimental tests on various materials have shown that the APCP is remarkably
effective Current improvements and extensions are described, as well as a number o'
illustrative applications

7 1 : Neutron activation analysis trace-element studies in connection with the offshore
drilling for oil.

fc": Guinn, V.P lUniv. of California Irvine) Christensen. E.R.. de Lancey K. Wadman
W.W III.. Reed. J.H.: Hansen. N.; Aou Samra. A.; Orphan. V.J.

LA: English
KS: Nuclear methods in •nvironmantal and energy research Vogt. JR. (ed) Missouri

Univ., Columbia (USA). Dept of Nuclear Engineering
RF: CONF-771072—.
IK: 1977. p. 303-311. Availability: INIS Availability: IMS
CF: (3. international conference on nuclear methods in environmental and energy

research. Columbia, MO. USA. 10 - 12 Oct 1977. )
AB: Three different pre-irrediation separation NAA methods have bean developed and

tasted for tne determination of vanadium in wet-ashed marine biological samples and
dissolved or acid-leached marine sediment end suspended paniculate samples. Also, a
post-irradiation carrier seperation of /sup 139/Ba procedure has been developed and
tested. All of the methods developed have been shown to be efficient, as wall as
much more sensitive than a purely instrumental NAA technique for these two elements.
in such matrices.

*GUI 77b
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• 1HIC9 3695M

Recent instrumental neutron activation analysis studies utilizing very short-lived
activities

Guinn. V.P.. Miller. D.A (California Univ.. Irvine (USA) Dept. of Chemistry)
English
J Radioanal Chem. (1977). v 37(1) p 313-324.
13 refs.; 3 tabs
(International conference on modem trends in activation analysis. Munich, Germany.

F.R. 13 Sep 1976. )
The study includes several objectives, in connection with the use of very

short-lived activities in INAA: (1) development of e fully-automated fast-transfer
system (FTS) for the UCI TRIGA reactor. (2) provision for irradiations in both
unhned and Cd-lined positions in the reactor core. (3) provision fo -se of the FTS
in both steady-state and pulsed reactor irradiations. (4) study of quite a number of
promising elements. (5) study of somt illustrative samples involving complex
matrices. (6) provision for automatic sample recycling, where desired, and (7)
construction of a suitable automatic system for treating the effect of analyzer
deadtime. The advantages and disadvantages, of utilizing very short-lived induced
activities (half-lives in the range of 0.3 sec to 60 sec) in neutron activation
analysts are reviewed Results obteined with the recently described fast-transfer
system and deadtime correction system are presented. They include results tor 12
elements (F. S. Cl. Sc. Ge. Se. Br. Y. Zr. Ba. W. Pb). in both steady-state end
high-intensity pulse irradiations, in both unlined and cadmium-lined irradiation
positions The half-lives of the 12 species studied range from 0.3 sec to 18.7 sec
Some further aspects of the deadtime correction system ara discussed. (T.G.)

T I : Recent instrumental neutron activation analysis studies utilizing very short-lived
activities.

All: Guinn. V.P.; Miller. DA. {California Univ.. Irvine (USA). Dept of Chemistry).
LA: English
JR-. J. Radioanal. Cham. (1977). v. 37(1) p. 313-324.
NO: 13 refs.: 3 tabs.
CF: (International conference on modern trends in activation analysis. Munich. Germany,

F.R. 13 Sap 1976.)
AB: The study includes several objectives, in connection with the use of very

short-lived activities in INAA: (1) development of a fully-automated fast-transfer
system (FTS) for the UCI TRIGA reactor. (2) provision for irradiations in both
unlined and Cd-lined positions in tha reactor core. (3) provision for use of the FTS
in both steady-state end pulsed reactor irradiations, (4) study of quite a number of
promising elements. (5) study of some illustrative semples involving complex
matrices. (6) provision for automatic sample recycling, where desired, and (7)
construction of a suitable automatic systam for treating the effect of analyzer
deadtime. The advantages end disadvantages, of utilizing very short-lived induced
activities (half-lives in the range of 0.3 sec tc 60 sec) in neutron activation
analysis are reviewed. Results obtained with the recently described fast-transfer
system and daedtime corraction system ara presented. They include results for 12
elements (F. S. Cl. Sc. Ge. Se, Br. V. Zr. Ba. W. Pb). in both staady-state and
high-intensity pulse irradiations, in both unlinad and cadmium-lined irradiation
positions. The half-lives of tha 12 species studied range from 0.3 sec to 18.7 sec.
Some further aspects of the deadtime correction system ara discussed. (T.G.).

•GUI 76
DOCUMENT NJKEIt • !NIOS:J007*7

T I : The measurement of vanadium in oceanographic/environmental samples by neutron
activation analysis with pra-irradiation separation.

AU: Guinn. V.P.; Purcall. MA; Wadman. W.W. (California Univ.. Irvine (USA). Dept of
Chemistry).

LA: English
MS: Measurement detection and control of environmental pollutants. Proceedings of an



international symposium on the development of nuclear-bised techniques for the
measurement detection and control of environmental pollutants held by the IAEA in
Vienna. 15-19 March 1976 International Atom : Energy Agency. Vienna (Austria)

B?: IAEA-SM—206/30
IX: Vienna IAEA. 1976. ISBN S2-0-060076-X. p. 407-412.
S£: Proceedings series.
CF: (International symposium on the development of nuclear-based techniques for the

measurement, detection and control of environmental pollutants. Vienna. Austria. 15
Mar 1976 )

A=: Vanadium is an element of considerable interest in the field of environmental
pollution. It is discharged into the atmosphere worldwide in huge quantities
annually from the combustion of coal and residual fuel oils, which average some 20
ppm V. As the result of fall-out and rain-out, this vanadium soon enters the
biosphere - into the soil, the oceans, freshwater bodies, plants, animals and man.
Vanadium, at vary low levels, is an es*™tial element for man and many other
biological species, but at somewhat r. ,->- levels it is quite toxic. The
quantitative measurement of vanadium levels in •nviranmantal samples becomes
increasingly difficult or impossible, for many analytical methods, as one proceeds
from ppm levels on down to pp 10/sup 9/ levels. Thermal-neutron activation analytis.
at reactor flukes, hits a great detection sensitivity for vanadium, the lower limit
of detection in the absence of interferences typically being about 10/sup -4 / mu g.
or 10/sup -4/ppm in a 1 g sample. However, most environmental samples generate large
Intarfarance lavals from othar (n. gamma)-activated elements present thus making a
pre-irrediation separation of V from the principal interfering elements highly
desirable. Post-Irradiation radiochemical separation of the induced /top 52/V
activity, with carrier, cen be employed, but this approach is limited by the ahort
(3.75 min) half-life of /sup 52/v. in the present work. It has bean shown that V can
be successfully determined in complex samples by a pra-imdiation precipition with
Fa(HO)3. followed by neutron activation and Ge(U) gamma-ray xpactromatry. The
results to date, however, indicate thet further study is needed to Improve the
raproducibility of the procedure, (author).

•GUI 75
DOCUMENT N U M E * • I MIO7; 217471

T I : Precision high-speed neutron activation analysis via very ahort- Uvad activities.
AU: Guinn. V.P.; Miller, DA (Univ. of California. Irvine).
LA: English
.R: Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. Suppl. (1975). v. 21(3) p. 25-26.
:Oj. Published in summary form only.
CF: (International nuclear end atomic activation analysis conference and 19. annual

meeting on analytical chemistry in nuclear technology. Gatlinburg. TN. 14 Oct 1975.
)

•GUR 80
DOCUMENT N U M E * • 1M111:S»1SJ3

7 1 : A study of the elemental composition of diabases by instrumental neutron activation
and X-ray fluorascanca analysis.

AU: Gurevich. A.V.; Vikhrova. Z.V.; Vyropayev. V.Ye.: Drynkin. V.I.: Leipunsfcava. D.I.;
Shirokova. I.Ya. (Vsasoyuznyj Nauchno- Issledovatel'skij Inst Yademoj Geofiziki i
Geokhimii. Moscow (USSR)).

LA: English
JR: J. Redioanal. Cham. ISSN 0134-0719. (1980). v. 57(2) p. 417-422.
NO: 4 rets.
AB: The distribution of the elemental composition was studied mainly for microelements

in the diabases of the Pechenga suite subjected to various changes investigations
ware conducted by a combination of instrumental neutron activation INAA and X-ray
fluorascance XRFA analyses. The INAA was conducted with sample weights of 20-100 mg
exposed to Irrediation in a nuclear reactor by a flux of neutrons approximately
10/sup 13/ nxcm/sup -2/xs/sup - 1 / . Measurements ware carried out by means of a

semiconductor gemma'Spctrometer witn a Ge(Li) detector The determination of At, Mn,
Mg. Ti. V. Ca was conducted by short-lived isotopes while mat o( Na. Sc. ft. Co.
Cr, Hf, Th. La. Ce. Sm, Eu. Yb. Lu by longlivad -wes. The Sr. Zr «nd Nb contents of
samples were determined by XRFA method Continuous distribution histograms were
plotted for the concentration of 22 elements. The variations in the microelemental
composition observed in a number of cases make it possible to assess the character
of the past processes of diebasic change- (author).

*HED 81
DOCUMENT NUMBER 1KI13:604)06

~: -. Measurements of hard beta emitters by Cherenkov detector.
A'*': Hedrich. E.. Grass, F. (Vienna Univ. (Austria). Inst. fuer Anorganische Chemce)
LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Chem. ISSN 0134-0719. (1981). v. 61(1-2) p. 295- 305.
NO: 12 reis.
CF: (Workshop on activation analysis with short-lived nuclides. Vienna. Austria. 4 - 8

Fab 1980. )
AB: Boron and lithium content in verious glass samples, enamel, and lake sediments were

determined by measuring the Cherenkov-radiation of /sup 12/B and /sup 8/U using the
fast rabbit-system of the Atominstitute. The decay-curves were also measured using a
deed time correction unit (LFC) end avaluatad with respect to interferences of other
short-lived nuclides. Simultaneously, gamma-spectra of short-lived nuclides were
measured with the LFC-system. Main interferences in Cherenkov-counting were observed
from /sup 28/Al and /sup 16/N. High count-rates were measured correctly with the
LFC-system. The half-lives of /sup 8/Li and /sup 12/B were determined as well es
their detection limits in glass and lake-sediments, (author).

•HEI 83
DOCUMENT NUMBER • INI 14:7537"

T I : Quantitative determination of /sup 235/U and /sup 238/U by measuring the gamma
radiation from short-lived fission products. Bastimmung des /sup 235/U//sup
238/U-Gehaltes durch Messung der Gamma-Strahlung kurzleblger Spaltprodukte.

AU: Heinrich. B.; Irmer. K. (Technische Univ.. Dresden (German Democratic Republic)):
Hoffmann. D. (Staatliches Arm fuer Atomsicherheit und Strahlenschutz, Berlin (German
Democratic Republic)); Sede, J. (Caske Vysoka Uceni Technicke. Prague
(Czechoslovakia)).

LA: German
JR: Isotopanpraxis. ISSN 0021-1915. (Apr 1983). v. 19(4) p. 121-124.
AB: On the basis of two successive activations of the sample by neutrons of different

energy distribution end of measuring the gamma radiation from the resulting
short-lived fission products the masses of uranium 235 and 238, the enrichment end
the urenium concentration have baan determined. The procedure can only be used for
unirrediatad uranium. The analysis takes 50 min. The method has been tested with
samples of 10 g end up to 90% enrichment. The minimum detectable amounts were 1 mg
/sup 235/U and 1 s /tup 238/U. respectively, with the random trror of measurement
being 4%. (author).

•HER 8 0
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T I : Use of short-lived nuclides for nondestructive neutron activation analysis of
spaciel matariels. Anwendung kurzlebiger Nuklide bei der zerstoerungsfrelen
Neutronenaktivisrungsanalyse In Sondarwarkstoffen.

AU: Herrmann. U. (Akadamie der Wissenschaftan der DDR. Dresden. Ztntrslinstitut fuar
Fastkoerperphysik und Werkstofforschung); Goemer. W. (Zentrallnstltut fuar
Kernforschung, Bossendorf bai Orasdan (German Democratic Republic)).

LA: German
JR: Isotopenprexis. ISSN 0021-1915. (May 1980). v. 16(5) p. 174-175.
AB: The application of short-lived nuclides neutron activation analysis of Al. V. Cu and

Nb In crystals and alloys is described. Error-causing Influences era discussed In



detail A ralitiva standard deviation of 0 014 could be achieved, if the
contribution of counting statistics was lass tnan 1 relative par cent (author)

OOCWJMT HUNC* • 1M07:114117

?:.• Limitations in determining essential trace elements in biological samples with 14
MeV neutrons Grenzen der Bestimmung essentieller Spurenelememe in biologischen
Proben mit 14 MeV Neutronen

A": Harzbarg. B.: Egan-Kneger G v.: Kaul. A (Freic Umv Berlin (F.R Germanv) Abi
fuer Nuklaarmedizin)

LA: German
RF: AED-Conf--76-134-053
:K: 1976. 12 p Availability. INIS
NS: 1 fig.: 3 tabs.; with rets.
CF: (7. scientific meeting of the Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Medizimsche Physik e.V

Haidetbarg. F.R. Germany. 5 May 1976. )
A3: Which ot the trace elements considered as assantial can be quantitatively determined

with 14 MeV activation-analvtically as single element or In the mixture next to one
another in biological samples, is investigated hare. An estimation of the detection
susceptibility of the elements from the radioehemical yield tor a nautron flux
density of about 7 x 10/sup 9//cm/sup -2 / sec considering the susceptibility of s 80
cm/sup 3/ Ge(Li) boreholee detector shows that only fluorine, iron and cobalt can be
detected as single element In biological samples without radiochamical separation
Dua to too great interfering activities by activation of the mixing elements
phosphorous, chlorine or mtgnesium. it is only possible to detect silicon, vanadium,
chromium, copper, zinc and selenium by using radiochemical separation processes. The
instrumental activation analysis enables in the mixture the detert ̂ nation of
fluorina and iron or fi.orine and cobalt next to each other only, not however of
iron end cobalt. (orig./LH).

•HEY 8 2
DOCUMNT MUMIK • m l 13:171413

T I : "Evaluation of botanical reference materials for the determination of vanadium in
biological samples.

AU: Heydorn. K.; Damsgaard. E. (Slagteriernes Forskningsinstitut. Roskilde (Denmark)).
LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Chem. ISSN 0134-0719. (1982). v. 69(1-2) p. 131- 146.
MO: 11 rets.
AB: Three botenicel reference materials prepared by the National Bureau of Standards

hava been studied by nautron activation analysis to eveluate their suitability with
respect to the determination of vanadium in biological samples. Various
decomposition methods were applied In connection with chemicel or radiochemical
separations, and results for vanadium were compared with those found by purely
Instrumental neutron activation analysis. Significantly lower results indicate
losses or incomplete dissolution, which makes SRM 1575 Pine Needles end SRM 1573
Tomato Leaves less satisfactory than SRM 1570 Spinach. A reference value of 1.15
mg/kg of this material is recommended, based on results from 3 different methods.
All three materials are preferable to SRM 1571 Orchard Leaves, while Bowen's Kale
remains the material of choice beceuse of its lower concentration, (author).

NUMBt* • IMM3SOS710

T I : Fast transportation system evaluation at the Danish Mach 1 Irradiation facility.
A!>: Haydorn. K.: Westermenn. J. (Risoe National Lab., Roskilde (Denmark)).
LA: h.-'glish
JR: J. .ladioansl Chem. ISSN 0134-0719. (1981). v. 61(1-2) p. 69-79.
MO: 11 rets
CF: (Workshop on activation analysis with short-lived nuclides. Vienna. Austria 4 - (

Fab 1980 )

A3: The sensitivity of short-lit/eo indicator isotopes in neutron activation analysis
depends on the rapidity with which the sample is moved out of the irradiation
position The precision and accuracy of the »n"yiicsl result, however, are
determined By the random and systematic errors in the duration of the irradiation
and decay prior to the measurement Transportation systems differ considerably with
respect to the influence of factors such as pressure, temperature, sample weight,
and interaction between irradiation and decay times The Mach 1 transportation
system tor the Danish Reactor DR 3 has been investigated experimentally and a
determination of its performance characteristics makes it possible to estimate the a
priori precision of analytical methods based on indicators with half-lives down to
20-25 ms (author)

*HEY 80
DOCUMENT HUMSE* • IMII 557623

T: : "Systematic differences in the determination of vanadium in Standard Reference
Material 1571 Orchard Leaves.

A'J: Heydorn. K. Damsgaard. E. Rietz. B. (Risoe National Lab.. Roskilde. Denmark).
LA: English
JR: Anal Chem ISSN 0003-2700 (Jun 1980). v. 52(7) p. 1045-1049.
AB: The application of SRM 1571 Orchard Leaves as an international reference material

for vanadium in biological materials is hampered by the lack of consensus with
respect to its true vanadium concentration. Instrumental neutron activation
analysis, and neutron activation analysis with pre- or post-irradiation chemical
separation were found to give consistently different results. I'his is attributed to
the presence of a significant part of the vanadium in en insoluble, but partly
exchangeable, inorganic form. Differences In published results by several different
analytical methods could be explained completely in this way. The ~..M 1571 is not
recommended as a reference material for vanadium In biological materials. 3 tables.

•HEY 77
DOCUMENT NUMaEK • IHIOS:3S!54S

T I : Determination of lithium by instrumental neutron activation analysis.
AU: Heydorn. K.: Skenborg, P i (Research Establishment Risoe. Roskilde (Denmark));

Gwozdz. R. Schmidt. J.O (Copenhagen Univ. (Denmark). Inst. for Patrologi); Weeks.
ME. (Arizona Univ.. Tucson (USA). Dept. of Nucleer Engineering).

LA: English
JR: J Redioenal. Chem. (1977). v. 37(1) p. 155-168.
ND: 6 figs.; 11 refs.. 5 tabs.
CF: (International conference on modern trends in activation analysis. Munich. Germany.

F.R 13 Sep 1976 )
AB: The fast transfer system in the DR 2 reactor for irradiation at a thermal nautron

flux density of 10/sup 13/ n cm/sup - 2 / sec/sup - 1 / was used for the determination
of lithium by the /sup 7/U(n,gamma)/sup 8/Li reaction, beta-counting with a large
perspex Cerenkov detector began at 0.3 s after the end of irradiation, and
multi-sealer data was accumulated in 300 channels at 0.1 s par channel. With a
suitable choice of discrimination level only /sup 16/N and background interfere. The
0.84 s half-life of /sup 8/Li was resolved by the method of weighted least squares.
Results are presented tor 36 international geochemical reference materials and for s
few biologicel samples, including BOWENs kale and the NBS Standard Reference
Materiel 1571 Orchard Leaves. (T.G.).

•MR 82
DOCUMEI.T !Nll4:tO5UJ

T:: A new correction method tor radionuclide formation In neutron activation analysis
using a reactor power meter coupled with e microcomputer.

AU: Hirai. Shop. Yoshino. Yiyoi Suzuki. Shogo. Honuchi. Norikazu (Musashi Inst. of
Tech . Kawasaki. Kanagswe (Japan) Atomic Energy Research Lab).



LA: Japanese
JR: RediOiSOtopes (Tokyo) ISSN 0033-S303. (May 1932). V. 31(5) p 229-234
AE: Nautron flux and irradiation tima should b* accurataly known in nautron activation

analytic using vary ahort '.Ived nuclides in which convantional monitoring methods
i.e.. a comparator mathod. flux monitor mathod and to on cannot ba used
satisfactorily Especially, fluctuation of nautron flux has not bean corrected. We
noted a change of reactor power at a pneumatic operation, and found out a new
correction method for its corraction in activation analytic. In our small nuclear
reactor. TRIGA-n. the reactor power increased rapidly a few % when e
pneumatic-operated capsule arrived at a core of the reactor, and decreased when the
capsule left from the core. If the duration bttween these two changes of the reactor
power is equal to the irradiation time, and that tha raactor power is proportional
to the neutron flux, we cen regard an activity formation as a time integration of
the reactor power Then, the correction system was made of a raactor power meter, a
V-F convener (voltage to frequency convener), a clock time, a counter, a
microcomputer, electric circuits and so on. The signal of the reactor power during
the irradiation was counted through the V-F converter, end was accumulated in a
memory of the microcomputer. The neutron fluenct wes calculated in this
microcomputer. This method wes examined by means of activation of copper and
aelenium standard samples by 9 — 11 sec irradiations. The observed activity
involved *-iO% error. However, the error tn tha corrected activity was dacreesed to
a few % using this correction method. As a result, we found that this mathod can be
used to obtain accurate value tor radionuclide formation, (author).

•HIR 79
OOCUKNT HUMCER • I N I 1 1 : S M 7 7 I

T I : Determination of selenium and tellurium in elemantal sulfur by instrumental neutron
activation analysis.

Ml: Hirai. Shoji (Musashi Inst. of Tech.. Kawasaki. Kanagawa (Japan). Atomic Reseerch
Lab.); Arikawa. Yoshiko; Ozawa, Takejiro.

LA: Japanese
JR: Bunseki Kagaku. ISSN 0525-1931. (Dec 1979). v. 28(12) p. 738-743.
AB: A rapid and precise method for tha determination of selenium and tellurium was

developed by means of an instrumantal nautron activation analytic. The method was
successfully applied to the analytic for trace quantities of selenium end tellurium
contained in natural suitor deposits around enfrs or fumarolas. Trie sup(79m)S< and
/sup 131/Te nuclides were used for a simultaneous determination of selenium and
tellurium. Whan a very high sensitivity was required, a short-lived sup(77m)Se was
measured because its production rate was about 50 times higher than that of
sup(79m)Se. Powdered samples of sulfur were irradiated In Mussshi Institute of
Technology Reactor at a thermal nautron flux of 1 x 10/sup 12/ n cm/sup -21 s/sup
- 1 / either for 5 min with 200 s detection for the simultaneous determination of
selenium end tellurium or for 10 s with 30 t detection for the trace determination
of aelenium, with a Ge(Li) detector coupled to a multichannel analyzer. Spectrum
deta wara analysed with a mini-computer. All measurements ware practically free from
interference due to /sup 32/P induced in sulfur with the methods, fleproduclbflitv of
the results was found within 10% whan the synthetic mixtures of element!) sulfur
with selenium and tellurium were enalysad by the present methods. The agreement
between the results obtained with both «up(79m)Se end sup(77m)Se wes satisfactory
Selenium and tellurium in tha natural elemental sulfur was precisely end rapidly
analysed by tha present mathod. (author).

*HIR 78
DOCUMENT HiaalElt • I N 1 1 0 : 4 1 ( 2 4 0

T I : Determination of selenium in biological materials by nautron activation analysis
using cup(77m)Sc.

AU: Hirai. Shoji; Suzuki. Shogo (Musashi Inst. of Tech.. Kawasaki. Kanagawa (Japan).
Atomic Research Lab); Okamoto. Makoto.

LA: Jepenese
JR: Bunseki Kegcku. (Jul 1978) V. 27(7) p. 435-440
AB: The method for the rapid, precise and rout -ie determination of aelanium in

biological materials was investigated by means of instrumental nautron activation
analytic using the short lived sup(77m)Se (Tsub(1/2) • 17.5 s). The each sample was
irradiated for 10 s in a pneumatic system et Musashi Institute of Technology
Research Raector in a thermal neutron flux. 1 x 10/sup 12/ n cm/sup -2 / s/sup -1A
After about 30 s from the end of the irradiation, gamma-rays ware counted for 30 s
using a 15% relative efficiency Ge(Li) detector, of resolution 2.0 keV at 1332 keV.
which was coupled with a multichannel analyzer to accumulate 0 — 1000 keV
gsmme-rays in the 0 — 2000 channels. The reproducibility in the irradiation and the
measurement wes (4 — 5)% es the coefficient of variation. Under the verious
conditions of cooling time, counting time end selenium contents, the spectra
analytic program for the decay and dead time correction was examined and found to be
reliable tor our purpose. Selenium in NBS Bovine Uver was nondestructive^
determined by the present method, and aelanium content was found to be (1.07 • -
0.11) mu g/g (NBS certified value: (1.1 • - 0.1) mu g/g). Selenium in mouse organs
and fish was also determined precisely within about two min. It can ba concluded
thet the present method allows us to carry out the determination of aelenium In
biological materials precisely es a rapid routine work. (euth.).

*HI0 79
DOCUMENT NUMSER • !N!1l:S07f4a

A U :

L A :

J R :

MO:

A B :

Thermal nautron activation analytit of halnium in zircaloy with a Van da Gruff
accelerator.

Hirosa. A.; Wade. H.; Kobayashi. K,- Ishii. D. (Nagoya Univ. (Japan). Faculty of
Engineering).

English
J. Redioanal. Cham. ISSN 0134-0719. (1979). v. 52(1) p. 111-116.
14 refs.
Thermal neutron activation analytit of hafnium In tircaloy was investigated with a

Van da Graaff accelerator. Thermal neutrons were obtained by moderating Be-D fast
neutrons with paraffin blocks. sup(179m)Hf isotope with a hsrf-life of 18.6 s.
produced by /sup 178/Hf(n, gamma) sup(179m)Hf reaction, we* utilized in the present
analysis. This mathod made it possible to analyze hafnium rapidly and
non-dastructiv«ly by using scandium as an internal standard material. Several tens
to hundreds of ppm of hafnium in zircaloy samples were determined within 2 minutes
with a precision of about • - 1%. (author).

•HOC 80
DOCUMEHr •Eft • IM11:fJ>S17

T I : High-capacity neutron activation analysis facility. (For NURE hydrogeochemical
samples.)

AU: Hochal. R.C.: Bowman. W.W.. Zah. C.W.
CO: Du Pont da Nemours (F.I.) and Co. Aikan. SC (L.'3A). Ssvsrnah River Lab.
LA: English
RP: DP--1546.
IK: Jan 1980. 30 p. Availability: INSS. Available from NTIS.. PC A03/ MF A01.
AS: A high-capacity nautron activation analytit facility, the Raactor Activation

Facility, was designed and built and has bean in operetion for about a yaar as one
of the Savanneh River Plant's production reactors. Tha facility determines urenium
end ebout 19 other elements in hydrogeochemicsl samples collected In the National
Uranium Resource Evaluation program, which is sponsored and funded by the United
States Depertment of Energy. Grand Junction Office. The facility hat a demonstreted
average analysis rate of over 10,000 samples per month, and a cash rate of over
16.000 samples per month. Uranium is determined by cyclic activation and delayed
neutron counting of the U-235 fission products: other elements are determined from
gamma-ray spectra recorded in subsequent irradiation, dacey. and counting steps. The
method relies on the absolute activation technique end is highly automated for
round-the-clock unattended operation.



*KOL 78
OOCUHENt NUMBER • 1X101 «0«BO

r:: In vitro ectivation of bone with 14 MeV neutrons
A'J: Holmberg. P.; Hyvoenen. M; Tervainen. M. (Helsinki Umv (Finland)).
LA: English
Jn: J Radioanal. Cham (1978) v. 42(1) p 169-175.
SC: 2 figs.. 20 rets.. 1 tab
AS: Samples of compact bone, bone marrow and spongiosa of cow femur hsve been irradiated

in vitro with 14 MeV neutrons. The Ca/P ratio for compact bone was found to be
2 16*-0.24 Tha suitability of using 14 MeV neutrons end the /sup 31/P(n. alpha)/sup
28/Al reaction for studying the bone mineral composition in vitro is discussed, it
was demonstrated that 14 MeV neutrons can be used for the determinetion of calcium
and phosphorus In bona with the aid of tha /sup 44/Ca(n. p)/sup 44/K and /sup
3l/P(n. alpha)/sup 28/Al reactions, respectively. As the Ca/P ratio for compact bone
is known, the calcium content can be deduced indirectly from a determination of the
phosphorus. This method has the advantage of not requiring moderator materials, as
in tha case whan the /sup 48/Ca(n. gamma)/sup 49/Ca reaction is employed. The
half-life of the /sup 28/Al activity is short (T-2.243 m) so that only short
irradiation times ara necessary. (T.G.).

•HOR 77
DOCUMENT NUMBER

T I : Activation analysis of vanadium In tha egg of ascidian.
All: Hori, R. (Toyama Univ. (Japan)): Numakunai. T. (Tohoku Univ. Asamushi. Aomori

(Japan). Asamushi Marina •iological Station).
LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Cham. (1977). v. 37(2) p. 605-610.
NO: 1 fig.. 21 refs. 2 tables
CF: (International conference on modern trends in activation analysis. Munich. Germany.

F.R. 13 Sap 1976. )
AE: The vanadium contant of the eggs and embryos of ascidians. Kelocymhia roretzi was

determined by activation analysis. Tha determination was performed by e comparison
of tha activity around tha 1.434-MuV peak of /sup 52/V in the sample with that of
the standard. In order to eliminate the interference from /sup 55/Mn(n, alpha)/sup
52/V and /sup 52/Cr(n. pVsup 52/V reactions caused by last neutrons, the sample and
standard were irradiated with and without cadmium foil wrapping. The concentrations
of vanadium in the eggs remained unchanged during the cleavage stage and the animal
accumulated It progressively in tha early embryogenesis Tha contant In the lervae
after metamorphosis amounted to nearly fifteen times of that of tha unfertilized
eggs. The relationship between vanadium and its rola to tha raspiration of ascidian
is discussed (T.G.).

•HOU 8 2
DOCUMENT NUMBER • I«IH:7JO»JJ

T I : Determining Important trace elements in biological materiel by destructive neutron
activation analysis. Stanovem dulezitych stopovych prvku v biologickych matenalech
dastrukcni nautronovou aktivacni analyxou.

AU: Houdak. F. (Ustav Jaderneho Vyzkumu CSKAE. Rez (Czechoslovakia))
LA: Czech
JR: Cham. Llsty. ISSN 0009-2770. (Jul 1982). v. 76(7) p 732-752.
AB: The preparation, irradiation and decomposition ara described of aamplas of

biological materials prepared for destructive neutron activation analysis.
Separation methods and reagents used for the separation of As, Cd. Cr, Hg. Mo. Si . V
and rare earth elements from biological materials ara tabulated. (H.S.).

*H0l! 81
DOCUMENT HUMMER • I N 1 1 3 SO»7Q«

T I : Activation anelysis of geological materials using short-lived radionuciides
Aktivacm analyze geologickych matenalu s vyuzitim krstkodobych radionuklidu

A'-': Houdek. F.; Simkova. M. (Ustav Jaderneho Vyzkumu CSKAE. Rez (Czechoslovakia))
..=,: Czech

S: Jad Energ ISSN 0448-116X (Jan 1981). w. 27(1) p 10-16
AS: Tables are shown listing literature data on the activation analysis of geological

samples using short-term activation by thermal neutrons Elements are listed with a
half-life of 10 s to 3 h determined in different geological materials, including
their interference reactions, irradiation time, cooling time, measurement time,
detection limit, and spectral lines The most frequently determined elements
included aluminium, vanadium, titanium, manganese, dysprosium, chlorine, magnesium,
and calcium (J.B.).

•ILA 79
DOCUMENT NUMBER • INII0:4SaS2t

T:-. Cyclic activation with flux corrections I. Cyclic counting.
AU: lla. P.; Jagam. P.. Muacke. GX (Dalhousia Univ.. Halifax. Nova Scotia (Canada)):

Murty, D.S. (Saint Mary's Univ. Halifax. Nova Scotia (Canada). Dapt. of Physics).
LA: English
JR: Nucl. Instrum. Methods. ISSN 0029-5S4X (1 Fob 1979). v. 159(1) p. 145-151.
AB: The basic formula for tha total activity obtained In a cyclic activation experiment

is modified to incorporate explicitly the variation of flux from cycle to cycle tor
tha case where a sample is irradiated and counted in every cycle. Results in
presented from experimental work done In specific analytical applications as wall as
from application in nuclear cross-section determinations. (Auth.)

*ITO 80
DOCUMENT NUMBER • t a t12 :S2«17C

TI : Application of neutron activation analysis method for the field of building
engineering Activation analysis of airborne dust.

AU: Ito. Kazuo. Yahagi. Mitsuru (Building Research Inst. Tokyo (Jepan))
LA: Japanese
JR: Kenchiku Kenkyusho Nenpo. (Mar 1980) v. '976 p. 125-128
AB: Neutron activation analysis utilizing the (n. gamma) reaction by tha neutron

irradiation of small samples is cepable of analyzing a number of the conteined
elements Airborne dust near tne ground was measured by activation analysis. The
sample was taken on a circular part with 3 cm diameter of filter paper In en air
sampler. It was then irradiated with thermal neutrons at 1 x 10/sup 12/ n/cm/sup
2//s in a reactor for 3 mm The resulting nuchdes ware examined with a
multichannel pulse-height analyzer using a Ge (Li) semiconductor detector. While by
the method with an air sampler along, the information obtained i« rjily the
concentration of dirt, by the neutron activation method with 3 min neutron
irradiation, the existence of O. Al. Na. Mg. Ti. Cl. Mn. V. I and Br in tha airborne
dust wes eble to be found As seen in this example, by the application of the method
for snvironmantal problem, better data can be acquired for building engineering
(J.P.N)

•IVA 83
DOCUMENT NUMat* • 1NU«7»4?|«

T1-. Use of snort-lived nucltdes In activation analysis.
Al': Ivanov. IN. Nikoleenko. OK.. Pheoktistov. VuV: Chulkin. V.L (Vsesoyuznyj

Nauchno-lssledovatel'skij Inst Rediatsionnoj Takhmki. Moscow (USSR))
LA: English



MS: Radioisotopa application and radiation processing in industry. Selected papers of
tha second working meeting at Leipzig- 21 Sap - 1 Oct 1982 Akadamic der
Wissenschatten der DDR. Leipzig. Zantralmstitut fuwr Isotopan- und
Strahlenforschung.

RP: Zfl-Mitt--70
IK: Jun 1983. 355 p. p. 249-254. Availability IMS
CT: (2. working meeting 'radioisotopa application and radiation processing in industry'

Leipzig (German Democratic Republic). 21 Sep - 1 Oct 19B2 )
AB: Main advantages of the analysis based on short-lived activity measurement are

considered. Certain results In solving problems of activation analysis theory
concerning short-lived nuclides are presented Theoretical conclusions are applied
In the process of designing the corresponding analytical devices, (author)

•IVA 76
OOCUMCHT NUMBER • I N ! O I : 4 O * 3 a e

T : : Computlzad choice of activation analysis techniques. Vybor metodiki aktivatsionnogo
analiza s pomoshch'yu EhVM.

AU: Ivtnov. I.N.: Ryvkin. B.N.; Filippov. V.V.
LA: Russian
MS: Radiation technology. Radiatsionnaye teknnika. Vsesoyuznyj Nauchno-

Issledova' el'skij inst. Radists'onnoj Tekhniu. Moscow (USSR).
IK: MOSCOW. Atomizdat 197<> ; 171-177.
iE: Voprosy atomnoj nauki • ; , .hniki. no. 13.
AB: Principles of automatization ar« considered tor choosing an activation analysis

procedure. An algorithm. »nd computation program "Adress" are described that were
developed for solving r prcSsiam of choosing en activation analyst: procedure with
help of Minsk-22 tvpe computers. A test of the developed algorithm and computation
program "Adress" is carried out with the example of two analytical problems: lead
determination In dust samples from converter gaseous wastas by the sup(203m)Pb and
sup(204m)Pb isotopes, and manganese determination In samples of Karelian soil by the
/sup 52/V, /sup 54/Mn and /sup 56/Mn isotopes. It Is noted that preliminary computer
calculations of primary using an apparatus and time parameter optimization, for the
analysis to be performed, do not completely substitute an experiment However, the
calculation essentially lowers the time of experiment preparation and facilitates
the experimemator work.

•JAM 8 3
DOCUMENT NUMBER INIM:S0173t

TI:~ Application of on-line laboratory computer anelysis to fast neutron ectivation
oxygen daterminetions.

At): James. W.D.; Akanni. M.S. (Canter for Trace Characterization. Taxes A and M Univ..
College Station. TX 77843).

LA: English
JR: IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sei. ISSN 0018-S499. (Apr 1983). V. 30(2) p. 1610-1613.
AB: The development of an on-line laboratory computer analysis system designed for

routine high volume oxygen determinations is discussed. The system is based on the
detection of /sup 16/N photopeaks from the /sup 16/O(n,p) /sup 16/N reaction
occurring during fast neutron irradiation A system interface has been designed end
constructed which is capable of controlling the Kaman 710 neutron generator, the
sample trensfer system, switching the BF3 beam monitor detector or Nal[T1) detector
outputs as required to e multichannel seeling MCA. end proper sequencing of the
procedure. In addition, specific software has been developed for the control of the
system during acquisition as wall as evaluation of the MCS spectre generated.

•JAM 76
DOCUMENT NUMBER • I H 1 0 a . 3 t 2 7 l t

~'.: Oxygen and nitrogen in coal by instrumental neutron activation analysis
Implications tor conversion

A'J: James. W.D.. Ehmann. W.D (Kentucky Univ.. Lexington (USA) Dept of Chemistry)
Hamrin. C.E (Kentucky Univ.. Lexington (USA) Dept of Chemical Engineering). Chyi
L L (Kentucky Umv. Lexington (USA))

LA: English
-S: J Radioanal. Cham (1976). v. 32(1) p 195-205
NO: 2 figs.: 24 rets.: 3 tebs
CT: (Internetional nucleer and atomic aetivation analysis conference and 19th annual

meeting on analytical chemistry in nuclear technology Getlmbura. Tennessee USA
14 Oct 1975 )

AB: The feasibilty of using fast neutron (14 MeV) activation analysis techniques for the
determination of oxygen and nitrogen in coal has been investigated. Oxygen wes
determined in sized coel end its low temperature ash with the difference
representing the organic oxygen content Both the oxygen and nitrogen analyses
employ a multiscaling technique with the former based on the /sup 16/0(n.p)/sup 16/N
reaction, while the letter utilizes the annihilation radiation produced by the
product of the /sup 14/N(nJn)/sup 13/N reaction. The high energy gamma-radiation
associated with tne decay of /sup 16/N was essentially free of spectral
interferences for coal analysis, although Vuorine could cause a primary
interference if the F/O ratio exceeds 0.02. In the nitrogen work, experiments were
performed to determine correction factors to account for the effects of the /sup
12/C(p.gamma)/sup 13/N and /sup 13/C(p.n)/sup 13/N "knock-on" reaction and the
/sup 39/K(n.2n)/sup 38/K reaction which produce interfering bate /sup • / emitting
radionuclides. Data are presented for oxygen in Western Kentucky No 9 and No 11 coal
ash and for nitrogen in eleven different coil.. fTG).

•JAI 78
DOCUMENT NUMBER • IN!10:4tttM

TI :~ Analysis of fissile materials by cyclic activation of dalayed neutrons.
AU: Jamiason, J.M.: Eichholz. G.G (Georgia Inst of Tech.. Atlanta).
LA: English
JR: Nucl. Technol. (Jun 1978). v. 39(1) p. 95-100.
AB: A method for analyzing nuclear material developed and tested with samples of /sup

235/U and /sup 239/Pu. singly and in combination is discussed. The method is based
on differences in the ebundances and half-lives of delayed neutron groups between
the various fissile nuclides. The cyclic activation was accomplished by moving the
samples containing fissile material cy :lically through a thermal-neutron beam from
the Georgia Tech Research Reactor, out of the beam and through a dalayed neutron
detector, and back through the beam, etc The delayed neutron response wes recorded
at activation cycle periods ranging from 01 to 100 s for samples containing varying
amounts of /sup 23S/U and /sup 239/Pu. Deviations in the responses o1 the samples
containing both /sup 235/U and /sup 239/Pu from the response of standards containing
only /sup 235/U or /sup 239/Pu were determined to infer the /sup 235/U-to-/sup
239/Pu ratio After the ratio of the two fissile nuclides present was obtained, the
delayed neutron response at short cycle periods was used to estimate the mass of
each fissile nuclide present in the sample. For samples containing about a gram of
fissile material, accuracies on the order of 2% for /sup 235/U end 4% for /sup
239/Pu could be obtained for 1.5-h experiment run times when the fissile nuclides
were present in about equal portions. Accuracies were dependent on the /sup
235/U-to-/sup 239/Pu ratio and on the total mass of fissile materials present



*JAl 76a
DOCUMENT NgMtCR • IHIOI 1*1117

Tt: Analytic o< fissile materials by cyclic activation o1 delayed neutrons
A'.': Jtmieson. JM. Eichholz. GG (Georgia Inst. of Tech.. Atlanta)
LA: English
JR: Trans. Am Nuct Soc (Jun 1976) w. 23 p. SB
VZ: Published in summary form only
;?: (Transactions of the American Nuclear Society 1976 annual meeting. Toronto. Canada

13 Jun 1976 )

*JAI 76b
OOCIMEMt • IUI07 277646

Analysis of fissionable mate <ia: Dv aeiavea emissions
Jjmieson J M
Georgia Inst of Teen Atlanta (USA)
Enghsn
1976 148 p Availability
university Microfilms Order No 76-16.443 Designation Thesis IPh O)
US IUSA) R IReport)
U (Thesis) X (Mot available from IMS)
Bll (Chemical ana isotopic Analysis)

AH: A method of analyzing nuclear material for different fissile nuclides was tested for
analysis of uramum-235 ana piutomum-239. alone and in combination The method is
based on differences in the abundances of halMives of delayed neutron groups
between the various fissile nuclides In tne experiment, cyclic activation was
accomplished by moving the samples cyclically through a thermal neutron beam out of
the beam, and through a delayed neutron detector The delayed neutron response was
recorded at activation cycle periods ranging from D.I to 100 seconds for samples
containing varying amounts of uramum-235 and plutonmm-239 Deviations in the
responses of the samples from the response of standards ware determined to inter the
uramum-235 to plutomum-230 ratio After the ratio of the two fissile nuclides
present was obtained, the delayed neutron response at short cycle periods was used
to estimate the mass of each fissile nuclide present in the sample. For 1-g fissile
samples, accuracies of 1 percent were obtained for ursmum-235 and S percent for
plutonium-239 when the nuclide amounts ware equal. Accuracies war* dependent on
uramum-235 to plutonium-239 ratio and on total mass of fissils material present No
delayed naytron groups were found with half-lives between 0.01 and 0.2 second

*JAN 82
DOCUMENT NUMBER • inns «t»soa

T : :" Determination of pit- coal ash content with the use of an (alpha.n) neutron source.
All: Janczyszyn. J.: StocheSski, A.J. (Institute of Physics and Nuclear Techniques.

University of Mining and Metallurgy. Krakow (Poland)).
„!>: English
_-R: Anal. Chim Acta ISSN 00C3-2670. (1 Jun 1982). v. 138 p. 199- 205.
AB: Activation with last neutrons from a Pu/Be source enables the /sup 28/SI(n. p)/sup

28/AI end /sup 27/AI(n, p)/sup 27/Mg reactions to be utilized. Seventy-two samples
of pit coals with ash contents ranging from 3 to 40% were measured. The calibration
function between ash content and both 1.78 and 0.84-MeV gamma-ray counts was linear.
The standard deviation was 0.9% for a 17% ash content and 14% over ttir whole range
of ash contents Comparison with rapid combustion and fluorescence scattering
methods is discussed. (Auth.).

•JAN 81
DOCUMENT HUltt. « " IN I 1 } ( t 1*04

Zl: Activation analysis of pit-coal ash content with the use of isotopic fast neutron
source, (/sup 239/Pu-Be) Aktvwaeyine oznaczme popitlnosci wegli kamiannych przy
uzyciu izotopowego zrodla neutronow predkich

A l': Janezyszyn. J.; Stoctialski. A.J.
CD: Institute of Physics and Nuclear Techniques. Krakow (Poland)
LA: Polish
S?: INT—165/1
:K: 1981. 20 p Availability IMS
AS: The neutron activation techniques of coal ash determination are briefly reviewed and

a new version of activation analysis using fast neutrons from /sup 239/Pu-Be source
and basing on the reactions /sup 28/Si(n.p)/sup 28/AI and /sup 27/AI(n,p)/sup 27/Mg
is proposed 72 samples of pit-coals with ash content ranging from 3 to 40% ware
measured The linear calibration function between ash content and both, 1.78 MeV and
0.84 MeV. gamma-ray counts was obtained The precision (0.94% ash for 17% ash
content) and accuracy (1 4%asn for the whole range) were evaluated. Comparison of
the results with those of fluorescent-scattering methods is made, (author).

•JOG 80
DOCUMENT NUWEK • INI12.SS471S

71: Estimation of fluorine with 14 MeV neutrons
AU: Joglekar. A.G.: Chindhaoe. V.K.: Bhiday. MR.: Bhoraskar. V.N (Poona Univ. (India)

Dept of Physics).
LA: English
OR: Radiochem Radioanal Lett. ISSN 0079-9483. (28 Oct 1980) v. 45(3) p. 199-204
NO: 3 refs.
AS: The content of elemental fluorine has been estimated in teflon samples, using 14 MeV

neutron ectivation analysis. The reaction used in this analysis anablad astimation
of fluorine without any interference from oxygen. The detection sensitivity achieved
in the present experimental setup was 20 ppm. (author).

*J0H 76
DOCUMENT NUMBER • 111108:312773

T l : Determination of selenium in steal by neutron activation and Ge(li)
gamma-spectrometry.

AU: Johansen. O-- Steinnes. E. (Institutt for Atomenergi. Kjeller (Norway). Isotope
Labs.)

LA: English
JR: Z. Anal. Cham. (1976). v. 281(2) p. 121-122
KO: 2 tabs.: 4 refs.
AB: Two methods of instrumental neutron activation analysis tor the determination of

selenium in steals, based on respectively sup(77m)Se(t/sub V/2 - 17.5 s) and /sup
75/Se(t/sub 1//2 • 120 d) are presented Good agreement is obtained by application
of both methods on e ssriet of steels containing selenium at the 0.1% level.
Interferences and advantage! of the methods are discussed, (orig.).

*KAF 8 0
DOCUMtNT NUMBED • IN111:S57SS7

I I : Determining silicon in mignesite samples by 14 MeV neutrons. Stanovovania kremika vo
vzorkach magnezitu pomocou 14 MeV neutronov.

AU: Kafka. D.: Turan. J.: Salzer. P. (Ustav Radioekologie a Vvuzitia Jadrovej Techniky.
Kosice (Czechoslovakia)).

LA: Slovak
JR: Silikrty ISSN 0037-5241. (Mar 1980) v. 24(1) p. 91-94.



As: Trie application is discussed of nautron activation analytic in the determination of
silicon content in samples ol magnasue refractories The samples ware irradiated
with 14 M«v neutrons from the NA3C neutron generator producing a nautron flux
density of ix10/sup 7/ cm/sup -2/s/sup - 1 / The amounts of Si determined in the
samples ranged from 0 0758 to 0.3596 g. Sample weight ranged from 3.2 to 6 1 g For
the analytical purposes, gamma radiation was measured of 1.78 MeV energy produced by
the /sup 28/AI radionuclide in the nuclear reaction /sup 28/Si(n.p)/sup 28/AI The
resulting gamma radiation was detected by Nal(TI) detectors connected to
single-channel analyzers with a suitably adjusted energy window. The interfering
affects of phosphorus were not taken into account in view of the very low phosphorus
content and the interference of oxygen and sodium was eliminated by a suitable
selection of measuring conditions. Measurements were carried out by simultaneous
irradiation and measurement of the sample and the standard Accurately weighed
amounts of mixtures of SiO2 and MgO of A.R. purity ware used as standards The
sensitivity of the method amounted to 174 cpm/mg Si at a background of 20 cpm
Altogether, 17 various types of samples ware measured and 15 specimens ware chosen
from each type to obtain a relatively representative set. The statistically
processed results of the measurements, are presented, (author).

•KAL 76
DOCUMENT NWeElt • tNIO*:3S4)IO

T I : Determination of nitrogen and phosphorus in bone tissues by activation with 14 MeV
neutrons. Opredelenie azota i fosfora w tkanyekh kosti aktivatsiej nejironami s
ehnergiej 14 MeV.

RU: Kalashnikov. V.M.: Zajchik. V.E.. Lisovskij. I.P.; Smakhtin. LA. (Akademiya
Meditsmskikh Nauk SSSR. Obninsk Nauchno- Issledovatel'skij Inst. Meditsinskoi
Radiologn. Nauchno- Issledovatel'skij Fiziko-Khimicheskij Inst.. Moscow (USSR))

LA: Russian
JR: Zh. Anal. Khim. (Dec 1976). v. 31(12) p. 2381-2385.
KO: For English translation see the journal J. Anal. Cham.
AB: A method is proposed to effect the rapid instrumental determination of N and P in

the specimens of a numan bone tissue by activation with 14 MeV neutrons. The dried
and grinded specimens from 04 to 0.6 g placed in polyethelene capsules are
subjected to irradiation for 100 sec with a nautron flux of 10/sup 10/ neutr.tec/sup
- 1 / . Under the seme conditions the capsules containing the standards with 04 to 0 6
B of Ca(H2P04)2xH2O or H2NCONH2 are also subjected to irradiation. Spectrometric
measurements of the irradiated specimens are conducted with the aid of a
scintillation counter containing a Nal(TI) crystal, and «n 800-channel analyser The
content of N and P has been found by en indirect method through correlation of the
radiation intensity of /sup 13/N(Tsub(1/2)-9.96 min. Esub(gemme)-0.511 MeV) end /sup
28/AI(Tsub(l/2)-2.31 min. Esub(,jamma)-1.779 MeV) making their eppearance in the
specimens and standards whan activated with neutrons. The method is suitable for
analytical purposes at the standard error 0.07 whan determining N and 0.03 when
determining P. It can be used In medical, biological and arci-.»ological experiments.

•KAR 73
DOCUMfNT HUME* • INlOallJtit

T I : Experience In industrial operation of NAR-3 plant for determination of fluorine In
solution flow. Opyt promyshlennoj ehkspluatatsii ustanovki NAR-3 dlya opradeleniya
ftore v potoka rastvora.

AU: Karttshtv. E.P.; Chulkin. V.L.
LA: Russian
JR: Radiats. Tekh (1973) (no.9) p. 238-244
NO: 3 refs. 3 tables; 3 figs

AB: On the basis of the reaction /sup 19/F (n. alpha) /sup 16/N a method of continuous
fluorine determination in various technological solutions has been developed The
dependence of the recorded counting rate on the activation chamber volume and
solution flow rate has been studied With the purpose of optimization of the induced
activity measurement conditions of the solution various recording methods of isotope
/sup 16/N gamma- end beta-radiation have been investigated The functional scheme of
the unn NAR-3 has been presented The fluorine determination results recieved at
the unit NAR-3 were compared with the results of the chemical analyait of the picked
up solution samples The discrepancy of two results has been calculated

*KAS 74
DOCUMENT HUME* • IKIQ7.155755

T: : Analytical techniques for the determination of 20 trace elements in biological
samples by means of instrumental thermal neutron activation analysis.

AU: Kasperefc. K. (Nuclear Research Center. Juelich. Ger.).
LA: English
KS: Proceedings of the second international conference on nuclear methods in

environmental research Vogt. JR. Meyer, w. (eds). Missouri Univ.. Columbia
(USA) Coll. of Engineering

RP: CONF-740701—.
IB: Jul 1974 p. 154-167. Availability: IMS. Availability: INIS.
CF: (2. international conference on nuclear methods In environmental research. Columbia.

Missouri. USA. 29 Jul 1974 )
AB: Analytical techniques for the determination of Al. Ag. Br. Cl. Co. Cr. Cs. Eu. Fe.

Hg. K. Mn. Ni. Rb. Sb. Sc. Se. Ta. Zn. and W in biological samples with the aid of
instrumental thermal neutron activation analysis are reported. In order to determine
these elements two different types of irradiation are necessary, a short term and a
long term irradiation In case of short term irradiation for determination of Al.
Br. Cl. K. Mn, Na. and W each sample is capsuled in polyethylene and irradiated with
a high thermal neutron flux for a short time (for example 1 minute). Only a few
minutes after irradiation, the gamma-spectra of the short-lived isotopes are
measured using a multichannel impulse height analyzer combined with a 90 cm/sup 3/
well type Ge(Li)-detector The data are entered into the store of a computer For
determination of the other elements, the samples can Be irradiated for a maximum of
1 h in polyethylene in a cooled irradiation facility (temperature 4 to 20 dag C)
For longer irradiation each sample is transferred to a silica container. After the
decay of most of the Na-24 radioactivity has occurred, the samples are removed from
the silica container and transferred into an unirradiated container for measuring of
radioactivity In tnes? cases it is necessarv to measure the neutron flux for each
sample separately For calculation of element concentrations an IBM computer 370/165
or a POP 11/40 is used in connection with a special program and a library,
consisting of gamma-spectra of the elements.

•KEN 8 4
DOCUMENT •Eft • I*II(:OO7JBl

71: A dead-time correction method tor short-lived radioisotopes using measured peak
areas

A'J: Kennedy. G. (Ecole Polytechnique. Montreal. Quebec (Cenada). Inst. de Genie
Nucleaire)

U>: English
JB: Nucl Instrum. Methods Phys. Res, Sect. A. ISSN 0167-5087. (1 Jul 1984). v.

224(1/2) p. 207-210 CODEN: NlMRD
AB: A computer based method has been developed for the correction of counting losses due

to ADC dead-time and pulse pile-up in gamma-ray spactrometry. 'ft* method is designed
specifically for neutron activation analysis and can handle a mixture of short-lived
radionuclides. where the dead-time decreases substantially during the measurement
period Once the system is calibrated, the only input values needed to correct a
spectrum are the measured peak areas and the counting time, (orig.)



*KEF 78
DOCUMENT HUME* • !MI10 «1IS*«

Z'.: Radionuclifle technique in liuome extraction ftadionuklidtechnik bei der
Flussspaigewinnung

c: : Kernforschungseniage Juelich G m b H (Germany. F.Ft.)
-A: German
Jn: AGF (Arbeitsgem Grosstorschungseinnchtungen) Mitt. (1978). (no. 9) p 28-29
AS: For the continuous analysis ot me content of valuable material ot the process flows

in the flotation of fluome. the Nuclear Research Centre Karlsruhe, in cooperation
with the Fluonte and Barium Sulphate Plants. Pforzheim, have developed a method
which bv means of a californium 252 neutron source measures the fluorine content on
venous, strategically important positions of the flotation process. In this
method, part of the process flow is continuously led past a Cf 2S2 neutron source.
Hence part of the fluorine is converted into radioactive nitrogen 16. The latter,
whose halflife is 7.4 sec. quantitatively represents the fluorine content of the
process flow and due to its hard gamma radiation can be detected with appropriate
detectors. The obiect of the work is an optimum end continuously controlled
flotation process The new technique can be applied in processing almost all ores.
(HPH)

*KER 78a
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T l : Short-lived isotopes In neutron activation analysis applied to archaeological and
environmental studies.

AM: Kerr. S.A.
CO: Surrey Univ.. Guildford (UK).
LA: English
IK.- Nov 1978 245 p. Availability Available from the British Library. Boston Spa.

Wetherby. West Yorks. No. D.26076/79.
NO: Designation. Thesis (Ph.D.).
AB: The application of instrumentel neutron ectivation analysis, principally employing

short-lived isotopes, to archaeological and environmental studies is described.
Techniques for the production and measurement of short-lived isotopes using a
reactor facility are discussed. Cyclic ectivation analysis is considered and
optimised with respect to the 'signal-to-noise' ratio of a radionuclide of interest.
The potential of the technique, in the low energy photon region is demonstrated by
determination of elemental sensitivities in a variety of biological materiels. In an
environmental study of Oxford City-Centre, the analysis of air paniculate* provides
results for • time-varying elemental concentretions. Correletions ere r<rewn between
these elements, traffic flow, filter obscuration and meteorological deta. also the
concentretions of 5 hydrocarbons measured by gas chromatography. The suitability of
thermal, epithermel and reactor neutrons is investigated for the measurement of
bulk, minor and trace elements in soils The most appropriate method is then epplied
to the study of varietions in elemental concentretion with soil depth, for the
purpose of locating buried soils of archaeological significance. A method is
devised, employing cyclic activation, tor the estimation of fluorine, through the
/sup 20/F isotope, in a bone matrix. Corrections ere applied to eliminate the
interference from e fest neutron reaction of sodium. Finally, the method is
discussed in relation to Its potentiel application for the dating of encient bone
(author)

•KER 78b
DOCUMENT NUMBER • iNno <4jisa

T : : The analysis of airborne particulates in the atmosphere of Oxford city-centre
AU: Kerr. S.A.. Spyrou. N M . Bertram. MR (Surrey Univ., Guildford (UK) Dept. of

Physics).

ZY.

English
5th symposium on the recent development in ectivation amlysis, 17th - 21st July.

1978. St Catherine's College Oxford Commission of the European Communities. Geel
(Belgium) Central Bureau tor Nuclear Measurements Abstracts of papers presented

1978. Paper 71. Availability Available from the conference organisers.
Availability

NO: Published in summary form only
C.r: (5 symposium on the recent development in activation analysis. Oxford UK. 17 - 21

Jul 1978 )

*KER 7 8 c
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T:- . Fluorine analysis of bone end other biological materials. A cyclte activation
method

AL1: Kerr. SA; Spyrou. N.M. (Surrey Univ.. Guildford (UK)).
LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal Cham. (197B) v. 44(1) p. 159-173.
NO: 4 figs.. 35 refs., 3 tabs.
AB: Fluorine is measured in a bone matrix using cyclic activation in a reactor system.

The detection limit and hence precision are considerably improved when compared with
other neutron activation techniques end includes an accurate method for correction
of sodium matrix interference due to /sup 207F (T « 11 s) by measurement of the /sup
24/Na and /sup 23/Ne photopaaks. Cyclyc aeth/atirn, also applied to standard
biological materials, will detect (> • ) 10 other elements simultaneously. The
linearity of the standard calibration graph, even at high fluorine level*,
demonstrates the validity of the dead-time and pulse pile-up corrections and
confirms that self-shielding due to lithium was negligible. Repeatc analysis of
Standards suggests a precision of approximately 4 V Sodium interference, through the
(n. alpha) reaction, was found to be considerable. In the bone matrix, for example,
sodium contributed approximately 35% of the total /sup 20/F peak aree. The use of
both the /sup 20/F//sup 24/Ne and /sup 20/F//SUP 23/Ne ratios reduced the error on
the sodium subtraction by approximately 30%. It is unreasonable to measure the
element with any confidence if Na/F (>• ) 10/sup 3/. The detection limit is ebout 0 6
mu g F in an interference free matrix. (T.G.)

•KHA 80
DOCUMENT NUMSER • I«113:t«M12

T I : Studies of Oxygen and Nitrogen in coal conversion liquids by 14 MeV INAA.
AU: Khalil. S.R.. Koppenaal. D.W.: Ehmann. w.D. (Univ. of Kentucky. Lexington).
LA: English
US: Nuclear methods in environmental and energy research. Vogt. JR. (ed.) Missouri

Univ.. Columbia (USA).
RP: CONF-800433—.
IH: 1980. p. 636-B44 Availability. IMS Available from NTlS, PC A99/MF A01.

Availability IMS
CF: (4. international conference on nuclear methods in environment end energy research

Columbia. MO. USA. 1 4 - 1 7 Apr 1980. )
AB: Fest neutron activation analysis has been used for the direct determination of

oxygen and nitrogen in coal conversion liquids. The technique is based on the /sup
16/O(n,p)/sup 16/N end /sup 14/N(n.2n)/sup 13/N reactions induced by 14 MeV neutrons
produced by e Cockcroft-Welton neutron generator. Multiscaler counting of the 6.13
end 7.12 MeV /sup 16/N photopeaks is used for the oxygen analyses. The detection
system consists of two 7.6 x 7.6 cm Nel(T1) scintillation detectors, mounted at 180
deg and connected to e summing amplifier. The samples ere rotated uniaxlally In both
the irradiaticn and counting positions. Multiscaler coincidence counting of 0.511
MeV ennhilation photons from the positron rteccy of /sup 13/N IS used for the
nitrogen analyses. Oxygen end nitrogen contents In coels end coal converaion liquids
•re highly variable Differences in gamma-ray self-absorption of the low average
atomic number organic matrix In coal liquids and the higher average atomic number



USGS BCR-1 and NBS K2Cr2O7 oxygen standards normally used for oxygen determinations
in geochemical matrices have bean observed Therefore, two separata tats of organic
liquids ware salacted and evaluated lor use as oxygen or nitrogen standards in the
analyses of coal-derived liquids Dilutions with n-nexane. or mixtures of two
compounds from the selected liquid standard sets make it possible, if dasirad. to
fine tune oxygan and nitrogen levels in the standards to values corresponding to
thosa anticipated In tha coal conversion liquids being studied. The standard liquids
are selected using criteria of high boiling point, high purity, consistent
stoichiometry. a non-hygroscopic nature, and simple CHO or CHN elemental
composition Possible interferences from recoil proton reactions on carbon and
oxygen are considered for the nitrogen determinations.

A5 New iniiyncai methods based on rad.ochemica/ neutron activation analysis ware
developed for the determinate of Sn. V. I and Se at nanogrem levels in biological
materials, particularly in milk and other foodstuffs By th« application of these
»nd similar methods, results for trace elements in human and cow's milk ware
collected from which the normal concentration ranges of up to 12 trace elements were
established. Significant data on vanadium levels were elso collected allowing
assessment of the dietary intake and body pool of this element and a reappraisal of
its significance in nutrition. Similar data on a smaller scale were also collected
for tin Results were also obtained for several different trace elements in a ranoe
of biological reference matsnals

•KNI 77
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71: Determination of fluorine by nautron activation analysis.
: Knight, H.G.. Furr. AX: Parkinson. T.F. (Virginia Polytechnic ln*t. and State

Univ.. Blacksburg).
i.A: English
JR: Anal. Cham. (Sap 1977). v. 49(11) p 1507-1510.
AB: The analytic of fluorine by instrumental nautron activation analysis is hampered by

tha short half-life (11.41 s) of tluorine-20 and by frequent interference from
chlorine. A procedure is described which mltigatas these problems. Using this
procedure. Teflon standards ware analyzed and an estimated minimum detectable weight
of 14 mu g of fluorine was determined.

*KON 8 3
00CUMENT NUMBER • INIl(:O5f«37

?:: On the sample transport time of a pneumatic transfer system.
AU: Kondo, Yoshihide (Kinki Univ.. Fuse. Osaka (Japan). Atomic Energy Research inst).
LA: Japanese
JR: Kinki Daigaku Genshiryoku Kenkyusho Nenpo. ISSN 0374-8716. (Dae 1983). v. 20 p

27-29.
CN: JP (Japan) J (Journal Article)
L I : Y (Progress Report)
cc: 81110 (Nuclear methods In chemical and isotopic analysis)
AB: Tha counts accumulated in measuring system an affected by the variations in

transport time of the sample on cyclic activation experiments with a mechanical
sample transfer system. In use of the pneumatic transfer system, which has baen set
up. ttte transport timt is vtrisble according to tl\t difference* as fatfows: The
form, size and weight of samples, the pneumatic pressure and so on. Comprehending
the relationships between the transpot time and these variable factors is
essentially important to make experiments with this transfer system, (author)

•KOS 81
DOCIBKHT NUMBER • IH11JSJ1U7

T I : Trace elements in human milk. Part of a coordinated programme on comparative methods
for tha study of treca elements in human nutrition. Final report for tha period 15
December 1975 - 15 November 1980.

AU: Kosta. L (Institut Joief Stefan, Ljubljana (Yugoslavia)).
CO: International Atomic Energy Agency. Vienna (Austria).
LA: English
RP: IAEA-R—1760-F
IK: Jan 1981. 23 P Availability IMS.
NO: Sn. Se. v, l.
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A'J:

L A :

K S :

R P :

: M :

C N :

C C :

AB:

I r r a d i a t l o n pri tsikl.cheskom
Krasnov. YuK
Russian
Neutron-activation analysis and its appl.cation in ninon.i economy v 1

Neitronno-aktivatsionnyj anahz i ego primeneme v narodnom khozyaistve Vvo 1
Tsetskhladze. TV. (ed.) AN Gruzinskoi SSR. Tbil.si. Inst. F.ziki " 1 O l V i ' f f V t - V V P

INIS-mf—6300
1980 p. 79-83 Availebility: INIS. Availability IMS
SU (USSR) I (Miscellaneous)
B11 (Chemical and Isctopic Analysis)
investigated was a dynamic stage of accumulating induced activity on cyclic

irradiation, i.e. a stage preceding dynamic saturation. It is shown that tha cyclic
irradiation is advantageous to mmasun lifetime of short-lived isotor i Bringing
the activity of an isotope under investigation to two different saturation leva* by
cyclic irradiation, half-life period of an isotopa under investigation can be
determined from activity ratios and known parameters of the cycles used.

•KRE 77
DOCUMENT NUMBER 1NIOS:3»S1I

T I : A high speed conveyor tuba system for short-lived nuclids measurements.
AU: Kreiner. H.-J. (Gesallschaft fuar Strahlen- und Umwattforechung m.b.H..

Neuherbarg/Muanchen (Germany. F.R.). Physikalisch-Technische Abt.).
LA: English
JR: Nucl. Instrum. Methods. (15 Fab 1977). v. 141(1) p. 119-124.
AB: An ultrafast transfer system was installed at the THIGA-Mark lit reactor FP.N. The

system is working automatically and is synchronized with the raaetor pulze. Tha time
bctwaen tha end of neutron irradiation and tha start ot measurement is lass thsn 30
ms for a tuba length of 17 feat. Another specific characteristic of tha equipment is
the svif-acting separation of sample and transfer capsule and the stability of
flight time (<« • - 1.5%). The system is used for measurements ot short-lived
nuclidas for neutron activation analysis application (sup(207m)Pb. sup(3Sm)Cl.
sup(24m)Na. /sup 12/B at al.) and especially for investigations of short-lived
fission products of /sup 239/Pu and /sup 235/U. First results gave aoma new data
concerning tha halfiife time and formation rate of short-lived fission products.
(Auth.).

•KRO 75
DOCUMENT NUMBER • 1NIO7:J«3ISO

T I : A routine procedure for multielement analysis of atmospheric partieulatas by
instrumental neutron activation analysis.

AU: Kronborg. O.J.: Stemnas. E. (Institutt for Atomanergi. Kjellar (Norway)).



LA: English
JR: Rediocham Radioansl Lett. (1976) v. 21(6) p. 379-387
HZ: 12 rets, 3 tables
AS: A simple neutron activation procedure tor the routine determination of «t->ut 20

elements In air particulates is presented A short irradiation followed by one
Ge/U/ gamma-counting after 10 mm permits the determination of 10 elements The
rest of the elements ere determined by one counting performed 1-2 weeks after a long
irradiation. Two different procedures for the long irradiation are described Some
data illustrating the precision end accuracy of the method are presented.
Irradiations were carried out tor 5 minuus In the pneumatic tube system of the
JEEP-II reactor at a thermal flux of about 1.5xl0/sup 13/ n.cm/sup -2/.i/iop - 1 / .
Nuclidas measured /sup 24/Na. /SUP 28/AI. /sup 3B/CI. /sup 49/Ce. /Sup 46/Sc. /sup
51/Ti. /sup 52/V. /sup 51/Cr. /sup 66/Mn, /sup 59/Fe. /sup 60/Co. /sup 66/Cu /sue
65/An. /sup 75/Se. /sup 80/Br. sup(110m)Ag. sup(11Sm)ln. /sup 124/Sb. /sup 140/La.
/sup 107/Hg (F.G)

•KUM 77
DOCUMENT NUMBER INIOI:aS«SST

? : : Precise s imul taneous determinet ion of z irconium end h a f n i u m i n silicate rocks
meteor i tes end lunar samples.

AU: Kumar. P.A.. Garg . A N . Ehmann. W O (Kentucky Univ.. Lexington (USA) Oept of
Chemistry).

LA: English
JR: J. Redioanal. Cham (1977). v. 40(1-2) p. 51-64.
MO: 5 figs.: 23 refs.: 4 tebs.
AB: A precise, sensitive and rapid analytical technique has been developed for the

simultaneous determination of Zr and Hf In natural silicate matrices. The technique
is based on radiochemical neutron activation analysis and employs a rapid fusion
dissolution of the sample and simultaneous precipitation of the Zr-Hf pair with
p-hydrouybenzene arsenic acid in an acidic medium. The indicator radionuclides. /sup
95/Zr end /sup 181/Hf. are counted and the /sup 95/Zr activity is corrected for the
contribution from U fission The chemicel yields of the radiochemical separation are
based on Hf carrier. The yield is determined by reactivation of the processed
samples end standards with a /sup 252/Cf isotopic neutron source end by counting the
18.6 sec half-life sup(179m)Hi. The RNAA procedure for Zr end Hf has been shown to
be precise and accurete for natural silicate samples, based on replicate enalyses of
samples conteining Zr in the range of 1 mu g/g to over 600 mu g/g. The procedure is
relatively rapid with a total chemicel processing time of approximately 3 hours. At
least 4 samples ere processed simultaneously. Ten additional elements (Fe. Cr. Co.
Sc. Eu. La. Lu. Ce. Th and Tb) can ba determined by direct Ge(Li) apactrometry
(INAA) on the samples prior to dissolution for tha RNAA determination of Zr end Hf.
Corrections for the U fission contribution cen be made on the besis of the known U
content or from the INAA Th content based on the relatively constent natural Th/U
ratio. (T.G.).

•KUS 8 2
DOCUMCNT DUMBER • INMJ:S»4SJ«

7 1 : Multielement enalysis of groundwater samples by neutron activation with comparison
between direct end evaporation methods.

AU: Kusaka. Y.; Tsuji. R; Fu)imoto. Y.; Ishida. K.: Fukui. Y. (Konan Univ. Kobe
(Japen). Faculty of Science); Mamuro. T.; Matsunami. T.; Mizohata. A. (Radiation
Center of Osaka Prefecture. Sekai (Japan)): Hirai. S. (Musashi Inst. of Tech.. Tokyo
(Japan))

LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal Cham. ISSN 0134-0719 (1982) v. 71(1-2) p. 7-18.
NO: > refs.
CF: (1981 international conference on modem trends in activation analysis Pt. 3.

Toronto. Canada. 15 - 19 Jun 1961 )

AB: This rapon is the results of the studies on NAA of groundweter samples with
comparison b e t w e e n direct and evaporation methods, and of the applications tor the
samples of al luvium plain composed with gr«nm(orm soils and Of Neogene strata
composed with clay minerals Ca Mg. Na. K. Cl. V, Fa. Zn. Br. I. As. Rb. Cs, Sr,
Ba. A l . Se. Sb. Cr. So and Co are determined w i th shor t and long irradiation
methods (euthor)

*LAA 78
DOCUMENT mi •E l • IMI11:537336

AU:

CO:
LA:
JR:
NO:
AB:

Contents of some minor and trace elements in sheeps' w o o l from different ereas of
Norway

Laag. J (Norgas Landbrukshoegskole. Vollebakfc). Steinnes. E (Instrtutt for
Atomenergi . Kjeller (Norway)).

Norgas Landbrukshoegskole. Vollebekk.
English
Meld . Nor. Landbrukshoegsk. ISSN 0 0 2 5 - 8 9 4 6 (1978). v. 57(13) 11 p.
12 refs
The trace e lement composit ion of sheeps' wool from six different localities in

Norway was studied by means of neutron act ivat ion analysis. The fol lowing elements
w e r e investigated Sodium, potassium, rubidium, cesium, chlorine, bromine, iodine,
copper, zinc, a l u m i n i u m , s e l e n i u m and mercury. No difference w a s found In chemical
composition related to difference in age or breed. The metn values from different
locsl:t:£ssrs ir. general similar, although considerable variation between
individuals within each locality is observed for some elements. For example e few
animals from Tingvoll and Tjoetta show especially low contents in the wool of
certain alkili metals and halogens. In general no clear connection between the trace
element composition of wool end differences in the geochemicel environment are
evident from the present work. Appreciable differences in the K Rb ratio are however
evident In wool from different localities (Auth.).

*LAN 83
DOCUMENT NUMBER • IK! IS :005ISB

T I : Convenient method of simultaneously anelyzing aluminum and magnesium in
pharmaceutical dosage forms using celifornium-252 thermal neutron activation.

; J: Landolt, R.R.; Ham. S.L (Purdue Univ.. West Lafayette. IN).
LA: English
JR: J Pharm. Sci. ISSN 0022-3549. (May 1983). v. 72(5) p. 561-562
A8: A commercial entecid suspension containing aluminum hydroxide and magnesium

hydroxide products wes used as a model semple to study the use of e celifornium-252
thermal neutron activation as a method for quantifying aluminum content es well as
for the simultaneous assay of aluminum and magnesium. A 3.5-micrograms
califormum-252 source was used for the activation, and the induced aluminum-28 end
magnesium-27 ectivity was simultaneously measured by sodium iodide crystal gamma-ray
spectromatry using dual single-channel analyzers end scelers. The entecid suspension
wes contained in a chamber designed with the unique capability of serving as the
container for counting the induced radioactivity in addition to being the
irredietlon chamber itself. This pilot study demonstrated that us* of more intense
celifornium-252 sources, which are commonly available, would provide a method thet
is competitive with the ethylenediaminetetreecetic ecid tltretion method In
precision end in other aspects es well.

*LAD 84
DOCUMENT NUMBER • INI1S:O2O]74

T: : Rapid determination of selenium in various marine species by instrumental neutron
activation analysis.

AU: Landsberger. S. Hoffman. E (McMestar Univ.. Hamilton. Ontario (Canada). McMaster
Nuclear Reactor)



LA: English
JR: J Ridioanal Nucl Cham letters ISSN 0236-5731. (16 Aug 1984). w. 87(1) p. 41-49
NS: 14 rats
AE: INAA was usad to datarmmt salanium concantrations In several marina organisms

Including two cartitiad rafaranca matanals (NRCC lobstar hapatopancraas. NBC oyster
lissua) and on* uncertified matanal (IAEA fish homoganata). Tha /sup 76/Sa(n,gamma)
sup(77m)Se (T-17 4 s) reaction was suceassfully employed to achieve an overall
pracision batwaan 3-10% and dataction limiis batwaan 0.3-0.6 mu g/g. Tht accuracy
of the results, as compared to tha certified values, was in excellent agreement with
tha NBS material and only slightly lower (approx 9%) for the NRCC material,
(author)

•LAV 84
OOCUMENT NUMBER • IN I15:OfOS4J

71: Fast determination of chromium by neutron activation analytic (NAA) using reactor
and epitriermal neutrons

AC: Lavi, N. (Israel Atomic Energy Commission. Yevne. Soraq Nuclear Research Center):
Alfessi. Z.B. (Ben-Gunon Univ. of the Negev. Beershaba (Israel)).

LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Nucl Cham. ISSN 0236-5731. (21 May 1984). v. 86(3) p. 151-158
AB: Fost determination of Cr by instrumental neutron cctivation analysis through the

formation of /sup 52/V from /sup 52/Cr(n.p)/sup 52/V by using both reactor and
tpithermal neutron irradiation is described and evaluated, (author).

•LAV 79
DOCUMENT NUMBER • INI10:4HS39

T I : Rapid determination of scandium by neutron activation analysis, using the
short-lived nuclide sup(46m)Sc.

AU: Lavi. N (Israel Atomic Energy Commission. Yevne. Soraq Nuclear Research Center).
LA: English
JR: Rtdiochem. Radioanal. Lett. ISSN 0079-9483. (22 Feb 1979). v. 37(4-5) p. 267-276.
HO: 13 rafs.
AB: A method is described for determining scandium in rocks and in the presence of

lanthanum and yttrium in different ratios, by means of N.AA followed by high
resolution gemma-ray spectrometry. The influence of different constituents of rock
samples and of different concentrations of yttrium and lanthanum on scandium
determination, was found experimentally. Tha method is fast selective, highly
sensitive and non-destructive. It is based on the measurement of the activity of the
short-lived isomer sup(46m)Sc (18.7 sec) instead of the long-lived nuclide /sup
46/Sc (83.8 d). In mixtures of Sc/Y or Se/La in ratios of 1:1000. the precision of
the method is generally better than • - 1%. The scandium content of the rock samples
determined egrees well with previously published data Analysis time is 90 seconds
per semple. (author).

•LAR 80
DOCUMENT NUMBER • I N t l 1 : M 1 t l 7

T I : Neutron activation analysis of meteorite materials. Neitronoaktivatsionnyj analiz
meteoritnogo veshchestve.

AU: Lavrukhlna. AX; Kuznatsova. R.I.; Lavrent'evs. ZA; Chajka. M. (AN SSSR, Moscow.
Inst. Geokhimii i Analiticheskoj Khimii: Koezponti Fizibai Kutato Intezet, Budapest
(Hungary)).

LA: Russian
SB: lsotop«npr«xis. ISSN 0021-1915. (Sap 1960). v. 16(9) p. 298-301.
A3: Result:, are reported on the distribution of metals In sulfide pht«os of different

types of meteoric materials. After chemical separation the sulfide samples have been
irrediated both with thermal and fast, reactor neutrons. Manganese, copper, vanadium,
tin. titanium, and other metals were determined by neutron activation analysis
measuring the induced /sup 56/Mn. /sup 64/Cu. /sup 52/V, /sup 125/Sn, /sup 51/Ti
activities. Distribution of elements in sulfide phases of meteorites refers to
formation conditions of iron sulfide in solar nebula.

•LIS 77
DOCUMENT NUMBER • IN110 .447743

T:: Optimized measurement of aluminum in high-purity silicon. (Neutron reactions)
A'.': Lindstrom. RM.. Fleming. R.F. (National Bureau of Standards. Washington. DC)
LA: English
KS: Nuclear methods in environmental and energy research. Vogt. J.R. (ad.). Missouri

Univ.. Columbia (USA) Dapt. of Nuclear Engineering.
RP: CONF-771072—.
:K: 1977. p. 90-98 Availability IMS Availability: IMS
CF: (3. international conference on nuclear methods in environmental and energy

research. Columbia. MO. USA. 10 - 12 Oct 1977. )
AE: Measurement of small quantities of aluminum in silicon of semiconductor or solsr

grade is complicated by production of /sup 28/AI by an (n.p) reaction on the matrix,
in competition with the (n.gamma) reaction on the trace aluminium sought. In
selecting the optimum irradiation facility, the conflicting requirements of high
thermal flux for the greatest signal and of low fast flux for the smallest
interference must be balanced. The present work outlines a simple experimental
procedure for assessing and correcting for interferences. No explicit knowledge of
fast fluxes or cross sections is required; these are often poorly known. The
procedure is generally applicable to other cases of competing reactiens.

•LIS 77
DOCUMENT NUMBER • INtOB:38B4IO

T I : Simultaneous determination of phosphorus, chlorine and bromine in organic phosphorus
compounds using activation by fast neutrons. Odnovremennoe opredelanie fosfora.
khlora i broma v fosfororganicheskikh soadinsniyakh s pomoshch'yu aktivatsii
bystrymi nejtronami.

AU: Lisovskij. I.P.; Smakhtin LA. (Nauchno-lsslsdovatarskij Fiziko- K>-michaskij
Inst.. Moscow (USSR)).

LA: Russian
JR: Zh. Anal. Khim. (Jun 1977). v. 32(6) p. 1214-1216.
NO: 5 rafs.; for English translation see the journal J. Anal. Cham. USSR.
AB: A mathod is describee) for a simultaneous determination of phosphorus, chlorine,

bromine in various classss of phosphorus-organic compounds by a fast neutron
activation tschnique. Tha most suitable for these elements are the Isotopes: for
phosphorus, /sup 28/AI; for chlorine, /sup 37/S; for bromine, /sup 78/Br. The
detection limit is (2 to 3)x10/sup - 3 / g. The mutual affect of the radio-isotopes
being formed is studied in a complicatad gamma-spectrum.

*LUT 77
DOCUMENT NUMBER • 1NIO«:J>5<«0

T I : The determination of some trace elements in rainwater by neutron activation
analysis.

AU: Luten. J.B. (Stichting Reactor Centrum Nederland. Patten).
LA: English
JF: J. RacMoanal Chem (1977). v. 37(2) p. 897-904
NO: 4 figs.; 5 rafs.: 2 tabs.
CF: (Intarnational conference on modem trends in activation analysis. Munich. Germany.

F.R. 13 - 17 Sep 1976. )
AB: A routine method for the determination of 12 elements in small rain water samples is

presented. Instrumental neutron-activation analysis is applied for the determination
of Mn. Ne. Cl. V and Al. Bromina and iodine ere Isolated by isotope exchange between
the irradiatad water and a solution of Br2 resp. 12 in CCI4. Extraction with
APDC/MIBK is used for the separation of tha short-lived isotopes of Co. V, Cr, Zn
end In. Mn. Al, V, Cl. Br. I and Cu ware determined in rainwater samples taken et
regular time intervals during a shower of rain. The intensity of the rain and the
measured concentration of V ovar this shower is given. Similar curvas were obtainad
for the other elements (T.G.).



•MAC 78
DOCUMENT NUMSE«

-•.: Determination of O/U ratio in uranium oxides using activation analysis of oxygen
with 14 MeV neutrons Oeterminacao da ralacao 0 / U em oxidos de uranio atraves da
analisa por ativacao do oxigemo com neutrons de 14 MeV.

A'.': Machado. E.L.
; : : Instituto da Energia Atomica. Sao Paulo (Brazil): Sao Paulo Univ. (Brazil) Escoia

Polnecnica
LA: Portuguese
Rr: IEA-DT--042
:»: Jen 1978 71 p Aveilebihtv INIS.
SE: IEA Oissenacao e Tese no 0-t2
vz: Designation Tase (MSc).
A£: Activation analysis using 14 MaV neutrons for determination of O/U ratio is

presented. Sample are pneumatically transfered from irradiated end counting places.
with 10 m apart A Ge (Li). 35cm/sup 3/ coupled with e multichannel enaliser is used
tor counting of /sup 16/N of the sample

*MAK 7 8
DOCUMENT NUMBER • t N I 0 S : 4 0 S * 3 l

; : : Study on the optimum irradiation, counting and cooling time for cyclic activation
method.

AU: Maki. Yesuyuki: Nojiri. Toshiski (industrial Research Inst. of Kanagawa Prefecture.
Yokohama (Japan)).

LA: Japanese
JR: Radioisotopes (Tokyo). (Jan 1978). v. 27(1) p. 27-29.
NO: Published in summary form only.

DOCUMENT NUMiER • !NM3:S70K7

71: Multielemental analysis ot bulk matrices by measurement of prompt end delay
gamma-rays as well as cyclic activation using an isotopic neutron source.

AU: Matthews. I.P.; Spvrou. N.M. (Surrey Univ.. Guildford (UK). Daps, of Physics).
LA: English
JB: Int. J. Appl. Rudiat. Isot. ISSN 0020-708X (Jan 19S2). v. 33(1) p. 61-68.
AB: An inexpensive prototype irradiation facility is described which employs a 5 Ci

Am-Be neutron source. This permits the comperison Of prompt with delay gamma-ray
analysis as well as cyclic estivation for application to partial body neutron
activation analysis. The detection limits In e tissue equivelent phantom for
elements of clinical interest: N. O. Na. P. CI. Ca and Cd »n given. Calculated
detection limits for general multialamantal analysis of bulk matrices are also
presented. These era normalised with respect to experimentally obteined detection
limits, with the energy dependence of the background, the detection efficiency end
the self anentuation of gamma-reys in the senate being teken into account
(author)

•MAY 82
DOCUMENT mi IE* • tHI13:710311

T I : Application of neutron activation analysis for the determination of wines
originating from different vineyerds. The possibility of the identificetion of
vineyards by the determination of oligo-elements. Application de I'anatysa par
activation neutromque a la determination des vins provenent de different! cms
Possibihte d identification dun vignoble par la determination des oligo- elements.

AU: May. S; Leroy. J.: Piccot. 0.; Pmte. G (Laboratoire d Analyse par Activation
Pierre Sut. Centre d'Etudes Nucleates de Secley. 91 - Gif-sur-Yvette (France))

LA: French

JP: J Rsdioenai Cham ISSN 0134-0719 (1982) v. 72(1-2) p 305- 318
K;: 4 refs
CT: (1981 imernationel conference on modem trends in activation analysis. Toronto

Canada. 15 - 19 Jun 1981 )
A5: Neutron activation analysis has bean used for the determination of trace elements in

different wines originating from various trench vineyards Non-destructive
technologies ara used for short end middle half-life radionuctidas (/sup 28/Al -
/sup 76/As - /sup 49/Ce - /sup 38/Cl - /sup 42/K - /sup 27/Mg - /sup 56/Mn - /sup
24/Na - /sup 52/V) A radiochemical separation is necessary for longer half-life
redionuclides {/sup 60/Co - /sup 52/Cr - /sup 134/Cs - /sup 59/Fe - /sup 86/fib -
/sup 65/Zn) The results of the study show that the identification of vineyards
based on the determination of specific oligo-elemems is feesibla. However, more
data are needed to demonstrate that the knowledge of the emounts of specific
oligo-elements in a wine corresponding to a given vineyard can be used to disclose
frauds, particularly in the ceses of wine wataring or mixtures of wines originating
from different vineyerds (author)

*MCK 7 7
DOCUMENT NUMSEft • 11(110:423673

L A :

KS:

I K :

C F :

AB:

Selenium analysis methodology and applications.
McKown. D.M.; Morris. J.S. (Univ. of Missouri. Columbia).
English
Trace substances in environmental health. XI. Hemphill. 0.0. (ed.).
Columbia. MO. Univ. of Missouri. 1977. p. 338-344.
(11 annual conference on trace substances In environmental health. Columbia MO

USA. 7 - 9 Jun 1977. )
A rapid instrument!! system tor measuring selenium via 17 second /sup 77m/Se has

been applied to the analysis of a wide variety of biological specimens encountered
in biomedical research. The reliability and versatility of the method it documented
for serum and animal tissue specimens. Analysis results for SRM 1577 Bovine liver
show excellent accuracy and precision.

•MCK 7 8
DOCUMENT NUMBER • INI 10:420308

TI : Rrpid measurement of selenium in biological samples using instrumantel neutron
activation analysis.

AU: McKown. D.M.; Moms. J.S. (Missouri Univ.. Columbia (USA)).
LA: English
-*R: J. Rsdiosnal Cham. (1978) v. 43(2) p. 411-420.
NO: 3 figs.; 7 refs.: 5 tebs.
AB: A rapid instrumental system lor measuring selenium via 17 second sup(77m)Se has been

applied to the analysis of a wide variety of biological specimens encountered in
biomedical research Wet tissue specimens were lyophilized to remove -^ater prior to
analysis. Samples and standards ware irradiated for 5 s at a thermal nautro.i flux of
approximately 1x10/sup 14/ n cm/sup -2/.s/sup - 1 / In the University of Missour.
Research Reactor. The pneumatic transfer facility had a delivery time to the
counting station of aDoui 7 s. The returned shuttle rabbit was quickly opened and
the sample vial transferred to a 45 cm/sup 3/ Ge(Li) detector gamma-ray spectrometer
system All samples were analyzed using a 5 s irradiation. 15 s decay, and 20 s
count with a sampie-to-detector distance giving less than 10% dead time at the
analyzer. The clock time counting interval was measured to facilitate calculated
correction for counting interval dead time if necessary. Gamma-ray spectra were
recorded on computer compatible magnatic tape to fecilitete data raduction using a
modified version of the GAMANL spectrum analysis code. The reliability and
versatility of the method is documented tor serum and animal tissue specimens.
Analysis results for SRM 1577 bovine liver show excellent accuracy and precision.
(TG).



*MEG 76
OOCUMEMT mmac* • ituO7.iiitio

Cyclic activation flu« monitor
Meggirt G C (Royal Military Coll of Science Srtnvenham (UK))
English
Nuci irstrum Metnoas (15 Apr 1976) v 134(2) p 257-259
NL (Netherlands) J (Journal article)
E4l (Panicle and Radiation Detection and Measuring Instruments and Metnoas;
A simple circuit has Been designed which accurately determines the effective flu*

cyclic activation analysis, allowing for fluctuations in neutron flux and variations
in activation sequence Theoretical analysis ot the cyclic process is also given
(Auth)

Neitronno-attivatsionnoe opredeleme kisloroda i flora v plutonn
A'.': Melentev VI . Ovecnkin. VV.
LA: Russian
,;S: Radiokhimiya (Jan 1976) v. 18(1) p 161-165
NO: 9 rets., tor English translation sae the journal Sov Radiochem.
CF: (Conference on neptunium and plutomum chemistry Leningrad. USSR. 25 Mar 1975 )
As: Express and indestructive neutron-activation methods ol determining oxygen ana

fluorine content in ''sup 239/Pu have been developed The method of oxygen
determination is based on using the reaction /sup 16/0(n.p)/sup 16/N/Q—9 62MeV
which takes place under the action of neutrons with an energy of 14 MeV Fluorine
determination is based on the reaction /sup 19/F(n.gamma)/sup 16/N As a neutron
source use is made of an isotopic /sup 238/Pu-Be source with a total yield af
U10/sup 8/ neutron/s Plutonium-based samples with different oxygen and fluorine
content have been prepared and analysed The lower limit of oxygen detection is
7X10/sup -3 / vvt.% ana that of fluorine is 4x10/sup - 2 / wt.% for 10 g sample when me
analysis is performed with the help of large-sized Nal(TL)-detectors for 30 minutes.

*MEG 7 9
DOCUHtHT NUMBER • I N I 1 0 : 4 7 1 1 1 *

T I : 14 MaV neutron activation analysis using short-lived products.
AU: Meggitt. G.C. (Royal Military Coll. ot Science. Shrivanham (UK)).
LA: English
;S): J. RarJioanal. Cham. ISSN 0134-0719. (1979). v. 48(1-2) p. IDS- 116.
MO: £2 rats.
AS: Cyclic activation using pneumatic shuttling system and switch off ar.d on the neutron

sourca and detactor are described in order to eliminate some uncertainties by the
provision of more accurate timing, tha measurement of the effective activating
neutron flux and the correction for the detection system dead time, (author)

*MER 7 7
DOCUMENT • I KIM: 33*797

*MEI 77
DOCUHCNT NiaaKR IHIO*:17U13

T I : Neutron-activation ai alysis of vanadium In oils with californium- 252.
All: Meier. H.: Zaitlar. G.; Manga. P. (Steatliches Forschungsinstitut fuar Geochemie.

Bamberg (Germany. F.R.)).
LA: English
JB: J. Radioanal Cham. (1977). v. 38{1-2) p. 267-277.
NO: • figs.; 13 refs; 1 tab.
CF: (International conference on modern trends In activation analysis. Munich. Germany.

F.R. 13 Sap 1976. )
AB: Rasults obtained by the application of relatively small /sup 252/Cf sources tor the

neutron-activation analysis ol vanadium in oils are given. Tha determination of
vanadium is basad on tha /sup 51/V(n.gamma)/sup 52/V reaction and tha measurement of
tha 1.42 MaV gamma activity ot /sup 52/V (half-Ufa of 3.76 mint In order to
minimiza tha costs of the analytical system tha following aquipmant has been usad
Tha irradiation unit consists of a single /sup 252/Cf source of 24 mu g (neutron
flux: 5.9x10/sup 7/n sac/sup -1/) which Is mounted in a paraffin moderator assembly
of 30x30x21 cm. For gamma-ray detection a Nal(TI) detector has boen taken. The
electronic unit coupled with tha NalfTi) detector consists of a 512-chsnnel
pulse-height tnalyzar. It could ba shown that by optimization the geometrical
conditions for activation and counting with a 24 mu g /(up 252/Cf soures detection
limits down to tha ordar of 1 ppm vanadium are attainable: the absolute error, e.g.,
at 1.3 ppm is 0.32 ppm. (T.G.).

•MEL 76
MCUMCNT Niaauit • INI0t:»4KM

T I : Neutron activation determination of oxygen and fluorine In Plutonium.

T I : Measurement of fluoride in bone.
fi'J: Mernagh. JR.; Hernsion. J.E.. Hancock. R.. McNeill, K.G. (Toronto Univ.. Ontario

(Canada). Dept. of Physics).
LA: English
JR: Int. J. Appl. Radiat. Isot ISSN 0020-708X. (Jun 1977). v. 28(6) p. 581-583.
AB: The fluorine concentration in bone biopsy samples was measured by neutron activation

analysis. The fluorine content was expressed in terms of tha calcium content.
Samples were irradiated in .> raactor to induce the /sup 19/F(n.gamma)/sup 20/F and
/sup 48/Ca(n.gamma)/sup 49/Ca rauctions and attar rapid transport from the raactor
the resulting activities ware measured with a Ge(Li) detector. Reproducibility was
better than 10% for the F/Ca ratio. Tha detection limit for F is 50 mu g. This
nondestructive technique will be used to assess the effect of fluoride therapy on
bone metabolism of patients with idiopathic osteoporosis, (author).

*MIL 79
DOCUMENT NU • El • !NI10:4MtU

T I : Instrumental neutron activation analysis utilizing pulsad irradiations.
AU: Miller. DA (California Univ. Irvine (USA). Dept of Chemistry).
LA: English
JR: Nucl. Instrum. Methods. ISSN 0029-554X. (1 Fab 1979). v. 159(1) p. 109-115.
AB: The applicability of pulsad irradiations for instrumental neutron activation

analysis was investigated. A detailed study of the timing characteristics and the
reproducibility of TRIGA reactor pulses is described. The sensitivity and activity
enhancements obtained using reactor pulses are givan for tha short-lived
radionuclides: /sup 20/F (11.03 s). /sup 34/P (12.4 s). sup(38rn)CI (0.70 s).
sup(46m)Sc (18.67 s). sup(73m)Ge (0.53 s). sup(77m)Se (17.8 s). sup(79m)Sr (4.88 s).
sup(89m)Y (16.06 s). sup(90m)Zr (0.81 s). sup(136m)Ba (0.31 s). sup(183m)W (5.3 s)
and sup(207m)Pb (0.BO s). For 1000 MW raactor pulsas tha measured 'interference
tree' detection limits range from 13 mg (S) to 2 ng (Sc) with a median value of 0.7
mu g. Compared to sensitivities previously determined for steady-state irradiations
at 250 kW. an average enhancement in activity of 46/T is observed, where T is the
half-life in seconds. (Auth.).

•MIL 76a
DOCUMENT NUMaiK • INI0t:3O55n

TI : Instrumental neutron activation analysis using short-lived radionuclides.
A'.': Miller. DA
CO: California Univ.. Irvine (USA).
LA: English
IK: 1976. 214 p. Availability:



NO: University Microfilms Ordar No 76-19.630 Designation: Thesis (Ph 0.).
KB: Tha advantages of this mathod ara discussed, as wall is difficulties associated with

sample transfar from irradiation position to director, and corraction for pulsa
pile-up and multichannal analyzer (MCA) dead-timt lossas. A survav of pravious work
in these arais is also includad. A fast-transfer systam is dascribad which providas
rapid (350 ms at 90 psig N2) and raproducibla (—0 01 s) transfar of samplas
irradiatad in tha UCI 250 kW TRIGA raactor to a Ga(Li) datactor naarby. A mathod of
corracting for MCA daad-tima is proposad in which tha "busy" signal output of tha
anelog-to-digrtal convanar is electronically momtorad. This is valid for count
ratas as large as 20.000 pulses par second. Sensitivities of several short-lived
isotopes are given for both steady-state and pulsed irradiations. In tha analysis of
NBS Orchard Leaves and Bovine Liver for Pb. Cl. Sa. and Br. the measured
concentrations are in good agreement with NBS values, but tha detection limits *te
about a factor of 2 to 3 poorer than tha "interference-free" sensitivities. A
reproducibility of *-2'A is possible for TRIGA raactor pulses of 500 to 1000 MW.
Fast-neutron reection products ara enhanced by employing cadmium filters. The
background can be reduced using such cadmium filters In tha determinations of Br. V.
Zr. W. and Pb. Application of this method in a forensic chemistry program is
outlined.

*MIL 76b
DOCUMENT NUMBER • IMIO»:3»J753

T I : Precision high-speed neutron activation analyst* via vary ehort- lived activities.
AU: Millar. DA; Guinn, V.P. (California Univ.. Los Angelas (USA). Dept. of Chemistry)
LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Cham. (1976). v. 32(1) p. 179-188.
HO: 3 figs.; 21 rets.; 3 tabs.
CF: (International nuclear and atomic activation analysis conference and 19th annual

meeting on analytical chemistry in nuclear technology. Gatlinburg, Tennessee. USA.
14 Oct 1975. )

AB: An automated, highly reproducible fast-transfer system (0.3S+-0.001 s) has been
developed, an oscillator/multichannel scaling systam has baan developed to follow
rapidly changing spectrometer dead-times, the mathematics has baan developed, and
the data processing steps have baan computarizad. Thraa induced activities have been
studied in some detail: sup(207m)Pb(0.80 a). sup(38 m)CK0.70 a), and /tup
20/F( 11.03 s). Both steady-state and high-intensity pulsad raactor Irradiations,
with and without a Cd liner, hava baan used. Tha deed-time corraction mathod has
been carefully checked, and tha overall mathod has bean tasted by tha analysis of
two NBS Standard Reference Materials: orchard leaves (for Cl and • * ) and bovine
liver (for Cl). The advantages of employing short-lived radionucfides for INAA
include', a vary short sample analysis tima (typically a few minutes par sample or
less); the reduction of matrix interferences by using short irradiation and counting
times: and reasonable sensitivities, due to tha ability to tolerate high and repidly
changing counting rates. (T.G.).

•MIR 76
DOCUMENT NUMBER • INIOI.-ISITM

T l : Usa of 14-MeV neutron generator in analysis of coal and coal derivatives.
AU: Miller. G.E. (Univ. of California. Irvine); Volborth. A.
LA: English
MS: Procaadings of tha fourth conference on the scientific and Industrial applications

of small accelerators. Duggsn. J.L; Morgan. l.L (ads.). See CONF-761059—.
IK: New York. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. 1976. p. 288-292.
CF: (4. annual conference on tha usa of small acceleratora. Damon. TX. USA. 25 Oct

1976. )
AB: Results for several representative coal samplas from high precision determinations

of elemental oxygen via tha /sup 16/0 (n,p) /sup 16/N reaction Induced by 14 MaV
neutrons from a neutron generator are presented. These ara discussed from tha aspect
of the importance of the sample praparation staps for samplas analysed by this and

"conventional" coal analysis techniques, and also from the aspect of the
information that can be obtained by attempting a material balance computation

•MON 8 0
DOCUMENT NUMtEft • IHIM:SSS71t

T : : Concentration of stable elements in food products.
A'.': Monfford. MA.. Shank K.E.; Hendncks. C: Oakes. T.W.
CC: Oak Ridge National Lab.. TN (USA)
LA: English
HP: CONF-800643— 1.
:K: 1980. 12 p. Availability: INIS. Available from NTIS.. PC A02/MF A01.
CF: (14. annual conference on trace substances in environmental health. Columbia MO

USA. 2 Jun 1980. )
AB: Food samples ware taken from commercial markets end analyzed for stebla element

content. The concentrations of most stable alemants (Ag. Al. As. Au Ba. Br Ca Ce
Cl. Co. Cr. Cs. Cu. Fa. Hf, I. K. La. Mg. Mn. Mo. Na. Rb. Sb. Sc. Sa, Sr. Ta. Th.
Ti. V. Zn. Zr) ware determined using multiple-element neutron activation analyaia.
while the concentrations of other alemants (Cd. Hg. Ni. Pb) ware determined using
atomic absorption. The relevance of the concentrations found are noted in relation
to othar litarature values. An earlier study was attended to include tha
determination of the concentration of stable alemants in home-grown products in th*
vicinity of tha Oak Ridga National Laboratory. Comparisons between the commercial
and local food-stuff values era discussed.

•MOR 8 0
DOCUMfNT NUMBER IKIU.-SOtMO

T I : Analysis of selenium in botanical sample* via INAA using /tup 77m/ St.
AU: Morris. J.S. (Univ. of Missouri. Columbia): Anderson. H_- Cordts. M.
LA: English
RP: CONF-800607—.
JR: Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. ISSN 0003-018X (1980). V. 34 p. 174-175.
HO: Published in summary form only.
CF: (American Nuclear Society annual meeting. U s Vegas. NV, USA • - 13 Jun 1980. )

•HUE 81
DOCUMENT NUMBED • 2Nt13:SO«l11

T I : Counting statistics of short-lived nuclidas.
AU: Mueller. J.W. (Buraau International das Poids at Masuras Pavilion da Bratauil.

Sevres (France)).
LA: English
JR: J. Redioanal. Cham. ISSN 0134-0719. (1981). v. 61(1-2) p. 345- 359.
HO: 18 rets.
CF: (Workshop on activation analysis with short-lived nuclidas. Vienna. Austria. 4 - 1

Fab 1980. )
AB: The wall-known Poisson formula for counting atatlstics It generalized to the

situation where tha radioactive source studied, with mttn lifetime 1/Iambda. decays
appreciably during tha total tima of observation T. A general expression It given
for the modified probability sub(ltmbde)P(k) of observing k avants In a short time
interval t/sub 0/-T/n. whan tha results ara averaged ovar tha period of observation
T. This corresponds to tha experimental distribution which is obtained by pooling
together all the. n>1 individual measurements of k made with a given source. Tha
deviation from the simpla Poisson law. which neglects decay, depends essentially on
the quantity thate-lambdaxT. H theta is cf tha ordar of unity, tha deformation Is
strong enough to serve as tha basis of a new mathod for measuring tha half-life of
tha nuclide involvad. (author).

•HUE 77
DOCUMENT NUMBER • ( N I M : * » t 0 S



T : : Utilization oi cyclotron produced fast nautrons in the activation analytic for
oxygen.

A'O: Muanzal. H (Technische Hochschula Darmstadt (Garmany. F.R)): Michal. F.; Coetzee.
P.P. (Kernforschungsientrurn Karlsruhe (Carmany. F.R) Inst fuer fiadiocnemie).
Knven. V. (Msx-Planc*.-lnstilut tuar MetalHorschuna. Schwaebisch Gmuend (Germany.
F.R.) Lab fuar Remststoffe).

LA: English
JR: J Radioanal. Cham (1977). v. 37(1) p 267-273.
NO: 2 figs.: 18 rats.: 1 tab
CT: (International conference on modarn trends in activation analysis. Munich. Germany.

FR 13 Sap 1976 )
AS: Results of an interlaboratory comparison of tha determination of oxygen indicate the

naad of having several techniques available so that the influence of systematic
errors can be checked. The possible application of cyclotron-produced fast neutrons
to activation analysis tor oxygen based on the /sup 16/O(n. p)/sup 16/N reaction has
bean Investigated. Irradiations ware earned out with the external beam of the
Isochronous Cyclotron of the Nuclear Centre. Karlsruhe. Neutrons ware produced by
bombarding a thick beryllium target with 22 to 45 MeV deuterons. It was found that
tha sansititity increased rapidly with the energy of the deuterons Using 45 MeV
deuterons and a 10 mu A beam currant a sensitivity of about 20 counts par 1 mu g
exygan could be achieved, enabling the determination of less than 1 mu g oxygen. In
a direct comparison it was experimentally established that tha sensitivity is up to
two orders of magnitude higher than the obtainable for 14 MeV neutrons with a flux
of about 10/sup 10/ n/s. The interference of fluorine is at about the same level for
both the cyclotron-produced and 14 MaV neutrons. Using cyclotron-produced fast
neutrons in the Investigated energy range, sodium and magnesium can also interfere,
but only to a very much tower extent. (T.G.)-

•NAD 77
DDCMKNT Ml •Eft • IH10t:US«It

T l : Multielement analysis of biological standards by neutron activation analysis.
AU: Nadkarni. RA (Cornell Univ.. Ithaca. N.Y. (USA). Dapt. of Chemistry).
LA: English
JR: Ridiochem. Radioanal. Lett. (21 Sap 1977). v. 30(5-6) p. 329-340.
HO: 32 refs.; 4 tabs.
AB: Up to 2* elements ware determined In two IAEA standards: Animal Muscle H4 and Fish

Soluble A 6/74. end three NBS standards: Spinach: SRM-1570. Tomato Loaves' SRM-1573
tind Pine Needles: SRM-1575 by instrumental neutron-activation analysis. Seven noble
metals wore determined In two NBS standards: Coal: SRM-1632 and Coal Fly Ash:
SRM-1633 by radiochamicsl procedure while 11 rare esrth elements wara determined in
NBS standard Orchard Leaves: SRM-1571 by instrumental neutron-activation analysis.
The results are In good agreement with tha certified and/or literature data where
available. The irradiations ware performed at the Cornell TRIGA Mark II nuclear
reactor at e thermal neutron flux of 1-3x10/sup 12/nc,T>/sup -2/sec/sup - 1 / . The
short-lived species were determined after a 2-minute irradiation In the pneumetic
rabbit tuba, and tha longer-lived specias aftar an 8-hour irradiation In the central
thimble facility. Tha standards and samples were counted on coaxial 56-cm/sup 3/
Ga(Li) detector. The system resolution was 1.96 keV (FWHM) with a peak to Compion
ratio of 37:1 and counting efficiency of 13%. all compared to the 1.332 MaV
photopeak of Co-60. (T.I.).

•NAG 82
OOCIMtKT Ml • l a • 1H114:72711*

T I : Determination of trace aliments in freshwater diatoms by neutron activation
analysis.

AU: Nagattuka. Sumlko; Tanizaki. Yoshiyuki: Yamiiski. Masao (Tokyo Metropolitan Isotope
Research Canter (Japan)).

LA: Japanese
JR: Radioisotopas (Tokyo). ISSN 0033-8303. (Feb 1SB2). v. 31(2) p. 69- 73.

AS: The instrumental neutron ectivetion analysis was applied to the mulnelementai
analysis of the fresrtwster diatoms taken from the head and the lower areas of Terns
river Dry samples of the diatoms were irradit.ed for 1 minute (for the measurement
of short lived nuclides! By pneumatic tube of TRlGA-u reactor of Musashi Institute
of Technology, and 12 hours (for the measurement of long lives nuclides) in F ring
of TRIGA-H reactor of Rikkyo University The analytical results of 20 elements in
the samples were obtained, and the concentration of Ti showed high values in all the
sample Since it is considered that Ti is absent in algae, these high values
indicate thet appreciable amounts of "ver sediment were contained in the samples
Therefore, the analytical results were corrected for T< contents in the samples The
concentrations of Mg. K. Zn. Mn and Co in the diatoms showed no difference between
the two sampling points The concentrations of Cr. V. As ana Sb in the diatoms,
however, showed difference between the two sampling points, depending on the river
water quality In Stenopsyche gnsepenms. on (he other hand, the concentrations of
Mn and Co depend on the river water quality, and the concentrations of Cr depend on
the amount of diatoms staying in the body. The concentrations of V, As and Sb in the
Stenopsyche gnseipenms ere considered to depend both on the amount of diatoms and
river sediment staying in the Body (author).

*XIC 82
OOCUMtMT HUME* • IKM3'.CS«9tt

7 . : The 'In-vivo' measurement of selenium In liver using a cyclic activation method
AU: Nicolaou. G.E.. Spvrou. N.M (Surrey Univ.. Guildford (UK). Dapt. of Physics);

Matthews. IP (I'KAEA Atomic Energy Research Establishment. Harwell. Environmental
and Medical Sciences Div.); Stephens-Newsham. 1_G (Alberta Univ., Edmonton
(Canada)).

LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Cham. ISSN 0134-0719. (1982). v. 71(1-2) p. 519- 531.
NO: 13 refs
CF: (19B1 international conference on modarn trends in activation analysis Pt. 3.

Toronto. Canada. 15 - 19 Jun 1981. )
KB: In-vivo cyclic neutron activation analysis was used to measure selenium

concentrations in liver by means of sup(77m)Se (17.6 s). The cyclic activation
facility incorporates en oscillating 5 Ci Am/Be neutron source while the 'patient'
remains stationary during the examination. For a total experimental time of 1800 s
and cyclic period of 26 5. a minimum detection limit of 0.6 ppm may be obtained,
however, when comparison is made with In-vitro results, this limit may be
significantly lower. The dose for such an investigation was approximately equal to
0.26* 10/sup -2 / Sv (author).

•NIE 85
DOCUMENT NUMER • INMB 059929

AV

LA

JB

NO

CN

Correction for residual dead-time losses in INAA based on short- lived
radionuchfles

Nieuwendi|k. B.J T. Woittiez. J.RW.. Das. HA (5979500NL).
English
J Radioanal Nucl Chem Articles ISSN 0236-5731. (Apr 1985). v. 89(2) p 465-472
5 refs. 4 tables
HU (Hungary) J (Journal Article)
B1I10 (Nuclaar methods in chemical and isotopic analysis)
A correction procedure is presented for the residuel bias due to dead time losses

thermal INAA based on short-lived radionuclides. It is based on a lineer
least-squares fitting, starting from three pre-chosen leverage) hilf-i.ves The
influence of the time interval of numerical integration dwindles beli># present
time/time interval epprox -20 The differences between the results of the present
approach and those of earlier expressions »r» small Tha discrepancy results in a
statistical uncertainty of approx »1% in the corrected result. The procedure is
equally applicable to standards with only one radionuclida. (author)



•SIK Si
OOtUMKT MUMaM • IM1M 77OJJ7

-A

A=

On tne counting statistics in activation analysis with short-lived radionuchaes
Nikolsenko OK. (Vsosoyujnyi Nauchno-ls-ladovatelskt| Inst Rtdittsionnoi

Takhmki. Moscow (USSR))
English
Radiochem. Redioanal Latt ISSN 0079-9483 (9 Fab 1983). v. 55(4) p 243-247
5 rets
HO (Hungary) J (Journal article)
B11 (Chemical and isotoptc Analysis)
The choice of the statistical function tor experimental data evaluation in

activation analysis is of considerable interest, especially in measurements of
short-lived activities It is shown that in spite of the breakdown ol tha stationary
condition in analysis with short-lived radionuclidas the number of counts is
described by the Poisson function and the application of the binomial distribution
is not valid (author)

*.\OD 80
DOCUMENT •UMEI • 1NI12:SMM?

T I : Selenium contents of Japanese foodstuffs by neutron activation analysis.
AU: Noda. Katsuhiko (Tokushima Univ. (Japan)): Hirai. Shoji; Danbara. Hlroshi.
LA: Japanese
JP: Eiyo To Shokuryo. ISSN 0021-5376. (Apr 1960). v. 33(2) p. 93-99.
Mi: Selenium (Sa) contents of Japanese foodstuffs ware measured by neutron activation

enalyses with tha TRlGA-ll reactor in Atomic Energy Research Laboratory, Mysashi
Institute of Technology. Fraezadried samples (200 - 500 mg) ware Irradiated In tha
pneumatic tube (thermal neutron flux. 1 x 10/sup 12/ n.cm/sup -2 / . sac/sup -1/) for
10 sec. and sup(77m)Se produced was counted for 30 sac In a gamma -ray spectrometer
system equipped with e Ge(Li) detector. Samples containing lass than 0.05 ppm Se and
tha processed foods of high salt contents were analyzed with radioactivities of /sup
75/Se attar irradiation in tha central symbla (thermal neutron flux. 4 x 10/sup 12/
n.cm/sup -2/.sec/sup -1/) for 5 hours, digestion in the HNG3-HCIO4 mixture, and then
purification by a precipitation process. Foodstuffs of animal origins contained more
Se than those of plant origins. Se contents wara as follows In the descending order:
fish, meats, caraals. vegetables, end fruit Dally par capital intaked of Se was in
tha range of 100 - 200 mu g. as calculated for and as found by analysis of composite
diets representing ordinary Japanese meals, (author).

•NOD 79
OOCIMtNT NUMBER • I « 1 1 ; 5 4 S 0 M

T I : Neutron activation analyses of selenium end mercury in marine products from along
the coast of Shikoku Island.

AU: Noda. Katuhiko fTokushima Univ. (Japan)): Hirai. Shoji: Sunayashiki. Kosaku:
Danbara. Hiroshi.

LA: English
JR: Agrie. Biol Cham (Tokyo) ISSN 0002-1369. (Jul 1979) v. 43(7) p. 1381-1386.
AB: The Selenium (Se) and Mercury (Hg) contents of marina fish and weeds obtained from

along tha coast of Snittoku Island were determined by neutron activation analysis. To
measure the Sa content. freeze-Dried samples ware irradiated for 10 sec and than the
radioactivities were counted at the energy peak of iup(77m)Se (162 keV. half life
17.S sec) for 30 sec with a Ge (LI) detector. As for Hg determination, the samples
were irradiated for 5 hr end cooled for an appropriate period (2 — 3 weeks) prior
to the measurement. The Hg contents were evaluated by subtracting the contribution
of /sup 75/St from the total activities of both /sup 203/Hg (279 keV. half life 47
d) and /sup 75/Se (279 6 keV. half life 120 d). In most of the samples tested, both
elements could be measured without any chemical treatment before or after
irradiation. However, for the samples containing lass than 0.04 mu g of S* or Hg.
concentration processes were conducted by precipitating the metals after irradiation
of the samples. The Se and Hg contents of fish samples were In the ranges of 0.12 —
0 45 ppm and 0.01 — 0.13 ppm. respectively, on a wet weight basis. The sea weeds
tested contained very low levels of these elements, (author).

•NOR 8 0
DOCUMENT HUME* • INI 13 I I 4 I I 1

11: Determination of fluorine in zinc ores using an isotope neutron source based
automated neutron activation analysis system

Al1: Norre. L. De: Op de Beeck. J.; Hoste. J. (Ghent Rijksuniversiteit (Belgium)
Instituut voor Kernwetenschappan).

LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Cham ISSN 0134-0719. (1980). v. 59(2) p. 453-466
NC: 13 refs.
AB: A method hes been developed for the routine determination of fluorine in zinc

sulfide ores by activation with fast neutrons from a 6.6 Ci /sup 227/Ac-Ba isotope
source end by counting of the 4.5 to 7 MeV gamma-rays of the product nuclide /sup
16/N The samples and standards consist of pellets pressed from a mixture of
powdered material with wax or graphite Samples and standards alternate In a
sequence of 20 seconds irradiation. 4 seconds decay and 20 seconds counting This
analysis sequence, including tne computation of the analysis results from xht
counting data is automated by means of a LSI-11 Microprocessor with 12Kx16 bit
memory. The zinc ores, containing 0-3 to 0.7% fluorine have been analysed with a
precision ranging from 1.56 to 1.33% relative. As a test for the reliability of the
method, three standard reference materials were enalysad in the seme way as the zinc
ore samples, (euthor).

•OBR 83
DOCUMENT I ecu • I N I 1 S : 0 K M S

T I : Analysis of aerosol samples by INAA method using long-term activation. Analyza
vzorku aerosolu metodou INAA s kratkodobou aktivaci.

AU: Obrusnik. I. (Ustav Jaderneho Vyzkumu CSKAE. Rez (Czechoslovakia!).
LA: Czech
3R: Radioaktiv. Zivotn. Prostr. (1983). v. 6(6] p. 351-362.
AB: Instrumental neutron activation analyst* (INAA) is vary wall suited for the

determination of trace elements in atmospheric aarosols. A variant of this method
using short activation allows the nondestructive determination of 14 elements
(AI.Bi.Br.Ca.CI.Cu.Oy.l.ln.Sr.Mn.Ti.U.V) in aarosols. The specificity and accuracy
of the INAA procedure was tested by the analysis of the reference urban aerosol SRM
1648 (manufactured by NBS/USA). In order to investigate the possibilities of
applying this method for the analysis of real samples of tha background aarosols,
membrane filters of Czechoslovak make (SYNPOR 4) were also analysed which serve
aerosol sampling in Czechoslovakia for routine analyses. The results obtained show
that impurities present In the filter material may affect the results of the
analysis of real aerosols practice'^ only in the detection of CI end Cu. less in
tha detection of Ca. Of the el* ' jnts which ere important for air pollution control
and which activated form sfc ,<t-lived nuclides in the nuclaar reactor. INAA may
mainly be used to determine V and Mn in aerosols trapped on filters. The method
studied suitably completes routine procadures used for tha analysis of aerosols
based on long ectivation. (author).

•OEZ 81
00CUWMT HUME* INII3:H3770

i analysis of thorium snd

fining Center (Turkey)).

T I : Optimum timing paremeters in 14 MaV neutron a c
uranium using delayed neutron counting.

AU: Oezek. F.; Ortaovali. A X (Ankara Nuclear Research t .
LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Cham. ISSN 0134-0719. (1981). v. 67(2) p. 375-383.
NO: 10 rets.
AB: A detailed theoretical treatment of cyclic activation analysis of thorium and

uranium using a 14 MeV neutron generator and delayed neutron counting is presented.
Vacations of the detector response with sample transfer end total experiment times
ere eremined in order to obtain the optimum cvcla periods tor the maximum detector
response. Cycle optimization for 95% and 90% of the maximum detector response is
investigated Furthermc.e. elimination of the delayed neutrons pro.uced by tha
raection /sup 17/0(n.p)/sup 17/N is also considered in optimum cycle timing.
Finally, calculations are carried out to estimate detection limits for thorium and
uranium Experimental results will be reported in a subsequent paper, (author).



*OIIM 75
DOCUMENT HUME* miot

T: : Nondestructive multialemantary analyais of human hair by nauuon activation.
A'j: Ohmon. Sayoko. Miura. Takeo (Osaka Public Htalth Inst. (Japan)). Kusska. Yuzuru.

Tsu|>. Haruo. Sagawa. Tadashi
LA: Japanese
JR: Radioisoiopes (Tokyo) (Jun 1975) w. 24(6) p 396-402
A£: Various elements contained in human hair have been used tor an index 01

environmental pollution effect ot human body Nondestructive neutron activation
analysis was applied to hair samples on 61 inhabitants of a local district which was
free from air pollution At Rikkyo University hair samples were irradiated for 3
minutes or 15 hours (5 hours/day. 3 days) In a TRIGA Mark II Reactor with a neutron
flux ot 1.5x10/sup 12/ n/cm/sup 2//sec The activities were measured by a Ge(Li)
detector. 18 elements could be determined Al. Br. Ca. Cl. Cu. I. Mg. Mn. Na. S and
V with the 3 minute irradiation mathod. and As. Au. Cr. K. La. Sb and Zn with the 15
hour irradiation method Concentration-distribution histograms, and differences In
distribution patterns of these Qlements caused bv permanent wave treatment, sex or
ege were discussed (auth.)

*0RV 82
DOCUMENT NUMBER • IN!U:6t<93f

T I : Spaciation problems solved with NAA: some actual cases for Hg. V, Cr. As and Se.
AC: Orvini. E.. Gallorim. M. (Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche. Pavit (liely). Centro

di Radiochimica ad Analisi par Attivazione).
LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Cham. ISSN 0134-0719. (1382). v. 71(1-2) p. 75-95
NO; 11 rats
CF: (1981 international conference on modern trends In activation analysis ft. 3.

Toronto, Canada. 15 - 19 Jun 1981. )
AS: The evaluation of the eco-toxic consequences of ha—avy metals on the biosphere

requires assesment of their biological effects. This involves the determination of
the different ionic species and the various chemical forms of each element The
usual electrochemical methods do not meet the required sensitivity, ppm or even ppb
concentration renges exist. For many elements as Hg. v. Cr. As and Se one of the
most sensitive method of trace determinations down to the ppb level is the NAA.
Unfortunately, this method gives information only on the total number of nuclei
present, regardless to their outer structure and chemical forms. Some examples are
given of the feasibility of NAA to the determination of trace amounts of different
chemical species of some heavy matals. when coupled to specific separation
orocedures (author)

•ORT 81b
00CUMENT m • IN|I2:S0670«

? ! : Studies on some problems and applications of cyclic activation anah/als.
AU: Ortaovali. A.Z.. Oezek, F.. Celenk. I. (Ankara Nuclear Research and Training Center

(Turkey)): Spyrou. N.M (Surrey Univ.. Guildford (UK). Dept. of Physics).
LA: English
SB- J. Radioanal Chem. ISSN 0134-0719 (1981) v 61(1-2) p 175- 182.
NO: 10 rets
CF: (Workshop on activation analysis with short-lived nuclides. Vienna. Austria 4 - 8

Feb 1980 )
CN: HU (Hungary) J (Journal article)
LJ: K (Conference) N (Numerical data)
CC: B11 (Chemical and Isotopic Analyaia)
AB: Recent developments at the Ankara Nuclear Research and Training Canter es regards

some fundamental aspects of cyclic activation are summarized. From a point of view
of pure application, a comparison of cyclic and conventional activation analyses of
gold using non-reactor neutron sources is also presented (author).

•OVE 83
DOCUMENT • U l IS 0«12$7

TJ: Activation metnods of quantitative determination of oxygen, nitrogen ana fluorine in
nuclear fuel Amvatsionnye metodv opreoeiemya soderzhamya kisloroda. izoia i
flora v yedernom toplive

A'J: Ovechkin. VV. Melent'ev. V I . Rogozkin. B D . Konenov. VF.. (Chokhlov. AE
LA: Russian
JR: Al Ehr.erg ISSN 0004-7163 (Sep 1983) v. 55(3) p 153-157
KZ: For English translation see the lOurnal Soviet Journal of Atomic Energy (USA)
A=: Consideration is being given to nuclaar-physical methods of determining oxygen,

nitrogen and fluorine contents in powders and cores of mixed (U*Pu)-fuel The
methods are based on using /sup 16/O(n. p)/sup 16/N and /sup 14/N(n. 2n)/sup 13/N
nuclear reactions induced by test neutrons (Esub(n)»14 MeV) Nal(TI)-detectors of
large size and a Ge(Li)-detector (the sensitive volume equals 50 cm/sup 3/) ware
used during the induced radiation detection. The spectrometer of
fasi-slow-comcidences with two NalfTII-detectors was used for determining the
nitrogen content in uranium. Optimal conditions for conducting analysis were
determined, detection limits equal approximately 1.4x10/sup - 2 / wt.*/« for oxygen and
3.5x10/sup - 2 / w t % for nitrogen in a fuel sample of approximately 5 g weight tor
approximately 2 and approximately 30 min periods of analysis respectively The /sup
14/N(alpha, p gammt)/sup 17/0 reaction induced by /sup 239/Pu alpha-particles was
used for nitrogen determination in mixed (U*Pu)-mononitride. Gamma radiation of /sup
17/0 was detected by Ge(Li)-detector. The detection limit was equal to approximately
ixiO/sup - 2 / % for four-hour measuring of a sampla of 5 g. Tha develpoed methods of
analyais keep valuable materials and products for further application and a-clude
problems related to environmental contamination.

*OVE 79
O0CUMCHT NU BE* • INM3:SS41S2

T I : High-sensitive scintillation detection unit for activation analysis.
Vysokochuvstvitel'nyj stsintillyatsionnyj blok detektirovanive dlya tselej
aktivatsionnogo analiza.

AU: Ovechkin. V.V.: Panshin. AX: Rudenko. V.S.
LA: Russian
MS: Radiation technology. Radiatsionnaya tekhnika. Vsasovuznyj Nauchno-

Isstedovatal'skij Inst. Radiatsionnoj Tekhniki. Moscow (USSR).
RP: INIS-SU--29.
IB: 1979. p. 151-154. Availability: INIS. Availability: INIS.
SE: Voprosy atomnoj nauki i tekhniki. no. 18.
HO: 5 refs.: 2 figs.: 1 tab.
AB: A design of high-sensitive scintillation detection unit of a well type with

registration chamber, intended for conducting neutron-activation analysis of
fluorine containing materials, is described. Detection unit contains a scintillation
crystal of 150x150 mm dimension Registration chamber comprises two thin-wall coaxial
cylinders. The chamber is located in the detector wall. The detection unit la
mounted in a protective house made of Mad for gamma-background level reduction.
Energy resolution of the detection unit makes up 11% by gamma-line with 0.662 MeV
energy. Noutron-activation determination of fluorine is based on using /sup 19/F (n,
elpha)/sup 16/N nucleer reaction, passing during irradiation with fast neutrons.
Dependence of output pulse amplitude on gemma-quanta energy is presented Comparison
of the developed detection unit parameters with characteristics of serial detection
units is also given. It is stated, that measuring mathod of induced activity by
gamma-radiation with 5-7 MeV energy is more effectively realized during using one
Nal(TI)-detector of essential size with a wall. In which registration chamber is
mounted



•OXB 80
BOCUMXT NUMBf* • 1MI>1 : * » * « »

?!: Experiences with i small pulsed nautron ganarator.
A!.': Oxby. C.B.. Oldroyd. •.; McCarthy. I.D. (Leeds Univ. (UK))
Lh: English
:R-. Phys Mad Biol ISSN 0031-9155. (J»n 1980). v. 25P) p. 137- 139
AB: Pilot axpanmants have baan carriad out using a small, inaxpansiva pulsad 14 MaV

nautron ganarator which amits 10/sup • / nautrons/s in bursts Of width IS mu s at a
rata of 1 to 3 bursts par sacond. Aquaous solutions of uraa or an anthropomorphic
phantom wara usad to tast techniques for tha maasuramant of total body contents of
nltragan and oxygen. Tha threa methods investigated wara a prompt-gamma ny
tachmqua for nltragan. an inducad mathod for maasuramant of total body nitrogen,
and maasuramant of oxygen by analyaii of ahort ihwd isotopas by switching a
radiation datactor on and off in batwaan nautron bursts. Tha apparatus was unabla to
datact tha 10.8 MaV prompt gamma rays from nitrogan. Tha inducad mathod gtvc about
70% of tht axpactad counts In tha annihilation spactrum from /tup 13/N. Oxygan could
ba maasurad using tha rtaction /sup 1670{n.p)/sup 16/N by datacting tha 6.1 MeV
gamma radiation from /sup 16/N whosa half llfa is 7 s. (UK).

•OZE 81a
eoeiaNNT wasm • iMiii:iO407a

T I : Rasaarch on activation analysis using short-livad isotopas and a multi-purpose
isotopic nautron irradiator. Part of a coordinatad programme on on-lina x-ray and
nautron tachniquas for industrial procass control. Final raport for tha pariod 1
January 1979 - 31 Oacambar 1980.

At): Ozek. F. (Ankara Nuclaar Rasaarch and Training Cantar (Turkay)).
CO: International Atomic Energy Agancy. Vianna (Austria).
LA: English
RP: IAEA-R—2241-F.
IH : Fab 1981. 13 p. Availat ility: INIS.
AB: A mathod of cyclic activation analytic (CA) has batn ttudiad and appliad. A

thaoratical comparison between cyclic and convantional nautron activation analyait
of gold has baan mada. Tha optimum numbar of cyclat In .cyclic activation hava baan
invastlgatad and tn aquation for tha rapid calculation of tha numbar of cyclas is
proposed. Tha isotopic nautron irradiation tystam including tha 5CI Pu-Bo nautron
source was designad and consuuetad. Tha syttam is flexible and transportable and is
capabla of carrying out prompt and convantional datay gamma-ray anah/ala and cyclic
activation of bulk matarials. Tha advantagas as wall as tha disadvantages of nautron
activation analysis with tha uta of short-livad nuclidas wara considarad. and can ba
aummarizad as follows: Advantagas: saturation factor approaches unity, spaed of
analysis, low cost of analytic. Incraasad selectivity, raducad matrix activities.
Oisadvantagas: proximity of nautron sourca. chemical separation hardly possible or
impossible, total numbar of counts low. Low counting ratas can ba substantially
incraasad by applying tha technique of 'cyclic activation", which is another
raason by tha use of short-livad isotopes in neutron activation analysis Is steadily
becoming mora attractive.

•OZE 78
ecciaaurr tmmin • imi0:«sitJ!

T l : Possibility of determination of gold using sup(197m)Au (T • 7.2 s) isomer and fast
neutrons.

AU: Ozek. F. (Ankara Nuclaar Research end Training Canter (Turkey)).
LA: English

JR: Radiochem Radioanal Lett ISSN 0079-9483. (11 Sep 1978). v. 35(4-5) p 233-240
DO: 14 rets
AB: The technique of cyclic activation analysis using a 14-MaV neutron generetor was

appliad to determine the detection limit of gold in the mixture of gold and silicon
dioxide, via the 7.2 s isomar of Au-197m PhotDspectra wara acquired using two
Nal(TI) crystals. Decrease in the detection limn with increasing number of cycles
was examined Comparison is also made of the detection limits determined bv
conventional end cyclic activation analyses (author).

•OZE 81b
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?:: Optimum timing parameters in thermal nautron activation analysis of uranium using
delayed neutron counting.

A'J: Ozek. F.; Orteoveli. ZA. (Ankara Nuclaar Research and Training Cantar (Turkey)).
LA: English
JR: Turk. J. Nucl. Sci. (Aug 1981). V- 8(2) p. 37-42.
AB: A theoretical treatment of cyclic activation auitysis of uranium employing e thermal

neutron sourca and delayed neutron counting is given. Optimum timing parameters for
the maximum datactor rasponsa are obtained. Cycle optimization for 95 % and 90 % of
tha maximum detector response is also examined. Estimated detection limits based on
the realistic valuas of the thermal nautron flux and detection efficiency are
presented.

•OZE 79
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T I : Formation cross-sections of tha short-livad isomer sup(197m)Au for 3 and 14.1 MaV
neutrons.

AU: Ozek. F» Ozyol. H.; Oruovali. AZ (Ankara Nuclaar Research a>:̂  Training Cinter
(Turkey)).

LA: English
JR: R«diochem. Radioanel. Lett. ISSN 0079-9483. (31 Oct 1979). v. 41(1) p. 87-94.
HO: 12 rafs.
AB: Tha technique of cyclic activation was appliad to maasura tht formation

cross-sections of tha 72 s isomer of iup(197m)Au. at 3 and 14.1 MaV neutron
energies. A Kaman neutron generator was •muloved for tha experiments. Gamma-spectra
ware acquired using a NilfTi) crystal. Cross-section valuas for different cycle
numbers wera obtained end compared with the date reported previously. A rather high
cross-section measured for 3 MeV neutrons implied the possible use of Isotopic
neutron sources In fast nautron activation analysis (FNAA) of gold via tha isomar
sup[197m)Au. (author).

•OZY 75
DOCUMENT I •EK • IN107.-3«tl»

T I : Determination of the detection limit of fluorine In aluminium by means of U MaV
neutrons.

AU: Ozyol. H.; Barutcugll. E.: Ortaovali. A i (Ankara Nuclsar Research and Training
Canter (Turkey)).

LA: English
JR: Tech. J. Ankara Nucl. Ras. Cant. (Oct 19751. v. 2(3) p. 75-77.
AB: A study ralating to tha determination of the detection limit of fluorine in

aluminium by the use of fast nautron activation analysis and Ge(Li) dstcctor was
carriad out. The amount of fluorine was determined by the measurement of appropriate
full-energy paak originating from /sup 19/0. produced through the /sup 19/F(n.p)/sup
19/0 reaction. Tha detection limit of fluorin* was found it about '000 ppm In 6.1465
gr aluminium samples.
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•PAR 84b
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71: Uranium and short-livad nuclide activation analysis by delayed neutron and
gammt-spectrum measurements witn a naw versatile sample transfer system.

AC: Papadopoulos, NN (Democritus Nuclear Research Center, Athens (Greece)J
LA: English
JR: J fiadioanai Chem ISSN 0134-0719 (1982). v. 72(1-2) p. 463- 477.
Kit 4 rets
-T: (1981 internaiional conference on modern trends in activation analysis. Toronto.

Canada 15 - 19 Jun 1981. )
AS: A nt.v vfsaiile pneumatic transfer system for neutron activation analysis of a

variety of samples has been developed and installed at the 5 MW swimming pool
reactor of the Nuclear Research Center. Demokntos. The naw analyzer offers a sories
of new analytical possibilities. Thus, (he simplification of sample preparation and
the sensitivity improvement due to sample volume increase and cyclic activation
possibilities, even with intermediate decay, render the delayed nautron method a
fast tool for accurate routine analysis not only of solid samples, but also of
liquid solutions of extracted uranium, even with low uranium content, (author).

•PAP 81
OOCUMtMT NUMBER - IN I t3 :SO4CtS

T I : 'An inexpensive automatic uranium and short-livad radioisotope analyzer.
AC: Papadopoulos. N.N. (Democritus Nuclear Research Center, Athens (Greece)).
LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Cham. ISSN 0134-0719. (1981). v. 61(1-2) p. 81-91.
HO: • rafs.
CF: {Workshop on activation analyais with short-lived nuclides. Vienna, Austria. 4 - I

Feb 1980. )
AB: An inexpensive automatic pneumatic transfer system for uranium and thorium analyais

by delayed neutron counting and for the activation analysis of shon-lived
radioisotopas has been developed, constructed and installad at tha Nuclaar Research
Center Demokritos Over 500 samples of solid uranium ore samples or liquid
solutions of extracted uranium can be enalysad dally by this system. Simplicity,
safety, speed of operation, flexibility, sensitivity, accuracy and especially low
costs are the main advantages of this analyzer. An Improved version, with
possibilities of cyclic activation analysis and faster capsule return times for very
short-lived radioisotope analysis, is being developed, (author)

•PAP 84
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T l : Evaluation of boron for the apithermal nautron activation analysis of short-lived
radionuclides In geological and biological matrices.

All: Parry. S.J. (London Univ. (UK). Sunninghill Reactor Centre).
1A: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Nucl. Cham. ISSN 0236-5731. (Jan 1984). v. 81(1) p. 14V1S1.

Supersedes Journal of Radioanalvticat Chemistry.
NO: 1» reft.
AB: The veius of boron, in addition to cadmium, as a thermal neutron filter for the

•plthermal nautron activation of short-lived radionuclidas is shown to depend on
sample matrix. Activation ratios of fifty nuclides are measured and the improvement
In sensitivity is calculated for geological and biological matrices. The addition of
boron. In the case of geologica! samples where the major interference Is from Al,
Improved detection for only F, V. Sn. Be. Er. W and Pi. In biological samples where
Ne Is a problem the detection limits for F, Br. Rb, Y. Mo. Pd. Sn. Sb. I. Be. Nd.
Sm. Gd. Er. Hf, W, Re. Pi, Au. Th and U are all theoretically improved, (author).

T I :

AU:
LA:
MS:

RP:
IM:

CF:

CN:

CT;
AB:

Nautron activation analysis with x- and low energy gamma-ray spectrometry of
short-lived radionuclides

Parry. SJ. (Imperiel College Reactor Centre. Ascot. England).
English
Nuclear methods in environmentel and energy research: proceedings of fifth

international conference. Vogt. j.R. <ed.) Missouri Univ.. Columbia (USA).
CONF-840408—.
Apr 1984 p. 97-105. Availability: IMS Available from NTIS. PC A99/MF A01: 1 as

DE84017348.
(5. international conference on nuclear methods in environmentel end energy

research. Mayaguaz (Puerto Rico). 2-5 Apr 1984. )
US (USA) R (Report)
K (Conferences)
E4120 (Nuclear spectroscopic instrumentation) B1110
A planar intrinsic Ge detector is compared to a coaxial Ge(li) detector for the

measurement of short-lived radionuclides. Of the 44 elements studied, the
sensitivity is improved for only Br. Rh. Nd. and Nb by the measurement of x- or low
energy gamma-rays on the Ge detector. However, the superior resolution of the Ge
detector does enhance the detection of some of the remaining elements. Reference
rock materials are analyzed for niobium (/sup 94m/Nb at 16.6 kaV). rhodium (/sup
104/Rh at 51.4 keV) end uranium (/sup 239/U at 74.7 keV). detection limits are 1 mu
g. 70 ng. 50 ng g/sup - 1 / . respectively in 0.2 g samples. An n-type Ge coaxial
detector is examined as an alternative to the Ge(Li) plus planar Ge detectors.

•PAR 82b
DOCUMENT HUMeED • IN!14 7576IB

HO:

Cumulative neutron activation analysis tor the improved detection of snort-nveo
nuclides

Parry. S J (London Univ. (UK) Sunmnghill Reactor Centre)
Engiish
J Hadioanal. Chem ISSN 0134-0719 (19821 v 75(1-2) p 253- 258
5 refs
HU (Hungary) J (Journal article)
B11 (Chemical and isotopic Analysis)
The detection limit and precision of the determination of a short'hved nuciide iv

neutron activation analysis are improved by a factor of nsup(1/2) when the gamma-rav
spectra of n replicates are added together This improvement was demonstrated for
the measurement of rhodium and silver in two reference sulphide concentrates, bv
adding 20 replicates (total weight lOg). The resulting improvement >i1 4.5 lowered
the detection Imit for both rhodium and silver to 0.2 mu g/9 of sample. The method
was «ppi-<s<1 to the analysis ~: pyroxemte. si'iphide and granite samples from the
Bushveld Comlpex. S Africa (author)

(lad), accuracy: calibration standards, counting techniques, granites; irradiatior.
procedures, minerals: neutron activation analysis; rhodium, rhodium 104;
sensitivity: silicates: silver; silver 110: sulfidas. . (cad): activation analysis;
beta dezay radioisotopes: beta-minus decay radioisotopes: chalcogenides. chemical
analyais; days living radioisotopas. elements: igneous rocks: intermediate mass
nuclei; iscmeric transition isotopas. isotopes; metals: minutes living
rtdioisotopes; nuclei: odd-odd nuclei: oxygen compounds; platinum metals,
radioisotopes; rhodium isotopas. rocks: seconds living radioisotopes; silicon
compounds: silver isotopes: sulfur compounds: ttmsition elements:

rhodium: neutron activation analysis: silver nautron activation analysis.
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?:: Epithermal nautron activation analysis of shon-livad nuclidas In gaologicil
matarial.

A'.': Parry. S.J. (London Univ. (UK). Sunninghiil Raictor Cantra).
LA: English
JRs J. Radio»n»l. Cham ISSN 0134-0719. (1982). w. 72(1-2) p. 196- 207.
NC: 18 r«(5
CT: (1981 intarnatioml confaranca on modarn trands in ac .-••tlon analyais. Toronto.

Canada 15 - 19 Jun 1981. )
AB: Tha cadmium ratios of 52 shon-livad nuclidas have baan measured. Epithermai neutron

irradiation reduces tha activities of /sup 20/F. /sup 27/Mg. /sup 28/AI. /sup 38/Cl.
/sup 49/Ca. »up(46m)Sc. /sup 51/Ti, /sup 56/Mn and /sup 66/Cu by factors of 20-30.
Tha calculated improvements In detection limits for Ga. Br. Rb, Y. Mo. Rh. Pd. Ag.
In. Sn. Sb. I. Ba. Nd. Sm. Gd. Dy. Er. Vb. Hf. w. Ra. Pt. Au. Th and U are In tha
range 1-6. Hafnium was measured In USGS rocks: AGV-1 (4.9 mu g g/sup -1/). G-2 (7.5
mu g g/sup -1/) and GSP-1 (14.7 mu g g/sup -1/) and IAEA standards: SO1L-5 (6.3 mu g
g/sup -1/? and SL-1 (4.6 mu g g/sup -1/). CCRMP rateranca concentrates PTC and PTM
ware analysed for rhodium (1.1 and 0.75 mu g g/sup - 1 / . respectively) and silver (69
and 5.8 mu g g/sup - 1 / . respectively), (author).

•PAT 79
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T i : Trace element analysis of old exposed air filters: a feasibility study.
At!: Pattanden. N.J.; Fisher. E.M.R.: Bonas. E.M.
CO: UKAEA Atomic Energy Research Establishment Harwell. Environmental and Medical

Sciences Div.
LA: English
RP: AERE-M--3047.
IK: Oct 1979. 17 p. Availability: INIS.
AB: A limited number of old exposed air filters from u network of sempling stations

extending tlw length of Nonh and South America have baan anelysed for many trace
elements. (The network is run by tha United States Department of Energy
EsurlronnMfMal Measurements Laboratory). The objective was to assess the possible
value of a large program of such measurements for providing Information on the trace
•lament concentrations In airborne particulates existing at tha time of sample
collection. On the basis of tha evidence obtained, it Is considered that valid
information could ba extracted in this way. In view of tha extent of tha store of
old filters, which covei about e 10 year period up to the present day from stations
spread over the North and South American continents and elsewhere, such a program
appears to ba wall worthwhile, (author).

•PAV 83
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T I : Apparatus for gamma activation analysis.
All: Pavlicsek. I.; Stenger. V.; Veres. A. (Magyar Tudomanyos Akadamla. Budapest.

Izotopintazeta).
LA: English
JR: Isotopenprexis. ISSN 0021-1915. (Aug 1983). v. 19(8) p. 268-269.
CF: (2. working meeting 'radioisotop® application and radiation processing In v iustry'.

Leipzig (German Democratic Republic). 2» Sep - 1 Oct 1962.)
AB: A 740 TBq (20.000 Ci) /sup 60/Co Irradiation device with an Intensity of 7.74 x

10/sup 3/ C/kg (30 MR/h) has baan built and provided with a pneumatic dsp;;cn
rabbit system controlled by sn automatic system through an appropriate) programme.
The Se, Br. Sr, Ag. Cd. I. Hf. Ir. Au and Pt content of samples of different origin
can be determined In a volume of 5 cm/sup 3/ with 0.05-1 mg/g sensitivity, (author).

*PEP 82
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T I :

A'J:

It.:
v r :
VZ:
Cf:

AE:

Advances In 14 MeV neutron activation analysis by means of a new intense nautron
source

Pepelnik. R.. Fenger. H.-U.. Michaelis. W (GKSS-Forschungszentrum Geesthacht
G.m.bH.. Geesthacht-Tesperhude (Germany. F.R). Inst fuer Physik). Anders. B.
(Hamburg Univ (Germany. F.R.). 1 Inst fuer Expenmentalphysik)

English
J Radioanal Chem. ISSN 0134-0719 (1982) v. 72(1-2) p 393- 403.
9 refs
(1981 international conference on modern trends in activation analysis. Toronto

Canada 15 - 19 Jun 1981. )
A new intense 14 MeV neutron generator with cylindrical acceleration structure has

been put in operation at tha GKSS Research Center Geesthacht. The sealed neutron
tube is combined with a fast pneumatic rabbit system with particular capabilities
for nautron activation analysis involving short-lived reaction products. The sample
transfer time is lass than 140 ms. The maximum neutron flux available for activation
is 5.2x 10/sup 10/ n/cm/sup 2/s. Theoretical sensitivity predictions made in a
previous study have been verified for some important trace elements. As e first
application, samples of freeze-dried suspended matter and fishes of tha Elbe river
were analyzed, (euthor).

•PEP 81
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T I : 14 MeV neutron reactions producing gamma-ray emitting nuctides with half-lives below
3 seconds.

AU: Pepelnik. R.; Fanger. H.-U. (Gesellschaft fuar Kernenergievsrwartung In Schiffbau
und Schtffahrt m.b.H.. Geesthacht-Tespertiude (Germany, F.R.). Inst fuer Physik).

LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Chem. ISSN 0134-0719. (1981). v. 61(1-2) p. 165- 174.
NO: 18 refs.
CF: (Workshop on activation analysis with short-lived nuclides. Vienna. Austria. 4 - •

Fab 1980. )
AB: Fan neutron activation analysis (FNAA) experiments were performed using a

Cockcrofl-Walton nautron generator and a fast pneumatic rabbit system with a sample
transport time of 120 ms. With tjils facility cyclic activation:: of /sup 18/O. Zr. Ba
and Pb leading to the short-lived reaction products /sup 15/.. sup(90m)Zr.
sup(136m)Ba and sup(207m)Pb ware investigated Derived from these measurements the
analytical sensitivities of the involved reactions are discussad. (author).

•PER 81
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T I : Analysis of the pulsad neutron activation technique.
AU: Perez-Griffo Cocho. M.L
CO: Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst. Troy. NY (USA).
1.1: English
IK: 1981. 229 p. Availability: University Microfilms Order No. 81- 21.157.
NO: Designation: Thesis (Ph. D.)
AB: The Pulsed Neutron Activation (PNA) technique for single- end two-phsse water flow

is analyzed for small end large diameter pipes. PNA measurements were performed et
the RPI Geemner Linac Laboratory using the /sup 16/O(n.p) /sup 16/N reaction.
Accurate mess-weighted velocities of single- end two-phase flows ware obtained by
the transit-time .-nethod for a vertical 1-in. diameter pipe. Tha potential of /sup
16/N tagging techniques for besic single- and two-phase flow meesuraments is
demonstrated. Analytical techniques were developed to analyze PNA measurements at
LOFT. Neutron end gamma transport calculations by Monte Carlo were done at tha
tagging end detector positions for the 14-in diameter pipas used at LOFT. Flow
structure effects on the interpretation of PNA measurements sre evaluated.
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Dispersion models to describe the transport of tha irradiated fluid from trie source
to datector locations ware developed in order to interpret the LOFT L3-7 test PNA
data

•PET 78
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An appraisal of neutron activation analysis and other analytical techniques for The
determination of arsenic selenium and tin m environmental samples

»eterson P j Girling CA Klumoo DW (vuestfield Coll London (UKn Minsk.
f.'.J lLonoor U.IK IUK; SunnmgniH Reactor Centre)

English
Nuclear activation techniques in tne life sciences 1978 Proceedings o' an

international svmoosium heIC ov the IAEA m Vienna 22-26 May 1978 Internationa'
Atomic Energy Agency Vienna (Austria)

IAEA-SM—227/44
Vienna IAEA 1979 ISBN 92-0-010079-1 p 103-113
Proceedings series
(International symposium on nuclear activation techniques in the life sciences

Vienna. Austria 22 - 26 May 1978 )
XA (IAEA) B (Book)
K (Conference) N (Numerical data)
B11 (Chemical and Isotopic Analysis)
The paper presents an experimental comparison betwaen neutron activation analysis,

atomic absorption spactrophotometrv and fluorascanca spectrophotomatry used for the
datarmination of trace amounts of As. Se and Sn and the othar two analytical
techniques mentioned Gamma-ray spectromatry has bean used to determine /sup 76/As
(tsub(1/2)"26.3 n) after 1 day's irradiation at a thermal neutron flux of l.BxiO/sup
12/ n.cm/sup -2/.s/sup - 1 / . High sensitivity was also obtained using an atomic
absorption spectrophotometer coupled with covalant hydride ganaration Advantages of
the latter technique include simplicity of operation, high spaed of analysis and
negligible background correction. When used in conjuction with selective reduction
and a cold-trap this method quantitatively distinguishes between the valence states
and some methylated derivatives. Selenium has been analysed by gamma-ray
spactrometry using /sup 77/Sesup(m) (tsub(1/2)-17 5 s) after cyclic activation at a
thermal neutron flux of 2xlO/sup 12/ n.cm/sup -2/.s/sup - 1 / . Atomic absorption
spactrophotomatry following hydrida ganaration. or fluorascanca spectrophotometry of
tha 2.3 diaminonaphthalene complex constitute additional sensitive analytical
mathods for the datarmination of Sa. These hava tha added advantaga that valence
statas can be selectively measured. Low concentrations of Sn hava been determined by
neutron activation analyaia and by spactrophotometric techniques using
phanylfluorone as tha complexing reagent, but these methods depend on selective
extraction of Sn(IV) iodide. Whilst maintaining high sensitivity, thasa problems

were avoided by using the hydride generation technique with an atomic absorption
spectrophotometer. Comparative analytical values for Bowen's kale and NBS orchard
leaves are presented.

Software for fast pneumatic tube system (PEAK is a computer program for automatic
interpretation and evaluation 01 neutron activation analysis.) Software fuer
schnelies Rohrpostsystem

Pongracz. K
Techmscne Univ. Vienna (Austria)
German
INIS-mf—6103
1979 150 p Availability INIS
Designation Or techn (Thesis)
A software system is presented for the automatic interpretation and evaluation of

neutron activation analysis data Though there are a number of computer programs of
similar conceptions described in the literature, the accuracy of the results depend
mainly on the adaption to the used irradiation ana electronic systems, which deliver
comparatively belter statistics. The installation of a fast pneumatic tube system
for sample irradiation and the development of a loss-fraa counting (LFC)
multichannel analyser on the "Atominstitut dsr Oesterreichischen Universtteeten"
allow the analysis of short-lived nuclides. which requires the proctising of
gamma-ray spectra with poor statistics as wall. Tha program PEAK has been developed
considering four aspects: 1. great flexibility. 2. optimal information from the
spectrum. 3. optimal adaption to the problems of the analysis of short-lived
nuclides. 4. fast program run and at tha same time suppressing of non-relevant
information to attain more clearness. The program is written In a modular to
choose between almost 2000 various kinds of evaluation modes with a minimum of input
and control parameters. Even In the case of interfering peaks with tha same energy
originating from other nuclear reactions the computed amounts can be corrected. Also
a concept of optimization of the irradiation- and counting conditions by analysing a
number of spectra with vanous successively incraaslng decay- and counting times has
been developed. This way of optimization is new and hitherto not described in the
literature. The accuracy of the results computed by PEAK is within the error limits
of counting statistics (auth.).
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7 1 :
All:
LA:
JR:
NO:
T :

AB:

A fast event processor for counting loss-corrected gamma- spactrometry
Popp. Ft. (Atominstitut der Oestarreichischen Universitaatan. Vienna).
English

J. Radioanal Chem ISSN 0134-0719. (1981). v. 61(1-2) p. 3 6 1 - 366.
11 refs.

(Workshop on activation analysis with short-lived nuclides. Vienna, Austria. 4 - B
Feb 1S80 )

The design of e fast microprogrammed direct memory access processor for a POP-11/34
is described. The controller is able to address a storage area of 128 K-16 bit
words, enabling to record several conventional spactra and lost-corrected spectra of
4096 channels in thrae byte precision simultaneously and in short temporal
succession. The interface also contains: a) a system timing controller for
multisource muttiscaling: b) two d/A-convenars for general purposes: c) a display
generator with gray scale control for an external oscilloscope; d) two 16-bit
parallel input/output ports, which provide interfacing betwaen peripheral devices
and the minicomputer, (author).
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T I : Am-Be neutron source. Construction and Its application In activation analysis.



A'.: Raiee P Mikuiai V (Komenskeno Untv. Bratislava (Czechoslovakia)). Slivka J
(Gymninum Banska Bysinca (Czechoslovakia))

LA: English
JR: Acta fac Rerum Nat Univ Comemanae. Chim ISSN 0524-2312 (1982) (no 30) p

103-112
AS: The design of an Am-Be neutron source is described. Non-equivalence of its (our

irradiation holes was determined bv activation of a Kl sample The density of
thermal neutron H y (aoproa 10/sup • / nm'sup -2/.s/sup -1 / ) is close to the
values reported tor similar source types 29 elements were activated, among them Eu
Mn Au Dy. La. V. As Ho. Na V. Ag Cu and I can best be determined using th.s
analytical technique Manganese and vanadium in ferroalloys were determined using
the source (author)

•RAV 79
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? : : Determination of silicon and nitrogen In silicon nitride by nondestructive neutron
activation mathod Opredeleme kremmya i azote v nitride kremniya nadestruktivnym
neitronno-aktivatsionnym metodom

A'J: Ravnik. V.: Novak. I. Kosta. L. Dermer. M (Institut Jozef Stefan. Ljubljana
(Yugoslavia). L|ubl|Sna Univ (Yugoslavia). Fakultet ze Naravoslovje In
Tehnotogiio).

LA: Russian
JR.- Zh. Anal. Khirr. ISSN 0044-4502 (Apr 1979). v. 34(4) p. 715-718.
NO: For English translation see the journal Journal of Analytical Chemistry of the USSR

(USA).
AS: It is suggeited to determine the main components of silicon nitride (silicon and

nitrogen) by e non-de_.ructive neutron activation mathod from gamma-activity of /sup
28/AI and /sup 13/N isotopes which form at irradiation oi silicon nitride by last
neutrons (14 MeV). A neutron generator with a rotating head and a pneumatic tube is
used for Irradiation, silicon and nitrogen contents of the samples are calculated by
comparison of induced /sup 28/AI end /sup 13/N activity with tha activity of an
irradiated sample. The method is much more rapid than already known chemical
methods, the stendard deviation is not greater than 1-2%. Impurities, which are
present in commercial samples of silicon nitride, do not interfere to determine
silicon end nitrogen.

•RIS 79
00CUMENT NU

TI

•It • IHII1S4H03

A field equipment for the estimation of aluminium content of bauxite ore bv
activation enalysls.

AU: Risbud. V.H.; Subramanya. M J ; Murthy. B X S , Gangadharan, P. (Bhebhe Atomic
Research Centre. Bombay (India). Div. of Radiological Protection).

LA: English
MS: Proceedings of the symposium on epplications of radioisotopes In chemical and

metallurgical industries /(held at) / Bombay. February 7- I , 1978. Department of
Atomic Energy. Bombay (India). Isotopes in Industry Committee: National Association
for Applications of Radioisotopes and Radiation In Industry. Bombay (India).

IK: Bombay. Department of Atomic Energy. 1979 p. 1-5.
CF: (Symposium on applications of radioisotopes In chemical and metallurgical

industries. Bombay. India. 7 - • Feb 1978. )
AB: Activation analyaia is a vary useful method In the analysis of mineral ores.

Analysis with abort half-lite isotopes produced bv neutron activation Is well suited
for 'in-situ' or 'on-srream' analytic of mineral ores, on eccount of ahcrt
irradiation times and relatively less radiation hazards. Some studies ware conducted
for the estimetion of aluminium content of simulated bauxite ora using
californium-252 neutron source (yiald-1 8x10/sup 7/n/sec) and also tmericium-241/Be
source (yield: 2.2x10/sup 6/n/sec). The aluminium content was determined by using
the reaction /sup 27/Al(n.gamma)/sup 28/AI formad by thermal neutrons. Tha ora
sample was irradiated to mixed neutrons and cadmium ratio mathod was adopted to

eliminate the interference from fast neutrons The californium sources were placed
in a circular array around the sample in a cylindrical block of paraffin wax. used
as a thermslismg medium A scintillation deteuor. coupled to a portable counting
set-up, was used to monitor the ectivated sample This helps (a) to avoid the
interference from gamma radiations otner than that from alurmmum-26 and (b) to
improve the lower limit of detection By this method, a sample could be analysed in
about 12 minutes The minimum concentration of aluminium which could be determines
by this method was 1°/t The precision in the measurement was better than - - 5°/c at 67°<o
confidence level Amencium-2<31/Be was found to be less sensitive than
calitornium-252 (auth)

*Rl'D 79
DOCUMENT NUMBER • I N i n s j I I S I

? : : Hafnium determination with sup(179m)Hf isomer in zirconium fluorine- containing
materials during neutron activation of isotope sources Opredelenie gafmya po
izomeru sup( 179m)Ht v tsirkomevykh mateneiakh. sodarzhashchikn ftor. pn
aktivetsn nertronemi izotopnogo istochmka.

Al': Rudenko. VS.. Ovechkm. V.V.; Panshin. AZ.
LA: Russian
»s: Radiation technology Radiatsionnaya takhnika. Vsesoyuznyi Nauchno-

Issledovatel'skii Inst. Rsdiatsionnoj Tekhniki. Moscow (USSR)
RP: INIS-SU—29.
IK: 1979 p. 146-151 . Availability: IMS. Availability: INIS.
SE: Voprosy atomnoj nauki i takhniiu. no. 18.
NO: 7 refs.: 2 figs.
AB: Possibilities of activation determination of hafnium impurity In zirconium materials

with fluorine presence using alpha-Be-source of neutrons and gamma-spectrometers on
the base of scintillation Nal(Tl)-detector end semiconducting Ge(LI)-detector for
gamma-radiation registration with 0.217 MeV energy, are considered. The lowest limn
of hafnium measurement constitutes approximately 2-10/sup - 2 / % for a sample of
about 5 g mass with mass fluorine content up to dozens per cent. The suggested
method (by characteristics) is not worse, than neutron-activation analysis,
conducted using a neutron generator with ixiO/sup 10/ neutron/s flux and a
semiconducting spectrometer. An isotope source has a constant neutron flux in time
differing from the neuiro:. generator.

•RUR 76
DOCUMENT NUMBER • 1X107:170130

T I : Detection limits for 18 elements activated with 14 MeV neutrons.
AU: Rurerz. E.. Pietrzykowski. M (institute of Nuclear Research. Warsaw (Poland))
LA: English
JR: Radiochem. Radioanal. Lett. (1976) v. 24(4) p. 255-261.
NO: 11 refs.: 1 tab.
AB: Detection limits are deduced for the following elements: Ge. Se, Br. Rb. Y. Pd. Cd.

In, Sb. Ba. Ce. Nd. Sm. Er. Hf. W. Os. Pb based on the measurements of the isometric
activities induced In the (n. 2n) and (n, nsup(,)) reactions at 14 MeV neutron
energy. Remarkable low detection limits are observed for Rb. Ba and W. To obtain the
cross-sections for excitation of the short-lived activities with 14 MaV neutrons two
systems have bean used. In the first system the beam pulser wes designed for pulsing
the deuteron beem between two deflecting plates after acceleration and magnetic
analysis The sample was placed close to the target of the neutron generator and the
detector NalfTI) crystal coupled to a pfiotomultiplier close to the sample. The
second system has been constructed which etlows to measure gemma-spectra of samples
which are brought to gamma spectrometer after irradiation. Tha transit time of the
"rabbit" from the irradiation position to the counting equipment is 80C msec.
(N LGz)

•RVA 78
DOCUMENT NUMBER • IN110:415411



Zl: Rapid multielement neutron activation analysis with a SLOWPOKE raictor
A'.': Ryan. DE. Stuart. DC Chattopadhyay. A (Dalnousie Univ.. Halifax. Nova Scotia

(Canada) Dept of Chemistry).
LA: English
JR: Anal Chim Acta. ISSN 0003-2670. (1 Sap 1978) v. 100 p 87-93.
AB: Sensitivities for 76 alemants analyzed by neutron activation, with short irradiation

and counting periods, have been determined The conditions allow rapid multielement
analysis with short sample turn-round time Examples of the application of the
technique to complex practical samples are given (Auth.)

*RYB 83
DOCUMENT HUM«EK • 1H1I4 7 S 3 O 1

?:: Activation analysis by gamma spactroscopy after cyclic irradiation with 14 MeV
nautrons. illustrated by the example of the /sup 19/ F(n.p)/sup 19/0 reaction
Aktiviarungsanalyse durch gamma- Spalnroskopie nach zykhscher Bestrahlung mit
14-MeV-Neutronen am Beispial dar /sup 19/F(n.p)/sup 19/O-Reektion.

AU: RybeczDk. P. (GKSS-Forschungszentrum Gaasthacht G.m.b.H., Gaesthacht- Tesperhude
(Germany. F.R.). Inst tuar Physik).

CO: GKSS-Forschungszantrum Gaasthacht G.m.b.H.. Geesthacht-Tesperhude (Germany. F.R.)
LA: German
RP: GKSS--83/E/6.
IK: 1983. 88 p. Availability: INIS.
NO: Diploma thasis submitted to Tachnische Univ. Berlin (Garmany. F.R.). With 33 tigs.

10 tabs.
AB: In tha prasant work <*~e concentrations of fluorine In human tooth and other

materials Have baan determined by 14 MeV nautron activation analysis. For analytical
work short-lived indicator nuclidas have baan usad. Tha affects of matrix activity,
which is high tor natural samples, have been discussed and a solution has been
workad out. Various functions have baan triad for tha interpolation of tha
efficiency values of Ge(|j)-detectors. For a cylindrical nautron tube the flux
distribution and flux averaged on the sample volume have baan formulated and
numerically calculated (orig).

•SAB 79
DOCUMENT I •EH • IMI11:SD5JJ7

T I : Tha association of vanadium with tha iron transport system In human blood as
determined by gal filtration and nautron activation analysis.

AU: Sabbioni. E.: Marafante. E.: Piatra. R.; Goetz. L; Girardi. F. (Commission of the
European Communities. Ispra (Italy). Joint Research Centre). Orvini, E. (Consiglio
Nazionale dalle Ricarche. Pavia (Italy). Cantro di Radiochimica ad Analisi per
Attivazione).

LA: English
MS: Nuclear aetivation techniques in the Ufa sciences 1978. Proceeding! of an

international symposium held by tha IAEA in Vienna. 22-26 May 1978. Intametional
Atomic Energy Agency. Vienna (Austria).

RP: IAEA-SM--227/115.
IK: Vienna. IAEA. 1979. ISBN 92-0-010079-1. p. 179-191.
SE: Procaadings sarias.
NO: 46 rafs.
CF: (International symposium ?n nuclear activation techniques In the Ufa sciences.

Vienna. Austria. 22 - 26 May 1976.)
AB: Although vanadium has a suspected physiological role in man. tha existing data

available on Its metabolism at molecular level are very limited and Inadequate for
modern toxicological and nutritional evaluations. To study its metabolic patterns In
the human body It is necessary to determine the association with different
biochemical components. The paper describes the Identification of V-binding
components In human blood by means of fractionation of human serum proteins and
neutron activation analysis of tha protain fractions of different molecular waight.
Since information on tha chemical form of V In blood Is not wall known, preliminary

radiouacer experiments were performed bv injecting /sup 4B/V into rats and
successively fractionating the .sup 48/V plasma proteins by gel filtration,
ion-exchange chromatograpny and poliacrylaxiide ge' electrophoresis The results
indicated that V in rat blood was mainly present in the serum as a V-transfernn
biocompiex it seemed reasonable to assume that c similar biocomplex could also be
present in the blood of human subjects To confirm on man the results obtained by
/sup 48A/ experiments on rats, human plasma proteins were isolated and separated by
gel filtration on Sephaoex resin and the V content in the elution fractions was
determined by neutron activation followed by a rapid radiochermcal separation of the
induced 'sup 52/V and gamma-ray spectrometry using a Ge(Li) detector The results
show that V in human plasma was effectively associated with transferrin protein, the
iron transport system of the blood A brief discussion of the results and of the
determination of metal-binding components in the human body by combining biochemical
techniques and neutron activation analysis is also given (author).

*SAL 83
DOCUMENT NUMBC* 1X115:028550

r:: Capsule transport evaluation of a rapid He-transfer system with a / sup
6/LiD-converter.

A'J: Salahi. A. Grass. F.; Bensch. F.; Zugsrek. G., Schmidt. JO. (Atominstirut tier
Oesterreichischen Umversitaeten. Vienna).

LA: English
KS: Irradiation technology. Proceedings of an international topical meeting. Grenoble.

France. September 28-30. 1982. Hardt. P. von der; Roettgar. H. (ads.) (Commission of
the European Communities. Penan (Netherlands). Joint Nuclear Research Center).
Includes author index and list of participants.

IK: Dordrecht (Netherlands). D. Reidel. 1983. 759 p. p. 697-708. ISBN 90-277-15S8-8.
NO: 6 diagrams. 7 figs.
CF: (International Topical Meeting on Irradiation Technology. Grenoble (France). 28-30

Sap 1982. )
AB: For neutron activation analysis, it has been shown that nearly all elements have

potential short-lived radionuchdes when different irradiation techniques are usad
Tha Atominstitut Wien investigates this field of short-lived radionuclides applying
half-lifes down to less than 20 ins. To increase the range of analytical
applications, the activation can be performed with 14-MaV neutrons to measure or
increase the sensitivities for a number of interesting elements. To meet the
requirements of e high fast-neutron flux density a rapid He-driven transportation
facility was. therefore, suggested with a 14-MeV neutron converter which enables
both fast and thermal neutron activation analysis with short-lived radionuclides. In
this paper the rapid He-driven irradiation facility is described end tha preliminary
test setup studies are reported of different parameters such as tha gas pressure,
transfer times, stopping effects in the irradiation position, and transfer
velocities (Auth.).

•SAL 82
DOCUMENT NUMBE* • IN I 13:030453

TI : A fast transport facility for activation analysis with high-energy neutrons. Ein
schnelles Rohrpostsystem zur Aktivierung mit energiereichen Neutronen.

A'J: Salahi. A.
CO: Techmsche Univ.. Vienna (Austria)
LA: German
RP: INIS-mf—8945.
IM: 1982. 96 p Availability INIS
NO: Designation. Thesis (Dr techn.)
AB: In 1961 Dams and Fanger have shown that for nautron activation analysis nearly all

elements have potential short-lived nuclidas. where different irradiation techniques
are applied To increase the renge of analytical application the activation can be
performed also with 14 MeV nautrons to obtain a higher sensitivity for a number of
interesting elements like O. Si. P. K, As. Y. Bs and Pb. To utilize a high nautron



(lux density lor ftst and thermal neutron activation analysis with short-lived
radionuchdes a npiti He-trensier system has bean developed lor the centrtl thimble
ol the TRIGA Merk-tl reactor at she Atomic I <s'. ;ute of Austrian Universities,
Vienna. Austria The rapid transfer system is fov ided with a /sup 6/LiD-converter
in the irradiation position In this system a spt-iel stopping device is inserted st
the counting position The capsules are injecteo into the transport tube by means of
an automatic capsule changer and tha irradiatiot sequence is controlled by a
micro-computer With a reproducibility of less t lsn 1 ms transfer times of 32 to 35
ms have been obtained over a distance of 8 5 r, (or gas-tube pressures of OS to l
MPa (Author)

DOCUMENT H U M E * • l « l I J I 0 S 7 O 8

71: A rapid transportation facility for irradiation with thermal and fast neutrons
A": Salahi. A.. Grass, f- (Atommstitut der Oesterreichischen Umversiiaeten. Vienna)
LA: English
JH: J. Radioanal. Chem ISSN 0134-0719. (1981). v. 61(1-2) p. 63-68.
NO: 13 refs.
CF: (Workshop on activation analysis with short-lived nuclides. Vienna. Austria. 4 -

Fab 1980. )
AB: A rapid verticil transportation system for irradiation with thermal and fast

neutrons has been devised and partly constructed for inserting samples into the
central thimble of a TRIGA Mark II reactor Fest neutrons will be produced by a /sup
6/LiD-eonverter. so that the energy distribution of neutrons is hardened by
absorption of thermal neutrons and bv the production of 14 MaV neutrons. In pulse
irradiation, the 14 MeV-neutron flux is expected to be in the order of 10/sup 12//S
The transportation time is to be below 30 ms to enable the determination of
short-lived nuclides down to 15 ms. Helium will be used as propelling gas. (author)

*SAM 75
DOCUMENT • tNioT:ai3ia«

T I : Instrumental neutron activation analysis in environmental studies of trace elements.
AU: Salmon. L
CO: UKAEA Research Group, Harwell. Atomic Energy Research Establishment
LA: English
BP: AERE-R—7859.
I K : Jun 1975. 35 p. ISBN 070S80285X. Availability: INIS.
NO: Available from H.M. Stationery Office, price Pound 1.50.
AB: The epplicetion of e routine instrumental nuclear method is described In relation to

environmental surveys and studies. A working rather than formal review is made of
the techniques applied with particular reference to the data processing methods
involved. The elements meesured by Instrumental activation analysis were: Ag. Al,
As. Au. Bs. Br. Ca. Ce. Cl. Cd. Co. Cr. Cs. Cu. Fe, Hg. I, In . La. Mn. Ne. Ni. H>,
Rb. Sb. Sc, Se, Th, Ti, U. V, W. Zn. (author).

•SCH 81
P0CUMNT • f*M3:S040M

T I : Fast sensitive enelyais of uranium and thorium in natural samples based on delayed
neutron counting using an ultrafast conveyor tube system.

AU: Schlachte. P. (Technische Univ. Muenchen, Garching (Germany. F.R.). Inst. fuer
Rediochemie).

LA: English
JR: J. Redioanal. Cham. ISSN 0134-0719. (1981). v. 61(1-2) p. 55-61 .
NO: 12 refs.
CF: (Workshop on activation analysis with short-lived nuclides. Vienna, Austria. 4 - •

Fab 1980. )
AB: A fast, sensitive and routine method for the quantitative analysis of uranium and

thorium in natural samples is described. The identification is done by counting the
delayed neutrons of mainly the short living fission products attar

sample-irradiation with and without cadmium shielding The raobit system used is
installed at the Forschungsreaktor Neuherberg. type TRIGA Mark III The limits of
detection (relative to 2 g ol sample weight) were specified to be 20 ppb (U) and 3
ppm (Th) applying pulse irradiations. 150 ppb (U) and 15 ppm fTh) using 1 Mw steady
state reactor power. A single determination is done within less than 60 s The
methods were proved bv about 3000 measurements including comparison experiments as
well, (minor)

•SCH 78
DOCUMENT NUMBER • I N i l 1 . 5 0 4 $ "

r:: Using short-lived fission products and delayed neutrons of /sup 235/ U for routine
determination of small uranium amounts in natural samples Nutzung der kurzlebigen
Spaltprodukte sowie der verzoegenen Neutronen des /sup 235/U zur routinemaessigen
Bestimmung gennger Urankonzentrationen in natuerlichen Proben.

A'J: Schlechte. P. (Technische Univ. Muenchen. Garching (Germany. F.R.). Inst fuer
Radiochemie). Kreiner. H.J (Gesellschaft fuer Strehlen- und Umweltforschung m.b.H
Muenchen (Germany. F.R.)).

LA: German
MS: Principles and applications of nuclear-, radio-, and radiation chemistry. Grundlegen

und Anwendutqen der Kern-. Redio- und Strahlenchemia. Gesellschaft Oeutscher
Chemiker. Frankfurt am Main (Germany. F.R.). Fachgruppe Nukleerchemie;
Schweizerische Chamische GassMscAaft. Basel; Vtrain Oastarreichischer Chemiker.
Vienna.

RP: AED-Conf—78-274-000. AED-Conf—78-274-053.
IK: 1978. vp. Availability: IMS. Availability: INIS.
MO: Short communication only.
CF: (Lecture meeting on principles end applications of nuclear-, raoio-. and radiation

chemistry. Lindau. Germany. F.R. 16 - 19 Oct 1978 )

*SCM 76
DOCUMENT WMSEIt • 1NIOS:339»U

T I : Using isoelecrric focussing and neutron activation analysis to study protein-bound
trecer elements. Anwendung der isoelektrischen Fokussierung und d»r
Neutronenaktivierungsenelyse zur Untarsuchung proteingebundener Spurenalemente.

AU: Schrr.elzer, w.
CO: Technische Univ. Berlin (Germany. F.R.). Fachbereich Synthetische und Analytische

Chemie.
LA: German
RP: INIS-mf~3855.
IK: 22 Jun 1976. 108 p. Availability: INIS.
NO: 22 figs.: • tabs.: 74 refs Designetion: Diss. (D.Sc.)
AB: A method to determine protein-bound trecar elements wet determined by combining a

protein separation method with neutron activation analysis. Gel filtration, disk
electrophoresis. and isoelectric focussing were studied with regard to their
suitability es separation methods- Using isoalectric focussing, human serum protein
could be separated with good resolution on a preparative scale. The Se, Cr. Ag. Sc,
Fe, Zn. Co. Br. Na. Rb. and Cs contents of the various protein fractions were
determined by instrumental neutron activation analysis and by gamma-tpectroscopic
identification of their long-lived nuclidas. Particular attention was paid to the
main source of error with this method, i.e. contamination of tha proteins In the
course of the separation process. Information on the binding of the elements to
protein was obtained by comparing the contents In the serum and In the protein
separated by gel chromatography. For example. 75% of the Se end 30% of the Cs are
bound to protein. Contamination of the protein fractions was studied by m»m$ of
tracer elements with the element Se. errors due to contamination could be ruled out.
The method wes modified for the speciel imvastigation of Se-protein complexes In the
serum. The Se content was determined by activation analysis vie the short-lived
radionuclide sup(77m)Se. this considerably reducing tha duration of analysis. With
regard to focussing, discrimination was improved In tha pH region In which specific



S* complexes wars found The activity distribution in fractionated serum protein
labelled in vitro with /sup 75/Se in the presence of ervthrocytes showed that
specific libelling is possible in this way. It is "MJS possible to study the
distribution of Se carrier proteins with the aid of a radiotracer technique.
(ong./RB)

*SCI 82
DOCUMENT D I M E * • IN1IJ 7I02H

- A
JR

cr
AB

Determination of boron by fast instrumental neutron activation analysts.
Schmidt. J 0.. falgaard. L. Westermann. J. (Risoe National Lab.. Roskilde

(Denmark)). McLain. ME Jr (Arkansas Univ. Favetteville (USA)).
English
J Radioanal Cham ISSN 0134-0719. (1982) w. 72(1-2) p. 425- 436.
18 rats
(1981 international conference on modern trends in activation analysis. Toronto.

Canada. 15 - 18 Jun 1981. )
The quantitative determination of boron at Riso National Laboratory by means of

Cherenkov counting of beta-particles from /sup 12/B and activation using the fast
irradiation facility Mach-1 has been investigated. An a priori precision of 3.2%
from variation in counting position and from variations in irradiation and decay has
been obtained. Accuracy is limited by correction or by discrimination of the
sup(24m)Na-response and by differences in self-absorption between tha sample and
comparator. The detection limit is determined by the discrimination level end by the
background from hard bate- and gamma-ray-amitters In the sample matrix. For pure
water samples a detection limit of 16 mu g was obtained end results from standard
reference materials snow no significant difference from values in tha literature,
(author).

*SHE 81
OOCIBICNT ec*.

T I : Traca elements in sediment samples of the Aswan High Dam Lake.
AU: Sherief. MX: Awadallah. R.M. (Aswan Univ. Aswan (Egypt)); Grass, F. (Atominstitut

der Oe*t*rr*ichisch*n Universitaatan. Vienna).
LA: English
JR: Cham. Erde. ISSN 0009-2819. (1981). v. 40(2) p. 178-194.
AB: Main and traca elements In Nil* sediments of tha Aswan High Dam Lake were

invastigatad by means of Instrumental Activation Analysis. It was shown that the
composition of the Nila sediments changas In accordance with tha large gradients In
flow rata and with alution and absorption processes. Particles containing Ca. Ba.
Hf. Ti. v. and Na are sedimented preferentially naar the headwater of Lake Nubia,
whereas some elements are rether uniformly distributed, e.g. Fa, Co, Sm, and Eu, and
some, such as Al. Sc. Cs. Th. La. and Ca. show s distinct increase downstream. Some
elements do not fit into any of these three groups, (author).

•SHU 84
ODCUUNT t aia. • INIIS:0*OSSS

T2: Monostsndard instrumental neutron activation analysis of Chinese Biological Standard
Rfferance Material using short-lived radionuclides.

AU: Shu-de Tu (Acadamla Sinica. Bailing (China). Inst. of High Energy Physics): Ueser,
K.H.; Hanf. W. (Techniiche Hochschule Darmstadt (Germany. F.R.). Fachbarafch
Anorganische Chemie und Kernchemie).

LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Nucl. Cham. ISSN 0236-5731. (Au» 1964). v. 83(2) p. 283-290.
NO: 10 rafs
AB: A routine procedure for monostandard INAA using short-lived rsdionuclides with

half-lives from 2 min to IS hrs is described. Ten elements (Al, Mg, Ti, V, Mn. Cl.
Na. K. Br and Cu) are determined In Chinese Biological Standard Reference Material
(peach leaves). The quality of snah/als was checked by analyzing the U.S. NBS
Standard Reference Materials SRM-1S71 and SRM-1648. (author).

•SHT 82
SDCUOtNT NUMBtH • |||1] 710300

Determination of B C N and O m various materials using me reactions Cv fast
neutrons and low-energetic oeuterons

Shtan AS Nikoiaenko. OK. Tusianovskv VT. Krasnov. Bl (Vsesovuznvi
Nauchno-issledovatel'ski) Inst Radiatsionnoj Tekhmki. Moscow (USSR))

-k: English
J. RaOioanal Chem. ISSN 0134-0719 (1982) v 72(1-2) p 131- 144.

KC: 6 rets
(1981 international conference on modern trends in activation analysis. Toronto

Canada 15 - 19 Jun 1981 )
IS: HU (Hungary! J (Journal article)
LI : K (Conference)

Bl 1 (Chemical ana Isotopic Analysis)
The fast and precise determination of light element contents may be carries out bv

applying the methods of activation analysis using neutron generators and compact
deuteron 2-3 MeV accelerators This paper presents the basic mathematical formulae
for a new bicvclic activation analysis to simultaneously determine C and B or C and
O using a pulsed neutron source and short-lived radioactivities. Some variants of
the optimization and the advantages of the new method are considered as well as a
description of the detector used is given (eutnor).

•SIM 76
DOCUMENT HU BE*. • IHtOT:»4T*1

•H: Determination of hafnium in zirconium and its alloys by activation analysis.
Stanoveni nafnia v zirkoniu a jeho slitinach aktivacni analyzou.

AU: Simkova. M.: Posta. S.; Krivanek. M. (Ustav Jadarneho Vyzkumu. R*z
(Czechoslovakia)).

LA: Czech
JR: Jad. Energ. (Mar 1976). v. 22(3) p. 91-9*.
AB: Th* determination of hafnium in zirconium by activation analysis is briefly

described. Methods of the preparation of standards an discussed. sup(17Sm)Hf and
/sup 181/Hf radioisotopus ware used in the determination of hafnium in zirconium and
its alloys. Tha method using sup(179m)Hf is more selective, more rapid and cheaper.

•SLO 77
DOCUMENT NUMBER lNIO«:3»7tS

T I : The determination of vanadium in sea and surface waters.
«';: Sloot, HA van der; Das. HA (Stichting Reactor Centrum Nedarland. Patten).
LA: English
JR: J. Radiosnal. Chem. (1977). v. 35(1) p. 139-146.
HO: 6 figs.; 12 refs.; 2 tabs.
AB: The aim of the prasant work was to find a rapid simpla method which combines the

processing of tha samples directly after collection with the high sensitivity of
neutron activation. Tha procedure is based on tha adsorption of the complex with
ammonium pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate (APDC) on a small amount of active charcoal.
The adsorber is collected on a small membrane finer and activated for a few minutes
in a high thermal neutron flux. Tha induced /sup 52/V activity (T-3.71 m) Is
measured with a coaxial Ge(li) detector. By standardization of tha experimental
conditions, it is possible to obtain a high and constant chemical yield. Tha
adsorption-percentage Is (93»-2%). The blank value of th* reagents becomes important
for concentrations balow 0.05 mu g V.'/sup -1A Tha chemical yield is determined
with a carrier-free /sup 48/V-spike (T-16.2 d). added as VO2CI. With this procedure
tne limit of the determination is 0.01 mu g V.I/sup - 1 / . (T.G.).



•SMI 79
OOCUNCNT I»IIO:4«HOJ

•SPY 82
DOCUMENT HUME* • IN113:710202

? I : Meesured spatial dapandanca of dalayad nautron signals for uranium exploration
probes

A": Smith. RC (Westinghouse Elactric Corp.. Pittsburgh. PA (USA) Rasaarch and
Davalopmant Cantar). Rognguez. R.G. (Wyoming Minaral Corporation. Lakewood. CO..
USA).

LA: English
JS: Nucl. Ir.strum. Methods ISSN 0029-554X. (1 Jan 1979). v. 156(1) P 261-280
AS: Tha authors ara implamanting • nautron activation mathod to assay uranium ore in

situ. Tha method detects delayed neutrons from tha uranium fission induced by cyclic
activation from a pulsed. 14 MeV. neutron generator. A series of laboratory
experiments has provided spatial maps that show tha contribution to tha delayed
neutron logging signal as a function of radial and axial coordinates In e simulated
or; body. :r.SiviSuii mtp> for /sup 235/TJ end /sup 238/U were obtained by using
enriched, natural and depleted uranium line sources. The response to thorium wes
also obtained, as was tha background due to tha reaction /sup 17/O(n.p)/sup 17/N.
Tha /sup 238/U (fast nautron fission) signal drops off more quickly with radius than
doas that tor /sup 235/Y(slow nautron fission) In a fashion reminiscent of the
corresponding fast end stow primary-neutron fluxes. After redial intagretlon. the
/sup 235/U signal is consistently higher than that for /sup 238/U. typically 60% of
tha total uranium signal, depending on conditions. For equal concentrations, the
thorium signal is roughly 15% as large as (hat for uranium. The /sup 17/0 acthretion
signal is roughly equivalent to that of /sup 238/U for 0.1% gride ore. Typicel
signals with PVC borehole casing material drop to 57% of tha original value.

NO

CF

AB

Usefulness of thermal and epithermal cyclic activation analysis with a reactor
system

Spyrou. N M. Adesenmi. Ch. Kidd. M; Stephens-Newshem. LG (Surrey Univ..
Guildford (UK) Dept of Physics) Ortaoval. A2.. Ozefc. F. (Ankara Nuclear Research
and Training Center (Turkey))

English
J Radioanal Chem ISSN 0134-0719 (1982). v. 7211-2) p. 155- 182.
18 refs.
(1981 international conference on modern trends In activation analysis. Toronto,

Canada. IS - 19 Jun 1981. )
A new cyclic activation system (CAS) is briefly described. Measurements in it have

been carried out using a Ge(Li) detector but the fecility allows other detectors to
be used. The usefulness of cyclic neutron ecthratian eneiysis (CNAAi is also
demonstrated in cases where identification of an isotope through its gamma-ray
energy alone is not sufficient. Finally In order to prove the system end the cyclic
method and es a preliminary to a larger project, prepared single element standards
end standard reference mater'uls (NBS Orchard Leaves. NBS Bovine Uvar, IAEA Animal
Blood. IAEA Hair standard and Bowan's Kale) are analysed under the two cyclic
irradiation conditions. Sens>;:v>'.-:s ir.g cadmium ratios are obteinad for the twelve
elements from the elamental standards (Na. At, Sc. Ge. Se, Rh. Pd. Ac. Ce. Er. W
end Pb) and detection limits for a number of elements of interest presented for the
standard rafarance materials, (author).

•SPY 81a
DOCUMENT H • t i l • INI12:MC7OB

•SPY 84
OOCUMEHT • IMI17:OIS4«O

" : Application of cyclic activation to in vivo elemental analysis.
AU: Spyrou, N.M. (Univ. of Surrey. England).
LA: English
KS: Nuclear methods in environmental and energy research: proceedings of fifth

international conference. Vogt. JR. (ed.). Missouri Univ.. Columbia (USA).
RP: CONF-840408—.
: » : Apr 1984. p. 715-728. Availability: INIS. Available from NTIS. PC A99/MF A01 1 as

DE84017348.
CF: (5. international conference on nucleer methods in environmental and energy

research. Mayaguei (Puerto Rico). 2-6 Apr 1984.)
=N: US (USA) R (Report)
-Z: K (Conferences)
" : C2110 (Radioisotope effects, kinetics end toxicology in man) B1110
A3: Experience over the past seven years with a prototype cyclic system, based on an

oscillating 5Ci AmBe neutron source, suggests that multielemental in vivo analysis
is possible and more specifically indicates that the determination of selenium and
cadmium in liver may allow tha examination of the interaction of tha two elements at
acceptable doses. Detection limits obtained for selenium and cadmium, in the same
experiment but through different modes of detection i.e. the measurement of deleyed
gamma-rays from short-lived Se-77m (17.S s) and prompt gamma-rays from Cd-114. in a
cyclic sequence of irradiations, are 0.4 ppm and 6 ppm respectively, for e total
irradiation period of 1800s and an equivalent dose to the irrediatad region of 5mSv
The redesigning of the prototype system is being considered in order to decrease the
detection limit of selenium to a value of 0.1 ppm or less end the effect of
increasing tha neutron flux tenfoid is investigated. This could result in an
improvement by e feetor of 4 to 5 in detection, for the seme dose. 36 references, 6
figures.

T l : Cyclic activation analysis - a review.
AU: Spyrou. N.M. (Surrey Univ.. Guildford (UK). Dept. of Physics).
LA: English
JR: J. Radioanel. Chem. ISSN 0134-0719. (1981). v. 61(1-2) p. 211- 242.
NO: 38 refs.
CF: (Workshop on activation analysis with short-lived nuclidas. Vienna, Austria. 4 - S

Feb 19B0.)
AB: The theory of cyclic activation analysis is presented and the resulting detection

limits are shown to be superior to the conventional one-shot Irradiation-counting
sequence. The possibility of determining the half-life of an isotope from the date
accumulated In the same experiment Is also highlighted. Problems and applications
are illustrated by experimentel results obtained from a variety of sample matrices,
mainly biological and environmental, with the use of a reactor irradiation facility.
Epithermal cyclic nautron activation analysis is suggested as an area demanding
consideration end a new cyclic activation system is introduced, (author).

•SPY 81b
DOCUMENT m M E R • l * !12: fOC707

T I : A cyclic neutron activation system using an isotopic neutron source for the
measurement of short-lived isotopes.

AU: Spyrou, N.M.; Matthews. I.P. (Surrey Univ., Guildford (UK). Dept. of Physics).
LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Chem. ISSN 0134-0719. (1981). v. 61(1-2) p. 195- 209.
NO: 16 rafs.
CF: (Workshop on activation analysis with short-lived nuclides. Vienna. Austria. 4 - •

Feb 1980 )
AB: The design end construction of an activation analysis system using an isotopic

nautron source which allows tha measurement of prompt and delay gamma-rays. In
conventional activation and cyclic activation modes. Is briefly described wtth
emphasis laid on Its flexibility, transportability and low cost Photon spectre



obtained from trie irrigation of large samples under prompt delay and cyclic
conditions using botn Nal(TI) ana Ge(Li) detectors are presented and described with
raspact to in-vivo' neutron activation analysis and the measurement of N. O. Na. P.
Cl and Cd It is pointed out that, despite the attractive possibility of measuring
Sa in liver, in-vivo'. By cyclic activation analysis, the system may potentially
prove a very useful tool for industrial and other non-medical applications
(author)

Cyclic activation is used in conjunction with a low energy photon detector for tne
measurement o< short-lived isotopes produced in a variety of biological and
environmental samples The growth of cumulative detector response with cycle number
is demonstrated, and. tor maximum information to be extracted from tha neutron
irradiated sample, a conventional count is suggested at tha and of tha cyclic
sequence The regime indicates the range of halt-lives best suited for these two
conditions and detection limits lor biological standard reference materials are
represented graphically in both cases Finally, sensitivities (in mu g) are
tabulated lot 24 elements, and these could be convened to dataction limits from tne
information provided for each element and material of interest.

•SPY 81c
DOCUMENT ttUUSEK > 1K11VS04100

T : : Should the Poisson statistical density function be used in the measurement of
short-lived isotopes.

AU: Spyrou. N.M.; Foster, J.. Jones. M.C.. Kouris. K_; Matthews. I.P. (Surrey Univ..
Guildford (UK). Dept. of Physics).

LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal Chem. ISSN 0134-0719. (1981). v. 61(1-2) p. 121- 130.
NO: 8 rifs.
CF: (Workshop on activation analysis with short-lived nuclides. Vienna. Austria 4 - 8

Fab 1980.)
CN: HU (Hungary) J (Journal article)
L I : K (Conference)

*SPY 79
DOCUMENT NUMBER • IN! 10.473367

?:: Cyclic activation: the measurement of short-lived isotopes in the analysis of
biological and anvironmental samples.

A!.': Spyrou. N.M.; Karr. S.A. (Surrey Univ., Guildford (UK). Dept. of Physics)
LA: English
OR: J. Radioanal. Chem. ISSN 0134-0719. (1979). v. 48(1-2) p 169' 183
KO: 12 rafs.
AB: The brief description of cyclic activation analysis includes both a theoretical

interpretation, by way of graphical representations and experimental considerations,
for tha determination of the concentration of elements by measurement of short-lived
isotopes Particular attention is given to the affect of sample transfer and the
half-life of the background matrix. The use of a Ga(Li) detector and a low energy
photon detector of intrinsic Ge, are also summarily discussed based on the
experience of tha authors' work In biological and environmental samples and the
establishment of rapid, routine, multielamental and instrumental techniques.

•SPY 77
DOCUMENT HUME* • I N I 10 460415

Multielemental trace analysis using cyclic activation and a low energy Dnoton
detector (Neutron reactions)

Spyrou. N M.. Ktrr, S.A. (Univ. of Surrey England)
English
Nuclear methods in environmental and energy research. Vogt. J R (ed I Missouri

Univ Columbia IUSA) Dept of Nuclear Engineering
CONF-771072—
1977 p 108-125 Availability IMS Availability IMS
(3 international conference on nuclear methods in environmental end energy

research Columbia. MO. USA 10 - 12 Oct 1977 )
US (USA) fi (Report)
K (Conference)
B11 (Chemical and isotopic Analysis)

•SPY 76
DOCUMENT NUMBER • IKI08:JOO»14

T I : Neutron activation techniques in the dataction and measurement of environmental
pollutants.

AU: Spyrou. N.M.; Maheswaran. P.: Nagy. K.; Oezek. F. (Surrey Univ.. Guildford (UK).
Dept. of Physics).

LA: English
MS: Measurement, dataction and control of environmental pollutants. Proceedings of an

international symposium on the development of nuclaar-basad techniques for the
measurement, detection and control of environmental pollutants held by tha IAEA in
Vienna. 15-19 March 1976 International Atomic Energy Agency. Vienna (Austria).

BP: IAEA-SM—206/10.
IK: Vienna. IAEA. 1976. ISBN 92-0-S60076-X. p. 151-163.
SE: Proceedings series.
CF: (International symposium on tha development of nuclaar-basad techniques for the

measurement, detection and control of environmental pollutants. Vienna. Austria. 15
Mar 1976. )

AB-. The Medical and Environmental Group at tha University of Surrey has bean involved
for several years In tha development and application of nuclear activation
techniques to biomedical and environmental problems. One such project has bean a
study of air pollution in the city of Guildford, which requires a routine but quick
analytical process for the detection of traca alamants In tha atmosphere In ordar to
handle data with limitad resource* and manpowar. Tha proposad method comprisas
cyclic irradiation and counting, followad by furthar counting on a low-energy photon
detector and a Ga(U) detector. Tha schema concentrates on tha measurement of
short-lived isotopes. In order to test Its efficacy it is comparad with convantional
activation experiments for irradiation times of 1 min. 10 min and 60 min; various
types of filter papers and membranes, used for collection of tha semolas, are
analysed under these conditions. The paper illustrates this comparison by analysis
of NBS Standard Reference Material 1S71 (Orchard Leaves) on Whatman grade 1 filter
paper The analysis of a typical Guildford sample is also shown. Tha technique
enhances the dataction of /sup 38/Clsup|rn)(0.74 $), /sup 207/Pbsup(m){0.8 s). /sup
20/F(11.56 s), /sup 77/Sesup(m)(17.5 s) and /sup 110/Ag(244 s). (author).

•SPY 74
DOCUMENT IIUMBE* 1N107.25S7B5

T ; : Cycletic activation in trace element analysis of environmental samples, (/sup
207m/Pb.)

AU: Spyrou. N.M.: Ingle. K.; Ozek. F. (Univ. of Surry. Guildford. Eng).

US- Proceedings of the second international conference on nucfaar methods In
' environmental research. Vogt. JR.: Meyer. W. (eds) Missouri Univ.. Columbia

(USA) Coll of Engineering
RP: CONF-740701 —
IK- Jul 1974 p 106-122. Availability. 1NIS Availability. INIS.
CF: (2. international conference on nuclear methods in environmental research. Columbia.

Missouri. USA 29 Jul 1974 )



AS: Certain tome and essential trace elements in biomedical and environmental studies
are not readily measured using instrumental neutron activation analytic A
non-dasiruciive technique is proposed here termed cyclic activation, which makes
possible the detection ol elements which proodce short-lived isotopes on irradiation
In a reactor A brief mathematical description is given interrelating the various
timing parameters involved and graphical interpretation of these quantities is
presented The technique is illustrated by application to the detection of lead via
the /sup 207m/Pb isotope (0 8s half-life) In various matrices and suggestions tor
improvement ere made to increase its MccurMcy

*STE 82a
DOCUMENT NUMCK • 1X1 U . 7 4 1 4 9 4

?:: Orientation study of central Arkansas. National Uranium Resource Evaluation program
Hydrogaochemical and stream-sediment reconnaissance

ftU: Steele. K.F.
CO: Du Pont Oe Nemours (El.) and Co.. Aiken, SC (USA). Savannah River Lab
LA: English
RP: GJBX--214-82. OPST--81-141-40.
IK: Aug 1982 129 p. Availability: IMS Available from NTIS. PC A07/ MF A01 as

DE830D1218
AB: Samples of ground water, stream water, and sediment were Collected et 335 sites tor

an orientation study that included parts of tha Ouachite Mountain and Gulf Coastal
Plain regions In central Arkansas. Black shales, tufts, and Intrusive rocks, and the
sediments of tha Gulf Coastal Plain provida an anvironmant that could be favorable
to the formation of uranium deposits. The following field analyses ware performed
for all water samples (both ground water and stream water): pH, conductivity, total
alkalinity, temperature, nitrate, ammonia, phosphate and sulfata. Additional water
was collected, filtered, and reacted with e resin that was than analyzed by neutron
activation analyaia for U. Br. Cl. F. Mn. Na. Al and Oy. In addition, ground water
samples were analyzed for He. The stream sediments were analyzed by neutron
activation for U. Th. Hf, Ce. Fe. Mn. Sc. Ti. V. Al. Dy. Eu. La, Sm. Yb. and Lu. The
report is issued in draft form, without detailed technical and copy editing. This
was dona to make the report available to the public before the end of the National
Uranium Resource Evaluation.

•STE 82b
oocuWNT mwaia • I III 14:711154

T!: Orientation study of St. Francois Mountain and Decaturville Precembrian areas,
Missouri. National Uranium Resource Evaluation program. Hydrogeocnemical and
stream-sediment reconnaissance

AU: Steele. K.F.; Fay. W.M.
CO: Du Pont de Nemours (E.I.) end Co. Aiken. SC (USA) Savannah River Lab
LA: English
RP: GJBX—200-82. DPST—81-141-28.
IK: Aug 1982. 72 p. Availability: INIS. Available from NTIS., PC ACM/ MF A01 as

DE83001215.
AB: Approximately 310 ground water and 135 stream sites were sampled In the St Francois

Mountain and Decaturville Precambrian areas of Missouri. A significant number of
felsic volcanics and granite outcrops, some containing rather high uranium
concentrations, are present The combination of the uranium-rich source rock and the
onlapping conglomerate and shaley Lamotte sequence provides e favorable anvironmant
for uranium deposits. Conductivity. pH. total alkalinity, temperature, nitrate,
ammonia, phosphate, and sulfate were measured In all water samples (both ground
water and stream water). Additional water was collected, filtered and reacted with a
resin which was then analyzed E>y neutron activation analysis for U, Br. Cl. F. Mn.
Na, Al and Dy. In addition, ground water samples were analyzed for Hs. The stream
sediments were analyzed by neutron activition for U. Th. Hf. Ce. Fe. Mn. Sc. Ti. V.
Al, Dy, Eu. Lc. Sm. Yb and Lu Tha report is issued in draft form, without detailed
technical and copy editing This was done to maka the report available to the public
before the end of the National Uranium Resource Evaluation.

* S T K 7<)
DOCUMENT NUMICK • IN I 13 634311

?:: G»mm«-rav spectrometry of short-lived radiois^topes in activation analysis
Spektrometns gjmmj radioizotopow krotkozycic<ivvch w analizie aktywecyinei

AL': Sterlinski S
CC: Institute of Nuclear Research. Warsaw (Polend)
LA: Polish
RF: INR--1827/8/C/B
IK: 1979 85 p Availability Available from Energetics end Atomic Energy Information

Centre Warsaw. Poland
KC: 82 rets
AB: New methods for The quantitative acquisition and evaluation of gamma-ray spectra

activation analysis with short-lived isotopes are described Precise quantitative
analysis by this technique is difficult as much as the severe systematic errors can
be encountered due to the dead-time (OT) and pile-up (PU) affects. In tha first pan
the mathematical methods for the DT and PU corrections are treated In detail. It was
shown that these methods c*n be used not only for single short-lived isotope (as it
was done so far) but also tor several compositions of long- and short-lived
isotopes The second part comprises tha methods based on the normal pulse generator
technique (the pulsar technique) It was shown that using a normal pulse generator
one can carry out the quantitative measurements of gemma-ray spectra at high
frequency of generator pulses. This is in contradiction with tha opinion expressed
earlier by other authors. Of particular significance is the application of tha
pulser technique at high frequency in activation analysis with vary short-lived
isotopes The results obtained in the course of research dealing with tha pulser
technique have been alto utilized for tha analysis of the possibilltias of automatic
corrections of the counting losses due to the OT and PU affects. New concepts for
automatic stabilization of the relative counting losses in the peaks are presented
This approach offers the general solution of the said problem. The basic design
features and characteristics of "stabilizer circuit are also described, (author).

*STR 81
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T I : Automatic stabilization of relative counting losses In gamma-ray spectrometry of
short-lived nuclides.

AU: Sterlinski. SI.; Hammer. W. (Institute of Nuclear Research. Warsaw (Poland)).
LA: English
JR: J Radiosnal Chem ISSN 0134-0719. (1981). v. 61(1-2) p. 93- 110.
NO: 33 refs
CP: (Workshop on activation inalysis with short-lived nuclides. Vienna. Austria. 4 - t

Feb 1980 )
AB: An electronic cirout for the stabilization of the relative counting losses due to

dead time and pile-up effects is described. The circuit consists of two independent
channels for stabilization of dead time and pile-up, respectively The stabilizer
(circuit) receives continuously information on temporary dead time and pile-up in a
spectrometer and owing to feedback the relative counting losses (in peaks) are
constant during the measuring time and can be easily calculated, (author)

•STJ 76
DOCUMENT NUMSEIt • INI08.375369

T: : Certain methods for vanadium determination in biological materials. Nekotorye metodv
opredelemya vsnediva v biologicheskikh ob'ektakh.

Al.: Streipa. IP. Voitsekhovska AA (Latvijskava Sel'skokhozyaistvennaya Akademiya.
Etgava (USSR))

LA: Russian
K5: Analytical chemistry Part 2 Summaries of reports Analitichskaya Khimiya Chast'

2 Tezisy dokladov AN SSSR. Moscow Nauchnyj Sovet po Problem* Analiticheskaya
Khimiva. Latvi|Ski| Gosudarstvennvj Umv. Riga (USSR). Rizhskij Politekhmcheski|
Inst (USSR). AN Latvijskoj SSR. Riga Inst Neorgamcheskoi Khimii. AN Latvijskoi
SSR. Rigs Inst Orgamcheskogo Smtezs



R?: INlS-ml—4188
IK: Riga 1976 p 136 Availability. INIS Availability INIS
NC: Published in summary form only
CF: (2 scientific conference on analytical chemistry of Baltic rapublics. Byelorussian

SSR and Kaliningrad ragion Riga. USSR 9 - 1 0 Sep 1976. )

•SZO 81
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7 : : Elimination of matrix effects in the Determination of oxygen in some non-ferrous
metals bv activation with 14 MeV neutrons

A": Szopa. Z. Sterlinsfci. S. (Institute of Nuclear Research. Warsaw (Poland)). Tetteh.
G (Ghana Atomic Energy Commission. Accra).

LA: English
Jfi: J Radioanal Chem ISSN 0134-0719. (1981). v. 67(1) p. 127-134.
NO: 29 rafs
AS: It is shown that the lower limit of detection and specificity of oxygen

determination in strongly activated non-ferrous metals can be improved by means of
tha optimization of Pb-absorbar thickness, cooling time and cyclic activation
analysis. Some mathem*tical predictions tr» verified by oxygen determination in
copper and yttrium, (author).

•TAK 79
DQCUWNT NUMBED • IN111:111110

TZ: Neutron activation analysis of biological materials by the monostandard method
Ml: Takeuchi. Takayuki (Kyoto Univ.. Kumatori. Osaka (Japan). Research Reactor Inst.).

Shmogi. Masaki.
LA: English
Jft: Radioisotopes (Tokyo). ISSN 0033-8303. (Dec 1979). v. 28(12) p. 729-733.
AB: Instrumental neutron activation analysis by the monostandard method has been applied

to the analyses of biological NBS standard reference materials; 1571 Orchard Leaves
and 1577 Bovine Liver. Aluminum foils containing 0.100% gold or 2.00% cobalt were
used as the monostandards. The gamma-ray spectral data war* recorded on punched
paper tape and were analyzed by a computer assisted data processing. The following
25 elements were determined: Al, Ca. Cl. Cu. Mg. Mn, V (by short period
irradiation). As. Ba. Br. Co. Cr. Cs. Eu. Fa. Hg. K La, Na. Rb. Sb. Sc, Se. Sm and
Zn (by long period irradiation). The results ware compared with the certified values
by NBS and the reported values in literatures to prove the reliability and accuracy
of the monostandard method, (author).

•TER 79
D0CU3KNT NUKSt* • INI 11:14127a

T l : An application of neutron activation analysis to biological materials. 3. Natural
abundance of small and micro amounts of elements and their interactions }.-; human
tissues.

AU: Terai. Minoru; Akabane. Akiko (Tokyo Metropolitan Univ. (Japan). Faculty of
Scianea): Matsumoto. Mienio. Hashimoto. Keisuke.

English

Bull Cham. Soc Jpn. ISSN 00C-2673. (Oct 1979) v. 52(10) p. 2892-2896
The natural abundance of the principal inorganic elements in five human tissues

(brain, kidney, lung, liver, and heart) have been determined by neutron activation
analysis. Cl. K. and Mn are equally distributed in all tissues. The highest
concentration of Sc(0.22 • - 0.044 ppm) is found In the liver. V(0.64 • - 0.51 ppm)
and Cr (0.19 • - 0.11 ppm) concentrations in the lung are significantly higher than
in other tissues at a 95% confidence level The lowest concmuation of Br(27 • -
1.8 ppm) is found In the brein. The highest concentration of Cd (74 • - 11 ppm)
appears tn the kidney and differs significantly from the! in other tissues
Significant correlations appear to exirt between many pairs of elements In the
kidney and the lung, whereas there are relatively tew in the liver The normal
significant correlations between Na. Cl. K. Sc. Zn. Se. Cd. and other elements are
given, (author).

*TJI 77
DOCUMENT • IMI08 142(60

LA
JR
AB

7 : : Determination of trace elements in dried see-plant homogen»te ( S P - M - 1) and in dried
copepod homogenate ( M A - A - 1 ) by maans of neutron act ivat ion analysis.

A : : T|ioe. P S . Goeii. J.J.M de: Bruin. M. da.
Co: Interuniversitair Reactor Instituut. Delft (Netherlands)
LA: English
RP: IRI—133-77-05.
: K : Jul 1977 14 p Availability INIS
NC: 1 fig. 7 rets.. 4 tables
AB: Two marine environmental reference materials were investigated in an

intercalibration study of trace elements According to the specifications from the
International Laboratory of Marine Radioactivity at Monaco two samples, a sea-plant
homogenate and a copepod homogenate. were analysed by neutron activation analysis.
The results of tlta trace-element analyses ware based on dry weight. The moisture
content was measured on separate aliquots. For the intercalibration study tha
follow, ng elements were listed es elements of primary interest: mercury, cadmium,
lead, manganese, zinc, copper, chromium, silver, iron and nickel. For the 14
elements normally analysed with the routine destructive method, the element gold
could not be measured In the two marine samples. This was due to the high residual
bromine-82 activity in fraction 13. which contains gold that distills over. With the
nondestructive method, nine elements could be assessed, of which only three coincide
with the 14 elements of the destructive method. A survey of all measured (trace)
elements is presented. The 20 (trace) elements measured in the sei-ple'nt homogenate
end in the copepod homogenata comprise > out of tha 10 traca elements of primary
interest, all 5 trace elements of secondary interest (arsenic, cobalt, antimony,
selenium and vanadli'n). and 5 additional (trace) elements. The «c«-element
determination in both marine biological materials via the destructive procedure was
carried Out in twelve-fold. In the nondestructive procedure quadruple measurements
were performed. For all trace-stemant levels analysed an average value wes
calculated.

*T0M 79a
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T I : Determination of fluorine In glasses by cyclic activation analysis using a
califormum-2S2 neutron source.

AU: Tominaga. H.; Imahashi. T.. Enomoto. S_ Tachikawa. N,- Maede. H.; Itakura. K.
(Japan Atomic Energy Research Inst.. Oarai. IbaraU. Oarai Research Establishment).

LA: English
JR: J Radioanal. Cham ISSN 0134-0719. (1979) v. 50(1-2) p 235- 247.

AB°: A cyclic activation analysis, method with a 100 mu g /sup 252/C1 source was developed
for the determination af low concentrations of fluorine In glasses conteining high
concentrations of oxygen. Factors influencing arrors in the analysis were
investigated quantitatively The activation cross-section of /sup 19/F(n. alpha)
/sup 16/N for /sup 252/Cf fission neutrons was determined- A brill description is
given of the cyclic activation analysis apparatus and also the modified optimization
of the cyclic operation The usefulness of the analysis is demonstrated by
application to a fluorine volatilization study, (author).

*TOM 79b
00CUHENT NUMCK • INII0:4SSa7t

' I : Modified optimization of the cycle period in cyclic activation analyst.
AU: Tominaga. H.. Tachikawa. N. (Japan Atomic Energy Research Inst.. Oaroi. loareki

Oarai Research Establishment)
LA: English



nor 79
DOCUMENT HUHaEH • mm ssoas

_•*: Ridiocfiam Radioanei Lett ISSN 0079-9483 (2 Jan 1979) v. 37(1-2) p 55-60
s:.- • fits
A£: A modified optimization is proposed in the cyclic activation analysis with delay

time Instead of 100% maximum in the count vs cycle period curve (ordinary
optimization! 95 or 90% mawmum point can give the new optimal cycle period which
is preferable m a mechanical sample transfer system, the number of cycles can be
greatly reduced without significant decrease of the count accumulated In a total
experimental time The calculation and plot are presented In a normalized form
(author)

•TOL 75
OOCUMENT MLWaEK 1N1OT

-.:: 'Whole body in vivo activation analysis.
AV: Tomlinson RWS (Oepartment of Medicine. King's Collage Hospital. Medical School

London (GB))
LA: English
JR: Proc Anal Oiv Cham Soc (Aug 1975). v. 12(8) p. 216-220
KC: Summary of paper presented at a meeting of Radiochemical Methods Group on 21 Nov

1974
AS: A brief account is given of the contribution made by neutron-activation analysis to

the determination of tha body content of certain elements. The determination of the
whole body content of sodium chlorine and calcium by Total Body Neutron-Activation
Analysis (TBNAA) depends on the detection of the radionuclides /sup 24/Na. /sup
38/CI and /sup 49/Ca induced by thermal (n, gamma) reactions, and the whole body
content of nitrogen and phosphorus on the detection of the radionuclides /sup 13/N
and /sup 28/AI induced by fast reactions (n. 2n and n. alpha, respectively). The
radioactivity produced by the subiect is compered with that produced In e man-like
model similarly irradiated The various reactions are tabulated, and the TBNAA of
each element is also dealt with in turn. (U.K-).

*TOR 76
DOCUHCNt NIMH • INI0a:J14M1

T I : Tha determination of fluorine in bones bv non-destructive neutron activation
analysis using 11.2 sac /sup 20/F.

AU: Tomura. K, Ohta. N. (Rikkyo Univ.. Yokosuka. Kanagswe (Japan). Inst. for Atomic
Energy)

LA: English
JR.- J Redioanel Cham. (1976). v. 34(2) p. 375-380.
NO: 2 figs.: 9 rafs.. 2 tabs.
AB: A fast non-destructive determination of fiuorlna In bone samples by thermal neutron

activation analysis using /sup 1B/F(n,gamma)/sup 20/F reaction was developed About
0 1-1 g sample is irradiated for 15 sac In TRIGA MARK II reactor at a thermal
neutron flux of 5 10/sup 11/ncm/sup -2/.s/sup - 1 / . After 15-25 s cooling, the 1633
KeV /sup 20/F activity is counted for 15 s with a Ge(Li) spectrometer. A standard
sample is prepared by mixing CaF2 and CaCO3 powders. The interference from /sup
2VN»(n.alpna)/sup 20/F is corrected by employing /sup 24/Na 2754 KeV double escape
peak activities in samples and tha /sup 20/F/'sup 24/Na pack area ratio observed
previously for pure Ni2CO3 powder The precision is 7%(or a bone sample containing
1020 ppm F and sensitivity is about 10 ppm F. ft is confirmed that the fluorine
concentration varies widely with the kinds of bone, such as. less than 10 ppm for
some costal cartilage, severe) hundreds ppm for sternum and femur, end greater than
1000 ppm for some vertebrae When s magnetic tape is employed for deta output, it
takes only 1 minute to analyse a sample The present method seems to be effective to
treat a number of samples within a limited time (T G.)

LA
JR
AB

Optimization o< timing parameters in cyclic activation analysis
Tout RE. Chan A (Dalhousie Univ. Halifax Canada)
English
CONF-791103--
Trans Am Nuci Soc ISSN 0003-018X (1979) v 33 p 233-234
Published in summary form only
(American Nuclear Society meeting San Francisco. CA. USA 12 - 16 Nov 1979 i
US (USA) J (Journal article)
K (Conference) £ (Short communication)
B11 (Chemical and isotopic Analysis)

'TOl1 81
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The effect of sample matrix on selection of optimum timing parameters in cyclic
neutron activation analysis.

Tout. RE. Chan. A (Dalhousie Univ.. Halifax. Nova Scotia (Canada) Dept of
Chemistry)

English
Anal Chim. Acta ISSN 0003-2670. (1 Sap 1981). v. 133(3) p. 409- 419.
Cyclic instrumental neutron activation analysis can be used to improve detection

limits for short-lived nuclides. The detection limit for a given nuclide is a
function of the activity arising from the sample matrix and tha various timing
parameters used In the analysis. An easily operated computer program, based on the
cyclic activation aquation, has been developed to estimate theoretically tha optimum
timing parameters for a number of short-lived nuclides in four different types of
simulated sample matrix. Tha computed results are discussed with reference to the
change in maximum sensitivity when optimum conditions are not used, and a comparison
is made with the experimentally determined results for the measurement of aalsnium
in NBS Bovine Liver. (Auth.).

*TOL' 80
DOCUMENT NUMBER IHI11:S57S15

T I : A citicel evaluation of short-lived and long-lived neutron activation products for
trace element determinations.

AU: Tout. R.E.: Chan. A. (Dalhousie Univ.. Halifax. Nova Scotia (Canada). Dapt. of
Chemistry).

LA: English
JR: Anal Chim. Acts ISSN 0003-2670 (1 Aug I960), v. 118(2) p. 341- 358.
AB: The application of short-lived nuclides in routine instrumental neutron activation

analysis can reduce total experimental time per sample. The experimental
sensitivities of short- end long-lived thermal neutron activation products of 32
elements are compared. The edventeges of using short-lived nuclidas are evaluated by
compering the precision, accuracy, and detection limits, using both short- and
long-lived nuchdes. for elemental determinations in biological, environmental and
geological standard reference materials (Auth.)

*VAE 80
DOCUMENT NUMER • IN!11 557531

T l : On the simultaneous use of a Ge(Li) semiconductor and a NelfTI) scintillation
detector In neutron activation cross-section measurements.

AU: Vaenskae. R.. Rieppo. R. (Oulu Univ. (Finland). Dept. of Physics).
LA: English
JR: Nucl Instrum Methods ISSN 0029-5S4X. (Apr 1S80). v. 171(2) p. 281-287.
AB: A Ge(Li) semiconductor and a NalfTI) scintillation spectrometer hevs been used

independently for the simultaneous counting of gamma rays from tha decay of soma
neutron activation reaction products. Cross sections for the rttciiont /sup
51/V(n.p)/:up 51/Ti and /sup 55/Mn(n.alpna)/sup 52/V at tha 14.7 MaV neutron energy



wart measured by this •rrmgament in ordar to study whathar the two-detecior method
could yiald improved accuracy in activation experiments - specially concerning those
existing cross section veluas showing Urge d ;crepencies and the cases where
resolution limitations eliow tha use of the scintillation detector (ong.)

•VAK "6
SOCUMtNT HUMS!' • IN110 441IB.I

T I : Facility end methods for deld neutron aetivatien analysis o< aluminium, silicon
end sodium Ustanovka i metodika polevogo neitronnogo atlivatsionnogo analiza na
alyurnimi kremij i natni

A.': Vekhtin. BS. Ivanov. VS. Kuznetsov. GA
LA: Russian
KS: Nuctair geochemical methods. Collection of scientific works Vaderno-geokhimicheskie

melody Soornik neuchnykh trudov AN SSSR. Novosibirsk, inst. Gaologii i Geolmki
IK: Novosibirsk. Inst Gaologn i Geofiziki SO AN SSSR 1976 p. 103- 114
Mi: S rets. 3 figs.. 2 tables.
AB: A set-up and a procedure for field neutron activation analysis of rocks for

aluminium, silicon and sodium ara described Determination of aluminium is based on
the reaction of /sup 27/Al(n.gamme) /sup 28/Al, proceeding on themnil neutrons, that
of silicon, on tha /sup 28/Si (n,p) /sup 28/Al reaction proceeding on fast neutrons,
and that of sodium, on tha /sup 27/Ne (n.gemma) /sup 24/Na reaction, proceeding on
thermal neutrons. The set-up is intended for analyzing specimens (powder and chips)
and also core of approximately 40 and approximately 60 mm diameter. The set-up
consists of three mein essemblies: a detection block (a gemma-scintillator and e
recording devics). an Irradiation block (a steal thank with a base of 70x70 cm end
height oi SO cm). In which the base 01 the block o1 sources end of the system tor
transportation of the specimen in the Irradiation and measurement position is
rigidly installed Tha productivity of tha set-up is 12-15 analyses for eluminium
and silicon and 6-8 analyses for sodium during the light pert of the day.

•VAS 75

T I : Neutron activation analysis on water samples from tha environment (Determination of
Br. I. Sa. Cr. U. V, Mo. end W.)

All: van Oalen. A.. Oas. HA; Luten. J ; ven der Sloot HA (Reector- Centrum
Nederlend. Penan ).

LA: English
JR: Trans Am Nuct. Soc, Suppl (1975). v. 21(3) p 20.
HO: Published In summery form only
CF: (International nuclear and atomic activation analysis conference end IB. annual

meeting on analytical chemistry in nuclear technology . Gatlinburg. TN 14 Oct '975

neutron-generator activation analysis The measuring system according to CAMAC
standards is built up from units which are placed in two CAMAC crates: The analogue
units cannot be controlled from the dstewey untrary to digital ones. Activetion
enalysis using fast neutrons is suitable for the determination of many elements
besides oxygen. Some improvements were made considering the accuracy and
reproduciOility of the measurements, sampling, canning the samples, operating time
and the riifficulties attributed to the different thickness of the samples (V.N)

*V0I. 77
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AV:

C C :

: .A:

R F :

I K :

A B :

Material balance in coal 2 Oxygen determination and stoichiometry of 33 coals
Volborth. A. Miller. GE. Garner. C.K.. Jerabek. PA.
North Dakota State Univ. Fargo (USA) Dept. of Chemistry.
English
COO—2898-10
20 Jul 1977 24 p. Availability INIS. Available from NTIS.. PC A02/MF A01.
The chemical analysis of coal can be supplemented by the determinetion of oxygan in

high end low temperature ash. in coal as received and in coal dried at 105 deg C
The rapid method utilizes fast-neutron activation. The reaction /sup 16/O(n,p)/sup
16/N and counting of the 6.1 end 7 1 MeV gammas of 7.3 second half-life are used A
specially designed dual transfer and simultaneous counting system gives very
eccurete results. Oxygen in 33 coals ranging from lignite to low volatile bituminous
coal is determined end compared with "oxygen by difference." Considerable
discrepancies ere observed. Better stoichiometric results ara obtained If oxygen in
coal ash. In wat coal and In the dried coal is determined. This permits the
estimation of the true material balances using data of the ultimata end the
proximate coal analysis. The oxygen determination provides the coal chamist with an
accurate basis and can be used to rank coal. The summation of tha percent of carbon.
nitrogen, hydrogen, sulfur, and oxygen becomes more meaningful and some errors cen
be detected end the state of completeness of coal enalysis thus evelueted. Totel
sulfur cen be estimated end oxidation effects during drying cen be detected. These
effect the moisture determination. It appears that after more deta era collected,
the interpretation of solid fuel enelyses mey be fecliiteted end will be
stoichiometricelly mare meaningful. It is shown that It may be possible to simplify
the present time-consuming methods of COB.' analysis.

•VUK 8 1
DOCUMENT

•VAR 77
eociaKKT • imot«oti3i

TI:

AU:
LA:
J S :
MO:

A B :

T l : Neutron-generator activation analysis in tha industry. Facilities end experiences.
Ipari neutronganeratoros aktivacios analizis. Mvroerandszerak as tapasztalatok.

AU: Verhelmi. L; Bencze. •-• Gardos. M. (Kozponti Fizikal Kuteto Intezet. Budapest
(Hungary)). Voriatz. B. (Nehezipari Muszaki Egyetem. Miskolc (Hungary)): Varga. L:
Temesi. I. (Ounai Vasmue. Dunaujvaros (Hungary)).

LA: Hungarian
JR: Izotoptechnika. ISSN 0004-7201 (1977) v. 20(9-10) p. 339-357.
NO: S figs: 11 rats.: 1 tab
AB: A nuclear measuring system for the determination of oxygan In steels was developed

In tha Central Physical Research institute on behalf of the Danube Ironworks,
gamma-rays of radioactive /sup 16/N releasing from tha nuclear reaction /sup
16/O(n.p)/sup 16/N ara detected. Tha mein measuring parameters, the requirements
concerning the facilities and the phases of the operation ara raviawad. An
up-to-date multichannel analyser connected with a computer I* used In

Routine multielement instrumental neutron activation analysis of silicate rocks
using short-lived radionuclides

Vukotic. P (Ghent Rijksuniv./rsiteit {Belgium}).
English
J. Redioansl. Cham. ISSN £134-0719. (1981). p. 353-365.
• rets
By means of thermal neutron activation and countings on tha small planar and large

coaxial Ge(Li) detector. 13 elements were determined in various silicate rocks,
using short-lived redionuclides with half-lives from 2 min to 15 h. A method of
routine enalyais with simple deed-time end pile-up correction is described end
tested with the standard rocks AGV-1 and G-2 (author).

•VYS 77
DOCUMENT NUMBER • IHIOl:40«tTS

T I : Complete chemical enalyais of airborne participates (air pollution: multi-element
analysis: 53 elements determined.) Uplne chemicka analyza castic vzduchu.

CO: Vyskumny Ustav Dopravny. Zilina (Czechoslovakia).
LA: Czech
RP: CS-INIS--174.
IH: 1977. 16 p Availability: Available from Vyskumny ustav dopravny. Zillne.

Czechoslovakia



NO: Translated from Atmos Environ (1975) v. 9 p 1099-1106
M: 53 components ware dattrmintd with i r'producibihty banar thin 20% tor most

components, by multi-alamtnt ntutron activation tnalysii. spectrometry. flameless
atomic absorption (Pb and Cd). spectrophotometrv (S04/sup 2-/. NO3/SUP -I. NH3.
P04/sup 3-/). liquid-liquid extraction (organic matanals solubla in watar). ashing
and gravimatry In ashing, only H2. N2. C. 02. halogans. Sa and Hg wtra rsltasad
Nondtstructivt ntutron activation analysis using vary short-hvad radionuchdes was
amployad in determining F. epithermal nautron activation was amployad for U. 14 MeV
nautron radiation was used for oatarmimng O and Si. (M.K.)

«WI 77
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?:: Usa of vary high output 14-MeV nautron ganarttors for rock and ora sorting.
A'J: Wainardi. RE. McGmlay. J.R (Taxas A and M Univ.. Collaga Station (USA))
LA: English
KS: Nuclaar tachniquas and mineral resources 1977. Proceedings of tha international

symposium on nuclaar techniques in exploration, extraction and processing of mineral
resources held by the IAEA in Vienna. 7*10 March 1977. International Atomic Energy
Agency. Vienna (Austria).

FP: IAEA-SM—216/55.
1M: Vienna IAEA. 1977. ISBN 92-0-060077-8. p. 371-376.
SE: Procatdmgs series.
CF: (Symposium on nuclear techniques In exploration, extraction and processing of

mineral resources Vienna. Austria. 7 - 1 0 Mar 1977. )
ABs The use of 14-MeV neutrons to determine the major and minor constituents in rock

using 14-MeV neutron generator systems with total yields of the • 'der of 10/sup
10/n/j has been an established technique for 15 yaars. However, a programme of
development is now underway at the Sandia laboratories which may result in tha
availability of a vary high output steady-state 14-MeV generator producing neutrons
at a level of 5x10/sup 12/ to SxiO/sup 13/n/s. Clearly higher sensitivity and
precision will be possible due to improvtd count-rates and peak-to-background
ratios. In several cases the measurement sensitivity needed for trace analysis will
be obtained with reactions of lower cross-section but yielding reaction products of
distinctive decay characteristics (half-life, gamma-ray energy) end fewer
interferences. For some elements, high sensitivity will be attainable through the
usa of short-lived nuclides. A series of elements with too low specific activities
under present activation conditions will be eccessible at trace levels via
nondestructive determinations; these include: I . S. As. Nb. Pd. Sn. Lu. Te. Ir. Pt.
Au. Hg and Pb. Applications of the high-flux 14-MeV neutron generator to geological
end geochamical analyses ere discussed, (author).

•WAR 79
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T I : Multi-element enelyais of blood tor trace metals by nautron activation analysis.
AU: Ward. N.I.; Oouglas. E.R. (Dalhousie Univ.. Halifax. Nova Scotia (Canada). Dapt. of

Chemistry).
LA: English
JR: Anal. Chim. Acta. ISSN 0003-2670. (1 Mar 1979). v. 105 p. 185- 197.
AB: Fourteen elements can be rapidly determined in whole blood by the neutron activation

analysis procedure described. Three of these (Ag. Cl. Se) are meesured after a 10-s
irradiation and eleven others (Al, Eta. Br. Ca. Cu. I. Mo. Mn. Mo. Rb. V) are
determined by a 180-s irradiation of a 1-cm/sup 3/ sample of whole blood attar
dastruction of organic matter and removal of sodium by hydrated antimony pantoxide.
A further 13 elements (As. Au. Co. Cr. Cs. Fa. Hg. K. Na. Ni. Sb. Sc. Zn) ars
determined after overnight irradiation In the SLOWPOKE reactor. (Auth.).

•WAS 80
DOCUMENT MIME* • IN!l l :M0tH

T:: Radioisotooe analyser for the determination of aluminium and silicon In cemam raw
mix

AL': Wasilewska-Radwansk*. M.: Kwiecinski. S. Pohoracki. w. (University of Mining and
Metallurgy. Cracow (Poland). Inst. of Nuclear Physics and Techniques); Owsiak. T.
(Institute of Nuclear Physics. Krakow (Poland)).

LA: English
:«: Radiochem. Radioanal Lett. ISSN 0079-9483. (25 Sep 198D). v. 45(1) p. 27-34
KC: 6 refs
AS: A ridioisotope analyser for the determination of aluminium and silicon, based upon

the neutron activation with the Pu-Be radioisotope source, is presented. For the
Pu-Be neutron source with a yield of 5.5xiO'sup 6/ nxsec/sup - 1 / and total analysis
time equal to BOO sec the standard deviation of singular determination amounted to
0.7% AI2O3 and 0 7% SiO2 The AI2O3 and SiO2 concentrations in cement raw mix varied
from 2% to 6% and from 11% to 16%. respectively, (author)

•WAT 76
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T I : Tha rapid determination of manganese, vanadium, and aluminium by instrumental
neutron-activation analysis.

AU: Watterson. J.I.W.; Eddy. B.T.: Pearton. D.C.G.
CO: National Inst. for Metallurgy. Johannesburg (South Africa).
LA: English
RP: NIM—1790.
IH: 20 Apr 1976. 17p. ISBN 0 86999 255 4. Availability: INIS.
AB: Aluminium, manganese, and vanadium were determined in chror Jm. terrochromium.

slegs. Because of the short-lived isotopes produced, the technique is rapid, and tha
total analysis time per sample is IS minutes The reproducibllity is 3 to 4 par
cent, and this value can be improved by can-in modifications, particularly to the
irradiation facilities. A similar msthod could be applied to on-line or in-p!ant
analysis if an isotopic sourc* of neutrons ware uste.

ind

•WAT 75
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T I : Optimization of Irradiation and decay times In nuclear activation analyses.
AU: Watterson. J.I.W. (University of the Witwatersrend. Johannesburg (South Africa)

Nuclear Physics Research Unit).
LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Cham. (1975). v. 26(1) p. 135-150.
NO: 5 figs.: 6 rats.. 1 teble.
AB: A methematical model has been developed to describe the behavicur of the statistical

error in the determination of gamma-ray peak areas in instrumental activation
analysis as a function of the irradiation and decay times. This model has been used
to investigate the best values of these parameters for the determination of a
particular peak In a complex spectrum. It has also been used to investigate the
effect of the maximum count rate on the best precision obtainable. In the case of
the practical example of the nondestructive determination of tungsten in a granite
tha model illustrates how the background contributions from sodium and lanthanum
limit tha precision of the determination. The conditions for an absolute minimum
variance in this ssmple are impractical but the best practical conditions can easily
be established. In eddition this model is useful to study the effect of tha count
rate capabilities of the analytical equipment Extended forms of the model could be
used to study the limit of detection tor various elements in various samples as wall
as to the determination of the optimum measurement time in the case of short lived

These aspects ere at present being developed. (T.G.).
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Activation analysis with short-lived nuchdes in aerosol physics
vveber G (Atommstitut der Oesterreichischen Umversitaaten. Vienna)
Englisn
J Radioanal Chem ISSN 0134-0719 (1981) v 61(1-2) p 335- 344
15 reis
(Workshop on activation analysis with short-lived nuclides. Vienna. Austria 4 - 8

Feb 1980 )
HU (Hungary) J (Journal article)
K (Conference)
Bit (Chemical and Isotopic Analysis)
Although neutron activation analysis is usually no\ vary common in aerosol physics,

there are fields of application which seem to be rather successful. By using special
aerosol separators not only the mass-concentration but also the size-distribution of
the aerosol can be determined. Based on two studies, the use of activable eerosols
is demonstrated calibration and test of a simple discontinuously working aerosol
moniser for the off-gas system of isotope hoods: dynamic of radioactive ionized
aerosols in a seeled room. Finally a generel survey of further applications of
activable aerosols is given, (euthor).

LA:
JR:
AS:

English
Nucl Instrum Methods (15 Jul 1976) v. 136(2) p 271-283
A high rate spectroscopy system specially suited for measurement of snort-hved

isomeric transitions is described, which, es part of a fast activation analysis
facility at the TRIGA Mark II reactor, provides for automatic recording and
immediate evaluation of gamma spectre taken from nuclides activated at stationary or
pulsed reactor power. The system consists of a commercial de-coupled GefU)-detector
of 70 cm/sup 3/ modified for recycling operation for input rates in excess of 500000
c/s /sup 60/Co. a time variant trapezoidal shaping section and a fast constant
dead-time ADC coupled to a programmed multichannel analyzer Novel circuits for
efficient pile-up reiection and time variant base line restoration extend the
concept of gated integration up to count rates of more then 200000 c/s /sup 60/Co
Time-sequenced recording of spectra is performed by a minicomputer operated as a
front-end processor of a larger laboratory computer, where final data processing
takes place. New concepts for very simple and cost-effestive implementation of
multichannel enalyzers by means of general purpose small computers are described
(Auth.)

•VIE 79
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•WES 82a

T I : A gamma spectroscopy system for the activation analysis of short- lived isomers. Ein
Gammaspektroskopiesystem fuer die Aktiviarungsanalyse Scurzleblger Isomere.

Mi: Westpnai. G.P. (Atominstttut der Oesterreichischen Unlversrtaeten. Vianna).
LA: German
MS: Discussion meeting on nuclear-, radio- and radiation chemistry - basics and

applications. Vonragstagung Kern-. Radio-. Strahlencnemie - GrundJjgin und
Anwandungen' Gesellschatt Deutscher Chemiker. Frankfurt am Main (Germany, F.R.).
Fachgruppe Nuklaarchemie.

RP: INIS-mf~8072.
IM: 1982. 93 p. p. S3. Availability: IMS.
NO: Published in summary form only.
CF: (Discussion meeting on nuclear-, radio- and radiation chemistry - basics and

applications Karlsruhe (Germany. F.R.). 20 - 24 Sap 1982.)

•WES 8 1
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71: High rttt gamma-spectroscopy and related problems.
AU: Westphal. G.P. (Atominstitut der Oesterreichischen Universttaaten. Vianna)
LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal Cham. ISSN 0134-0719. (1981). v. 61(1-2) p. I l l - 119.
CF: (Workshop on activation analysis with short-lived nuclides. Vienna. Austria. 4 - S

Fab 1980 )
AB: Based on a functional description of tha standard Ge'U) spectrometer some of its

shortcomings et high counting rates are discussed and, as a possible solution to the
problem, an outline is given of an experimental high rate gimmt spectroscopy with
real time compensation of counting losses, (author).

•WES 76
OOCUMtMt HUME* • INlOT.lTitSf

T I : A high rate gamma spectroscopy system for activation analysis of shon-livad
isomeric transitions

AU-. WbStphstt. G.P. (Atominstitut der Oesterreichischen Hochschulen, Vienna)

T i : Changes in trace element concentration in hair and other organs in relation to
disease end metal burden.

AU: Wiesener. w.; Goemer. w.; Niese. S- {Zantralinstitut fuer Kernforschung. Rossandorf
bei Dresden (German Democratic Republic)).

LA: English
MS: Nuclear activation techniques In the life sciences 1978. Proceedings of an

international symposium held by tha IAEA in Vienna. 22-26 May 1978. International
Atomic Energy Agency. Vienna (Austria).

RP: IAEA-SM—227/73.
IM: Vienna. IAEA. 1979. ISBN 92-0-010079-1. p. 307-319.
SE: Proceedings series.
CF: (International symposium on nuclear activation techniques In the life sciences.

Vienna. Austria. 2 2 - 2 6 May 1978.)
AB: With the help of reactor neutron activation analysia, tha concentrations of F, C*.

Mn, Cu. Zn. Sa, Ag. I end Au in hair and other organs of normal and diseased parsons
and of persons occupationally or otherwise axposed to high concentrations of certain
elements have been determined. Whan necessary, before gamma spectrometry. /sup 24/Na
interference was removed by hydrated antimony pentoxide or the elements of interest
were separatod by an amon-exchange resin. Short-lived nuclides were determined by e
short activation with the help of a pneumatic irradiation facility and automatic
correction of deadtime and decay The hair of welders was found to contain
considerably more Mn than that of normal persons. The concentration of F in the hair
of people working with F compounds was also enhanced. The amount of Au in tha ssrum
of patients treated with sodium-gold-thiosulphate was determined. Goitre patients
showed a small increase of Sa end a decrease of I In the hair. Patients with mammary
carcinoma showed en increase of Cu. Zn and I. The Zn content of tumorous mammary
tissue was many times higher than that of neighbouring tissue. Muscle tissue of rats
with a Yoshida ascites sarcoma showed en enhanced content of Zn as wall The content
of Mn. Cu end Zn in fatty livers decreases with increasing content of fat. (author).

•WIL 81
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T I : Pneumatic sample-transfer system for use with the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory rotating target neutron source (RTNS-I).

AU: Williams. R.E.
CO: Lawrence Livermore National Lab. CA (USA).
LA: English



RF: UCID—19161
!K: Jul 1961 42 p. Availability INlS AvailaDIt :.om NTIS.. PC A03/ MF A01
AB: A pneumatic sample-transfer system K madad to ba abla to rapidly retrieve samples

irradiatad with 14-MaV nautrons at tha Rotating Targat Nautron Sourca (RTNS-l). The
rabbit system, already in piece for many years, has baan refurbished with modern
system components controlled by en LSI-11 minicomputer. Samples cen now be counted
three seconds after en Irridiation. There ere many uses for th.i expanded 14-MeV
neutron activation capab illy. Several fission products difficult to isolate from
mixed fission fragments can be produced instead through (n.p) or (n.tlphe) reactions
with stable isotopes Mess-separated samples of Nd. Mo. end Sc. tor exemple. cen be
irradiated to produce Pr. Nb. and As radionuclidas sufficient for decay scheme
studies. Tha system may also ba used for multielement fast-neutron activation
analysis because the neutron flux is greater then 2 x 10/sup 11/ n/cm/sup 2/-sec
Single element analyses of Si end O *rt tlsu possible. FtnMllv. mttturamtnts of
fast-neutron cross sections producing short -lived activation products can be
performed with this system. A description of ihe rabbit system and instructions tor
its use are presented In this report.

•VIL 78
OOCMWNT Klaalia • INI 10:411113

T I : Measurement of whole-body oxygen in living humans by neutron activation analysis.
AU: Williams. E.D.; Boddv. K. (Scottish Universities Research tna Reactor Centre.

Glesgow (UK)).
IA: English
JR: Int. J. Appl. Radiat. Isot. ISSN 0020-70SX. (May 1978). v. 29(4- 5) p. 281-283.
AB: Whole-body oxygen has baan measured directly for tha first time in living human

subjects. Oxygen was activated with 14 May nautrons and tha product. 7.11 s
half-life / tup 16/N was measured by whole-body counting. In 18 patients with
hypertension, the meesured totel oxygen was similar to expectation from body
habitus, (author).

*WOG 79
OOCUMCNT H BIR IHI11

T I : Computer-controlled cyclic activation analysis with a /sup if "A-1 sup 235/U
subcritical multiplier.

AU: Wogman. N.A.: Brown. Dr.: flieck. H.G. Jr.; Uu l . J.C. (Bettelle- Northw.it
Richlind. WA)

LA: English
KS: Computers in activation analysis and gamma-ray spectroscopy. Carpenter. BS

D'Agostino. M.D.; Vule. H.P. (eds.).
IK: Weshington. DC. Department of Energy. 1978. p. 728-738.
CT: (Conference on computer* m activation analysis and gamma-ray speetroscopy.

Mayaguaz. Puerto Rico. 30 Apr - 4 May 1978. }
AB: A computer-controlled cyclic /sup 252/Cf activation-analysis facility has baen

developed for routine multielement analysis of a wide variety or solid and liquid
samples. The irredietion facility contains 10S mg of /sup 252/Cf placed ki e 93%
/sup 235/U-anriched uranium core which is subcrttlcal with a k effective of 0.PB5.
The number of irradiation and counting cycles, storage of gamma-ray spectre, decay
periods, end counting periods arc monitored by e TN-11 computer-based multichannel
analyzer. Data reduction of gemma-ray spectra is accomplished with a PDP-11/35 or
PDP-15 computer system. Detection limits for about £5 elements hav» baen determined
to be et or below the part-per-million concentration level.

*WOG 78
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T I : Computer-controlled cyclic activation analysis with a /sup 252/Cf—/ sup 235/U
subcritical multiplier.

AU: Wogman. N A : Rieck. H.G, Uul . J.C. ,'Battalle Pacific Northwest Labs.. Pichland.
WA).

LA: English
JR: Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. Suppl. (1978). v. 28(1) p. 62.
MO: Published in summary form only.
CF: (Conference on computers In activation analysis and gamma-ray spectroscopy.

Mayaguez, Puerto Rico. 1 May 1978-)
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T I : Utilization of a /sup 252/Cf-/sup 235/U fueled subcritical multiplier for neutron
activation analysis. Rev

AU: Wopman. N.A.. Lepel. EA
C2: Pacific Northwest Lab.. Richland. WA (USA).
-A: English
fi?: PNL-SA—11699-Rev. CONF-840408—1-Rev
:K: Fab 1984. 9 p Aveilabihty: iNIS Available from NTIS. PC A02. 3 as DE84011862
cr: (5 international conference on nuclear methods in environmental and energy

research. Mayaguez (Puerto Rico). 2-6 Apr 1984. )
AS: A /sup 252/Cf neutron activation anetysis facility developed In 1975 has been used

for the routine multielement analysis of a wide variety of solid and liquid samples
Tha present neutron flux is on the order of 10/sup 9/ thermal neutrons per cm/sup 2/
per second. Following activation, the radioisotopes are analyzed through their
photon emissions with lithium drifted germanium detectors, anticoincidence shielded
germanium detectors and NalfTI) coincidence spectrometers. Although over 65 elements
have been measured in environmental matariels with this system, typical analyses
include the elements Na. Al. Cl. K. Ca. Ti. v. Mn. Br. Sr. Rb. Ba. and Oy. Detection
limits range from the sub parts per million upward. Over 8000 samples hava been
analyzed at tn amortized neutron cost per temple of $31.

vz
AS

Elemental enalysis of human serum and serum protein fractions by thermal neutron
activation.

Woimez. JRW.
St'Cht'ng Energieonderzoek Centrum Nederiand. Petten. Amsterdam Umv (Netherlands].
English
ECN--147
Jan 1984 241 p Availability IMS
26 figs. 317 refs. 71 tables Designation Proefschrih (Dr.).
Some applications of thermal neutron activation for the determination of elemental

cor.tents in human serum and human serum protein fractions are presented Firstly
total serum is dealt with, secondly serum protein fractions obtained by gel
filtration are described A brief review on the role of (trace) elements in human
health and disease end a compilation of literature data for elemental contents in
human serum, as obtained by neutron activation techniques, are given. The most
important sources of statistical and systematic errors are evaluated. Results for
the contents of sodium, potassium, magnesium, bromine, iron, copper, zinc, selenium,
rubidium, cesium and antimony In serum are given, with emphasis on control of
accuracy and pracision. The possible relation between salanium In blood and etnear
occurrenc* in humans is discussed. The results of elemental analyses from cencer
patients and from a patient receiving a cytostetie treatment are presented. A survey
of literature results for the determination of protein-bound alamentel contents In
serum is presented Subsequently, results from a study on tha behaviour of elements
during gt. filtration are discussed Gal-element and protein-element interactions



ara studied. Finally tht protaln-bound occurranca of traca elements In human serum
Is determined by 0*1 filtration tnd nautron activation analyilt. Results for both
oesalting and tractionation ara givan. for the alamants bromine, coppar, manganese,
vanadium, selenium. line, rubidium, iron and iodine. (Auth.).

•WOI 79
OOCUMCHT H M U

T : : A correction for dead-time losses in gamma-ray spectrometry for a mixture of
short-lived radionuchdes

;,'„•: Woittiez. J.RW. Zonderhuis. J (Stichting Energieonderzoefc Centrum Nedenand
Penan). FaanhoV A. Das. HA (Amsterdam Umv (Netherlands))

English
_"5: J Radioanal Chem ISSN 0134-0719 (1979) v 53(1-2) p 191- 201

2 rets
HU (Hungary) J (Journal article)
N (Numerical data)
A33 (Nuclear Theory) Bli
A simple procedure tor the correction of residual dead-time losses in gamma-ray

sp -'rometry of mixtures of snort-lived radionuclides is given it is based on the
vai> of the total deadtime at the beginning of the measurement and on three
constants characteristic of » given matrix The application to the instrumental
neutron activation analysis of fluorine and sodium in bone is given as an example
(author)

»YAM 80
DOCUMCHT < • U • t*ttt:HiaiO

T l : An application of nautron activation analysis to biological materials Pt. 4.
Approach to simultaneous determination of traca elements in human eye tissues with
non-destructive neutron activation analysis.

AU: Yamaguchi. T.; Bando. M.; Nekaiima. A. (Juntando Univ.. Tokyo (Japan). School of
Medicine); Terai. M. (Tokyo Metropolitan Univ. (Japan). Faculty of Science);
Suzuki-Yasumoto. M. (National Inst. of Radiological Sciences. Chlba (Japan)).

LA: English
JR: J. Radioanal. Cham ISSN 0134-0719. (1980). v. 57(1) p. 169-183.
KC: 22 refs.
AB: Fourteen tract elements (short-lived nuclides: Al, Br. Cu. Mn and V; long-lived

nuclides: Ag, Au. Cd, Co. Cr. Fe. Sc. Se and Zn) In human eye tissues ere determined
simultaneously by non-destructive neutron activation analysis The quantity of Al.
Br, Fe. Se and Zn In tha eye tissues (about 1 to more than 10 mu g/g dry weight
tissue) seems to be higher than that of other traca elements, although the content
of each trace element In individual tissue is scattered In e wide range.
Conjunctiva, iris (*ci'.ltry body) and choroid (*pigmsnt epithelium) seem to contain
larger amount of various trace elements than other eye tissues. From correlation
studies It is evident that the relative distribution of 14 treca elements In various
aye tissues ere similar, and furthermore the content of trece elements In the eye
tissues may be correlated In each of the three groups (group A: Cd. S« end Zn. group
B: Al. Cr. Fe. Se end V; group C Al, Au. Fe and Se). (author).

•YON 79
• INII1:SI1H4

TI« Determination of hafnium In zirconium standard samples (JAERI-Z15,- Z16) by nautron
activation and gamma-ray spectrometry of sup(179m)Hf.

Yonezawa Chushiro. Takashima. Kyoichiro (japan Atomic Energy Research Inst.. Tokai
learaxi Tokai Research Establishment).

Japan Alomc Energy Research Inst.. Tokyo
Japanese
JAERI-M—8268
May 1979 7 p Availability; IMS.
Trace amounts of hafnium in zirconium standard samples (JAERI-Z15.-Z16) were

determined bv neutron activation and gamma-ray spectrometry where 214.3 k«V
gamma-ray emitted from supfi7Sm)Hf (T sub(l/2) • 18 6 sec) are counted by a Ge(Li)
detector The zirconium samples and hafnium standards were irradiated in a pneumatic
tube (phi sub(tn) • 4 6 x 10/sup 13/ n/cm/sup 2/.sec) of JRR-4 for 10 sec
independently After irradiation the samples end standards were transferred to the
Ge(Li) detector and cooled for 40 sec. The gamma-ray spectra were observed with 100
sec counting Analytical results of zirconium standard samples were as follows-
JAERI-Z1S 1.8 • - 0.11 ppm (n • 12). JAERI-Z16 41 • - 1.9 ppm (n - 12). On the
assumption that the peak detection limit is three times larger than the standard
deviation of background counts, the detection limit for hafnium was 0.0012 mu g The
detection limit of hafnium content was 0.04 ppm for 30 mg of the (ample, (author!

*ZAJ 77
D0CUMEN1 MU BED - IN110:01414

T I : Neutron-activation prospecting for fluorine buried aureoles.
Najtronno-aktivstsionnye poiski pogrcbennykn oreolov ftora.

AU: Zaitsev. G.N.; Gorbachev. A.N.; Gorav. A.V.
LA : Russian
vs: Radioactivity logging In ore gaology. Methods for prospecting geophysics. Yadernaya

geofizika v rudnoj oeoloyii. Melody razvedochnoj geofizifci. Naucnno-Proizvodstvannoe
Ob'ediname Gaofizika. Leningrad (USSR).

IK: Leningrad. Nauchno-proizvodstvennoe ob"«dinenie "Gaofizika". 1977. p. 97-100.
AE: A technique for deep nautron-activation survay.permltting to obtain the information

on fluorine content along the wfiole depth of loosa deposits, is developed to
increase the efficiency of prospactings for fluorite deposits and other fluorine
containing ore deposits at closed areas with the development of loose deposits. The
method is based on the /sup 19/F(njlpha)/sup 16/N nuclear reaction which takes
place on fast neutrons with tha energy above 1.5 M»V. The design of a specialty
created blast hole tool (linear) for a serial gamma spectrometer is described as
well as the spectrometer calibration technique and r the order of measurements in
wells and blastholes. The experience of sampling of the above survey at ths fluorine
deposil has shown that the survey sensitivity meets the requirements of prospectings
and permits to find out and trace the fluorine aureoles even of relatively low
concentrations. The application of the method permits to increase sufficiently the
prospecting reliability.

*ZAK 78
DOCUMENT HU BER • t« I11- .5aO?4S

7 1 : A device on the base of a portable pulse fast neutron generator for activation
'.termination of carbon content Ustrojstvo dlya aktivatsionnogo opredeleniya
soderzhaniya ugleroda na baza portativnogo impul'snogo ganeratora bystrykh
neitronov.

AU: Zakharov. EA; TustanovsUj. V.T.; Kudryatova. IX: Moissav. S.I.
LA: Russian
JR: Tr. Vses Nauchno-lssled. Inst Radiats. Tekh. (1978). (no. 16) p. 143-150.
AS: A device for the determination of carbon according to the reaction /sup

12/C(n.p)/sup 12/6 is described. Tha devic* is based on » portable pulse generator
of neutrons. The device permits determination of some other elements by short-lived
ectivation products with half-life less then 1 sec
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